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Translator's Introduction

The New Interest in the Political

Theory of Althusius

johannes Althusms has enjoyed the good fbrtune m recent nmes of

frequent nonce in pohdcal, theological, sociological, and historical

wrmngs. This has been true ever since Otto Glerke in the latter part of

the nineteenth century, recovered Althusms from two centuries of

relanve obscurity, and attributed to his Politica (Politica methodtce digesta)

the &stinctlon of making one of the plvotal contribunons to Western

pohtical thought. He saw m Althusms a seminal thinker who was

enabled by an exceptional learning in law, theology., polmcs, and history

to formulate a pohtical theory that served as something ofa culmmanon

of medieval soclal thought and a watershed of modern pohtical ideas.

The chmf features of this theor), Gierke felt, were to be found m its

contractual and natural law- principles.

The renewal of interest m Althusms was given further _mpetus

by the labors of Carl Joachim Frlednch, who m 1932 not only repub-

hshed the largest part of the 1614 edmon of the Politica m its original

language, but also provided for it an introduction that considerably

advanced our knowledge of Althusms' hfe as well as his thought.

Friednch focused attention on the concept of the symbmtlC association

as the foundation of Althusxan theory, and on the Calvinist rehgmn as

interpretive of this concept. In so doing, he differed qmte nonceably

from Glerke in his understanding ofAlthuslus poliucal theory Never-

theless, he shared with Gierke a very high estimate of Althusius'

_mportance, even to the extent of considering him to be "the most

profound polmcal thinker between Bodm and Hobbes.'"

ix
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In addition to Gierke and Friedrlch, the two persons who

have done most to estabhsh Althusius' reputation in the contemporary

world, there is also a small but growing and impressive group of scholars

from various political and rehgious traditions who have devoted consid-

erable attention to his thought. The names of John Neville Figgls,

IL. W. and A. J. Carlyle, Pierre Mesnard, Erik Wolf, Ernst Ikeibsteln,

PeterJochen Winters, Heinz Werner Antholz, and others whose works

are listed in the Select Bibliography of this translation testify to this.

These men have addressed themselves to a range of topics m Althusian

scholarship that reflects the wide scope of his thought. Included among

such topics have been the constitutlonalism of Althuslus, the relation m

his thought of philosophical norms to political processes, the contribu-

tions of Althusius to jurisprudence, has theory of associations, the

Calvinist religious elements in his pohtical theory, the role of the

Spanish school of social philosophy at Salamanca m the development of

his thought, and Althusius' employment of his own political teachings

while serving as Syndic of the city of Emden for thirty-four years.

It is a striking feature of Althuslan studies, however, that until

this translation was made there had not been a pubhshed translation of a

substantial part of the Politicam any vernacular language. Wolf translated

a few pages into German from the 1603 edition, and included them m a

coUectlon of juridical writings by vinous authors that he pubhshed in

1943. Frledrich circulated m mimeographed form ten pages of selections

he put Into Enghsh from the 1614 edition. And Father Stanley Parry

translated, and at times paraphrased, major portions of the 1614 edition

for a privately used English typescript in connection with his doctoral

studies on Althusius at Yale University. But so far as I am aware, this

abridged translation represents the first published attempt in a modern

language to present in Althusius' own words the enure basic structure of

his political thought, as well as the chief arguments by which he com-

pared and contrasted his own position with that of his contemporaries.

The reason why such a translation has not been attempted before may

well be because of some unusual problems it presents to the translator. I

shall discuss these problems, as well as the justificauon for abridging the

original work, in the final section of this Introduction.

It may be helpful in concluding this section to note briefly

some of the most important facts of the life of this man whose thought is

now acquiring new attention among scholars m a number of disciplines.
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Little is known of the early years of Althusms' life, except that he was

born in Diedenshausen in Westphalia about 1557. He appeared m 1581

at Cologne, where he apparently studied the writings of Aristotle. It was
at Basle, however, that he received h_s doctorate m both civil and

ecclesiastical law m 1586, with a thesis on the subject of intestate
inheritance. Surprisingly, he published Jurispmdentia Romana, his first

book, during the same year. While at Basle he lived for a tame in the

home of Johann Grynaeus, with whom he studied theology, and there-

after maintamed a life-long correspondence. Someume prior to obtain-

mg his doctorate, Althusius also studied at Geneva with Denis Godefro3;
the renowned textual scholar of Roman law.

Upon receiving his doctorate, he was called to the Reformed

Academy at Herborn as a member of the faculty of law. Herborn

Academy, whlch had been founded only two years earlier (1584) by
Count John of Nassau, had become immediately successful and had

attracted an international student body. Its first rector was Kasper

Olevlanus, the co-author with Zachary Ursinus of the Heidelberg

Catechism. Althusms, in addition to his professorship in lab; became

councillor to the count m 1595 and, after some months of theological
study at Heidelberg, was made rector of the Academy an 1597. His

volume on ethics--entided Civil# ConversationisLibriDuo--was pub-

lished an 1601. But the greatest achievement of his Herborn years was
the publication m 1603 of the Politica,a work that received immechate
and wide attenuon.

The Politicaseems to have been instrumental m securing for

Althusms a most attracuve offer to become Synchc of Emden in East

Friesland. This city had been one of the first in Germany (1526) to

embrace the Reformed faith. Ever smce John Laski had been inwted to
Emden in 1542 by Countess Anna to reorgamze its religious life, it had

become a verxtable "Geneva of the North." Its strategic location on the

frontiers of both the German Emptre and the Netherlands gave at
freedom of movement vis-h-visits Lutheran provincial lord and its Catho-

lic emperor. At the same time, its strong Calvinist spirit enabled it to

exercise an exceptional influence in key areas of the Netherlands and

Germany. Indeed, Emden was often called the "alma mater" of the

Dutch Reformed Church, for it was from Emden that some of the early
Dutch mimsters came, and at Emden that many exiles from the Duke of

Alva's persecution later found refuge. Moreover, at the Synod of Emden
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m 1571 the Reformed churches of East Friesland and the Lower Rhine

joined with the Dutch churches to form a union of the hrgest part of

Northern Calvinism. Furthermore, Emden was a leading seaport, in

close communicanon with England, and it served as a haven for a number

of English chvmes during the Cathohc reacuon under Mary Tudor.

Recently, however, Emden had encountered increasingly sen-

ous conflicts with its provmoal lord, as well as with various larger and

more powerful units of the German Empire and Spamsh Kingdom. The

City Council was consequently seeking an excepnonally able leader to

guide its negonanons and destroy. Johann Altlng, a son of Emden's

dlstingulshed clergyman Menso Airing and one of a number of students

from Emden studying law under Althusius at Herborn, apparently sent

copies of the Politica home as soon as it was pubhshed. The favorable

reception by Emdeners of the ideas on government expressed m this

volume, coupled with Althusius' growing juristic reputation, led the

C1_ Council to invite him to become the Synchc of Emden.

He accepted the offer in 16(14, and guided the political des-

tinies ofth_s ci_ w_thout interrupnon until his death m 1638. During

the years of his service m Emden, he published two new and enlarged

editions of the Politica (1610 and 1614), and also wrote the Dicaeologica

(1617), an immense work that seeks to construct a single comprehen-

sive juridical system out of Biblical law, Roman lag,, and various

customary laws. In 1617 Althusms was elected elder of the church of

Emden, a position he continued to hold until his death twenty-one

years later. There is a sense m which his two functions of syn&c and

elder, coupled with capacities for leadership and hard work, enabled

him to coordinate the civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions of the city, and
thus to exercise somewhat the same kind of influence m Emden as

Calvzn &d in Geneva. His correspondence contains frequent condem-

nations of Arminian theological opinions, and in one letter he especially

crmclzed the P/aas of Hugo Grofius on the basis that it would under-

mine the independent right and liberty of the church by transferring

ecclesmstlcal functions to c_wl government.

The Basic Structure of His Thought

,_thusius consciously organized his Politica according to tkarmst logic.

This is the explanation for the words "metho&cally set forth" in the

title, and for the references occasionally found throughout the text to
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"the law of method" and "the precepts of logicians." Peter Ramus, a

celebrated and highly controversial French logician of the sixteenth

century, made use of the two traditional topics of logic: invention and

disposition (or judgment). What was largely new with tLamus, how-

ever, was the manner in which he employed these two topics. Where

invention had previously been understood as the processes for combin-

ing predicates with subjects m debatable propositions, under the influ-

ence of tLamlsm it also came to denote the processes for determining

what material belongs to subjects as scholarly dlsclphnes. And where

disposition had previously referred to methods of arranging proposl-

tlons into syllogisms or inductions, and these into discourses, with

Ramism it also came to refer to the methods of organizing material

appropriate to any given disclphne. The change that has occurred is one

in which logic is used to clarify" not only what may be said for or against

proposlnons and combinations or propositions, but also how a field of

study may be "logically" organized. An assumption inherent in Ram-

lsm is that proper orgamzanon of materials is valuable not only for

teaching and learning purposes, but also for the discove W and clarifica-

tion of knowledge.

Ramus' lnterpretanon ofmvennon made use of three laws he

adapted from Aristotle's Posterior Anal),uc_. (1) The law of justice (lea"

iustitiae) indicates that each art or science has its own purpose, that this

purpose serves as a principle for determining what is proper to a gwen

art (suum cuique), and that everything not proper to it is to be rigorously

excluded. Althuslus' employment of the tkamlst law of justice is intro-

duced lmtially in the Preface to the first edition, where he says that "it is

necessary" to keep constantly in view the natural and true goa] and form

of each art, and to attend most carefully to them, that we not exceed the

lirmts justice lays down for each art and thereby reap another's harvest."

The purpose of political scmnce, according to Althuslus, is the mainte-

nance of socaal hfe among human beings. He therefore proposes to

remove certain legal, theological, and ethical material from it by which

others in his judgment had confused and compromised its proper

operation. He acknowledges, however, that two disciplines may have

partly overlapping subject matter, as theology and pohtical science share

the Decalogue, and law and political science jointly embrace the

doctrine of sovereignty'. But he insists that each discipline must limit

itself to that aspect of the common material that is essennal to its own

purpose, and reject what is not. (2) The Ramlst law of truth (lex veritatzs)
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indicates that an art or science consists of universal and necessary

propositions or precepts, and that those that are true only in certain

places and times should be sifted out. For Althusius the problem was

what to do with such politically relevant, but nevertheless contingent,

matters as the varying character and customs of rulers and peoples.

"Who can propose general precepts," he asks, "that are necessarily and

mutually true about matters so various and unequlvalent? The states-

man, however, should be well acquainted with these matters." His

soluuon _s to retain some of these matters in his Politica for expedient

reasons, but with advance warning to his readers concerning their

quasl-sclenufic nature. They are especially to be found in the chapters
on "Pohtical Prudence m the Administration of the Commonwealth."

(3) tkamus" law of wisdom (lex sapientiae) indicates that a proposinon

should be placed with the nearest class of things to which it belongs

rather than with matters on a higher or lower level of generality.

Mthough Althusius nowhere explicitly discusses this law, it is evident

that he consistently employs it. For example, there are no propositions

referring chiefly and generically to the city to be found in his opening

discussion of politics in general. They are too restrictive for this level

because politics also includes other associations in adchtion to the city.

Nor are they to be located In his discussion of the rural village. They are

too extensive for this level because other kinds of local community also

qualify as cities. Rather all such propositions will be found in hls

discussion of the nonuniversal public association that is composed of

famlhes and collegia. They belong precisely to this level, as they do to

no other. Althuslus' use of the Ramlst law of wisdom gives to the Politica

a highly architectonic quality, even though the effect sometimes im-

presses the reader as somewhat superficial.

The most distinctive feature of the lkan_st interpretation of

disposition is its emphasis upon method. And this Althusius clearly

appropriates. Ramus had written that those who think wasely and

methodically "descend from the most general idea to the various

divisions thereof, and thence to the particular cases it comprehends"

(Dzalectlque, Paris, 1555, p. 4). Althusius opens the Politica with a general

proposition that indicates the fundamental insight regarding the nature

of political science that will be pursued throughout this inquiry, and

suggests by Implication the limits that will be observed. He then

proceeds by diwdmg and repeatedly subdividing the subject matter,
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each subdivision m turn opening with a sub-proposition relating to the

general proposition and defining the appropriate material thereto. He

pursues tfus method with a tiresome regularity throughout the enure

volume until the full imphcations of the opemng proposinon have been

diligently sought out in their apphcauon to all forms and activmes of

polmcal assoclauon.

"Poliucs is the art of assocaatmg men for the purpose of

estabhshmg, cultivating, and conserving socaal hfe among them.

Whence it is called 'symbloucs.' "This is the general proposmon for the

entire volume. It stands at the beginning of Chapter I, and guades and

controls everything that follows. By referring to poliucs as symbaotics

(or the art of laving together), and to socaal hfe as symbaosas (or hvmg

together), Althusms means to include all human associataons in his

study. These he divades into simple and private assocaations (family and

collegium), and mixed and public assoclations (city, province, and

commonwealth). The latter are chscussed m both cawl and eccleslasucal

aspects because provision for both body and soul is deemed essenual to

pubhc socaal life. Although the concentration of this volume is upon the

commonwealth, Althusaus clearly beheves that these other associations

are the parts out of which, indlrectly and dlrecdy, the commonwealth as

composed, and that they furthermore share common problems of

poliucal organxzauon wath the commonwealth. Indeed, by first setting

forth the principles by which these problems are to be met in the smaller

associataons, Althusius anticipates the major features ofh_s discussion of

the commonwealth except for the addation of the attribute of sover-

eaguty, which as proper to the commonwealth alone.

Symbiotic assoc_ataon revolves something more than mere exas-

tence together. It mdacates a quality of group life characterxzed by"piety

and justice without which, Althusius beheves, neither mchwdual persons

nor society can endure. He repeatedly- asserts that piety is required by the

first table of the Decalogue andjusuce by the second, and that the two

together are furthermore validated in human experience everywhere.

Thus both divme revelaraon and natural reason are called upon m pohtacal

science to clarify the true nature of symbaotic association.

Wherever there Is symbaosls there is also commumcauon, or

the sharing of things, serwces, and right. (The Latin wordjus employed

in this connection means both right and law.) Although poliucs is

properly revolved in each of these three forms ofcommumcauon, it has
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one basic concern with them, namely, the effective ordering of all

commumcation. Therefore, poliucs _snot interested m the goods of the

tradesman or the skills of the craftsman, except inasmuch as these goods

and skills must be socially regulated for the benefit both of the individ-

ual and of the association. Thus pohucs may be distinguished from

economics. The commumcation of right (jus), however, is proper to

polmcs m an even more basic manner. For by this kind ofcomrnunica-

uon each association _s given its polmcal structure, and achieves that

form of self-sufficiency appropriate to it. The right that is commum-

cated is In part common to all assoc_auons, in part special to each type of

associauon, and m part particular to each individual assoclation.

Communlcauon reqmres lmpermm, or strong rule, to be

effective. Althusms has no interest at all in theories about human rights.

What does interest him is the extent to which any association fulfills the

purposes for which it exists. In this sense, an association has a holy

vocation even as a person does. Consequently, Althusius is opposed to

tyrannical rule not because it is undemocratic, but because it becomes

ineffecuve in supporting the ends for which persons enter and remain m

association with each other. He is opposed, for the same reason, to weak

and vacillating rule. H_s interest in constitutional hmitauons upon the

abuse of power arises from his concern that power be truly and lawfully

strong. It is therefore characteristic of his thought that he advocates

mstitutionahzed restraints upon rulers in order to maintain effective

symbiosis. Such restraints are intended to conserve lawful rule xn an

assoc_auon and to correct or remove an erring ruler when necessary, but
not to weaken the exercise of rule itself.

Persons enter and remain in associauon w_th each other be-

cause outside of the mutual commumcatlon of things, services, and

right they cannot live comfortably and well; indeed, they cannot live at

all. Necessity therefore induces association. But the exastence of each

mdiwdual associauon, as well as the special form it takes, also depends

upon the continuing consent of the symblotes, or members. Althusius is

thus led to say that an association is iniuated and maintained by a

covenant among the symb_otes setting forth their common agreement

about the necessary and useful purposes to be served by the associauon,

and the means appropriate to fulfill these purposes. If there is no explicit

convenant, then an implicit one is assumed m the continuing consent of
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those who live together. Symbiotic assoc_atlon thus requires a balance

between social necessity and social vohuon.

When Althusms d_stingmshes the two types of private assoc_a-

uon as the natural and the C_vll, he is setting forth the two poles in th_s

balance. The family, as the natural private association, is considered to

be a permanent union of the members "with the same boundaries as hfe

itself." The collegium, as the c_vil private association, _sa more volun-

tary society "that need not last as long as the hfetlme of man," even

though "a certain necessity can be said to have brought it into exis-
tence." Even within each of these two associations there is some balance

between necessity and vohtion. For the farmly, however natural, is based

upon a tacit or expressed agreement among its members as to the

manner of_ts commumcation of things, services, and right. The contin-

ued existence of the family tends to confirm this agreement. On the

other hand the collegium _snot completely voluntary. It arises from a

natural need, and presumably _s not to be disbanded unless alternauve

means are available to meet this need. Th_s integral relationship be-

tween necessity and vollUon that first finds expression in private assoc_a-

uons carnes over into public assoclations, and becomes one of the

obstructive characteristics of the enure associational theory of Althusms.

Althuslus divides the family into two kands--conjugal and

kinship--and chscusses the nature ofcommumcauon and impermm in

each. Although the husband Is clearly the ruler of the con3ugal family,

and the paterfamihas the ruler of the kinship family, Althuslus is careful

to set forth the con3ugal obligations that the husband owes his wife, as

well as those the wife owes her husband, and the kinship obhgauons that

both husband and wife as pateffarmhas and materfamihas owe thelr
children and domesucs.

The collegmm (guild or corporauon) is an associauon in

which "three or more men of the same trade, training, or profession are

umted for the purpose of holding m common such things as they jointly

profess as duty, way of life, or craft." It IS most often an associauon

orgamzed around occupataonal interests. If it _scomposed of magistrates

and judges, or of persons engaged in agricultural, industrial, or com-

mercial pursmts, _t is called a secular collegmm. If _t is composed of

clergymen, philosophers, or teachers, it is called an ecclesiastical colle-

gium. These two kinds of collegium are parallel to the two forms of
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admmlstranon--secular and ecclesiastical--that are to be found in the

province and commonwealth. The manner of rule in the collegmm

follows the general principles that Althusms has set forth for all social

authority, except that in the collegium participation by individual

colleagues, or members, can be direct rather than, as in public associa-

tions, ln&rect. There is a leader elected by the colleagues to administer

the affairs of the collegium "He exercises coercive power over the

colleagues individually, but not over the group itself." For he xsbound

by the purposes for which the collegium exists, and by the laws defined

through its corporate processes.

The pubhc association is derivative from the private associa-

tion in that fan'nhes and collegia, not individual persons, are directly

constitutive of the cit3; and indirectly or directly of the province and

commonwealth. For without the private association "others would be

able neither to arise nor to endure." Furthermore, the public association

has jurisdiction over a prescribed territory, which the private associa-

tion does not. The same general principles of communication and rule,

however, apply equally to both private and public associations. Thus

Althusius departs from a distraction common in medieval Roman law

between public and private. According to this distinction, "private"

pertains largely to contractual relations among individuals, or to the

internal procedures of groups--whether collegia or cities--that oper-

ate by concession but not &rect domination ofpubhc authority. "Pub-

hc," on the other hand, refers to administrative agencies and dlwslons of

the empire or, more reahstIcally, of the commonwealth. Althuslus

affirms, to the contrary, that the foundation of all associations, whether

private or public, is symbiotic hfe. By appeahng to symbiosis in this

manner, he denies that private and public associanons should have

essentially different sources of legitimacy and modes of operation from

each other. He also seeks by the same stroke to release pohtacs from the

hegemony of juridical conceptions of association. Nevertheless, the

derivative and territorial characterxsncs of the public assoclanon still

remain to distinguish _t from the private.

Continuing the ILarmst method of dichotomizing, Althusius

&vides the public association into particular and umversal. The parncu-

lar, in turn, is &vided into the city and the province, and the umversal is

identified as the commonwealth (respublica), or realm (regnum). The

particular association does not possess sovereignty, while the universal
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does. It should be noted, however, that the city of Venice, because it

possesses sovereignty, has the status of a commonwealth. Furthermore,

while a city is composed offamihes and collegia, the province is formed

of various kinds of local community ranging from the rural hamlet to

the metropolis, and the commonwealth is constituted of provinces and

such cities as have the rights and responslbihtles of provinces in the
assemblies of the realm.

The city, unlike the private association, does not provide the

opportunity for direct participation of individuals as such in the process

of rule. Here an organized community arises out of smaller associations

and finds expression in a senate. At the same time, there is a ruler who

exercises authority over individuals and particular associations, hut not

over the organized community itself. Althuslus carefully spells out the

relations that ought to prevail between ruler and senate in order that

symbloUc needs on the municipal level can be provided for effectively.

In brief, the ruler is the chief executive, and presides over the communi-

cation of things, services, and right. The senate, on the other hand,

determines and defends the fundamental laws of the city, even to the

extent if necessary of correcting or removing a ruler who misuses

entrusted authority to the detriment of this symbiotic association.

Althusius" discussion of the province contains one of the few

basic inconsistencies in the elaboration of his political system. For the

ruler of the province is responsible not to the organized community,

over which this person presides, as is the case in all other associations,

but to the supreme magistrate of the commonwealth. The ruler is a

prince, duke, count, or other noble who receives this office, whether

through heredity or appointment, as a function of the commonwealth,

and cannot be removed from this office except in rare instances, and

then only by the commonwealth. Thus the symbiotic foundations of

rule generally characteristic of Althuslus' thought are partly compro-

mised on the provincial level, possibly as a concession by him to the

actual practices that prevailed in his time in his native Germany and m

most neighboring nations. But, if so, he did not concede very much.
For it will be remembered that Althusius is not as interested in the

precise arrangements for designating a ruler as he is in the effectiveness

of the ruler's administration m conserving and enhancing the commu-

mcation of things, services, and right. Althusius could accommodate

himself without undue difficulty to the nouon that a ruler might be
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designated and maintained in office from outside the provincial com-

munity, provided the ruler governs the province well. This is to say that

lfa province actually meets the purposes for which it exists--if it fulfills

its high calting--Althusms can wink at procedural irregularities, even

though he may prefer that they do not prevail.

Furthermore, the provincial orders, which collectively com-

pose the orgamzed community of the province, constitute a restraimng

Influence on the misuse of executive power. These orders are both

ecclesiastical and secular, and provide for the observance of both tables of

the Decalogue in political life. The reason for this is that both revelation

and practical experience demonstrate that symbiotic association cannot

long endure without pubhc provision for the souls as well as the bodies
of men. The ecclesiasucal order, which asespecially concerned with the

cultivation of piety, is conceived by Althusms essentially according to

contemporary Calvinist practice. The secular order, which addresses

itself primarily to the maintenance of justice, is preferably composed of

three estates, namely, the nobility, the burghers, and the agrarians.

Sometimes, however, the last two are combined in one estate known as

the commons. It is to be noted that these orders and estates are essentially

the occupational collegia organized on a provincial level. Representa-
tives of these estates, and an some realms of the ecclesiastical order as well,

will meet in convocation where they perform much the same funcuon

in the provmce that the senate does in the city. Their consent is reqmred

by the ruler in all major matters confronting the province, such as

decisions on war, peace, taxes, and new law.

The commonwealth, as previously noted, differs from the city

and province in that it alone possesses sovereignty. This is to say, only the

commonwealth recognizes no human person or association as superior

to itself. But where in the commonwealth does thxs sovereignty reside?

Jean Bodm, to whom Althusms was highly indebted for so many of the

characteristics of has political system, attributed it to the ruler. Althusius

disagrees. His posmon, which follows consistently upon the principles

he has already elaborated in smaller associations, is that sovereignty is the

symbiotic life of the commonwealth taking form m thejus regni, or in

the fundamental right or law of the realm. Since the commonwealth is

composed not of individual persons but ofcines and provinces, it is to

them when joined together m communicating things, services, and

right that sovereignty belongs. Therefore, it resides in the orgamzed
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body of the commonwealth, which is to say In the symbiotic processes

thereof. This organized body is also known to Althusms as the people

(populus).

The communication, or communion, that occurs in the com-

monwealth is, of course, both ecclesiastical and secular. Ecclesiastical

communication has to do with the public expression of true rehglon,

with the provision for pubhc schools in which both religion and the

liberal arts are taught and handed down to posterity, and with the

defense of church and state from religious corruption. In this last matter,

however, Althusius pleads for moderation, provided that the essential

articles of faith are preserved. He observes that Christ suffered disciples

who erred and were weak, and that "no mode of thought has ever come

forth as so perfect that the judgment of all learned men would subscribe

to It." Secular communication aims at rendering to each his due, which

requires public provision for commerce, a monetary system, a common

language, the performance of duties on behalf of the realm, the granting

of special privileges and titles, the defense of the realm and ItSgoods, and

the holding of general councils to make decisions on major matters

confronting the commonwealth.

The administrators of the commonwealth, who are the over-

seers of this commumcation, are of two kinds: the ephors and the

supreme magistrate. The ephors do not ordinarily rule over the com-

monwealth itself, as does the supreme magistrate, but are held m reserve

for emergency situations. They bear the fundamental right and power

of the people in these situations. There are five duties expected of them,

which they perform as a group rather than as individuals. They consti-

tute, or establish, a supreme magistrate when a vacancy arises in the

highest office of the realm. They restrain the supreme magistrate within

the lirmts of the entrusted office. They remove the supreme magistrate

who becomes tyranmcal. They defend the supreme magistrate from

detractors when he is performing this entrusted office properly. And

they serve as a trustee for the realm m time of Interregnum. Fundamen-

tal to this doctrine of the ephors is Althusius' judgment that "great

power cannot contain itself within boundaries without some coercion
and constraint entrusted to others."

The model that Atthusius employs most frequently in his advo-

cacy ofephors is the seven electors of Germany. He also manages to find

somewhat comparable officials m other nations. They are usually distin-
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guished rulers of provinces who possess at the same tame this general

function in the commonwealth. What happens when there are no

properly designated ephors to act In the name of the people? Althusius

would respond that symbiotic association so greatly requires persons to

perform these duties when the need arises in the realm that each body

pohnc should proxade them by some process appropriate to its own

traditions. We may assume that such persons will be leading citizens of the

commonwealth, each with roots deep in some corporate part thereof.

The constituting of the supreme magistrate involves first the

election and then, if the electee agrees to the provisions of the election,

the inauguration. The election occurs according to the established

practice of the land, and may in some instances be little more than the

confirmation of an heir determined by customary arrangement. At the

lnaugnranon there IS a double oath in which the ruler-designate first

promises to uphold the fundamental laws of the realm, as well as any

special conditions established at the time of the election, and the people

through its ephors then promises obedience to the magistrate when he

is ruling according to the prescribed laws and conditions.

The actual adrmnlstrataon of the commonwealth by the su-

preme magistrate should be guided, according to Althusius, by political

prudence. This part of Althusian political doctrine revolves knowledge

both of law and of the changang and connngent circumstances to which

law is to be applied. The discussxon of law at this point is an extended

treatment of the relation of the Decalogue to natural law, and of the role

of these two together as common law in the formulation of proper law for

particular societies. It is important to note that Althusius, a man who was

much travelled and well received in orthodox Calvinist circles, mare-

tamed a rather warm appreciation for a human's natural knowledge of

one's duty to both God and nelghbor. The discussion that follows of such

contingent factors in polincal fife as the character and customs of rulers

and peoples gives Althusius considerable methodological difficulty, largely

because he is of the opinion, as I mentioned earher, that this material does

not lend itself to general precepts that can properly claim the name of

science. Perhaps this is the reason why this chscussion impresses the reader

as the weakest and least convincing in the entire volume.

On the other hand some of the most strikang features in the

volume are found in the chapters on ecclesiastxcal and secular adminis-

tration. Here Althusius amplifies the basic structure of his thought that
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has already taken shape. The analysis of ecclesiastical adrmmstratlon

contains the arguments for a religious covenant between the common-

wealth and God that Althusius adapts from Junius Brutus. It discusses

the respective roles of the supreme magistrate and the clergy m the

conduct of the church. And it suggests hmits arising both from the

nature of faith and from the requirements of symbiosis beyond which

the effort to compel observance even of the true rehglon ought not to

go. Of especial interest in the chapters on secular admlmstration is

Althusms' &scusslon of the importance of general councds, or parlia-

ments, to the welfare of the realm, and of the procedures appropriate for

calhng the orders and estates into council and for conducting the
business of the realm thereto. The difference m function should be

noted between these councils and the body of ephors, even though

some overlapping of personnel could ordinarily be expected.

Tyranny, which is the opposite of just and upright admmistra-

non, must be realistically assessed and its remedies identified if the

systemauc character ofAlthusius' pohtical doctrine is to be maintained

to the end. He proceeds to this task by acknowledging the &stmctlon,

widely employed since Bartolus, between a tyrant by practice (tyrannus

exercitio) and a tyrant without title (tyrannus absque titulo). But he claims

that only the former is a true tyrant because the latter, who never

rightfully recewed the office of the supreme magistrate, is only a

usurper. The tyrant without utle, therefore, deserves none of the respect

usually attributed to political superiors, and as a private person who is

an enemy of the people may be resisted and even killed by prlvate

citizens. But a tyrant who becomes such after having gained legiumate

nile to the supreme office can be reslsted only by pubhc authormes to

whom this responsibility has been entrusted, namely, by the ephors.

The means, timing, and other relevant matters for effectmg a remedy

for such tyranny are thereupon discussed by Althuslus. It is altogether

characterisuc of his basically conservauve thought that he recommends

caution against cormng too quickly to the conclusion that a supreme

magistrate who fails or errs in some part of his office is necessarily a

tyrant, and insists that a public acknowledgment should be made by a

properly constituted body before anyone takes action, except m self-

defense, against such a ruler.

The final chapter presents the thesis that the best polity _sone

"that combines qualiues of kingship, aristocracy, and democracy." A1-
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though the customary distinction between these three types of polity

has some vahdity in that it identifies the most characteristic element In

any given case, at is more important, he beheves, to focus attention on

the processes most likely to achieve both effectwe rule in the common-

wealth and restraint upon the misuse of rule. Thus the controlling

principle of these processes remains m the final chapter, as it was in the

first, the enhancement ofsymb_otlc association, without which humans

cannot lave comfortably and well.

His Major Literary Sources

Menuon has already been made of the very wade scope of Althusius'

erudiuon. He drew upon an extraordinary number of books from many

fields in the composition of his Politica, over 150 ofwhach are referred to

an this abridged translataon. (See Atthusaus' Literary Sources Referred

to in This Translation.) It may be helpful at this point to identify briefly

the major categories of writers the reader will encounter in making his

way through the Politica, as well as to suggest the manner in which

Mthusius employs some of the writers most xmportant to him.

The first category pertains to those writers who devote con-

siderable attention to the observauon of political processes and possibili-

ues in the light of a few general consaderatlons. Aristotle, of course,

comes immediately to n'and in this regard. Althusius adopts Aristode's

understanding ofpoliucs as a practical art or scaence that as addressed to

the problem of ascertaining how human good can be achieved in

commumty. The emparically oriented approach Atthusius follows in the

Politica makes this indebtedness clear, and at is also to be noted that he,

like Aristotle, begans with an analysas of the family and moves onward to
the commonwealth. The Calvinism of Althusius, however, causes ham

to differ somewhat from Aristotle on the nature of human good, as well

as on the degree of human corrupuon and the extent to which politacal

anstitutions may consequendy have to make provasion for this factor.

Another writer m this category as Jean Bodin, the sixteenth-century

polmcal, legal, and historical theorist. Of anterest to Althusms was

Bodin's procedure of surveying history, as well as contemporary experi-

ence, for insxght into the nature and processes ofpohtical community.

Even more amportant, however, was Bodin's doctrine of sovereagnty

that Mthusms took over and systematically developed an the Politica, but
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with the difference already noted concerning the place where it prop-

erly resides in the commonwealth. The most frequently cited writer m

the Politica is Petrus Gregorius, a professor of law at the Jesuit school at

Pont-_-Mousson. Althusius was indebted to Gregorius for a myriad of

observations about the nature of social organization intust about every

area except the ecclesiasucal.

The second category includes those writers both Cathohc and

Calvinist who had an interest in constituuonal government, and m the

ldeologacal and institutaonal foundauons capable of supporting it. The

three main Cathohc authors m this group were all Spamsh, namely,

Fernando Vfisquez (an ecclesiastical writer on natural law), Diego

Covarruvias (a canomst and bishop whose style of legal wrmngs caused

him to be someumes known as "the Spamsh Bartotus"), and Juan de

Mariana (a theologian and accomplished humamst who umntennonally

got hisJesmt order into serious trouble by the mctusion of a chapter on

tyrannicide in his major polincal text). Equally Important to Althuslus'
constitutionalism were certain Calvinists. The chief ones were the

pseudonymous author (Junius Brutus) of the Defence of Liberty Against

Tyrants (which was perhaps the best written and most wldety read of the

polmcal tracts that came out of the French Wars of R.ehglon), George

Buchanan (a Scot and one of the great humanists of the sixteenth

century), and Lambert Daneau (a French Calvimst pastor, theological

professor, and polincal writer). Althusius may be considered the cuhm-

nating theorist of this group, for he provided their ideas on hmitmg the

power of a ruler with a politically systematic bas:s they had prewously

lacked. He did this, of course, by making symbiotic association and its

needs the foundation ofpolmcal doctrine, and by showing what kind of
consututional considerataons can be understood to arise therefrom.

A third group upon whom Althuslus draws is characterized by

a common interest in pohtacal prudence, or m what at txmes finds

expression under the topic of pracucal politics. I have reference here

principally to Giovanm Botero (the Italian pubhcist who made famous

the concept "reason of state"), Justus Llpsius (a philologist and professor

of history at Leyden and Louvain), Innocent Gennllet (whose Against
Nicholas Machiavell was written to combat the Medici, or ltalian, influ-

ence in the French royal court), and Scipio Amrmrato (an Itahan

courtier). The teachings of these authors are frequently reproduced in

the secnon on political prudence, which is not a very satisfactory
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treatment by Althusius of contingent factors in pohtics. Botero and

Lipsius, however, are also employed by Althusius in other chapters of

the volume m keeping with the approach of the first category of writers

mentioned above. It is interesting to note that Althusius' occasional
references to Niccol6 Machiavelli are not to be found in the secuon on

political prudence, as we might expect, but in discussions of the general

principles of adrmmstratlon and of the defense of the commonwealth

against tyrants. Furthermore, the work of Machiavelli most frequently

mentioned by Althusius is not The Prince, but the Discourses.

The fourth category is that of legal writers. Among the

civilians most in evidence are Bartolus (fourteenth century), Paul

Castro (fifteenth century), and Andreas Gall (sixteenth century). The

Corpusjuris civilis plays a ma3or role m the Politica, not so much as a book

of law from which one might deduce pohtical arguments but, together

with its better known commentaries, as a seedbed of ideas and concepts

that can be built integrally into a political system or used analogically to

indicate and illustrate essentially pohtical principles. The Digest and the

commentators thereupon are most frequently called forth by Althusius

for these purposes, but numerous references may also be found to the

Code, Institutes, and Novels. On the other hand, the Corpus juris

canonici is not directly cited in the Politica, although there are important

references to a number of canonists, especially to Nicholaus Tudeschl

(fifteenth century) and Diego Covarruvias (sixteenth century). In adch-

tion, various customary systems of law are menuoned from time to

time, often to provide illustrations for Althusius' teaching on the

fundamental laws of the realm. In this connection Henry Rosenthal and

Peter Heige of contemporary Germany, and Francis Hotman and

Charles Dumoulin of contemporary France, are perhaps the most

Important. Finally, there is the Italian Nicolaus Losaeus, upon whose De

jure universitatum Althusms draws heavily in the third edation of the

Politica to describe the internal processes of government appropriate to

both collegium and city.

The Calvinist theological writers consntute a fifth category.

They serve a number of functions. The Biblical commentaries of Peter

Martyr (Vermigli), FrancisJunius, and John Piscator are called upon to

give meaning to the concepts of piety and justice as interpretive of true

symbiosis, and to describe the ancient Jewish polity that Althusius

considers to have been the most wisely and perfectly constructed one
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since the beginning of time. The churchly writings of John Calvin,

Jerome Zanchius, Benedict Aretius, and Zachary Ursinus are the major

sources for Althusius' exposinon of the ecclesiastical order in both the

province and the commonwealth. Zanchaus' extensive discussion of law

in his De redemptione contributes more than anything else to Althusius'

understanding of the relauon of the Decalogue to natural law, and of

both to the proper laws of various nations. Then there are special topics

on which Althusius finds his theological colleagues to be helpful, such

as Peter Martyr's discussion of war.

The sixth category is composed of historians and their writ-

rags, especially Carlo Sigonio on ancient Israel and Rome, Emmanuel

Meteren on the Netherlands, Jean Sleldan on Germany, Francis

Hotman (who was also a legal historian) on France, and Theodore

Zwlnger on universal history. Their significance to the Politlca arises

especially from the materials they provided for one of the most debat-

able aspects of Althusius' doctrine, namely, whenever and wherever

societies live well they do so by essentially the same pohtacal principles,

even though identification of these principles may vary and local

adaptations of them may occur m practice.

Classical writers are a seventh category. Two of them he

employed, I think, in a rather fundamental way in his system. I have

already spoken of his use of Aristotle. The other is Cicero, from whom

he learned much about the nature of social life and the vocabulary of

poliucs. (Would that Althusius had also permitted has often dull and

sometimes barbarous Latin style to be influenced by Cicero!) On the

other hand he often uses classical writers, especially Augustine and

Seneca, for quotations that may fit his own point but are taken out of

context from the original work. And has frequent references to Augus-

tine nowhere reveal that he actually had very little sympathy with

Augustine's concepuon of the state. It is also worth noting that while he

occasionally calls upon Plato to support his thesis that harmony is an

imperative in social life, he also compares him with Thomas More and

criticizes both for the unrealasm of their utopian views of society.

The eighth category of writers that plays a major role In the

Politica is Althusius' select last of opponents in political theory. Included

therein ISthe Catholic layman William Barclay, whose defense of a high

monarchical view got him into such trouble with Rome that none less

than Bellarmine was required to respond in written disputation to him,
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and furthermore led him to coin the misleading word "monarch-

omach" to describe such persons as George Buchanan, Jean Boucher,

and the pseudonymousJumus Brutus. In addinon, there was Jean Bodm

himself, and Hennxng Armsaeus, the latter a physician who wrote in

support of Bodin's argument that sovereagnty resides m the ruler. Both

of these men were correctly seen by Althuslus as setting forth posmons

that his own system would have to be able to answer. The same must

also be said for one of the works of Alberico Genuh, the Itahan

Protestant professor of civil law at Oxford. Some of the most lively parts

of the Politica occur when Althusius enters the hsts against these writers.

It may be of some use to the reader to add another category of

a different kind, namely, one composed of writers that Althusius for one

reason or another tended to overlook. For example, medieval publicists,

as distinguished from medieval leglsts both civil and canon, find little

place in the expression of his politacal doctrine. There _s an occasional

mention of Thomas Aquinas' On Princely Government and Marsilius of

Padua's Defiender qf the Peace, but none of John of Salisbury; Giles of

Rome, John of Paris, Augustinus Triumphus, Dante Alighierl, or

Wilham of Occam. The one major exception is the German Lupold of

Bebenberg, who recurs wath some frequency throughout the volume.

Another generally disregarded group is English writers, in this instance

even extending to legal authors. It is true that Sir Thomas Smith's study

of English government is mentioned occasionally, that Sir Thomas

More appears on the pages of the Politica a couple of tames only to be

rebuffed for his utopianxsm, and that the Puritan theologians William

Perkins and William Whitaker are included (but not m this abridg-

ment). This is not, however, an adequate sampling of Enghsh thought

wxthm Althuslus" range of interests. The lawyers Henry Bracton and Sir

John Fortescue could have spoken quite relevantly and sympathetically

to Althusius on a number of points. So could have the theologians John

Wyclif and Richard Hooker, although the former for largely differing

reasons from the latter. Finally, one must call attention to the fact that

prominent Lutherans and Arrmnians are scarce in the Politica. Althusius'

opposinon to their religious views may have been the reason. But, if so,

how does one explain his extensive and generally appreciatave use of a

number of Catholic wraters? Perhaps the answer is better to be attrib-

uted to the absence of much interest in systematic political theory in

those religious circles prior to 1614. There is some evidence that during
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this period serious political writing among connnental Protestants was

largely the work of orthodox and near orthodox Calvimsts.

I should observe in closing this section that further material on
the relanon of Althuslus to some of these writers is to be found in the

introduction that Friednch provided his 1932 repubhcatlon of the

Politica m its original language.

Some Notes on This Translation

The original Lann text presents a number of problems to the translator.

Perhaps the most imposang of them is that a large accumulanon of

references to other books, of identified and unidentified quotations

from them, and even of lengthy condensations of borrowed material has

been superimposed upon an otherwise well-ordered and clear general

structure. This has been done by inserting eve .rythlng into the text itself

without the use of any footnotes and m a manner that gives the

Impression of great clutter. The result is a volume of a thousand octavo

pages resembling nothing that the reader is likely to encounter m today's

literary world unless it be the revival of one of the thousands of legal,

historical, or theological texts of the late medmval and early modern

period that share this common barbarity. But Althusius' volume, like

some of these others, has some very xmportant things to say and, unlike

most of them, is essentially systematic in doing so. An abrxdgment is

therefore appropriate. And it is fortunate that the Politzca lends itself

readily to this solution. (It may, be helpful to some readers to learn that a

German translation of the entire Latin text has been proceeding for

several years under the sponsorship of the Johannes Althusius Gesell-

schaft at the University of Dresden.)

I have attempted in this translanon to retain in Althusius' own

words the complete basic structure of his polmcal thought as it finds

expression in the Politica, and furthermore to include the chief argu-

ments by which he clarified his posmon m relation to those of his

contemporaries. The retained material is identified by Roman numer-

als for chapters and by Arabic numerals for the sections thereof that

Althusius employs. The omitted material, except for mere references to

other writers, is indicated by elision marks (bracketed ehsion marks

indicate an unacknowledged on'nssion by Althusms m a quotation from

another author) and there is a complete collanon of the translated
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material with the chapters and secuon numbers of the 1614 edmon for

those who may want to check certain points further.
The elimination of all reference material from thas translation

would have been very unwase because it contains sources that are

important for understanding Althusius' thought. Furthermore, he at
times perrmtted his own arguments to be carried by means of it.

Consequently, I have retained references when they either are impor-

tant to the basic structure of his thought and to his chaefarguments wath

contemporaries, or enable me to fulfill the duty of a responsible

translator to present a reasonably accurate reflecnon of the general types
of sources upon which an author draws. When references have been

retaaned, however, they have been reduced as far as possible to foot-

notes. My footnote explanations are bracketed, to dastmguish them

from Atthusius', which appear without brackets. I have also brought

paragraph divisions more into keeping with present usage, indicated
major transitions in his thought by the device of leaving blank lines, and

in several instances grouped chapters together under an appropriate

title. These revisions have been made in the anterest of readability. In all

imtances, however, Althusius' precase order has been followed.

Another problem is that of style. Althusius wrote in a pedantic

manner wath little grace and much redundancy. Indeed, one of the ways
of detecting unacknowledged quotauons (still a common practxce in has

day) is to pay careful attenuon to occasxonal amprovements in his style.

Not all borrowings can be detected an this way, however, because some
of his most frequently used sources, especially legal ones, were equally

msensitave in such matters. One ofAlthusius' difficutues is his tendency

to employ far more nouns, adjectives, or verbs m sequence than most

persons find necessary an similar circumstances to convey their
thoughts. I have decided to retain these redundancies for several reasons,

but chiefly because often each word m the sequence bears a slightly

different meaning from the others, and a translator should avoid con-

densation, however tempting, as a means of achieving stylistic improve-

ment. Again, Althusius frequently joins clauses that are not of parallel
construction, and amalgamates a number of them into a confusing

sentence that, afdiagrammed, would look like acrab-apple tree. In these

instances I have usually broken up the sentences, and changed infinitives

to gerunds and gerunds to infimtives to achieve somewhat parallel
construction. Still again, I must call attention to his transitaons. Some
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are false and some are missmg, But mostly they so abundantly flourish

that they are often meaningless.

The next problem confronting the translator is that of render-

ing key words. In the Latin original of the Politica there are combina-

tions of words whose relataon to each other is lmphed in Althusms'

thought. I have decided in most instances to render them in such a

manner as to retain for the English reader the opportunity of seeing

these words in their relationships. For example, "communicat,o" would

ordinarily be translated as "sharing." But if this were done in the Politica

its relation with "communio" would not be evident. Likewise, if "collega"

is rendered as "member" and "collegium" as "corporation," would the

reader be likely to see the inherent relation between them? Although

the result of such a conservative approach to translation as I have

employed may produce moments for the reader when, upon first

turning to the Politica in English, he feels a slight discomfort with some

words he encounters, it is nevertheless hoped that he finally will be

aided in his capacity to understand some of the unexplained but

fundamental connections in Althusius' thought.

The final problem is one of deterrmning the best means for

presenting in this translation the various references Althusms makes to

other writings. After considerable thought and experimentation I have

decided upon the following procedures. First, quotations from the Bible

are translated anew from Althusius' Latin text of the Politica, except in a

very few instances when the Revised Standard Version is used (and so

indicated by the letters R.S.V.). The purpose is to show as clearly as

possible the connotations Althusius probably had in mand in using the

quotations. For the most part Althusius read the Bible not only as a

Calvinist but also as an Aristotelian, and the social connotations he finds

in many passages are not often present m modern translations. It is to be

noted that his biblical quotations are taken usually from the late six-

teenth-century Latin translation by Emmanuel Tremellius and Francis

Junius, but occasionally from the Vulgate. Second, quotations from the

Corpus juris civilis are also newly translated. At the same tame, I have

changed the method of referring to material in the Corpus juris civilis

from the old one employed by Althusius and all other scholars of his

time to the one in general use today. Thus, for example, the citation 1.

sicut. #si quid. quod cujusque univers, nom. is rendered as Digest III, 4, 7, 1.

And 1.2 #hoc etiam. C. dejurejur, propt, calum, is rendered as Code II, 58,
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2, 5. Third, the Decretals of canon law, which are employed by

Althusms only occasionally in citing passagesfrom the canonists, are also
referred to in this translation by the modern method of citauon. Thus

c.cumin cuntis,de hisquaefiunt a maj. part. ishsted simply asDecretals III,
11, 1. Fourth, all other references are identified in the footnotes by

author, short title, and locataon of material within the work (when

reformation about the location is available), and in the list of Althusius'

literary sources by author, fuller title, and pubhshing data (except for
classicalworks, which according to customary practice are listed merely

by author and title). Fifth, whenever an English translation of a work

cited by Althusius has been known to me, I have hsted it rather than the

Latin t:tle. The reason is simply one of convemence for the English
reader. In the hst of literary sources, however, I have placed the Laun

nile and (except for classical works) publishing data in parentheses after

the Enghsh hstlng. Sixth, authors' names in most instances are changed
from Latin into an appropriate vernacular. In making such changes, I

have attempted to follow contemporary use in political, legal, and

theological hterature. Unfortunately, however, contemporary use isnot

always consistent. Nor does there seem to be any other unfailing guide.
Therefore I must acknowledge a degree of arbitrariness m this endeavor.

Seventh, the locataon of material within works by parucular authors is
abbreviated as follows. Aristotle's works are cited according to the
Bekker notation m order to avoid the confusion inherent m their

varying book and chapter arrangement in different ediuons. A very

large group of works ISdivided first into books (or volumes, tomes, or

parts), and then into chapters. For these works a Roman numeral _sused
to indicate the former, and an Arabic numeral to indicate the latter.

Whence II, 3. If there is a further division of the chapter, then another
Arabic numeral isused. Whence II, 3, 4. If the work isdivided only into

chapters, or only into chapters and divisions thereof, then Arabic
numerals alone are used. Whence 3, or 3, 4. But if the divisions of a

work do not lend themselves to this system of citation, then the

following abbreviations are used: ann. (year), apos. (apotelesraaor re-

sponse), art. (article), cent. (a hundredth division), chap. (chapter),
cons. (consiliumor counsel), dec. (decision), dial. (dialogue), disc. (dis-

course), disp. (disputauon), exer. (exercise), glos. (gloss), lib. (book),

loc. (locusor place), num. (number), obs. (observation), p. (page), par.

(paragraph), pt. (part), pref. (preface), quest. (quesuon), rub. (rubric),
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sec. (secnon), thes. (thesis), theor. (theorem), tit. (title), ult. (the final

chapter or other division), vol. (volume).

During the course of my labors on Althusms, which produced first a

dissertation and now this translation, the following libraries have been

indeed generous m the books and services they have made available: the

University of Chicago Library, Bridwell and Fondren Libraries of

Southern Methodist University, the Newberry Library of Chicago, the

University of Pennsylvama Library, the Princeton University Library,

and above all the Harvard Law Library (where George A. Strait has been

exceptionally helpful). My study of Althusius has been encouraged by

many persons, but I especially want to express appreciauon to James

Luther Adams of the Harvard Divinity School, who originally stimu-

lated me to make this study; to Gerhardt E. O. Meyer of the University

of Chicago, who critically assisted it along the way; to Father Stanley

Parry of Notre Dame University, who, by making his unpublished

translation of the Politica available to me at an earlier stage in my labors,

kindly aided it" to Decherd H. Turner, Jr., of Southern Methodist

University, who bibhographically nourished it; and to my wife Kim

Carney of the University of Texas at Arlington, who rejoices in it.

FREDERICK S. CARNEY

Perkins &hool of Theology
Southern Methodist University





Althusius' Grand Design for a
Federal Commonwealth

The road to modern democracy began with the Protestant Reforma-

tion in the sixteenth century, parncularly among those exponents of

Reformed Protestantism who developed a theology" and pohtlcs that set

the Western world back on the road to popular self-government,

emphasizing liberty and equahty? While the original founders and

spokesmen for Reformed Protestannsm did much political writing,

their wrmng was often either theological or polemical m character.

Only at the end of the first century of the tkeformatlon dM a pollncal

philosopher emerge out of the Reformed tradition to build a systemanc

political philosophy out of the Reformed experience by synthesizing

the political experience of the Holy Roman Empire with the pollncal

ideas of the convenant theology oftkeformed Protestannsm. That man.

Johannes Althusms, presented his political philosophy in a classic work,

Politica Methodice Digesta, first published in 1603, expanded in 1610, and
revised in final form m 1614.

Althusius' Politica was the first book to present a comprehen-

sive theory' of federal republicanism rooted in a covenantal view of

human society derived from, but not dependent on, a theological

system. It presented a theory of polity-building based on the pohty as a

compound polincal association established by its citizens through their

primary associations on the basis of consent rather than a reified state

imposed by a ruler or an elite.

1See, for example, Robert Henry Murray, The Political Consequences of the
Reformation: Studies m Sixteenth-Century Political Thought (New York: Russell
and Russell, 1960) and Michael Walzer, The Revolution of the Saints: A Study m
the Origins of Radical Politics(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard Umversi W
Press, 1982).

xlgxv
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The first grand federalist design, as Althusius himself was

careful to acknowledge, was that of the Bible, most particularly the

Hebrew" Scriptures or Old Testament. 2 For fum, it also was the best--

the ideal polity based on right principles. Biblical thought is federal

(from the Latinfoedus, covenant) from first to last--from God's cove-

nant voth Noah establishing the bibhcal equivalent of what pfuloso-

phers were later to term natural law (Genesis, chapter 9) to the Jews'

reaffirmation of the Sinai covenant under the leadership of Ezra and

Nehemiah, thereby adopting the Torah as the constituuon of their

second commonwealth (Ezra, chapter 10; Nehermah, chapter 8). The

covenant motif is central to the bibhcal world view, the basis of all

relationships, the mechamsm for defining and allocating authority, and

the foundation of the bibhcal pohttcal teaching.

The biblical grand design for humankind is federal in three

ways. First, it is based upon a network of covenants beginning with

those between God and human beings, which weave the web of

human, especially polmcal, relationships m a federal way--through

pact, association, and consent. In the sLxteenth century, this world view

was recreated by the Reformed wing of Protestantism as the federal

theology from which Althusms, the Huguenots, the Scottish

covenanters, and the English and American Puritans developed political

theories and principles of constitutional design.

-'Two of the best available treatments of the federal dimension of the biblical
world wew are to be found m the works of Althusms and Buber. See, for

example, Professor Carney's introducuon and Martin Buberg Kingship qfGod,
translated by P_chard Schelmann (Atlanuc Highlands, New Jersey. Humamnes
Press, 1990). Th_swriter has treated the subject m Convenantand Polity inBiblical
Israel (New Brunswick, New Jersey: Transaction Press, 1994). See also "Gov-
ernment m Biblical Israel," Tradition 13, No. 4-14, no. I (Spring-Summer,
1973) 105-24 and "Covenant as the Basis of the Jewish Poliucal Tra&tion,"

Jewish Journal of Sociology X_X, no. I (June, 1978) 5-37. The Israel-based
Workshop in the Covenant Idea and the Jewish Polmcal Tradition sponsored by
the Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs and the Bar-Ilan Umversity Department
of Pohucal Stuches and _ts American-based counterpart, the Workshop on
Covenant and Pohtics sponsored by the Center for the Study of Federahsm,
have been probing that issue among others. The principal work on the Israeh
workshop is available m Daniel J. Elazar, ed., Kinship and Consent: TheJewish
PoliticalTraditionand Its ContemporaryUses (Lanham, Maryland: Umversit T Press
of America and Center for the Study of Federahsm, 1983). The principal work
on the American workshop is available m Daniel J. Elazar and John Kmcald,
eds., Covenant, Pohty, and Constitutionalism (Lanham, Maryland: University
Press of America and Center for the Study of Federalism, 1983).
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Second, the classic biblical commonwealth was a fully articu-

lated federation of tribes msntuted and reaffirmed by covenant to

function under a common constitution and laws. Any and all constitu-

tional changes in the Israelite polio" were introduced through covenant-

:ng. Even after the introduction of the monarchy, the federal element

was maintained until most of the tribal structures were destroyed by
external forces. The biblical vision of the restored commonwealth m

the messianic era envisages the reconstltution of the tribal federation.

Most of the American Puritans and many Americans of the P,.evolu-

tlonary era, among others, were respired by the blbhcal polity, to seek

federal arrangements for their pohnes.

Third, the biblical vision for the "end ofdays"--the messi-

anic era--sees not only a restoration of Israel's tribal system but what

is, for all intents and purposes, a world confederation or league of

nations, each preserving its own integrity while accepting a common
Divine covenant and constitutional order. This order will establish

appropriate covenantal relationships for the entire world. The grand

designs of Emanuel Kant 3 and Martin Buber 4 draw heavily on that
ViSIOn.

In some respects, all subsequent federalist grand designs until

Pierre-Joseph Proudhoun's s in the rind-nineteenth century are derived

from or somehow related to that scriptural precedent. This is true even

though there were dastmcnons between Jewish and Christian, Catholic

and Protestant, and religious and secular grand deslgus within the

biblical tradition. Althusms" grand deslgu is a comprehensive proposal

for developing the ideal pohty that will function in harmony with the

principal forces in the universe. It is meant to provide a basis for

organizing all aspects of the polity, and its social order, based on

Scriptural law and teachings. Moreover, it is comprehensively federal;

that is to say, every aspect of the polity is to be informed by federal

principles and arrangements in the manner of the network of biblical

covenants. Also, it attempts to be realistic: _t is grounded m a reahsnc

understanchng of human nature, its limits and possibilities in the manner

3The MetaphysicalElements ofJustice, translated byJohn Ladd (New- York: Bobbs-
Merrill, 1965). See especially Part II on Pubhc Law (75-141).
40p ot., footnote 2.

The General Idea of Revolution m the Nineteenth Centur); translated by"John
Beverly Robinson (London: Freedom Press, 1923).
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of what was to become known in the seventeenth century as the "new

science of politics? '6

Althusius' grand design is developed out of a series of building

blocks or self-governing cells from the smallest, most intimate connec-

tions to the universal commonwealth, each of which is internally

organized and linked to the others by some form ofconsensual relation-

ship. Each is oriented toward some higher degree of human harmony to

be attained in the fullness of time. Each grand design in some way

combines the political and the redemptive dimension as well in the

quest for the good commonwealth, if not the holy one. A federalist

grand design is one in which the universe is understood m federalistic

terms and the comprehensive polity is constructed accordingly.

Althusius must be considered a figure located at the intersec-

tion of the major trends of Western culture in the transition from

medieval to modern times. One of the Protestant Christian grand

designers, he straddled the Reformation and the opening of the mod-

ern epoch. Accordingly, he made an effort to synthesize and somewhat

secularize Reformed Protestant thought on the ideal polity and to push

it in concrete, practical directions.

In the struggle over the direction of European state-building

in the seventeenth century, the Althusian view, which called for the

building of states on federal principles--as compound political associa-

tions-lost out to the view of Jean Bodin v and the statists who called

for the establishment of reified centralized states where all powers were

lodged in a divinely ordained king at the top of the power pyramid or in

a sovereign center. While Althusian thought had its exponents until the

latter part of the century, after that it disappeared from the mainstream

of political philosphy. It remained for the Americans to invent modern
federalism on the basis of individualism and thus reintroduce the idea of

the state as a political association rather than a reified entity, an artifact

that is assumed to have an existence independent of the people who
constitute it.

_See DanielJ. Elazar, ed., Federalismas Grand Design:PoliticalPhilosophersand the
FederalPrinciple (Lanham, Maryland: University Press of America and Center
for the Study of Federalism, 1987).

7The Six Bookes of a Commonweale, translated by Richard Knolles (London,
1606). Republished by Kenneth D. McRae (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Har-
vard Umversity Press, 1962).
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In the nineteenth century, one party of German thinkers

seeking the unification of Germany on federal principles, epitomized

by Otto von Gierke, rediscovered Althusius. s There, too, however,

Germany's movement toward reified statehood and finally totalitarian-

ism left Althusian ideas out in the cold. They remained peripheral even
to students of modern federalism since modern federalism was so

strongly connected with the principle of individualism that there was

no interest m considering the Althusian effort to deal with the problems

of family, occupation, and community along with individual rights in

establishing pohtical order. Only recently, as we have come to see the

consequences of unrestrained individualism, both phrlosophically and

practically, have political scmntists begun to explore problems of liberty

m relation to primordial groups--families, particularly, and ethmc
communities. Here it was discovered that Althusius had much to offer

contemporary society.

Martin Buber was perhaps the first to suggest how Althusian

ideas could serve people in the twentieth century. In his Paths in Utopia,

he based his political works in part on Althusius. _ Carl Fnedrich, the

great academic exponent of German liberalism, revived academic interest

m Althusius with his publication of the Politicain its Latin version with an

extensive introduction. 1°More recently, various scholars such as Freder-

;,ck S. Carney, Patrick Riley, and Thomas Hueglin have explored A1-

thusius' ideas.t1 In his native Germany there has been a renewed interest

m Althusian ideas as a foundation for German federal democracy. L_In

sOtto von Gierke, Political Theories of the M_ddle Ages, translated with an
Introduction by F. W. Maitland (Cambridge, England: The Umverslty Press,
1900); reprinted 1988.

_Martin Buber, Pathsin Utopia, translated by R. E C. Hull (New York: Colher
Books, 1988). See also Buber's Kingship of God (note 2 above).

l_)CarlJ. Frledrich, ed., PoliticaMethodice Digesta ofJohannes Althusius (Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1932). Frmdrlch's introduc-
tion is a thorough expression of his understanchng of Althusius' thought.

**Fredemck Carney's translation and introduction and Thomas Hueghn, "Jo-
hannes Althusms: Medmval Constitutlonahst or Modern Federahst?" Pubhus9,
No. 4 (1979): 9-41. For a different perspective on Althuslus, see Patrick Riley,
"Three Seventeenth-Century German Theor,sts of Federahsm. Althusms,
Hugo and Leibniz," Publius 6, No. 3 (1976): 7-41.
_2See, for example, the work of the Althusms Society (Dmter Wyduckel,
President), Jumsnsche Fakult,-it, Techmsche Universlfit Dresden, Mommsenstr.
13, 01062 Dresden, Germany.
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what was once Yugoslavia, Althusian influence was a powerful counter-

weight to communism as the basisfor introducing a measure of republi-

can liberty.13
There is some dispute among scholars regarding the relation-

ship between Althusius and federalism. Otto yon Gierke, the first

scholar to try to restore Althusius to his rightful place in the history of

political thought, saw him as essenually a medievalist seeking to re-
construct medieval corporatism for a postmedieval and changing time.
On the other hand, Carl Friedrlch, the first important figure in the

twentieth-century Althusian revival, viewed Althusius as being some-
where between medievalism and a precursor of modern federalism.

As a student of federalism in all its forms and a federalist, this

writer would suggest that it is necessary to look to Althusius not only in

historical perspective asa transitional figure from medieval corporatism
to modern federalism, but as a source of ideas and models for a

postmodern federalism. Premodern federalism, before the seventeenth
century, had a strong tribal or corporatIst foundation, one in which

individuals were inevitably defined as members of permanent, muln-

generational groups and whose rights and obligations derived entirely

or principally from group membership. Modern federalism broke away

from this model to emphasize polities built strictly or principally on the
basis of individuals and their rights, aUowmg little or no space for

recognition or legitimauon ofintergenerauonal groups.
A postmodern federalism must reckon with one of the basic

principles of postmodern politics, namely that indiwduals are to be
secured in their individual rights, yet groups are also to be recognized

as real, legitimate, and requiring an appropriate status. Althusius is
the first, and one of the few political philosophers who has attempted

to provide for this synthesis. Needless to say, his late-medieval

thought cannot be transposed whole into the postmodern epoch in

the latter part of the twentieth century. However, in part because he

wrote in a period of epochal transition from the late-medieval to the
modern epoch, much of his system, its ideas, and even its terminol-

ogy, may be adaptable to or at least form the basis for a postmodern

federalism. This essay does not pretend to be able to make that

adaption or synthesis. At most it will suggest some lines of thought

131nterviewwith ProfessorJovan Djorvec, March 1973.
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and investigation that can lead us in that direction. They may be
summarized as follows:

1) The foundations of Althusius' political philosophy are cove-

nantal through and through. Pactum (covenant) is the only basis for

legitimate political organization. More than that, Althusius develops a
covenantal-federal basis for his ideas that is comprehensive. Not only is
the universal association constructed as a federation of communities,

but politics assuch is federal through and through, based as it ison union

and commumcatlon (in the sense of sharing) as expressed m the idea

that its members are symbiotes.

Althusius' dual emphasis on federalism as a relauonship and on

sharing as the basis of federal relationships has turned out to be a basic
axaom of federalism. While there can be different forms of a federal

relationship and the ideal of sharing can be realized in different ways,

federalism remains essentially a relationship and sharing its guiding

principle. The polity, then, is a symbiouc association constituted by

symbiotes through communicauon.
Althuslus' emphasis on the existence of both natural and clvil

associauons m the private sphere reflects his emphasis on what we

would call the natural right of association. The family is a natural

association based on two relationships: conjugal and kinship. Since the

nuclear family is a conjugal relationship, even it is covenantal. Naturally,

the collegiumor civil association in both :ts secular and ecclesiastical
forms is covenantal.

Mixed and pubhc associations are equally covenantal with the
city as a covenantal republic formed ofa umon of collegia,the province a
covenantal umon of cities, and the commonwealth a covenantal umon

of provinces (this is so even though Althusius talks of the rights of the

province as an arm of the commonwealth and not simply a union of

cities). Covenants for Althusius are the ways in which symblotes can

initiate and maintain associations. They are products of both necessity
and volinon.

2) Althusius deals with the problem of sovereignty, then

becoming the critical juridical problem for modern federahsm, by

vesting it in the people as a whole. On one hand this is what makes

the good polity a res publica or commonwealth. On the other it also

makes it possible to be a consociatioconsociatiorum,a universitas com-

posed of collegia,since the people can delegate the exercise of sover-
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eign power to different bodies as they please (according to their

sovereign will).

The problem of inchvisible sovereignty raised by Jean Bodin

became the rock upon which premodern confederation foundered. TM

The modern state system was based on the principle of indivisible

sovereignty that in an age of increasingly monohthlc and energetic states

became a sine qua non for political existence. Thus the medieval world of

states based on shared sovereignty had to gwe way. It was not until the

American founders invented modern federalism that a practical solution

to this problem was found enabhng the development of modern federa-

tion as a form of government. Althusms provided the theoretical basis

for dealing with the sovereignty question over 175 years earlier (no

doubt unbeknownst to them) and gave It the necessary philosophic

grounding. 1s
The revival of interest m Althuslus in our time has accompa-

nied the revival of possibilmes of confederation. The European Umon

is the leading example of postmodern confederation; there are now

three or four others as well. Although Althusms himself does not

develop a theory of confederation per se, his parucular kind of federal

thinking in which he sees his universal assocmtion as constituted by

comprehensive organic communiues has clearly had something to

contribute to an emerging postmodern theory of confederation. TM

Althusius further understands political sovereignty as the con-

stituent power. This is at once a narrower and more republican defini-

tion of sovereignty the plenary character of which is harnessed as the

power to constatute government--a power that is vested m the organic

body of the commonwealth, 1.e., the people. Moreover, once the

people act, their sovereignty is located m thejus regni, the fundamental

right/law of the realm, namely the constitution.

This Althusian concept has important imphcations for con-

temporary international law that is grappling with the problem of how

to mitigate the effects of the principle of absolute and undivided

_4Op clt., footnote 7.

isSee DanielJ. Elazar, The American Constitutional Tradition(Lincoln: University
of Nebraska Press, 1988).

16SeeDaniel J. Elazar, "Europe and the Federal Experience," m Federalismand
the Way to Peace (Kingston, Ontario, Canada: Insutute of Intergovernmental
Relations, Queens Umverslty, 1994), 53-71.
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sovereignty inherited from modern jurisprudence in an increasingly

interdependent world. Even where the principle is not challenged, the

practical exercise of absolute sovereignty is no longer possible. More-

over, there are an increasing number of situations in which even the

principle cannot be applied as it once was. One way out in such cases

has been to vest sovereignty in the constitutional document itself, m

what Althusius would refer to as the jus regni. Vesting sovereignty in a

constitutaonal document is entirely consonant with a covenantal
federalism.

3) Althusius serves as a bridge between the biblical founda-

taons of Western civilization and modern political ideas and institu-

tions. As such he translates the biblical political traditaon into useful

modern forms. In this he must be contrasted with Benedict Spinoza

who a few years later in his Theological Political TractateJ7 makes the

case for a new modern political science by presumably demonstrating

that the biblical politmal tradition applied only to ancmnt Israel and

ceased to be relevant once the Jews lost their state (unless and until

the Jewish state was restored). Althusius confronts the same problems

of modern politics without jettisoning or denying the biblical foun-

dations. In part this rendered him less useful during the modern

epoch when his unbending Calvinist emphasis on the necessary links

among religion, state, and society, ran counter to the development of
the modern secular state.

The Althusian version of the Calvamst model of the religiously

homogeneous polity is not likely to be revived in the postmodern

epoch. On the other hand, we are beginning to revive an old under-

standing that no civil society can exist without some basis in transcen-

dent norms that obligate and bind the cxtazens and establish the

necessary basis for trust and communication. The connection between

the Decalogue and jus as both taw and right, while hardly original to

Althusius, may offer possibilities for renewed development in our tames.

Althusius adopts a conventional understanding of the two tables of the

Decalogue of his time, namely that the first table addresses itself to piety"

and the second to justice, both of which are necessary foundataons for

civil society.

17Traaatus Theologico-Politicus,2nd ed., translated by Samuel Shirley (New York:
E. J. Brill, 1991).
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4) Very Important m this connection is Althusius' develop-

ment of the concept ofjus regni, which he derives explicitly from the

bibhcal mishpat hamelukhah (law of the kingdom), enunciated in I Sam-
uel 10 and elsewhere, to serve as constitution of the universal associa-

tion, at one and the same time establishing the constitution as a civil

rather than a religious document, yet one which has its source in or at

least is in harmony with divine and natural law. This is precisely the task

of the mishpat hamelukhah that constitutes a cwil law separate from the

Torah but in harmony with It. TMWhile contemporary political scientists

emphasize the secular character of modern constitutionalism, examina-

tion of most contemporary constitutions reveals that they reflect the

same combination of claims, including especially linkage to transcen-

dent law--law that is more often divine than natural, yet contaimng

human artifacts that are civil in character, iv While in recent years we

have made considerable advances in developing an understanchng of

constituuonal design, in doing so we have neglected this linkage and its

implications for right law that Althusius calls to our attenuon. 2''

5) While Althusius was clearly a product of his times and the

_deal state of his design is one that reflects the class and reference group

structure of seventeenth-century German society, it _s significant that

he leaves open the possibility for democracy as we know it, including

female participation in public life and office holding, and a more

classless and egalitarian basis for participation generally. Lacking a

sufficient command of the Latin text to properly explore the issue, this

writer cannot say whether Althusms has an esoteric as well as an

exoteric teaching, but th_s suggests that there may be a hidden dimen-

sion to be explored m the Politica and Atthusian thought generally. Nor

is the federal aspect insignificant here. Althusius suggests different forms

1SOn mishpathamelukhah, see "Kang, Kingship: The Covenant of Monarchy," m
EncyclopediaJudalca,Vol. 10 (Jerusalem: Keter, 1972), 1019-20; also see Daniel
J. Elazar and Stuart A. Cohen, TheJeunsh Polity:Jewish PohticalOrgamzationfrom
Bibhcal Times to the Present(Bloomington: Indiana Umversi W Press, 1985), Part
I, Epoch IV.

tgSee Albert P Blaustein and Gdbert H. Flanz, Constztutionsofthe Countriesof the
World (Dobbs Ferr3; New York: Oceana Pubhcatlons, 1971).

-_*'SeeVincent Ostrom, The PoliticalTheoryqf a Compound Republic"Desigmngthe
American Experiment, 2nd ed., rev. and enl. (Lincoln: Umversity of Nebraska
Press, 1987); and Daniel J. Elazar and John Kincald, Covenant, Polity and
Constitutionalism (note 2 above).
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and extents of participation in the different arenas of government as one

possible way to extend parncipatlon in public life to groups heretofore
disenfranchised in the world that he knew.

A contemporary Althusian pohtics should address itself to the

same possibiliues: for example, &rect democracy, for the most local

assembhes; somewhat redirect democracy for county institutions; and

repubhcan or representative government for what Althusius would have

called provincial and we would call state land, or cantonal, institutions

and for the universal assoclation or general government.

6) Atthusius recognizes the modern distmcnon between pub-

hc and private realms, yet also preserves the connecnon between them.

In this respect, he, like the moderns who were to follow ham, breaks

with classic notions ofall-embracingpotis to recognize the leglumacy of

a sphere of private activity that is consututlonal by right, thereby

preventing totahtarianism. Yet he recognizes the connecuon between

the simple and private associations of famaly and collegium and the mixed

and public associations of city, province, and commonwealth. Indeed,

the relationship between private and public spheres and associations is a

major concern of his as it increasingly must be to those of us who seek to

reckon with the realities of the postmodern epoch in which all of life is

more closely interrelated than ever before and everything is tied into

everything else in ways that make older forms ofsepamnon increasingly
more difficult.

One of the advantages of the modern epoch was that it was

possible to separate the public and private spheres more sharply because

it was a period that fostered increased &stance between them. This as no

longer the case as the postmodern commumcations technolo_" requares

more Althusxan commumcation; that is to say, as everything impinges

upon everything else, more sharing is necessary.

7) Althusms' definition of politics as the effecnve ordering of

communication (of things, serwces, and rights) offers us a starting point

for understanding pohtlcal phenomena that speaks to contemporary

pohtical science. This leads us to the second halfofAlthuslan thought:

that dealing with statesmanship, prudence, and admlmstratlon. It would

be possible to say of the second half of Althuslan teaching that It is

general to all ofpohtics and not specific to federalism, except that this

would do violence to the first half of Althusian teaching that sees all

pohtics as federal politics.
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We owe Professor Carney a great debt for providing the

Enghsh-reading pubhc with the opportunity to read Althusms' mag-

num opus in translation and not to have to rely upon assessments of the

Latin text by others. When Althusius wrote the Politica in Latin, he

undoubtedly did so to reach the widest possible educated audience,

using the best tool of his times for doing so. Now Latin is no longer that

tool--English is.

To read Althusms is to discover how important his ideas are for

our times. Echpsed for three centuries by the major thrust of the

modern epoch toward the homogeneous nation-state built around the

individual cmzen, standing politically naked before the state machinery,

Althus_an ideas seem much more m place in the postmodern epoch,

with its more modern political networks, its renewed recognition of

primordial groups and pohtical associations as part and parcel of con-

temporary pohucal life, and its federalisuc striving for both universalism

and particularlsm, ecumene and community.

DANIEL J. ELAZAR

Temple and
Bar-Ilan Universities



Althusius' Literary Sources
Referred to in This Translation

Although Althusms' sources were entirely in Latin, this hst whenever
possible directs the reader not only to an English translation but also to

editions m French and German. In addition, proper names for the most

part have been supplied m an appropriate vernacular language.

Many of the items of this list have been personally examined

through the graciousness of a number of American libraries; the stan-

dard bibliographic catalogues and reference works have been consulted

for others; and great care has been taken to make this list as accurate as

possible. Nevertheless, the blbliographac confusion and occasional ob-

scurity that surround some of these books make it all too probable that
errors will be found. Moreover, it is difficult in certain instances to
deternune which of several editions of a book should be listed since

Althusius never idenufied which edition he was using. This difficulty
burdens the conscience all the more when it is reahzed that later editions

of the same book in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were often

successively supplemented and even given different internal orgamza-

tion, and that therefore a particular edition, unless personally exarmned

to ascertain whether it answers to Althusius' citations of it, may not be

the right one for this hst. Presumably a translator of materials of this sort
must learn to live with this burden of conscience if he is to avoid a

lifeume of labor dedicated largely to minutiae.

This list contains allof Althusius' literary sources referred to in

this translation. For a listing of the sources contained in the entire Latin

work, see the index in Latin that CarlJ. Friedrich provided for has1932

edition of the Politicamethodicedigesta,an index to whach thas list is also
indebted.
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Andrea Alciati (1492-1550). Commentaria (Code), in Omnia opera. Basle,
1546.

Alexander ab Alexandro (1461-1523). Genialium dierum libri sex. With a
commentary by Andr6 Tiraqueau. Lyon, 1586.

Johannes Althusius (1557?-1638). Civilis conversationis libri duo. Edited by
Philip Althusius. Hanau, 1601.

--. Dicaeologlcae libri tres. Frankfurt, 1617. Photographically repro-
duced 1967.

Scipio Amrmrato (1531-1601). Dissertationes politicae sive discursus in
C. Cornelium Tac,tum. Frankfurt, 1612.

Thomas Aquinas (12247-1274). On Princely Government, in Aquinas: Se-
lected Political Writings. Edited by A. P. d'Entreves. Oxford, 1948. (De

regimine principum et rusticorum ad regem Cypri libri IV. Paris, 1509.)

Benedict Areuus (1505-1574). Problemata theologica continentia praecipuos

nostrae religionis locos.Lausanne, 1573.

Aristotle (384-322 B.C.). Ethics.

--. Politics.

Hennmg Armsaeus (1580--1636). De jure majestatts libri tres. Frankfurt,
1610.

Augustine (354-430). The City qf God.

Wilham Barclay (1546-1608). The Kingdom and the Regal Power. Translated
by George A. Moore. Chevy Chase, Maryland, 1954. (De regno et regali
potestate adversus Buchananum, Brutum, Boucherium, et reliquosmonarchomachos
libri sex. Paris, 1600.)

[Nicolas Barnaud (t6th c.)]. Dialogi ab Philadelpho cosmopohta in Gallorum et
caeterarumnationum. Edinburgh [Geneva], 1574.

Bartolus of Sassoferrato (1314-1357). Commentarii (Digest and Code), m
Opera. Five volumes. Basle, 1588-1589.

_. Tractatus de tyrannia et tyranno, in Consilia, quaestiones, et tractatus.
Basle, 1588. (Ephraim Emerton has translated selected passages from this
treatise in his book Humanism and Tyranny: Studies in the Italian Trecento.
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1925.)

Giovanni Beccarla. Refutatio cujusdam libelli sine autore, cui titulus est De jure
magistratuum in subditos et offaciosubditorum m magistratus. 1590.

Philip Beroald (1452-1504). De optimo statu. Paris, 1500.

[Theodore Beza (1519-1605)]. Concerning the Rights of Rulers Over Their
Subjects and the Duty of Subjects Towards Their Rulers. Translated by Henri-
Louis Gonin. Capetown, 1956. (De jure magistratuum in subditos et offu:io
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subditorum erga magistratus. 1576.) Also available in a modern Latin edition
by Klaus Sturm (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1965); m Calvinistische Monarch-
omachen, German translation by Ham Klingelh6fer, edited by Jiirgen Den-
nert (Klassiker der Politik, Vol. 8, Cologne and Opladen, 1968); and in
another German translanon by Werner Klingenheben (Zurich, 1971).

Theodore Beza (1519-1605). Tractatiode divortiis et repudiis. Geneva, 1569.

Henry Bocer (16th c.). De jure pugnae, hoc est belli et dueUi tractatus. T_ibm-
gen, 1591.

Jean Bodin (1530-1596). The Six Bookes ofa Commonweale. Translated by
Richard Knolles. London, 1606. Repubhshed, with editorial notes and an
introduction, by Kenneth D. McRae. Cambridge. Massachusetts, 1962 (De
republica libri sex. Lyon, 1586.) Also available in a German translation by
Bernd Wimmer, edited by Peter Cornelius Mayer-Tasch (2 vols., Mumch,
1981-86).

--. Methodfor the Easy Comprehension of History. Translated by Beatrice
Reynolds. New York, 1945. (Methoclus ad facilem historiarum cognitionem.
Paris, 1566.)

Nicholas Boerius (Boyer, 1469-1539). DecisionesBurdegalenses. Lyon, 1566.

Jacob Bornitlus (Bornitz, late 16th and early 17th c.). De majestatepolitica et
summo imperio eiusquefunetionibus. Leipzig, 1610.

Egidio Bossi (1487-1546). De principe et ejus privilegiis, in Tractatus varii.
Edited by Francis Bossi. Lyon, 1562.

Giovanni Botero (1543 or 1544-1617). A Treatise Concerning the Causes of
the Magnificencie and Greatnes of Cities. Translated by Robert Peterson.
London, 1606. I_epublished as The Greatness of Cities, together wath the
Waley translation of The Reason of&ate. New Haven, 1956. (Tractatus . . .
de origine urbium, earum excellentia et agendi ratione libris tres. Ursel, 1602.)

--. Practical Politics. Translated by George A. Moore, Che W Chase,
Maryland, 1949. Another translation entitled The Reason of State has been
made by P J. and D. P. Waley. Published together with The Greatness of
Cities. New Haven, 1956. (Tractatus . . . de illustrium statu et pohtia. Ursel,
1602. This work, which had many rifles in Latin, is referred to by Althusius
sometimes as De politia constituenda, and other times as De politia bene
instituenda.)

Junius Brutus [Philip DuPlessls-Mornay? (1549-1623)]. Defence ofldberty
Against Tyrants. Translated by William Walker. London, 1689. Republished
with historical introduction by Harold J. Laskl. London, 1924. Photo-
graphically reproduced. London, 1963. (Vindia'ae contratyrannos. Edinburgh
[Basle?], 1579.) Also available in Calvinistische Monarchomachen, German
translation by Hans Klingelh6fer, edited by Jiirgen Dennert (Klassiker der
Politik, Vol. 8, Cologne and Opladen, 1968); and as Vindiciae, Contra
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Tyrannos, edited and translated into English by George Garnett (Cam-
bridge, England, 1994).

Martin Bucer (1491-1551). De regnoChristiJesu servatoris nostri libri II. Basle,
1557.

George Buchanan (1506-1582). The Rights qf the Crown m Scotland. Trans-
lated by Robert MacFarlan. Edinburgh, 1843. (De jure regni apud Scotos
dialogus. Edinburgh, 1579.)

Wilham Bud_ (1467-1540). Commentarii (Digest and Code), m Opera.
Three volumes. Basle, 1557.

Franz Burckhard (Burghardus, Andreas Erstenberger, d. 1584). De
Autonomia. 1586.

Vincent Cabot (1550?-1621). Variarumjuris publici et privati disputationum
libri duo. Orleans, 1598.

Juhus Caesar (100-44 B.c.). The Gallic War.

John Calvin (1509-1564). "Draft Ecclesiastical Ordinances" m Calvin:
Theological Treatises. Translated with an mtroducuon by J. K. S. Reid.
Philadelphia, 1954. (Ordinationes ecclesiaeGenevensis. Geneva, 1541.)

--. Institutes qfthe Chnstian Religion. Edited by John T. McNeill and
translated by Ford L. Battles. Philadelphia, 1960. (Instttutio christianae reli-
gionis. Geneva, 1559.)

Phihp Camerarms (1537-1624). Operae horarumsubcisivarumsite meditationes
h_storicae.Frankfurt, 1602.

Cassiodorus (468-ca. 555). Variarum libri XII.

Otto Cassman (d. 1607). Doctrinae et vztaepoliticaemethodicum et brevesystema.
Frankfurt, 1603.

Vincent CasteUam (d. 1594). De o_cio regis liber IV. Marburg, 1594.

Paul Castro (Castrensis, d. 1441). Commentaria super codicem,digestum tetus et
novum et infortiatum. Lyon, 1527.

Ren6 Choppm (1537-1606). De domanio Franciae libri tres. Paris, 1588.
(Cited by Althusius as De domanio regis.)

Cicero (106-43 B.C.). Duties.

--. Laws.

--. The Orator.

--. The Republic.

Hippolytus a Cotlibus (1561-1612). Incrementa urbium site de caussismagni-
tudmis urbium liber unus. Hanau, 1600.

--. Princeps. Hanua, 1595.
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Caspar Contarmi (1483-1542)• De magistratibuset republica Venetorum libri V.
Paris, 1543.

Diego Covarruvias y Leyva (1512-1577)• Regulae peccatum, de regulisjuris,
libri sex. Salamanca, 1554.

• Quaestionum practicarum earumque resolutionum amplissiman,m fiber
unus. 1556.

• Varian_m ex jure pont!fun'o, regio, et caesareo resolutionum libri tres.
Salamanca, 1552.

Aymon Cravetta (1504-1569). Consihorum sive responsorum [partes VI].
Frankfurt on the Mare, 1611.

Martin Cromerus (Krantz, 1512-1589). Poloma swe de situ, populis, moribus,
majestatibus, et republicaregni Polonici libri duo. Cologne, 1578•

Jacques Cujas (1522-1590). Commentarli ad trespostremos libros codicis.Lyon,
1562.

• Observanonum et emendationum librl XVII. Cologne, 1578.

Lambert Daneau (1530-1596). Politiceschristtanae libri VII. Paris [Geneva],
1596.

Tiberius Declanus (1508-1581). Tractatus crimit,alis . . • utramque continens
censuram. Venice, 1590.

Charles Dumouhn (Mohnaeus, 1500--1566). Commentarii tn consuetudines
Parisienses. Parxs, 1576.

Ubbo Emmius (1547-1626). De agroFrisiae . . . deque urbe Groningae in agro
eodem et de jure utriusque. Groningen, 1605.

• Historia Nostri Temporis, 1592-1608. German translation by Eric
von Reeken. Frankfurt am Mare, 1986.

--. Rerum Frtsicamm Historiae Librl 60. German translation by Erac
von 1Leeken. Frankfurt am Mare, 1981-82, 6 vols.

Euseblus of Caesarea (ca. 260-340 ca.) The Life of Constantine.

Prospero Farinaccl (1554-1613). Praxis et theoricae cnminalis. Frankfurt,
1610. (De crimine laesaemajestatis, to which Althusms refers, is Part I of this
work.)

Jean Froissart (1337-1410). Chroniclesof England, France,Spare and Adjoimng
Counmes. Translated by Thomas Johnes. London, 1803-1805. Reprinted
with introductory essay byJohn Lord. New York, 1880. (The Laun ediuons
vary so greatly m the arrangement of Froissart's material and the division of
it into chapters that it would be hazardous to cite an edmon unless one
knew unquestionably that it was the one used by Althusius.)
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Andreas Gall (1525-1585). De pace publica et proscriptis sive bannius imperii
liberduo. Cologne, 1585. (These and the next two items were printed to be
bound together m one volume.)

--. De pignorationibus libersmgulans. Cologne, 1585.

--• Pracucarum observationum tam ad processum judiciarum . . . quam
causarum decisionespertinentium libri duo. Cologne, 1585•

Alberlco Gentili (1552-1608). Tresregalesdisputationes, id est depotestate regis
absoluta. London, 1605.

--. De jure belh [ibri tres. Translated by John C. Rolfe. Oxford, 1933.
(De jure belli libri tres. Hanau, 1598.)

Innocent Gentillet (d. 1595?). A Discourse upon the meanesof welgoverning and
maintaining m good peace a kingdome or other principalitie . . . against Nicholas
Machiavell. Translated by Simon Patericke. London, 1602. (Commentariorum
de regno aut quovis principatu recte . • . admm,strando libri tres . . . adversus
Nicolaum Machlavellum. Ursel, 1599.) Also available in a French edition by
C. Edward Rath6 (Geneva, 1968).

Jerome Glgas (d. 1560). Traaatus de crimine laesae majestatis. Lyon, 1557.

Petrus Gregorms (Pierre Gr_golre) (Tholosanus, 1540-1617). De republica
libri XXI/I. Pont-_-Mousson, 1596.

• Syntagma juris universi atque legum pene omnium gentium el rerum
publicarum praeczpuarum_n trespartes digestum. Lyon, 1582.

Lodovlco Gmcclardim (1521-1589). Ommum Belgii sive ,nferioris Germamae
regionum descrlptw. Amsterdam, 1613.

Peter Heige (1558-1599). Quaestzonesjuris tam civiles quam Saxonl. Lelpzlg,
1601.

Philip Hoenomus (Hoen, 1576-1649). Disputationum politicarum liber unus.
Third edmon, Herborn, 1615•

Phdip Honorms (Gmlio Belli, 1550?-1590?). Thesauri pohtic_ libri tres.
Printed both in Itahan and in Laun. Frankfurt, 1610.

Francis Hotman (1524-1590). Disputatio de controversiasuccessionisreg_aeinter
patruum et nepotem, atque in universum dejure successionisregiaein regno Galliae.
Frankfurt, 1585. (Is this the work Althuslus refers to as De antiquojure regm
Gallicz?)

Francogalha. Enghsh translation [by Robert Viscount Moles-
worth], London, 1711. (Franco-gatlia. Frankfurt, 1586.) Also available in a
modern Latin edltion by Ralph E. Glesey, translation by John H. M.
Salmon (Cambridge, 1972); and m Calvinistische Monarchomachen, German
translation by Hans KlingelhCfer, echted by Jiirgen Dennert (Klassiker der
Pohtik, Vol. 8, Cologne and Opladen, 1968). (Chapter citations by Al-
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thuslus are not applicable to the shorter first edition of[Geneva], 1573, and
other echtions prior to 1586, when six new chapters were added• Nor, for
the same reason, are they apphcable to the 1711, 1968, and 1972 edlnons.)

FranciscusJumus (Franqois DuJon the Elder, 1545-1602). Commentarius, in
Opera theologica. 2 vols. Geneva, 1607.

• Ecclesiasticisive de natura et administrat,onibus ecclesiaeDei. Frankfurt,
1581.

• De politicae Mosis observattone. Leiden, 1593.

MelchlorJumus (1545-1602). Poliucarum quaestlonum centum actredecim . . .
in partes tres distmctarum. Frankfurt, 1606.

Bartholomaeus Keckermann (1573-1609). Systema disclplinae politlcae.
Hanau, 1607.

Hermann Karchner (d. 1620). Respubtica. Marburg, 1609.

Niels Krag (Nlcolaus Cragms, 15527-1602). De republica Lacedaemomorum
libri IV. Geneva, 1593.

Conrad Lancellot (16th c.). Templum ommum judicum, ponttficae, caesareae,
regiae, in(eriorisquepotestatis. 1575.

Justus Lipsms (1547-1606). Politicorum sive civihs doctrinae libri VI. Leiden,
1570.

Nicolaus Losaeus (16th c.). De jure umversitatum tractatus Turin, 1601.

Lupold of Bebenburg (Egloffstem, 12807-1363)• De jure regni et imperil
tractatus, m De jurisdictlone, auctoritate, et praeemientia imperiah, ac potestate
eccleslastica,dequejuribus regni et imperil variorum authorum, qul ante haec tempora
vixerint, scripta"collecta,et redactam unum. Edited by Simon Schardius. Basle,
1566.

Nlccol6 Machlavelh (1469-1527). Discourses on the First Decade of T, tus
Dvlus Translated by N. H. Thomson. London, 1883 (Disputationum de
republicaquas dlscursus nuncupavit libri III. Ursel, 1599.)

Francis Marcus (16th c.). Decisiones aureaein sacroDelphinatus senatu. Vemce,
1561.

Juan de Marlana (1535-1624). The King and His Education• Translated by

George A. Moore. Chevy Chase, Maryland, 1948• (De regeet regis institu-
tione libri tres. Toledo, 1599.) Also available m a Spanish translanon: La
Dignidad Real y La Educati6n del Re), (Madrid, 1981).

Marsitius of Padua (d. 1343). The Defender of the Peace•Translated by Alan
Gewirth. New York, 1956. (De(ensor pacis. Frankfurt, 1592.)

Peter Martyr (Vermlgh, 1500-1562). A Commentary on the Book ofJudges.
London, 1564. (In librumjudicum . . . commentarii. Zurich, 1561.)
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The Common Places. Translated by Anthony Marten. London,
1583. (Lo6 communes. London, 1576. Althusius refers to De bello, which ts
IV, 17 of the Loci communes, or IV, 16-18 if the chapters on the lawfulness of
war for Chrisuans and on the treatment of captives and spoils are added.)

--. In duos libros Samuelis prophetae . . . commentarii. Zurich, 1564.

Emmanuel Meteren (1535-1612). A General History of Netherlands. Tram-
lated by Edward Grimestone. London, 1609. (Historia Belgiae. Antwerp,
1600.)

Jacob Middendorf (1538-1611). Imperatomm, regum, et prmcipum, claris-
simorumque wvorum quaestiones theologicae, juridicae, et politicae. Cologne,
1603.

Sir Thomas More (1480-1535). Utop;a. English, London, 1551. (Latin,
Basle, 1518.)

Joachim Mynsinger (1514-1588). Singularmm observationum imperialis cam-
eraecenturiae VI. Lyon 1608.

Marc Antony Natta (16th c.). Consilia sive responsa. Lyon, 1566.

Georg Obrecht (1547-1612). Tractatus de necessaria defensione. Strassburg,
1604. (Is this the work Althusms refers to as De bello?)

Hleronymus Osorms (1506-1580). De regismstitutione et disciplina libri VIII.
Cologne, 1574.

David Parry (1548-1622). In dividam ad Romanos S. Pauli apostoli eplstolam
commentarius. Heidelberg, 1613.

Francesco Patrizl (1413-1494). De regno et regis mstitutzone libri IX. Strass-
burg, 1594.

Tobias Paurmeister (1553-1608). De jurisdictione imperii Romani libri duo.
Hanua, 1608.

Lucas de Penna (14th c.). Super tres libros codiclsX videlicetXI et XII. Paris,
1509.

Marc Antony Peregrinus (1530-1616). De privilegiis et juribus._ci libri octo.
Venice, 1604.

Arms Pmellus (d. 1601). De rescmdenda venditione elaboratissimi commentarii
(Code IV, 44). Venice, 1570.

Johann Piscator (1546-1625). Commentarii in omnes libros veteris testamenti.
Third edition. Herborn, 1646.

Plato (B.C. 427?--347). The Republic.

Pliny the Younger (61-113). Panegyric on Trajan.

Plutarch (467-120?). "Sayings of Kangs and Magistrates," in Moralia.

• "On Monarchy, Democracy, and Ohgarchy," in Moralia.
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Polybius (B.c. 205?-123?). Histories.

Friedrich Pruckmann (1562-1630). Tractatus de regalibus. Wittenberg,
1592.

Paris de Puteo (Pozzo, d. 1493). De syndicatu. Lyon, 1533•

Henrik Rantzau (1526?-1598). Commentarius bellicus. Frankfurt, 1595

Elias Reusner (1555-1612). Stratagematographiasive thesaurus bellicus.Frank-
furt on the Main, 1609.

Peter R.ibadeneira (1527-1611). Religion and the Virtues of the Christ,an
Prince Against Machiavelli. Translated and abridged by George A. Moore•
Chevy Chase, Maryland, 1949. (Princepschristianus adversus N. Machiavellum
caeterosquehujus temporispoliticos. Mainz, 1603.)

Gregory Richter (1560-1624). Axiomata politica. G6rlitz, 1604.

William Rose [Wllham Rainolds? (1544?-1594)]. Dejusta reipubticaechrls-
tianae in reges impios et haereticosauctoritate. Paris, 1590.

Henry Rosenthal (late 16th c.). Tractatus et synopsis totius jurls feudalis.
(Referred to m the footnotes as Defeudis.) Two volumes. Speyer, 1597 and
1600.

Johann Rosinus (R.ossfield, 1551-1626). Romanarum antzquitatum libri decem
ex variis scriptoribus . . . collecti.Basle, 1583.

Marms Salomonius (early 16th c.). De principatu hbr_ _qI. kome, 1544.

Fehno Sandeo (1444-1503). Commentaria in quinque libros decretalium. Tu-
rin, 1522.

Matthew Scholasticus. De vero et christianopnncipe libri II. 1601.

Socrates Scholast_cus (5th c.). EcclesmsticalHistory.

Seneca (D.c. 3?--^.D. 65). Benefits.

--. Clemency.

• The Four Virtues.

_. Letters.

Carlo Slgomo (1524-1585). De antiquo jure Itafiae libri tres. Pans, 1573•

--. De republicaHebraicorum libri VII. Bologna, 1582.

Jacob Simanca (d. 1583). De repubhcalibri IX. Vatladohd, 1565

Joslas Simter (1530-1576). De republica Helvetiorum libr_duo. Zurich, 1576.

Jean Sleldan (Phllhpson, 1506-1556). De statu religionis et reipubhcae, Carolo

V Caesare, commentarii. Strassburg, 1555• Reprinted Osnabriick, 1968.

--. Historiae Cominael. 1574.
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Sxr Thomas Smith (1513-1577). De republica Anglorum: the Manner of
Government orPolide of the Realm of England. London 1583. Reprinted with

preface by E -W. Maitland. London, 1906. (De republicaet administratione
Anglorum. Translated into Latin. London, 16107)

Mananus Socmus (1401-1467). Consilia. Lyon, 1525.

George Sohn (15527-t589). Commentarius (Psalms).

Matthew Stepham (1576--1646). Tractatus de jurisdictione . . . tam seculares
quam ecclesiasticiin imperio Romano. Frankfurt, 1611.

Henry de Suge (Hostiensis, d. 1271). Summa aurea super titulis decretalium.
Basle, 1573. Photographically reproduced. Darmstadt, 1962.

Carlo Antomo Tesauro (Thesauro, d. 1586). Decisiones sacri senatus
Pedemontani. Turin, 1602.

Jacob Thormngms (1518-1576). Consilia. Frankfurt, 1608-1609.

Andr6 Tlraqueau (1480-1558). Commentarii de nobilitate et jure
primogeniarum. Lyon, 1573.

Nicolaus Tudeschl (Panorrmtanus, 1386-1445). Commentaria... in 1
decretalium librum. Venice, 1591-1592. (The material actually is m V.)

Baldus de Ubal&s (1327-1400). Commentarii (m &gestum veterum, infor-
tiatum, dlgestum novum). Vemce, 1572-1576.

Zachary Ursmus (1534-1583). Dispositiones.

--. Exercitationes theologicae, in Opera theologica. Heidelberg, 1612.

Valerius Maximus (lst c.). Nine Books of Memorable Deeds and Sayings.

Roland a Valle (16th c.). Consiliorum sive responsorum liber I-IV Vemce,
1571-1576.

Fernando V_squez (1512-1569). lllustrium controversiarum aliarumque usu
frequentium libra tres. Salamanca, 1559.

Matthew Wesenbeck (1531-1586). Consilia et responsa. 1575-1577.

Eberartus a Weyhe (Waremund ab Erenberg, 1553-1633). Verisimilia de
regni subsidiis ac oneribus subditorum. 1606. Frankfurt, 1624.
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Note on the Liberty Fund Edition

For this edition of Prqfessor Carney's translation of Althusius' Pohuca,

Liberty Fund has used The Pohtlcs of Johannes Althusms, published by

Beacon Press in 1964 and by Eyre & Spottiswoode in 1965. Punctuation

and spelling in this new edition have been Americanized. Althusius' original

chapter and section numbers have been added, as well as a translation qf the

outline (schema) that appeared in the 1603 and 1614 editions. Professor

Dieter l/Vyduckel qf Technische Universitat m Dresden, Germany, has

appreciably expanded and updated the bibliographies, drawing in part from

the bibhography appearing in Politische Theone des Johannes Althusms,

edited by Karl- _qlhelm Dahm, Werner Krawietz, and Dieter H/yduckel

(Berlin: Duncker & Humblot, 1988). Prq_essor Thomas 0. Hueglin of

Wilfred Laurier Universzty in Waterloo, Canada, has provided helpful
editorial assistance.
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Preface to the First Edition (1603)

Dedicated to the most distinguished and learned man

Martin Neurath, J. U.D., Siegensian advocate and trial

lawyer, my honorable relative and likewise to an excellent

and learned manJacob Tieffenbach, Cambergian advocate,

my honorable relative

I HnW most dastinguished and learned
ATTEMPTED, men,

honorable relatives and friends, to restate m an appropri-

ate order the many political precepts that have been handed down in

various writings, and to find out whether a methodical plan of Instruc-
tion according to the precepts of logicians can be followed in these

matters. This plan and goal was conceived and attempted by me that I

might possibly offer a torch of intelligence, judgment, and memory to

beginning students ofpoliucal doctrine. And in order to perform this

labor with greater effect and success, I have consulted those authors of
this scmnce who seem to me to excel others in political experience and

practical understanding.
In addiuon to these writers I have also added some others,

even though they do not handle the subject professionally. I have
discovered that as each of these other teachers ofpolincs was devoted to

this or that discipline and profession, so he also brought from his own

profession many elements that are improper and alien to political

doctrine. Indeed, now philosophers, then jurists, and still again theolo-

gians handle political questions and ayaoms. I have observed that

philosophers have proposed from ethics many moral virtues by which

they would like the statesman and prince to be equipped and informed.
Jurists have Introduced from 3unsprudence--a cognate area closely

related to pohtics--many juridical questions about which they have

spoken with eminence in legal science and by which they would
instruct the statesman. Theologians who have been of this sort have
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sprinkled teachings on Christian piety and chanty throughout; indeed,

I should even have said that they have prescribed a certain use of the

Decalogue for the instruction of the statesman. I have considered that

elements of this sort that are alien and useless in this art ought to be

rejected and, by the dictate ofjusuce, returned to the positions they

properly hold in other sciences.

I have also noted some things that are missing in the pohucal

scientists. For they have omitted certain necessary matters that I think

were carelessly overlooked by them; or else they considered these

matters to belong to another science. I m_ss in these writers an appro-

priate method and order. This is what I especially seek to provide, and
for the sake of which I have undertaken this entire labor. For I cannot

describe how very beneficial this plan for clear teaching _s to students,

and even to teachers. Those who are acquainted with these matters, and

have learned from experience about them, testify that this method is the

fountain and nursery of memory and intelligence, and the moulder of

accurate judgment.

The political precepts and examples that I set forth have been

selected, for the most part, from these same pohucal authors, and so

acknowledged in proper places. And thus you have a summary of the

things I reprove in a freely Socranc fashion m so many political thinkers,

the things I reject, those I find inadequate, and those I approve. Whether I

have done so rightly or not, you and other candid men may judge.

Certainly I have attempted to flee from and avoid those things I reprove m

others, and to add what I have found missing m them. If I have not

completely attained this goal, nevertheless I have tried. And this I

consider not reprehensible. Whatever was praiseworthy m any other

place or nine has been incorporated here. For each contributes in this

matter, as in others, what he can. In the construction of the tabernacle in

the ancient Jewish church everyone did not contribute the same or equal

things. Some brought stones, some wood, some iron, some silver, some

gold, some copper, some precious jewels, some cotton cloth, some

purple garments, some hides, and some goats' hair. This collection of

gifts was dissimilar and very unequal. Yet even the least of these gi_

should be praised. For which of them was not needed in the construction

of the temple? Ifm political science something perchance new has been

able to come forth by my efforts, however difficult this may be to

accomplish in my opinion, this too I consider pleasing and welcome.
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Here is the place to say something concermng two difficulties

encountered in this enterprise. The first is that I have experienced

difficulty in separating juridical matters from this soence. For as close as

the relationship is of ethics with theology, and of physics with medicine,

so close--indeed I should say even closer--is the relationship of

politics with jurisprudence. Where the moralist leaves off, there the

theologian begins; where the physicist ends, the physician begins; and

where the political scienmt ceases, the jurist begins. For reasons of

homogeneity, we must not leap readily across boundaries and limits,

carrying from cognate arts what is only peripheral to our own. Pru-

dence and an acute and penetrating judgment are indeed required to

dlstingnish among similar things in these arts. It is necessary, to keep

constantly in view the natural and true goal and form of each art, and to

attend most carefully to them, that we not exceed the hmltsjustice lays

down for each art and thereby reap another's harvest. We should make

sure that we render to each soence its due (suum cuique) and not claim

for our own what is alien to it. How many juridical questions taken

from the midst of jurisprudence do you find m the political writings of

Bodm and Gregorius? What can the beginning student of politics, who

is not trained in the science of pohtics, make of these questions, and

how can he pass judgment upon them? I say the same about the

theological and philosophical questions that others have added to

politics.

How far one may proceed m political science is sufficiently

inchcated by its purpose. This is, in truth, that assooataon, human

society, and social hfe may be established and conserved for our good by

useful, appropriate, and necessary means. Therefore, if there is some

precept that does not contribute to this purpose, it should be rejected as
heteronomous.

The purpose of jurisprudence is skillfully to derive and infer

right (jus) 1 from fact ((actum), and so to judge about the right and merit

of fact in human life. Precepts that go astray from this goal, and indicate

nothing about the right that arises from fact, are alien and irrelevant in

this discipline. However, the facts about which right is affirmed can

vary, and are selected from those that are proper to several other arts. For

1[The Latan word jus (pl..jura) as here employed by Althusms means both
"right" and "law." For further mformanon on thxs word, see page 18,
footnote 5.]
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this reason, the jurist obtains reformation, instruction, and knowledge

about these facts not fromjurisprudence, but from those who are skilled

in these other arts. From this information he is then able to judge more

correctly about the right and merit of a fact. So it is that many jurists

write and teach about rights of sovereignty (jura majestatis), 2 even

though these rights are so proper to pohtics that if they were taken away

there would be almost nothing left to poliucs, or too little for _t to exist.

Now the political scientist properly teaches what are the sources of

sovereignty (capita majestatis), and inquires and determines what may be

essential for the constituting of a commonwealth. The jurist, on the

other hand, properly treats of the right (jus) 3 that arises at certain umes

from these sources of sovereignty and the contract entered into between

the people and the prince. Both, therefore, discuss rights of sovereignty:

the political scientist concerning the fact of them, and the jurist con-

cerning the right of them. If the poliucal soenust were to discourse on

the right and merit of these facts that are judged necessary, essential, and

homogeneous to social life, he would have overstepped the clear

boundaries of his art. If the jurist were to propound pohtical precepts,

namely, how an associanon is to be consututed, and once consututed

then conserved, what kind of commonwealth is happier, what form of

it is more lasting and subject to fewer perils and changes, and other such

things, he would have taught what is professionally alien to him.

Nevertheless, all arts in their use and practice are often united, indeed, I

should have said always united.

I have assigned the rights of sovereignty and their sources, as I

have said, to politics. But I have therem attributed them to the realm, or

to the commonwealth and people. I know that in the common opinion

of teachers they are to be described as belonging to the prince and

supreme magistrate. Bodin clamors that these rights of sovereignty

cannot be attributed to the realm or the people because they come to an

end and pass away when they are communicated among subjects or the

people. He says that these rights are proper and essential to the person of

2[Although this phrase is consistently translated hereafter as "rights of
sovereignty," attennon is called to the point that it often conveys the
addmonal meaning of "laws of sovereignty" or sometimes of "powers of
sovereignty."]

3[law.]
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the supreme magistrate or prince to such a degree--and are connected

so inseparably with him--that outside of his person they cease to exist,

nor can they reside in any other person, I am not troubled by the

clamors of Bodin, nor the voices of others who disagree with me, so

long as there are reasons that agree with my judgment. Therefore, I

maintain the exact opposite, namely, that these rights of sovereignty, as

they are called, are proper to the realm to such a degree that they belong

to it alone, and that they are the vital spirit, soul, heart, and life by

which, when they are sound, the commonwealth lives, and without

which the commonwealth crumbles and dies, and is to be considered

unworthy of the name.

1concede that the prince or supreme magistrate is the steward,

administrator, and overseer of these rights. But I maintain that their

ownership and usufruct properly belong to the total realm or people.

This is so to the extent that, even if the people should wish to renounce
them, it could no more transfer or alienate them to another than could a

man who has life give it to another. These rtghts have been established

by the people, or the members of the realm and commonwealth. They

have originated through the members, and they cannot exist except in

them, nor be conserved except by them. Furthermore, their adminis-

tration, which has been granted to a prince by a precarmm or covenant,

is returned on his death to the people, which because of its perpetual

succession is called immortal. This adn'nnistration is then entrusted by

the people to another, who can aptly be one or more persons. But the

ownership and usufruct of these rights have no other place to reside if

they do not remain with the total people. For this reason, they do not by

their nature become articles of commerce for one person. And neither

the prince nor anyone else can possess them, so much so that ffa prince

should wish to exercise ownership of them acquired by some tide or

other, he would thereby cease to be a prince and would become a

private citizen and tyrant. This is evident from those matters that I have

stated in Chapters VI and following, especially in Chapters XIV, XV,

and XIX. 4 The celebrated Covarruvlas agrees with me, as do certain

others whom I have acknowledged in Chapters XIV and XV.

4[In the 1614 editaon, which has been used in this translauon, Chapter VI
becomes IX, XIV and XV become )(VIII and XIX respectwel); and XIX
becomes XXIV.]
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These problems have been the reasons for my first difficulty.

The other difficulty is no less severe, namely, that I have been forced at

tames to set forth theorems about contingent circumstances that are

nevertheless alien to this art. For I have described the character, attitude,

customs, and natural disposmon of the people, prince, courtiers, and

other subjects as they exast in various forms m political life. All these

theorems are of this sort. And I realize that they occur in great numbers

(_Tr_ "rb 7rke[pov), and are developed in relation to contingencies

(Ka_ o'vlxl3et3"qKtg). For there are peoples, and one often encounters

them, who change their character and customs. There are princes who,

because of education, training, the goodness of nature, and the grace of

God, do not copy the temper and usage that rmght and rule customarily

bring forth in some persons. There are well-constituted princely courts.

There are good and pious courtiers, and there are bad ones. But there
are more of the latter than the former, as even David in his tame

complained in Psalms 52, 53, and 59. The same can be said about the

pohtical remedies, adwce, and precepts adapted to place, tame, and

person that I discuss in various places. But who can propose general

precepts that are necessarily and mutually true about matters so various

and uneqmvalent? The statesman, however, should be well acquainted

w_th these matters. And political science should not omit matters that

the governor of a commonwealth should know, and by which he is

shaped and rendered fit for governing.

I have already considerably digressed from my purpose of

providing reasons for the labor I have undertaken. It is a pleasure to

dechcate to you, most distinguished and learned relataves in the Lord,

these political meditations of mine. By this means a testimony may stand

forth of our friendship and affinity. If my desire is for very penetrating

and fair judges of the things I discuss in this book, I rightly choose the

two of you for this responsibility. You excel in erudition, excellent

doctrine and precise judgment, not to mentaon other eminent talents

with which God has equipped you. You are involved with the affairs of a

commonwealth, and every day handle most of the matters I discuss. You

are therefore best able to pass judgment on these matters. You can also

influence me more freely and effectively than can others, and are able to

recall me to the true way ifI have departed from right reason in political

precepts and their applications, or in the manner of arranging and

ordering them.
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May the supremely good and great God grant that while we

dwell in this social life by his kindness, we may show ourselves pleasing

to him and beneficial to our neighbor. Farewell to you, and to my

relatives and friends.

Most devotedly yours,

Johannes Althusius





Preface to the Third

Edition (1614)

Dedicated to the illustrious leaders of

the estates of Frisia between the Zuider Zee and the

North Sea most worthy lords

S_NCE I illustrious leaders, that former

UNDERSTAND, my

pohucal treatise has been read by many persons, and all

copies have been sold out, I have brought forth another edition. 1By

re=examining the earher work, and recalling it to the forge, I have

intended to perform a worthwhile service This has been done during

the odd hours permitted me between responsibilities to the
Commonwealth. 2

I call to your attention that these second meditations have

developed into a new political work that differs from the earlier treatise

in form, method, and many other respects. In th_s work I have returned

all merely theological, juridical, and philosophical elernents to their

proper places, and have retained only those that seemed to me to be

essential and homogeneous to this science and disciphne. And I have

included among other things hereto, all in their proper places, the

precepts of the Decalogue and the rights of sovereignty, about which

there is a deep silence among some other political scientists. The

precepts of the Decalogue are included to the extent that they refuse a

vital spirit into the associauon and symbiotic life that we teach, that they

carry a torch before the social hfe that we seek, and that they prescribe

and constitute a way, rule, grading star, and bounda_" for human

society. If anyone would take them out of politics, he would destroy it;

1[This preface was prepared originally for the second echnon (1610) and
retained m the third and later e&taons.]

-"[City of Emden.]

11
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indeed, he would destroy all symbiosis and social life among men. For

what would human hfe be without the piety of the first table of the

Decalogue, and without the justice of the second? What would a

commonwealth be without commumon and communication of things

useful and necessary to human life? By means of these precepts, charity

becomes effective in various good works.

He who takes the rights of sovereignty away from politics

destroys the universal association. 3 For what other bond does it have

than these alone? They constitute it, and they conserve It. If they are

taken away, this body, which is composed of various symbiotic associa-
nons, is dissolved and ceases to be what it was. For what would the

rector, prince, administrator, and governor of a commonwealth be

without the necessary power, without the practice and exercise of

sovereignty?

By no means, however, do I appropriate those matters that are

proper to theology or jurisprudence. The political scientist is concerned

with the fact and sources of sovereignty. The jurist discusses the right

that arises from them. The former interprets the fact, and the latter the

rlght and merit of it. Since the jurist receives reformation, instruction,

and knowledge about matters from those arts to which such matters

belong, and about the right and merit of fact from his own science, it is

not surprising that he receives knowledge of some matters from political

science. Therefore insofar as the substance of sovereignty or of the

Decalogue is theological, ethical or juridical, and accords with the

purpose and form of those arts, so far do those arts claim as proper to

themselves what they take for their use from the Decalogue and the

rights ofsovereiguty. And so far also I do not touch the subject matter of

the Decalogue or of sovereignty, but rather consider it to be alien and

heterogeneous to political science. I claim the Decalogue as proper to

political science insofar as it breathes a vital spirit into symbiotic life, and

gives form to it and conserves it, in which sense it as essential and

homogeneous to political science and heterogeneous to other arts. So I

have concluded that where the political scientist ceases, there the jurist

begins, just as where the moralist stops the theologian begins, and

3[consociatiouniversalis:_thecommonwealth; an assoc_atlon mclus_ve of all other
associations (families, collegxa, crees, and prownces) within a determinate large
area, and recognizing no superior to ltself.]
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where the physicist ends the physician begins. No one demes, however,

that all arts are united m practace.

I have rightly selected examples for poliucal science from

excellent and praiseworthy pohties, from the histories of human hfe,

and from past events, and have employed them m that art that ought to

be the guide of an upright political hfe, the moulder ofalt symbiosis, and

the image of good soclat life. I more frequently use examples from

sacred scrxpture because it has God or pious men as its author, and

because I consider that no pohty from the beganning of the world has

been more wisely and perfectly constructed than the poh W of the Jews.

We err, I believe, whenever in similar circumstances we depart from it.

Moreover, I have attributed the rights of sovereignty, as they

are called, not to the supreme magistrate, but to the commonwealth or

universal association. Many jurists and pohtlcal scientists assign them as

proper only to the prince and supreme magistrate to the extent that if

these rights are granted and communicated to the people or common-

wealth, they thereby perish and are no more. A few others and I hold to

the contrary, namely, that they are proper to the symbiotic body of the

universal association to such an extent that they give it spirit, soul, and

heart. And this body, as I have said, perishes afthey are taken away from

it. I recognize the prince as the administrator, overseer, and governor of

these rights of sovereignty. But the owner and usufructuary of sover-

eignty is none other than the total people associated m one symbiotic

body from many smaller associations. These rights of sovereignty are so

proper to this association, m my judgment, that even ff it wishes to
renounce them, to transfer them to another, and to alienate them, at

would by no means be able to do so, any more than a man is able to give

the life he enjoys to another. For these rights of sovereignty constitute

and conserve the universal association. And as they arise from the

people, or the members of the commonwealth or realm, so they are not

able to exist except in them, nor to be conserved except by them.

Furthermore, their adrmnistration, which is granted by the people to a

single mortal man--namely, to a prince or supreme magistrate--

reverts when he dies or is discharged to the people, which is said to be

immortal because its generations perpetually succeed one after the

other. This admimstratlon of the rights of sovereignty is then entrusted

by the people to another. And so it remains wath the people through a
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thousand years, or as many years as the commonwealth endures. I

discuss this point extensively m Chapters IX, XVIII, XIX, XXIV, and
XXXVIII.

To demonstrate this point I am able to produce the excellent

example of your own and the other provinces confederated with you.

For in the war you undertook against the very powerful king of Spain

you did not consider that the rights ofsovereiguty adhered so insepara-

bly to him that they did not exist apart from him. Rather, when you

took away the use and exercise of them from those who abused them,
and recovered what wasyour own, you declared that these rights belong

to the associated multitude and to the people of the individual prov-

inces. You did this with such a courageous spirit, with such wasdom,

fidelity, and constancy, that I cannot find other peoples to compare with

your example.

And this among other reasons leads me to dedicate these

political meditations to you. It even leads me to refer very often in them,

when illustrations of political precepts are used, to examples chosen
from your cities, constitutions, customs, and deeds, and from other

confederated Belgic provinces. I am also moved to do this by the favor,

warmth, and disposition that you, together with your confederates,

have expressed often towards this Commonwealth that I have served for

a number of years, and indeed, even toward me when not many years

ago you saw fit to call me--with very fair provisions--to profess the

juristic science at your illustrious and much celebrated academy at
Franeker. Wherefore I think it only just that I acknowledge and openly

proclaim your kindnesses in this preface and dedication, and publicly
commend for the imitation of others those virtues through which, by

the grace of God, you not only defended and conserved your common-
wealth from tyranny and disaster, but also made it even more illustrious.

For the success of your admirable deeds, and those of your allies, is so

abundant that it overflows into neighboring countries, indeed, into all

of Germany and into France. It is even experienced by the nations of

the Indies and many other realms plagued by Spanish arms that have
been sustained and defended by you and the other provinces united

with you. Since the pubhshed annals and histories speak of these things

to the eternal glory of your name, I choose to pass over them in silence

rather than to mention only a small part of them.
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May the supremely good and great God grant that while we

live in this political life and this symbiosis by his grace, we may make

ourselves useful and beneficial to men, and so attain the purpose that has

been the concern of this discipline. With this prayer I close this preface.

With reverent and humble respect and
honor for your iUus_/'lOU$splendor

Johannes Althusius





I

The General Elements
of Politics

pOLITICS IS THE ART OF ASSOCIATING (consociandi) 51

men

for the purpose of establishing, cultivanng, and con-

serving social hfe among them. Whence it is called "symbioncs." The 52

subject matter ofpolmcs is therefore associanon (consonatio), in which

the symbmtes _pledge themselves each to the other, by explicit or tacit

agreement, to mutual communication of whatever is useful and neces-

saw for the harmonious exercise of social life.

The end of political "symbiotic" man is holy, just, comfort- 53

able, and happy symbiosis, -_a life lackang nothing rather necessary or
p

useful. Truly, m hving this life no man is self-sufficient (mrrapK'qq), or

adequately endowed by nature. For when he lS born, destitute of all 54

help, naked and defenseless, as if having lost all his goods in a shipwreck,

he is cast forth into the hardsh:ps of this life, not able by his own efforts
to reach a maternal breast, nor to endure the harshness ofh_s condition,

nor to move himself from the place where he was cast forth. By his

weeping and tears, he can initiate nothing except the most nuserable

hfe, a very certain sign of pressing and :mmechate misfortune. 3Bereft of

all counsel and aid, for which nevertheless he :s then m greatest need, he

is unable to help himself w_thout the lnterventmn and assistance of

another. Even ffhe is well nourished m body, he cannot show forth the

light of reason. Nor in his adulthood is he able to obtain in and by

himself those outward goods he needs for a comfortable and holy hfe, or

[symbiotici:those who hve together.]

"-[symbiosis:hwng together.]

3[This sentence and the prewous one are taken w_thout acknowledgment from
Juan de Manana, The King and His Education, I, 1.]

17
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to provide by his own energies all the requirements of life. The energies

and industry of many men are expended to procure and supply these

things. Therefore, as long as he remains isolated and does not mingle in

the society of men, he cannot live at all comfortably and well while

lacking so many necessary and useful things. As an aid and remedy for

this state of affairs ISoffered him in symbiotic life, he is led, and almost

impelled, to embrace it if he wants to hve comfortably and well, even if

he merely wants to live. Therein he is called upon to exercise and

perform those virtues that are necessarily inactive except in this symbio-

sis. And so he begins to think by what means such symbiosis, from

which he expects so many useful and enjoyable things, can be mstituted,

cultivated, and conserved. Concerning these matters we shall, by God's

grace, speak in the following pages.

_5 The word "polity" has three principal connotations, as noted

by Plutarch? First it indicates the communication of right (jus) s In the

commonwealth, which the Aposde calls citizenship. 6 Then, it signifies

the manner of administering and regulating the commonwealth. Fi-

nally, it notes the form and constitution of the commonwealth by which

all actions of the citizens are guided. Aristotle understands by polity this

last meaning. 7

4"On Monarchy, Democracy; and Ohgarchy," pars. 2 and 3. [Plutarch refers
therein to pohty as citizenship, as statecraft, and as forms of government.]

s [There is no precise English counterpart for the Latin word jus (pl. jura) as
employed by Althusms. Often at means "right" (e.g., jus coercendi--raght to
coerce), sometimes "law" (e.g., jus naturale--natural law), and upon occasion
even "authority, .... responsxbihty," "power," "legal order," "structure," or
"3ustace."It also functions in many instances as aJanus-headed word eluchng the
capacity of any single Enghsh term to express (e.g.,jura regni--rights and laws of
the realm). Notataons m text and footnotes have therefore been made from tame
to time to assist the reader m observing its complex usage. The general rule
employed throughout is to translatejus as "right" wherever possible, to indicate
by notation all places wherejus has been translated by some other term, and to
insert occasional footnotes that provide variant translations m crmcal places
where the full meamng ofjus cannot be expressed by a single English word. In
keeping with this rule, "right" will henceforth be the most frequent translation
(usually without notation) ofjus. (Unless noted, "law" will always be a transla-
tion oflex.) The reader should be on guard, however, not to attribute too readdy
to Althusius' understanding of"r2ght" the cormotataon ofa self-ewdent system
of"pubhc right" or the notion of"unahenable human rights."]

6Phihppaans 3:20.
71901it1£s, 1276b 17-1277 b4: 1293" 35-1294 b41.
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The symblotes are co-workers who, by the bond of an associ- 56

atmg and uninng agreement, communicate among themselves what-

ever is appropriate for a comfortable life of soul and body. In other

words, they are participants or partners in a common life.

This mutual communicanon, _ or common enterprise, in- 57

volves (1) things, (2) services, and (3) common rights (jura) by which

the numerous and various needs of each and every symbiote are

supplied, the self-sufficiency and mutuality of life and human society

are achieved, and social hfe is estabhshed and conserved. Whence

Cicero said, "a political community is a gathering of men associated by a

consensus as to the right and a sharing of what is useful. ''_ By this

communication, advantages and responsibilines are assumed and main-

tained according to the nature of each parncular association. (1) The _8

communication of things (res) is the bringing of useful and necessary

goods to the social life by the symbiotes for the common advantage of

the wmbiotes individually and collecnvely. (2) The commumty of _9

services (operae) is the contributing by the symblotes of their labors and

occupanons for the sake of social hfe. (3) The commumon of right (jus) _1o

is the process by which the symbiotes live and are ruled by3ust laws m a

common life among themselves.

This communion of right is called the law of assocmnon and

symbiosis (lex consociationis et symbiosis), or the symbiotic right (jus

symbioticum) _°, and consists especially of self-sufficiency (ot/rrc_pK_),

good order (e¢0votx_q0, and " ' 'proper discipline (eayr0t_qt). It includes two

aspects, one functioning to direct and govern social life, the other

prescribing a plan and manner for communicating things and services

among the symblotes.

The law of association m its first aspect is, in turn, either

common or proper. Common law (lex communis), which is unchanging, .fl 1

[communicat_o:a sharing, a making common Althusms somenmes uses com-
mumon (commumo) and commumty (KoLvtov_,et) mterchangeably with
communlcatlon.]

The Republic, I, 25.

1.[the fhndamental law of hying together; the demand that social life makes upon
human persons both by its nature and by their agreement This demand has some
elements common to all associations, and others proper to various species of
associataon (famfl,y;collegmm, city, pmwnce, and commonwealth). In this chap-
ter it is usually called the law of association (tex consoaatioms),but m later chapters
symblonc right (jus symbioticum)is the more common expression.]
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indicates that in every association and type of symbiosis some persons

are rulers (heads, overseers, prefects) or superiors, others are subjects or

512 inferiors. For all government is held together by imperium and subjec-

tion; in fact, the human race started straightway from the beginning

with lmpermm and subjection. God made Adam master and monarch

of his wife, and of all creatures born or descendant from her._l Therefore

all power and government is said to be from God. 12And nothing, as

Cicero affirms, "is as stated to the natural law (jus naturae) _3and its

requirements as imperium, without which neither household nor city
nor nation nor the entire race of men can endure, nor the whole nature

of things nor the world itself. ''14 If the consensus and will of rulers and

subjects is the same, how happy and blessed is their life! "Be subject to
one another in fear of the Lord. ''_s

513 The ruler, prefect, or chief directs and governs the functions of

the social life for the utility of the subjects individually and collecuvely.

He exercises his authority by administering, planning, appointing,

teaching, forbidding, requiring, and diverting. Whence the ruler is

called rector, director, governor, curator, and administrator. Petrus

Gregorms says that just as the soul presides over the other members in

the human body, directs and governs them according to the proper

functions assigned to each member, and foresees and procures whatever

useful and necessary things are due each member--some useful pri-

vately and at the same time to all or to the entire body, others useful

publicly for the conservauon of social life--so also it is necessary in civil

society that one person rule the rest for the welfare and utihty of both

individuals and the whole group.16 Therefore, as Augustine says, to rule,

to govern, to preside is nothing other than to serve and care for the

utility of others, as parents rule their children, and a man his wiley 7 Or,

11Genesis 1:26 f.; 3:16; Ecclesiasticus 17.
12Romans 13.

_3[Althusius employsjus naturae(or naturale)mterchangeably with lex naturae(or
naturalis).Both expressions are henceforth translated as "natural law."]
14Laws, Ill, 1.

_5Epheslans 5:21.
_"De repubhca,I, 1, 18 f. [I, 1, 8 and 10 m the 1609 echuon].

17The City of God, XIX, 15 [XIX, 14 m the Modern Library edition]. See also
Seneca, Letters,num. 91 [num. 90 m the Loeb echuon]; Marius Salomomus, De
principatu, II; Giovanm Botero, The Greatnessof Cities, I, 1.
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as Thomas Aquinas says, "to govern is to lead what is governed to its

appropriate end. ''_s And so it pertains to the office of a governor not

only to preserve something unharmed, but also to lead it to its end. 19

The rector and moderator so endeavors and proceeds that he leads the

people by method, order, and disciphne to that end in which all things

are properly considered.

Government by superiors considers both the soul and the 3;14

body of inferiors: the soul that it may be formed and imbued with

doctrine and knowledge of things useful and necessary, in human life,

the body that it may be provided with nourishment and whatever else it

needs. The first responsibility pertains to education, the second to

sustentation and protecuon. Educanon centers on the mstrucnon of 3;15

inferiors in the true knowledge and worship of God, and in prescribed

duties that ought to be performed towards one's neighbor; education

also pertains to the correction of evil customs and errors. By the former,

inferiors are imbued with a healthy knowledge of holy, just, and useful

things; by the latter, they are held firm in duty. The responslbihty for 3;16

sustentation of the body is the process by which inferiors are carefully

and diligendy guided by superiors in matters pertaining to this hfe, and

by which advantages for them are sought and disadvantages to them are

avoided, z° Protection is the legmmate defense against injuries and 3;17

violence, the process by which the security of inferiors is maintained by

superiors against any misfortune, violence, or injury directed against

persons, reputations, or properties, and if already sustained, then

avenged and compensated by lawful means.

The inferior, or subject, is one who carries on the business of 3;18

the social life according to the will of his chief, or prefect, and arranges

his life and actions subrmssively, provided his chief does not rule

impiously or unjustly.

Proper laws (leges propriae) 2_ are those enactments by which 3;19

1SOn PrincelyGovernment, I, 13 and 14.

_9Or, as Hleronymus Osorius says, to rule is to direct toward the right end. De
regisinstitutione, I.

-_'"Whoever presides, let h:m preside with care." Romans 12:8. "If anyone does
not take responsibility for his own, and especially those of his own household,
he has denied the faith, and is worse than an infidel" 1Timothy 5:8.

_:[as contrasted with common taw (lex commums), discussed m the last four
paragraphs.]
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particular associations are ruled. They differ in each specie of association

according as the nature of each requires.

520 The taws by which the communication of things, occupations,

services, and actions is accomplished e-_are those that distribute and

assign advantages and responsibihnes among the symbiotes according to
521 the nature and necessities of each assoclanon. At rimes the communica-

tion regulated by these laws is more extensive, at other rimes more

restricted, according as the nature of each association is seen to require,

or as may be agreed upon and established among the members.

522 ON THE BASIS OF THE FOREGOING considerations, I agree with Plutarch

that a commonwealth is best and happiest when magistrates and cmzens

bring everything together for its welfare and advantage, and neither

neglect nor despise anyone who can be helpful to the commonwealth, z3

The Apostle indeed advises us to seek and promote advantages for our

neighbor, even to the point that we willingly give up our own right, by

which we guard against misfortune, to obtain a great advantage for the

other person, z4 For "we have not been born to ourselves, inasmuch as

523 our country claims a share in our birth, and our friends a share. ''> The

entire second table of the Decalogue pertains to this: "you shall love

your neighbor as yourself"; "whatever you wish to be done to you do

also to others," and conversel); "whatever you do not wish to be done to

you do not do to others"; "llve honorably, injure no one, and render to

each his due. ''2_ Of what use to anyone is a hidden treasure, or a wise
man who denies his services to the commonwealth?

524 In light of these several truths, the question of which life is to

be preferred can be answered. Is it the contemplanve or the active? Is it

the theoretical and philosophical life or the practical and political hfe?

Clearly, man by nature is a gregarious animal born for cultivating

society with other men, not by nature living alone as wild beasts do, nor

52.5 wandering about as bards. And so misanthropic and stateless hermits,

hving without fixed hearth or home, are useful neither to themselves

22[the second aspect of the law of assoclanon.]

23"'Sayingsof gangs and Magistrates," [1st par.]
2#Phfllpplans 2:4-6; I Corinthians 10:24; 12:25 f.; Galanans 1:3, 5; 5:t4,
Romans 12:18, 20: 13:8, 1(1

2SClcero, Duues, I, 7.

26Matthew 22:39; 7:12. [Shabbath 3P; Digest I, 1, 10, 1.]
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nor to others, and separated from others are surely miserable. For how

can they promote the advantage ofthexr neighbor unless they find thmr

way into human society? 27How can they perform works of love when

they live outside human fellowship? How can the church be built and

the remaining duties of the first table of the Decalogue be performed?

Whence Keckermann rightly, says that pohtics leads the final end of all

other dasciplines to the highest point, and thus builds pubhc from

private happiness? 8

For this reason God willed to tram and teach men not by ._26

angels, but by men. 29 For the same reason God distributed his gifts

unevenly among men. He did not give all things to one person, but

some to one and some to others, so that you have need for my gifts, and

I for yours. And so was born, as it were, the need for commumcatmg

necessary and useful things, which commumcanon was not possible

except m social and pohtical hfe. God therefore willed that each need

the service and aid of others in order that frmndshlp would brad all

together, and no one would consider another to be valueless. For if each 52-

did not need the aid of others, what would socmty be? What would

reverence and order be? What would reason and humamty, be? Every-

one therefore needs the experience and contributions of others, and no
one hves to himself alone,

Thus the needs of body and soul, and the seeds of virtue

implanted in our souls, drew dispersed men together into one place.

These causes have built villages, estabhshed cities, founded academic

mstltunons, and united by civil umty and society a &versity of farmers,

craftsmen, laborers, builders, soldiers, merchants, learned and un-

learned men and so many members of the same body. Consequently,
while some persons provided for others, and some received from others

what they themselves lacked, all came together into a certain public

body that we call the commonwealth, and by' mutual aid devoted

themselves to the general good and welfare of this body. And that this

was the true origin first of villages, and then of larger commonwealths

embracing wide areas, is taught by the most ancient records of history

and confirmed by daily experience. Opposed to this,judgment is the life ._28

2_See Ecclesiastes 4:5-8 and the Commentarms thereon of Franclscus Juntos, m
which are ln&cated the benefits of social hfe.

2SBartholomaeus Keckermann, Systema d_sdplinaepoliucae.

"_John Calvin, Institutesql'the Christian Rehgwn, IV, 3, 1
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and teaching of recluses, monks, and hermits, who defend their error

and heresy by an erroneous appeal to Luke 1:80; 10:41 ; Hebrews 11:38;

I Kings 19:8. But scripture places this kind of life among its maledic-

tions. Deuteronomy 28:64, 65; Psalms 107 and 144; Code X, 32, 26.

Note also that a wandering and vagabond life was imposed upon Cain

in punishment for his framcide. Genesis 4:14. Contrary examples of

pious men embracing acnve political life are to be found throughout

sacred scripture.

_29 From what has been said, we further conclude that the effi-

cient cause ofpolitacal associataon is consent and agreement among the

commumcating citizens. The formal cause is indeed the associataon

brought about by contributing and commumcating one with the other,

in which political men institute, cultivate, maintain, and conserve the

fellowship of human life through decisions about those things useful

_30 and necessary to this social life. The final cause of politics is the

enjoyment of a comfortable, useful, and happy fife, and of the common

welfare--that we may five with piety and honor a peaceful and qmet

fife, that while true piety toward God and justice among the citizens

may prevail at home, defense against the enemy from abroad may be

maintained, and that concord and peace may always and everywhere

thrive. The final cause as also the conservation of a human society that

alms at a life in which you can worship God qmetly and without error.

531 The material ofpofitics is the aggregate of precepts for communicatang

those things, services, and right that we bring together, each faMy and

properly according to his abifity, for symbiosis and the common advan-

tage of the social life.

_¢32 Moreover, Aristotle teaches that man by his nature is brought

to thas social fife and mutual sharing. 3°For man is a more pohncal animal

than the bee or any other gregarious creature, and therefore by nature

far more of a social animal than bees, ants, cranes, and such kind as feed

and defend themselves m flocks. Since God himself endowed each

being w_th a natural capacity to maintain itself and to resist whatever is

contrary to it, so far as necessary to its welfare, and since &spersed men

are not able to exercise this capacity, the instinct for hving together and

_33 establishing civil society was given to them. Thus brought together and

united, some men could aid others, many together could provide the

_'Pohtics, 1252_24-1253" 38.
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necessities of life more easily than each alone, and all could live more

safely from attack by wild beasts and enermes. It follows that no man is

able to live well and happily to himself. Necessity therefore induces

association; and the want of things necessary for hfe, which are acqmred

and communicated by the help and aid of one's associates, conserves it.

For this reason it is evident that the commonwealth, or civil society,

exists by nature, and that man is by nature a civil ammal who strives

eagerly for associauon. If, however, anyone wishes not to hve m society,

or needs nothing because of his own abundance, he is not considered a

part of the commonwealth. He is therefore either a beast or a god, as
Aristotle asserts. 3_

Furthermore the continuous governing and obedience m 5__4

social life mentioned earlier are also agreeable to nature. For, as Petrus

Gregorius adds, "to rule, to direct, to be subjected, to be ruled, to be

governed" are natural acuons proceeding from the law of nauons (jus

gentium). "Anything else would be considered no less monstrous than a

body without a head, or a head without members of the body lawfully

and suitably arranged, or even lacking them altogether. For it is espe-

cially useful to the individual member who cannot meet his own needs

to be aided and upheld by another. The better member is said to be the

one who meets his own needs, and is also able to help others. The

greater the good he communicates with others, the better and more

outstandmg the member is. Then, this world has so great and so k_35

admirable a diversity [ . . . ] that unless it be held together by some

order of subordination, and regulated by fixed laws of subjecuon and

order, it would be destroyed m a short time by its own confusion. Nor

can the diverse parts of it endure if each part seeks to perform its own

function indifferently and heedlessly by itself. Power set over against

equal power would bring all things to an end by continuous and

irreconcilable discord, and would involve in its rum things that do not

belong to it, and that it does not know how to govern. ''-s-_As long as each

_1Politics,1253*31.

32Petrus Gregorlus, De repubhca,XIX; I, I, 7 and 16 f.; I, 3, 12 f. [In the 1609
edition the precise quotanon isfound in VI, 1.1 f., although the other passages
indicated by Althusms are also generally relevant to the discussion. Note,
however, that Gregorius says that "to rule, to direct, to be subjected, to be ruled,
to be governed are agreeable to the natural law (jus naturae),and are consistent
with the dlwne law (jus divinum), the human law of nations (jus gemtum), and
civd taw (jus civile). Anything else" etc.
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part decides to live according to its own wilt, it may disregard the rule of

disciphne. 33Finally, the conservation and duration of all things consist in

536 this concord of order and subjection. "Just as from lyres of diverse tones,

if properly tuned, a sweet sound and pleasant harmony arise when lov,,

medium, and high notes are united, so also the social umty of rulers and

subjects in the state produces a sweet and pleasant harmony out of the

rich, the poor, the workers, the farmers, and other kmds of persons. If

agreement is thus achieved m society, a praiseworthy happy, most

.¢.37 durable, and almost divine concord as produced. [ . . . ] But ifatl were

truly equal, and each wished to rule others according to his own will,

discord would easily arise, and by discord the dissoluuon of society.

There would be no standard of virtue or merit, and it follows that

equality itself would be the greatest lnequahty," as Petrus Gregorms

rightly asserts? 4 Hence, when this harmony of rulers and subjects

ceases, and there are no longer servants and leaders, such a situation is

considered to be among the signs of divine wrath.

_38 I add to this that it is inborn to the more powerful and prudent

to dommate and rule weaker men, just as it is also considered inborn for

inferiors to submit. So in man the soul dominates the body, and the

mind the appetites. So the male, because the more outstanding, rules

_39 the female, who as the weaker obeys. Thus, the pride and high spirits of

man should be restrained by sure reins of reason, law, and imperium less

he throw himself precipitously into rum.

Also to be noted is that Althusms will have nothing to do, here or elsewhere,
with Gregonus' often repeated division of the corporeal world into four elements
(earth, water, air, and fire), and therefore ormts them from the quotataon rather
than attributing the daversltV of the world to them, as Gregorms does. Although
these four elements recur throughout his De republica,Gregorms's best duscusslon
of them is found In his legal work, Syntagmajurls universt,I, 1-9.

Finally, the sentence ,mmediately after th_s quotation is m large part bor-
rowed, foUowmg Gregorius, from Casslodorus, Variarum,16.]

33The absence of a ruler is held to be the root of evils in Judges 17:6 and 21:25.
The same is considered to be a pumshment m Isaiah 3. [These Blbhcal passages
are also cited m Gregorms, De republica,VI, 1, 3.]

34Ibid., VI, 1.5. [Gregorms acknowledges no source for h_scomparison of social
with musical harmony, but the same comparison m almost ldenucal words is
found in Cicero, The Repubhc, II, 42, and Augustine, The City of God, II, 21.
Earlier Plato had compared the harmony of the reward person w_th musical
harmony in The Republic,IV, 443. In the stxteenth century Francis Hotman also
employed this comparison, attributing it to Plato by way of Cicero. See his
Franco-galha(1573), 10 or (1586), 12.]
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The Family

1I
/ HUS FAR WE HAVE DISCUSSED the general elements of

AL politics. We turn now to wpes of association or of

symbxotic life. Every association is either simple and private, 1or mxxed

and public. 2

The simple and private association is a society and symbiosis _2

initiated by a special covenant (pactum) among the members for the

purpose of bringing together and holding m common a particular

interest (quid peculiare). This is done according to their agreement and

way of life, that is, according to what is necessary and useful for

organized private syrnblouc life. Such an associauon can rightly be

called primary, and all others derivative from _t. For without this

primary association others are able neither to arise nor to endure.

The efficient causes of this simple and private associauon and 53

symbiosis are individual men covenanting among themselves to com-

mumcate whatever is necessary and useful for organizing and living in

private life. Whence arises the particular and private union and society

among the covenanters, whose bond (vinculum) is trust granted and

accepted in their communication of mutual aid, counsel, and rxght

(jus) 3 And such an association, because it is smaller than a public and

universal one, also reqmres less extended commumcation, support, and
assistance.

The members of the private association are mdlvaduals har- ._4

moniously united under one head and spirit, as members of the same

[family and collegmm.]

_"[cit3;province, and commonwealth.]

3[just structure or order.[

27
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body. For, as Petrus Gregorius says, "just as there is one end for the sake
of which nature made the thumb, another the hand or foot, still another

the whole man; so there is one end to which nature directs the

individual man, another the family, and another the city and realm. But
that end is most to be esteemed for which nature made the whole man.

Accordingly, it ts not to be thought that since there is a definite end for

each type of assemblage there ISnone for the whole, nor that since there

is order in the parts of human life there is only confusion in the more

inclusive kind of hfe, nor lastly that since the parts are umted among

themselves by reason of their mtending one end the whole itself is
disunited. ''4

55 The particular interest that is communicated among the

symbiotes by a special covenant of this kind, and through which they are

united as by a certain bond, consists m symbiouc right (jus symbi-

oticum), s together with structure and good order for communicating it

3/6 with consensus, mutual service, and common advantage. Symbiouc

right is what the private syrnbiote fulfills on behalf of his fellow

symbiote m the private association, which varies according to the

._12 nature of the association .... Because of this syrnblotic right, the

private association often performs as one person, and is acknowledged

to be one person ....

_1.3 There are two types of simple and private associanon. The first

§14 is natural, and the second is c_vil? The private and natural symblotac

assooation ts one m which married persons, blood relatives, and m-

laws, m response to a natural affecuon and necessity, agree to a definite

communication among themselves. Whence this indlwdual, natural,

necessary, economic, and domestic sooety is said to be contracted

permanendy among these symbiotic allies of hfe, with the same bound-

arms as hfe itself. Therefore it is rightly called the most intense society,

friendship, relataonshlp, and umon, the seedbed of every other symbi-

otic association. Whence these symbiotic allies are called relatives,

kinsmen, and friends.

_15 This simple and private natural assooation is nourished, fos-

tered, and conserved by private funcuons and occupations through

_De republica,V, 5, 13.
5[See page 19, footnote 10.]

"[the family and the collegium respectwely.]
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which these associated symbiotes communicate each to the other every

aid and assistance needed in this symbiosis. They do this according to

the judgment of the chief and the laws (leges) of good order and proper

disciphne prescribed by him for inferior syrnbiotes. These functions are 5t 6

either agricultural, industrial, or commercial .... 7 Moreover, there are 537

two kinds of prwate and natural domestic association. The first is

conjugal (conjugalis), and the second is kinship (propinqua).S The conju- 538

gal association and symbiosis is one in which the husband and wife, who

are bound each to the other, communicate the advantages and responsi-

bilities of married life .... 9The director and governor of the common 540

affairs pertaining to this association is the husband. The wife and family

are obedient, and do what is commanded.

The advantages and responsibihties are either proper to one of 541

the spouses, or common to both. Proper advantages and responsibilities §42
are either those the husband communicates to his wife, or those the wife

communicates to her husband. The husband communicates to his wife

his name, family, reputation, stauon in life, and economic condition.

• . .I, He also provides her with gmdance, legal protection, and defense 543

against violence and mjury.... Finally, he supplies her with all other 544

necessities, such as management, solicitude, food, and clothing ....

The wife extends to her husband obedience, subjection, trust. _a5

compliance, services, support, aid, honor, reverence, modesty, and re-

[Here follows a lengthy discussion of the functrons of farmers, craftsmen, and
merchants. Althus_us considers farmers to be hardworking, temperate, and not
given to facnon, while craftsmen are argumentatave, intemperate, and prone to
faction. Merchants, on the other hand, are not discussed m these terms Instead,
their functions of exporting agricultural and industrial surpluses, and lmpornng
what _snot found locally, are presented merely in terms of the standards of
conduct they ought to observe. Moreover, merchants are acknowledged to be
"the feet of the body polmc" inasmuch as they provide contact w_th the outside
world.]

Concerning the former seeGenesis 3 and 4; concermng the latter seeGenesis 10.

[Here follows an extended quotation from Cicero that discusses the reproduc-
tion instruct between husband and wife as gwmg b_rth to children, who in turn
go forth to estabhsh new connections, and concludes that "such propagation
and offspring are the ongan of commonwealths." Duties, I, 17.]

1_[Althusms drew heavily upon Biblical materials m support of his discussion of
the commumcauon of advantages and responslbllmes between husband and
wife. These paragraphs refer to eighty-two passages m the Old Testament, and
sixty-rune m the New Testament.]
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spect. She brings forth children for him, and nurses and trams them. She

joins and consoles him in rmsery and calarmty. She accommodates herself

to his customs, and without his counsel and consent she does nothing.

And thus she renders to her husband an agreeable and peaceful life ....

546 There are also common advantages and responsibilities that are

provided and commumcated by both spouses, such as kindness, use of

the body for avoichng harlotry and for procreating children, mutual

habitation except when absence may be necessary, mnmate and familiar

companionship, mutual love, fidelity, patience, mutual service, com-

mumcanon of all goods and right (jus), . . management of the family,
adnnmstration of household dunes, education of children m the true

religmn, protection against and hberauon from perils, and mourning of
the dead ....

_1 111 THE KINSHIPASSOCIATIONis one in which relatives and in-

laws are united for the purpose ofcommumcating advantages

52 and responsibflmes. This assoclanon arises from at least three persons,

but it can be conserved by fewer. Frequently it consists of a much larger

516 number .... He is called the leader (princeps) of the family, or of any

clan of people, who is placed over such a family or clan, and who has the

right to coerce (jus coercendi) the persons of his family individually and

collectively....

518 The rights communicated among the persons who are united

in this natural association are called rights of blood (jura sanguinis). They

consist partly in advantages, partly in responsibilities, and in the bring-

ing together and sustaining these advantages mutually among the kms-

520 men.. . Such advantages are, first, the affection, love, and goodwill of
521 the blood relative and kinsman. From this affecnon arises the solicitude

by which the individual is concerned for the welfare and advantages of
52_3 his kinsman, and labors for them no less than for his own.. . Second

among the advantages of the family and kinsmen I refer to the commu-

mon m all the rights and privileges belonging to the family and

524 relationship. And to this point I refer the enjoyment of the clan or

527 family name, and of its lnsigma .... Third among the common rights

of the family and relanonship I refer to the provision for support in case

528 of necessity or want. Fourth, a privilege granted to one of the kinsmen

is extended by rxght of relationship to his family, wife, children, and
even brother ....
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The responsibihnes of the family and relationship are services 534

and works that the member owes to his kinsman, such as forethought,

care, and defense of the family and of the members of the household.

... The leadership in meeting these responsibilities rests upon the 535

paterfamilias as master and head of his family.... Upon the older 536

members of the family rests the duty of correcting and reprehending

their younger kinsmen for mastakes of youthful lndiscrenon and hot-
headedness ....

These advantages and responsibilities are intensified as the 53"

degree of relationship among the kinsmen Increases. Therefore they are

greater between parents and children. For parents should educate their

children, instruct them an the true knowledge of God, govern and

defend them, even lay up treasures for them, make them parnclpants an

everything they themselves have, including thear family and station in

life, provide suitable marriages for them at the right time, and upon

departing from hfe make them their hmrs and provide optimally for
them .... 1

CERTAIN POLITICALVgRITEIKSeliminate, wrongly m my judgment, the 542

doctrine of the conjugal and kinship private association from the field of

politics and assign it to economics. Now these associations are the

seedbed of all private and public associational hfe. The knowledge of

other associations is therefore incomplete and defecnve without this

doctrine of conjugal and kinship associations, and cannot be rightly

understood without it. I concede that the skill of attending to house-

hold goods, of supplying, increasing, and conserving the goods of the

family, is entarely economic, and as such is correctly eliminated from

pohtics. But altogether &fferent from this is association anaong spouses

and kinsmen, which is entirely pohtical and general, and which com-

municates things, services, rights, and aid for hying the domestic and

economic life pmusly, justly, and beneficially. Economic management,

however, concerns merely household goods--how much and by what

u [Here follows a chscussmn of members of the household. Servants, chddren,
and others who dwell under one roof are expected to obey the lmpermm of the
pateffamihas, and of h_sally the materfamihas, m all things pertaining to this
social hfe. In turn, he has clearly defined responsibilmes to them, including the
sharing with them of the rights of religion and the pmwdmg for thmr
mamtenance.]
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means they may be furnished, augmented, and conserved. By such

management the skill as made available for culuvating fields, tenchng

herds, ploughing, sowing, reaping, planting, pruning, and doing all

kinds of agricultural work. But by politics alone arises the wisdom for

governing and administering the family. It is politics that teaches what

the spouses, paterfamilias, materfamilias, servants, and attendants may

contribute and commumcate among themselves--and what the kins-

men among themselves--in order that private and domestic social life

may be piously and jusdy fulfilled.

So therefore economics and politics differ greatly as to subject

and end. The subject of the former is the goods of the family; its end is

the acquisition of whatever as necessary for food and clothing. The

subject of the latter, namely pohtics, aspaous andjust symbiosis; its end is

the governing and preservmg of association and symbiotic life.

Furthermore, certain persons wrongly assert that every symbi-

otic assocaataon is public, and none private. Now this axiom stands firm

and fixed: all symbaotic associauon and life is essentially, authentically,

and generically political. But not every symbiotic assocaation is public.

There are certain associations that are private, such as conjugal and

kinshap families, and cotlegaa. And these are the seedbeds of the public

association. Whence at follows that the private assocaataon as rightly

attributed to politics.



IV

The Collegium

THIS of the natural associ- 5I

COMPLETES THE DISCUSSION

ation. We turn now to the civil assoclanon, which is a

body orgamzed by assembled persons according to thmr own pleasure

and will to serve a common utility and necessity in human life. That is

to say, they agree among themselves by common consent on a manner

ofruting and obeying for the utility both of the whole body and of its
individuals. _

This society by its nature is transitory and can be discontinued. 52

It need not last as long as the lifetime of a man, but can be chsbanded

honorably and in good faith by the mutual agreement of those who

have come together, however much it may have been necessary and
useful for social life on another occasion. For th_s reason it is called a 53

spontaneous and merely voluntary, society, granted that a certain neces-

sity can be said to have brought it into existence. For in the early umes of

the world, when the human race was Increasing and, though one family,

yet &spersmg Itself--since all persons could no longer be expected to

live together in one place and family--necessity drove diverse and

separate dwellings, hamlets, and villages to stand together, and at length

to erect towns and cities in different places. Accordingly, "when the

head of the family goes out of his house, in which he exercises domestic

imperium, and joins the heads of other families to pursue business

matters, he then loses the name of head and master of the family, and

becomes an ally and citizen. In a sense, he leaves the family in order that

[A parallel, though briefer, chscussion by Althusms of the collegium isfound in
a chapter entitled "Men Umted By Thmr Own Consent" m his major work on
jurisprudence, Dicaeologlca,I, 8.]
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he may enter the city, and attend therem to public instead of domestic
concerns. -

._4 This ts therefore a civil association. In it three or more men of

the same trade, trainmg, or profession are united for the purpose of

holding m common such things they jointly profess as duty, way of life,

or craft. Such an association is called a collegium, 3 or as it were, a

gathering, society, federation, sodality, synagogue, convention, or

synod. It is said to be a private association by contrast with the public

_-5 association. 4 The persons who unite in order to constitute a collegium

are called colleagues, associates, or even brothers. A minimum of three

persons is required to organize a collegium, because among two persons

there is no third person to overcome dissension. This is so even though

two persons may be called colleagues so far as the power and equality of
office is concerned. Fewer than three, however, are able to conserve a

collegtum, s

_6 Whoever among the colleagues is superior and set over the

others is called the leader of the collegium, the rector or director of the

common property and functions. He is elected by common consent of

the colleagues, and ts provided with administrative power over property

and functions pertaining to the collegium. For this reason he exercises

coercive power over the colleagues individually, but not over the group

3/7 itself. Therefore the president of a collegium is superior to the individ-

ual colleague but Inferior to the umted colleagues, or to the collegium

over which he presides and whose pleasure he must serve ....

_8 We will consider first the communlcatton of the colleagues,

and their symbiotic right (jus symbioticum) m this private and civil

association, then the various types of the collegium. Communication

among the colleagues is the activity by which an individual helps his

colleague, and so upholds the plan ofsoctal life set forth in covenanted

agreements. These covenants and laws (pacta et leges) of the colleagues

"Jean Bodm, The Commonweale, I, 6.

_[colleglum(pl. collegia):guild; corporation; voluntary assoclauon.]
4Examples of this assoclauon can be seen m Acts 6:2 f.; 12:12; 13:15, 27; 15:21;
28:23, 30 f.; Matthew 4; 6:2; 10:24; 13; Exodus 29:42; Numbers 10:10.

5[The discussion of the collegmm m this chapter is heawly supported by
references to Roman law, especially to the following three tatles Digest III, 4
("Quod cumscumque umversltatxs"); Digest XLVII, 22 ("De collegils"); and
Code X, 32 ("De decurlonibus").]
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are described in their corporate books, which we call Zunftbi_cher. Such

communication pertains to (1) things, (2) services, (3) right, and (4)
mutual benevolence.

The communication of things centers m mutual contributions ._9

of the colleagues to the collegium, and in acquisitions from other

sources made according to its law. These things include the building of

the collegium in which the colleagues meet and deliberate on their

corporate business, as well as the money, income, drinking cups, seals,

coffers, books, corporate records, and other things useful and necessary

to the coltegmm assessed from the individual members or given from

some other source to the collegium. The common purpose requires 510

that all colleagues be considered participants within a common legal

structure, not a_ separate lndavlduals but as one body. So _t ts that what

the collegium owes is not owed by the individuals separately, and what is

owed to the collegmm is not owed to the Individuals separately? . . .

The communicauon of serwces is determined by mutual 512

agreement among the colleagues. The commumcatlon of skilled ser-

vices consists, for the most part, m promoting the dunes, business, and

advantages of a craft, profession, or vocation, and m averting disadvan-

tages. Th_s is done according to the manner that has been tacitly or

explicitly agreed upon by the colleagues. In this connection, the colle- 513

gium bestows _ts approval on apprenuces who have passed an appointed

examination m the art, craft, or trade that the collegaum professes.

Some services are more or less uniform and equally performed

among the colleagues. Others, however, are dissimilar and unequal m

character, and are the responsibility not of all colleagues, but either of

some among them or of the one who serves as leader of the collegium.

Among the latter services are the right and responsibility of calling the 514

colleagues into session, 7 of proposing the things that are to be deliber-

ated upon, of conducting the voting, ofopemng letters to the collegmm

from outside sources, of maintaining the seal, coffer, privileges, and

other goods of the collegium, and of adjourning ats meetings. There

may be further services required by the nature and order of the func-

tions and activities for which the collegium was organized. If so, they

6Digest III, 4, 7, 1.
7Bodin assxgns thxs right to the older or more dlstmguxshed part of the
collegium. [The Commonweale, III, 7.]
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are either distributed on a changing and rotating basis among the

colleagues, or assigned to the common procurator or syndic of the

collegium by the common consent of the colleagues.

_I5 The colleagues are recorded in the register of the collegium

accorchng to the law and convention they have agreed upon. But if there

is no such law or convention, "the status of each is to be observed so that

they may be recorded in that order In which each of them has enjoyed

the highest chstinction. [...] In rendering opinions, also, the same order

is to be respected that is observed in recording their names in the

register. ''_

._16 The communication of right among the colleagues is achieved

when they hve, are ruled, and are obligated in their collegium by the

same right and laws (./us et leges), and are even punished for proper cause

according to them, provided this is done without infringing upon the

magistrate or usurping an alien jurischctaon. The problem of when a

collegium or community (universitas) _ is able to establish its own statutes

is discussed by Losaeus. _''Certainly the colleagues may establish statutes

obligating them in whatever pertains to the administration of their

goods, to their craft and profession, and to their private business. Their

jurisdiction, however, must not Infringe on the public jurisdiction, nor

extend to those matters that are rightfully prohibited.

_17 The common right (jus commune) 1_of the collegium or the

colleagues, which is customarily described in the corporate books, is

SDigest L, 3, 1. [The omission m thxs quotation provides further direcuons for
the recording of rank.]

' [Althusius employs the word universitashere (following one of the uses of
Losaeus) as an alternative to collegium,which differs from his use of It m the next
chapter as a public and termtorlal association.]

l°Nlcolaus Losaeus, De jure universitatum, Ill, 15. See also Francis Marcus,
Decisionesaureae,I, dec. 802.

11[fundamental law or constitution of an assocxauon. This use ofjus commune
differs from that employed by Althusms m Chapters XXI-XXII, where it
means the unchanging moral law binding upon all persons and associations, and
is there compared with proper law (jus proprium), or the specific appficanon of
common law (jus commune)estabhshed m a particular association in accord with
Its circumstances. There Althusms follows the Digest, which says that "all
peoples who are ruled by laws (leges)and customs use partly their own law (jus
proprium), and partly the common law (jus commune)of all men" (I, 1,9). Here,
however, Althusms considers common right or taw (jus commune) to be the
foundational right or law (jus proprium) of a particular assocxanon.]
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either received from and maintained by the common consent of the

colleagues, or is conceded and granted to them by specaal privilege of

the superior magistrate.

A majority of all assembled colleagues binds the minority by 518

its vote m those matters common to all colleagues, or pertainingjointly

and wholly to the colleagues as a umted group, but not m matters

separately affecting individual colleagues outside the corporate fellow-

ship. So m those matters that are to be done necessarily by the col-

legium, a majority is certainly sufficient, provided that in making

decisions two-thirds of the collegmm is present. The reason is that what

is common to everyone asnot my private concern alone .... However, 520

in matters common to all one by one, or pertaining to colleagues as

individuals, a majority does not prevail. In this case, "what touches all

ought also to be approved by all "ue Even one person is able to object.

The reason is that m this case what as common to everyone is also my

private concern. In these things that are merely voluntary nothing

ought to be done unless all consent, not separately and at different nines,

but corporately and unanimously....I-_

The colleagues, on the basis of this right (jus) TMthat is accepted 522

by their common consent, can be fined whenever they commlt any-

thing against the laws (leges) of the collegium. Whence it comes about

that one of the colleagues may exercise coercion over individuals, but

not over the group _tself. These fines are paid into the common chest or

treasury of the collegium.
Mutual benevolence is that affection and love of individuals 523

toward their colleagues because of which they harmoniously will and

"nill" on behalf of the common utihty. This benevolence is nourished,

sustained, and conserved by pubhc banquets, entertainments, and love
feasts.

12Code V, 59, 5, 2.

13[This &scussion of the anternal procedures of the collegmm, which is al-
together missing m the much brmfer first edmon (1603) of the Pohtica, has
drawn especially upon the following writers" Bartolus, Commentam (DxgestI, 8,
6, 1; III, 4, 3, and 4); Andreas Gall De plgnorationibus,I, obs. 20, num 2 ft.:
Practicarumobservationum,I1, obs. 56, num. 6; Nlcolaus Losaeus, Deyurc unwer-
suatum, I, 3, 77 f. and 84; Jean Bodm, The Commonweal< III, 7; Paul Castro,
Commentaria (Digest III, 4, 3, and 4); Nlcotaus Tudeschl, Commentaria (Decre-
tals II1, 11, 1); and Francxs Marcus, Deasiones aureae,I, dec. 1036 and 1335.]

14[lax,,:]
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_24 The types of collegia vary according to the circumstance of

persons, crafts and functions. Today there are collegia of bakers, tailors,

builders, merchants, coiners of money, as well as philosophers, theolo-

gians, government officials, and others that every city needs for the

proper functioning of its social life. Some of these collegia are ecclesias-
tical and sacred, instituted for the sake of&vine things; others are secular

and profane, instituted for the sake of human things. The first are

collegia of theologians and philosophers. The second are collegia of

magistrates and judges, and of various craftsmen, merchants, and rural

folk. The collegia of magistrates are of particular importance because by

their public power (jus potestatis) they set bounds for each and every

other collegium .... _5

5i3o At the present time in many places the people of a provincial

cltj; realm, or polity, by reason of their occupation or kind and diversity

of organized life, customarily distributed in three orders, estates, or

larger general collegia (generalia mqjora collegia). The first is of clergy-

men, the second of nobility., and the third of the people or plebs,

including scholars, farmers, merchants, and craftsmen. Such general

collegia and bodies contain within them smaller special collegia

(specialia minora collegia). Such are the particularly important collegia of

judges and magistrates, the collegia of ministers of the church, and the

collegia of various workers and merchants necessary and useful in social

life, which we will discuss later .... 1_

1_[Here follows a lengthy &scusslon of the collegia and tribes m ancient Rome,
Israel, and Egypt that is indebted to Alexander ab Alexandro, Gemalium dierum;
Theodore Zwinger, Theatrum wtae humane; Johann Rosmus, Romanarum anti-
quitatum; Petrus Gregorlus, De republica;and Carlo Slgomo, De anuquo jure
Italiaeand De repubhcaHebralcorum.]

i°[See especially Chapters V, VIII, XVIII.]
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The City

V l_i A / ITH THIS DISCUSSION of the ClVfland private asso- 51

VV ciation, we turn now to the public association.

For human society develops from private to public assoclauon by the

definite steps and progressions of small socleues. The public association

exists when many private assocaatlons are hnked together for the pur-

pose of establishing an reclusive pohtlcal order (politeuma). It can be

called a communiD" (universitas),* an associated body, or the pre-eminent

political assocaatlon. It is permatted and approved by the law of nations 52

(jusgentium). It is not considered dead as long as one person is left. Nor 53

is it altered by the change ofindivMual persons, for it is perpetuated by

the subsutution of others. Men assembled without symbaotic right (jus 54

symbioticum) are a crowd, gathering, multitude, assemblage, throng, or

people. The larger this association, and the more types of association

contained wathm it, the more need at has of resources and aids to

maintain self-sufficiency as much m soul as m body and life, and the

greater does it require good order, proper disciphne, and commumca-

taon of things and services.

Political order in general is the raght and power ofcommum- _5

caring and participating m useful and necessary matters that are brought

to the life of the organized body by its associated members. It can be

called the public symbiouc right. This pubhc symbiotic assoclauon is _6

either particular or umversal. The particular association is encompassed

1[an assocaation embracing all other assoclataons within a given geographical
area; a public as dasungmshed t_om a private assoc_atlon. It is here used as a
generic name reclusive of commonwealth, province, and c_t-y;This is an
occasional use for Althusius. lts more customary use is described an footnote 2
below.]
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by fixed and definite localities within which its rights are communi-

57 cated. In turn, it is either a community (universitas) 2 or a province.

58 The community IS an association formed by fixed laws and

composed of many famihes and collegia living in the same place. It is

elsewhere called a city (civitas) in the broadest sense, or a body of many

and diverse associations. Nicolaus Losaeus defines it as "a coming

together under one special name of many bodies each distract from the

59 other. ''3 It is called a representauonal person 4 and represents men

collectively, not individually. Strictly speaking, however, the commu-

nity is not known by the designation of person, but it takes the place of a

person when legmmately convoked and congregated)

510 The members of a community are private and diverse associa-

tions of families and collegia, not the individual members of private

associations. These persons, by their coming together, now become not

spouses, kinsmen, and colleagues, but citizens of the same community.

Thus passing from the private symbiotic relationship, they unite in the

51 t one body of a community. Differing from citizens, however, are for-

eigners, outsiders, aliens, and strangers whose duty it is to mind their

own business, make no strange inquiries, not even to be curious in a

foreign commonwealth, but to adapt themselves, as far as good con-

science permits, to the customs of the place and city where they live in

order that they may not be a scandal to others? . . .

522 The superior is the prefect of the community appointed by the

consent of the citizens. He directs the business of the commumty, and

governs on behalf of its welfare and advantage, exercising authority (jus)
523 over the individuals but not over the ciuzens collectively. An oath of

fidelity to certain articles In which the functions of this office are

-_[alocal commumty embracing all private assocaauons within a mumcapal area;
a city m Its fullest associated expression, as distinguished from a province (the
other kind ofpartacular pubhc assocaanon) and a commonwealth (the universal
pubhc association).]

3Dejure unwersitatum,I, 1,2. {Itasnoteworthy that this book by Losaeus, which
was pubhshed m 1601 at Turin, was not mennoned by Althusms m the first
edinon (1603) of the Politica,but asreferred to an the third e&tion (1614) sixty-
two tames an the chapters on the collegmm and the city alone, and occasionally
thereafter throughout the reminder of the work.]

4 [personarepraesentata:laterally, a person hawng come to represent.]

SDagest, XLVI, 1, 22.

[Here follows an extended discussion of types of full and hmated cmzenshap.]
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contained stands as a surety to the appointing community. From the

individual citizens, m turn, is reqmred an oath offidehty and obe&ence

setting forth in certain articles the functions of the office of a good
citizen.

Such a superior is either one or more persons who have ._24

received the prescribed power of governing by the consent of the

community.... And so these general administrators of the commumty ._25

are appointed by the city out of its general and free power, and can even

be removed from office by the city. They are therefore temporal, while

the community or city may be continuous and almost immortal.

The inferiors or subjects are all the remaining cmzens indwld- 3_26

uaUy and collectively who are subjects of the community, or of those

who represent it, but not of individuals as such.

Even though the individual persons of a commumty may be _27

changed by the withdrawal or death of some superiors and xnferlors, the

community itself remains. It is held to be immortal because of the

continued subsututlon and succession of men m place of those with-

drawing. 7 Whence it appears that the commumty is chfferent from the

individual persons ofa commumty, although it is often considered to be

a representational and fictional personY

Furthermore, this commumty is either rural or urban. A rural .f28

community is composed of those who cultivate the fields and exercise

rural functaons. Such a commumty is either a hamlet, a wllage, or a town. ._29

A hamlet (vicus) is a settlement of a few houses situated around a small ._30

open place .... The superior of the hamlet is a leader who is elected by .f34

consent of the hamlet dwellers (vicini) and has the right of admonishing

them, of calling them together, and of conducung their common busi-

ness. The remaamng hamlet dwellers are subjects. A village (pay,us) L35

consists of two or more hamlets wathout fornficanons or surrounding

wall. The superior of the village Is called the leader of the vallage dwellers _36

(pagan O, or the adrmmstrator and syndic of the vtllage .... A town ._38

(oppidum) is a larger village girded and fortified by a ditch, stockade, or

wall .... If very large, it is called a city according to Losaeus? The _f39

7Baldus de Ubaldis, Commentariz(Digest III, 4.7, 2); Paul Castro, Commentana
(Digest II1, 4, 7, 2).
sBartolus, Commentariz(Digest XLVI, 1, 22); Andreas Gail, De pacepubhca, I, 5;
Nlcolaus Losaeus, De jure universstatum,I, 1, 41 and 42; Code, II, 58, 2, 5.

°De lure universitatum. I, 2, 45.
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prefect of the town is the admimstrator and leader of the town dwellers

(oppidanO, and has the right of calhng them together and proposing

matters to them. In common consultation with them, he also has the

power of collecting the:r votes, of issuing and executing pubhc decrees, of

dismissing the council, and of directing and adnumstering the common

affairs of the community.

540 All urban commumty is composed of those who practice

._41 industrial functions and pursuits while living an urban hfe. It ISa large

number of hamlets and villages associated by a special legal order (jus)

for the advancement of the citizens, and guarded and fortified agaanst

548 external violence by a common moat, fortress, and wall .... 1o A

commumty of citizens dwelhng in the same urban area (urbs), and

content with the same commumcauon and government (jus imperii)" is

called a city (civitas) or, as it were, a umty of cmzens. And they are

citizens of this community or city who are partners in it, as distin-

guished from foreigners and aliens who do not enjoy the same standing

wlthin the city's legal order (./us civitatis). :2

J_49 The prefect or superlor of the city is the administrator and

leader of the cmzens, having authority and power over individuals by

general mandate of the orgamzed commumty, but not over the group.

_50 In many places he is said to be the consul. Associated with him are

counselors and senators who give advice for the welfare of the city and

consutute a senatorml collegium. The citizens are individually and

.f51 collecnvely expected to observe his legitimate decrees .... The prefect

of the city is called the president or leader (princeps) of the senate.

Sometimes the prefect is one person, other times--in proporuon to the

size of the city and the extent of its business--two, three, or four

persons, who continue to perform the office throughout changes m

personnel. They are also called administrators of the commonwealth.

_52 The senatorial collegium, composed of the president and

senators, binds itself by oath at the beginning of its administration to the

prescribed articles of admimstration, and collecuvely fulfills the func-

"' [Suburbs beyond the wall, as well as open fields for cultlvauon within the wall,
are considered by Althuslus to be a part of an urban commumty. Thus Althusms
seems to have m rmnd a city that includes all the inhabitants of the surrounding
district under its .lurlsdlcmon and protection.]
i i [structure and power of rule.]

1.,[do not exercise the rights and responslbthues of citizens.]
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uons of the entrusted office. The office of the leader of the senate, or the 5,53

consul, consists in the power of calling the senate mto session; the power

of referring and proposmg business to it; the r:ght of seeking and

gathering the judgments of individual senators; the power of caring for

the seal and keys of the city, of opening letters sent to the senate, of

receiving peutions, of responding m the name of the coltegmm, and

lastly the power of carrying out the conclusions of the senate, and of

chsrmssing it.

The senate as a collegium of wase and honest select men to 5,54

whom asentrusted the care and administrauon of the affairs of the city. 13

This collegium, when legmmately convoked, represents the entire 5,55

people and the whole caty. It does not, however, have as much power, 5.56

authority, and jurisdiction as the commumty, unless at is gaven such by

law (lex) or covenant .... _4In the absence of the consul or rector, this 5.58

office falls to the semor senator, or to the person designated from the

senate by the rector for this purpose, But, af all senators are assembled

without being formally called into sessaon, the community :s neverthe-

less considered legmmately convoked.

Senators are those who have the right ofdehvermgjudgments 5,59

an the senate concermng the things that have been proposed by" the

leader for their consaderanon. They are also called decunons or coun-

selors of the city. Their names are inscribed in the regaster, and they

enjoy certain privileges. Such senators are elected by the senatoraal 560

collegmm, or by specified electors desagnated by the commumty. In

some crees, to be sure, senators and consuls are elected an duplicate

number an order that the prance or count of the province can choose

and confirm certain ones among them. In other Cltaes, however, the

complete elecuon :s an the power of the collegmm of the communitx, or

its guilds (collegia artificum), or in the power of specified persons desag-

nated by lndivadual collegia of the city for this function. The senators

:3See the Dagest I, 2, 2, 9, whach saysthat because the people was able to convene
m so great a crowd of men only wath extreme difficult, and therefore was not able
to rule, "necessity itselfbrought the care of the commonwealth to the senate."

_4[This passage is obviously derived from Losaeus, who wrote that "the council
of the caty does not have by common law (jus commune) the same power,
authoraty, andjurisdicuon as the total people, custom.'" De jure universitatum,I,
3, 48. Althusms notes that Bartolus disagrees with thas posmon. He apparently
has an rmnd the opmaon of Bartolus that the council of the ci_ does have the
same power as the total people. Commentarii (Code IV, 32, 5).]
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who constitute the collegium of senators, the consistory, or the council

of counselors, which we usually call the senate, are greater or fewer in

number in proportion to the size of the city and the extent of the
business.

._61 These senators are either ordinary or extraordinary. Ordinary

senators are those who, at agreed and appointed tames, consider and
decide all business matters that have arisen and come before the com-

monwealth. Extraordinary senators are those who, summoned for

difficult problems of the commonwealth, assist the ordinary senators by

their counsel and have the power ofdecichng with them. These extraor-

dinary senators, who are variously named in different places, are identi-

fied for the most part by their number, such as the one hundred men,

the fifty, the forty, the thirty, the twenty, the four men, and so forth.

Sometimes in the gravest matters the votes of the individual

collegia of the commumty or city are employed, or of the individual

clans or groups into which the city is divided. They are then called

together by the senatorial collegium.

562 The form and method of making decisions in the consistory

or senatorial collegium is by the judgment and vote of a majority of the

senators, either ofalt senatorial colleagues without exceptaon, or with at

least two-thirds of the colleagues of the entare collegium being present.

These votes, which are sought and collected in matters that are of

concern to the senate, must be taken at the same tame and in the

accustomed place. After the proposition has been set forth by the consul

or president, the indiwdual senators make known their votes concern-

ing the thing proposed m that order m which they are consulted,

provided that the liberty and opportunity of dissenting are prowded.

._64 . . . After the votes of the individual senators have been given, the

consul or leader of the senate counts the affirmative votes, as well as the

neganve votes if there are any, and decides by them. If the gravity of the

matter so demands, however, and the majority is thought to have

decided incorrectly, he may order the majority to examine and ponder

the votes of the dissentang minority, and to discuss the matter anew.

After further discussion and examination, he again collects the judg-

ments of individuals, and decides on the basis of the considered votes of

the majority. The dissenting minority, is reqmred to submit itself to this

decision, so that the decision of the majority _sdeclared and held as the

judgment of the whole senate or consistory, and brads the entire
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community. For a consensus, when produced at the same time and

place, is sufficient in those matters that pertain to persons as a group, or

that are done by the many as by everyone and the group. On the other

hand, a consensus of the majority is not sufficient in those matters that

are done by the many as individuals. In these matters the will of the

individuals is required, and it may even be separately declared at

different times and places. What touches individuals ought to be ap-

proved by individuals .... Is

VI A CITY MAYBEeither free, mumcipal, mixed, or metropolitan. 3/1

A free city is so called because it recognizes as ItS immediate 52

superior the supreme magistrate, TM and is free from the rule of other

princes, dukes, and counts. It is called an imperial city in the German

polity, where it has been assessed contributions or special services for

the realm because of the right of participation and suffrage it enjoys in

the councils of the empire and its listing as a member of the empire. And

no one doubts that these cities have the rights of princes within their
boundaries.

The municipal or provincial city" 1s one that is subject to a 53

territorial lord. It recognizes a superior other than the supreme

magistrate.

A mixed city is so called because it recognizes partly the 54

emperor and partly a duke or count as its superior, and enjoys both

imperial and provincial privileges. There are some crees m which dukes 55

or counts have usurped rights, even though the territory does not

actually belong to them. These cities recognize them m certain respects

through fixed pacts and conditions, and evidence their liberties in

others. Such are Goslar, Magdeburg, Cologne, Aachen, Erfurt, and
several others.

A metropolis is so called because it is the mother of other ciues 56

that it brings forth as colomes, or because it is pre-ermnent among them

and is recognized by them as a mother by whom they are ruled and

defended as children. The metropohs is therefore a large and populous

city. Other clues and towns of the realm follow _tsexample because of its

_s[Here follows a discussion of the causes of the founding and growth of crees
that is largely dependent upon Glovanm Botero, The Geatness of Crees, and
Hlppolytus a Collibus, lncrementaurbxum.]

1, [the emperor.]
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size, population, rank, houses of religion and justice, and temples of

pmty and law (jus), by" means of which it displays the light of rehgion

and justice to the other c_ties of the realm and presents itself in an

elevated place to be seen by all. It also cultivates men distinguished m

piety, doctrine, and life that others are able to consult m cases of doubt

and perplexity....17

515 Communication among citizens of the same commumty for

the purpose of self-sufficiency and symbiosis pertains to things, services,

right, and mutual concord. Whence arises this political order, or the

symbiotic right (./us symbioticum) of the city, which is called the legal

.616 order of the city (jus civitatis). And as man is said to be a microcosm, so

also Is a city or small commonwealth, for the common business of a city.-

is conducted and managed m almost the same manner as that of a realm

or province. TM

We will speak first about this communication, and then about

.617 the adrmnistratlon of it. The communication of things among the

members and cmzens of the same community, town, or village is so

carried out that the things communicated by the common consent and
covenant of each and all are set aside for the various uses of the

communtty. This is done according to the manner, order, and proce-

dure that was agreed upon and estabhshed among the members and

citizens. And such commumcanon of things ISrightly called the sinews

of the city... 1,

_7[Examples of the metropolis cited by Althusms are Nineveh, Babylon, Rome,
Paris, Ghent, Prague, and London.]
l_Plato says that since no one of us is self-sufficient, but instead needs many
things, the city.came into being. So we take partners, fellow commumcators,
and helpers for our benefit, and thereby make a gathering that _scalled a city.
For since men need many things that no isolated person is able to prowde for
himself, a number of them come together in one place that they may bring
mutual support in hfe to each other. The Republic, II, 369.
1"[Here follows a discussion of the types of things communicated in the
commumty. They may be things held m common for the use of individuals,
such as fields and forests for pasture and firewood, fishing places, rivers, roads,
baths, temples, schools, market places, and courts ofjusuce. Or they may be
private things owned and operated by the community, such as granaries,
armories, metal mines, breweries, civic archives, and tax collections.

A distraction is also made, following R.oman law, between sacred and holy
things Those things are sacred that are dechcated to divine worship, such as
temples, nthes, and ecclesiastical revenues. Holy things, on the other hand, are
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The commumcation of services among the citizens of the 528

same community is the performing of functions necessary and useful to

symbiosis and mutual intercourse. These are performed by one citizen

for another who needs and desires them in order that love may become

effectual through the observance of charity.... The communication 529

of such services is especially accomplished in the execution and admin-

istration of (1) pubhc duties and (2) private occupations necessary and

useful to social hfe and symbiosas, the direction of which belongs to the

senatorial collegium.

The administrators ofpubhc dunes are those who expedite the

public functions of the commonwealth or city, both pohncal and

ecclesiastical. The political funcnons of the city concern the use of this 530

life, its self-suffic,ency, and, in brmf, whatever is contained m the

second table of the Decalogue. These funcuons are administered by

judges, senators, counselors, syndics, censors, treasurers, &rectors of

pubhc works, curators of public roads, ports, bmldmgs, and other such

things of the community, as well as superintendents of granaries,

prefects of the cir, the security guard, and so forth. Eccleslastacal

functions, which oversee the commumon of the saints, the building of

the church, holy worship, and the knowledge of God, are the responsi-

bility of mlmsters of the church, school teachers and headmasters,

deacons, and so forth. There are, however, certain common services 531

and functions of the church that are incumbent as much upon inferiors

as upon superiors, such as concern and solicatude for the worshxp of

God and promotion of the welfare of the church ....

Occupanons are private functions anchnmg princapally to the 532

utility of those who perform them, and consequently to the publac

utlhty of the city or of all the citizens collecnvely. Such are the varaous

industrial, agracultural, and commercial occupanons that I have dis-

cussed above, z° In order that these occupanons may offer mutual ser-

vices to each other for their common advantage, at as necessary that they

be brought together. For thus the farmer needs the carpenter, builder,

miller, shoemaker, tailor, and others. And they need the aid and
commumcation of the farmer.

the walls, gates, fornfications, and so forth, of the city. See the InstztutesII, 1,
7-10.1

2"[Seepage 29, footnote 7.]
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.{33 Mutual services are also offered by the citizens in the construc-

tion, extension, and repair of the pubhc works, such as walls, ramparts,

ditches, and gates to the city or urban community, as well as temples,

theaters, courts, courtyards, roads, bridges, public water systems, water

534 mills, and other public works. Citizens likewise contribute their ser-

vices in guarding and defending the city or urban community, in paying

expenses undertaken in the name of the community, and in sustaining

its pubhc ministers.

53s There are other services that are devoted more to private

benefit than to the public utihty and advantage of the community.

These are performed more because of the charity and benevolence of

the citizen than because the covenant of the community requires them.

Examples occur when a citizen gives material help or counsel according

to his ability to his fellow citizen, or promotes the advantage of his

fellow citizen while removing, whenever he is able, disadvantages and

perils ....

.{.39 The rights (jura) 21 of the city, its privileges, statutes, and

benefits, which make a city great and celebrated, are also communi-

cated by the citizens. They are shared with the people in the suburbs,

outposts, and surrounding villages, but not with travellers and foreign-

540 ers. For citizens enjoy the same laws (leges), the same religion, and the

same language, speech, judgment under the law, discipline, customs,

money, measures, weights, and so forth. They enjoy these not in such

._41 manner that each is like himself alone, but that all are like each other, l

also include the autonomy of the city, its privileges, right of territory,

and other public rights that accompany jurisdiction and imperium.

Even a city recogulzmg a superior can have these rights by its own

authority (jus), and in other things be subject to its superior magistrate

by fixed covenants. And even more certainly these rights pertain to a

542 free city recognizing none except the emperor as its superior. These

cities, however, cannot have the personal rights of princes, nor exercise

54.3 jurisdiction beyond their territories. 22 But municipal tribunals of

justice, similar to those the Jewish polity had, belong to this communi-

21[laws.]

22Matthew Stephani, Dejurisdictione, II, pt. 1, chap. 7; II, pt. 1, chap. 1. In
former times, however, in the Jewish and other polities, cities were understood
to have had their own autonomy, polity, and king. Genesis 14; t9.
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cation. 231also include the right and power (jus etpotestas) of dwelling m

the city, of setting up residences and households, or transferring one's

family and possessions thereto, of having a workshop m the same place,

of being received into the collegium or sodality of one's vocanon and

profession, and of engaging in commercial activity. I ascribe to this

communication the power of using and enjoying all rights, advantages,

and benefits that the whole city has estabhshed for all citizens, and

approved by common consent.

Every clty is able to establish statutes concerning those things

that pertain to the administration of its own matters, that belong to its

trade and profession, and that relate to the private funcuons of the

community.... Also pertaining to th_s communication are the right of 544

the vote (jus suffragii) in the common business and actions of managing

and admimstering the community, and the form and manner by which

the city is ruled and governed according to laws it approves and a

magistrate that it constitutes with the consent of the cmzens. When, on 545

the contrary, these common rights of the community are alienated, the

community ceases to exist ....

Enthusiasm for concord is the means ofcomerving friendship, 546

equity, justice, peace, and honor among the citizens, and of overcoming

strife, if it arises among the citizens, as soon as possible. In brief,

whatever cultivates love among the citizens and conserves the common

good is to be nurtured, and the causes of discord among citizens and

neighbors are to be guarded against, following the examples of Abra-

ham and Isaac. 24"Behold how good and dehghtful it is for brothers to

dwell in umty. ''2s And thus we see that the Lord m this manner has

enjoined blessing and life continuously in the world.

Concord is fostered and protected by fairness (aequabilitas) 547

when right, liberty, and honor are extended to each citizen according to
the order and distinction of h_s worth and status. For it behooves the

citizen to live by fair and suitable right with his neighbor, displaying

neither arrogance nor servlhty, and thus to will whatever is tranquil and

honest in the city. Contrary to this fairness is equality (aequalitas), by

which individual citizens are levelled among themselves in all those

23IIChromcles 19" Ruth 4; Deuteronomy 10; 16:18.
2*Genesis 13; 26
's Psalm 133:1.
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things I have discussed. From this arises the most certain disorder and
disturbance of matters.

._48 THE ADMINISTI:kATION AND DIRECTION of the communication of these

rights m the community is entrusted, with the consent of the citizens, to

the senatorial collegium. In the municipal crees the head or superior

of the province, or his substitute serving in his name, presides over

_49 the senatorial collegium .... In free crees, however, the leader of the

senate or the consul, who has royal privileges in connection with the

territory, presides.

.¢50 Things done by the senatorial collegium are considered done

_51 by the whole commumty that the collegium represents. Under the

control ofttus senatorial collegium is, therefore, the power of managing

and executing the business of the community and so of knowmg and

judging all that pertains to the community. This includes the right of

holding investigations, the administration of pubhc matters both civil

and ecclesiastical, the responsibility for and assignment ofpubhc duties

and offices, the planning, collection, care, and expenditure of pubhc

revenues, the right of pubhshing taws pertaining to good order and

self-sufficiency, the care of public properties, the pumshment of law

breakers, the censorship of customs, the management of the urban

community, and other such things.

_f52 Therefore, what the count is in the province, the prince or

duke in the duchy; or the king in the kingdom, so this senatorial

collegmm is, for the most part, in the city....



VII-VIII

The Province

VII IA] F HAVECOMPLETEDthe discussion of the commu- 5-1
¥¥ mty. We turn now to the province,' which con-

tains within its territory many villages, towns, outposts, and crees

united under the communion and administration of one right (jus). 2 It

is also called a region, district, diocese, or commum W. 1 ldentiff the :12

territory of a province as whatever is encompassed by the hm_tg or

boundaries within which its rights (jura) _are exercised .... Two mat- _3

ters are to be discussed. The first is the communion of provincial right,
and the second is the admmistranon of it. These two matters contain the

enure polmcal doctrine of the province.

The commumon of right is the process whereby everything

that nourishes and conserves a pious and just hfe among the provmcM

symbmtes is procured by individuals and province alike for the need and

use of the province. This is done through the offering and commumca-

non of funcnons and goods ....

The functions of the provincial symbiotes are rather holy or .f4

cwfl, Holy functions concern those that are necessary for hwng and

cultivating a pious life in the provinclal association and symbiosis. A 55

pious life requires a correct understandmg of God and a sincere worship

of hnn. A correct understanding of God is obtained from sacred 56

scripture and from articles of faith. "This is eternal hfe, that they know

[This &scussmn of the province as a distract Wpe ofassoclanon is missing m the
first edmon of 1603. In that edmon there are only four types of assoclanon
(family, collegium, clt3,,and commonwealth), and the province is considered for
the most part to be an admm_stranve umt of the commonwealth.]

2[legal order.]

3[laws.]

51
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thee the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent. TM A

correct worship of God is derwed from those rules and examples of the

divine word that declare and Illustrate love toward God and charity
toward men.

57 True and correct worship of God is either prwate or pubhc.

Private and internal worship consists of the expression of confidence,

adoration, and thankfulness, the first precept of the Decalogue. Private

and external worship consists of rites and actions that revere God, the

second precept, or of words that do the same, the third precept. Public

worship of God conslsts of holy observance of the Sabbath by corporate

pubhc celebranon, the fourth precept.

58 Cwil funcnons are those that maintain a just life in the provin-

cial association and symbiosis. Whence they include everythmg that

pertains to the exercise of social hfe. The symbiote is expected to

perform those dunes of love by which he renders to each his due, and

does not do to his fellow symbiote what he does not wish done to
himself, s Rather he loves him as himself, and abstains from evil.

59 The dunes of justice to the nmghbor are either special or

general. Special duties are those that bind superiors and inferiors

together, so that the symbiote truly attributes honor and eminence by

word and deed to whomever they are due, and abstains from all mean

51o opinion of such persons, the fifth precept of the Decalogue. General

dunes are those every symblote is obligated to perform toward every

other symblote. They consist of defending and preserving from all

injury the hves of one's neighbor and oneself, the sixth precept; of

guarding by thought, word, and deed one's own chastity and that of the

fellow symblote, without any lewdness or fornication, the seventh

precept; of defending and preserving the resources and goods of the

fellow symblote, and of not stealing, injuring, or reducing them, the

eighth precept; of defending and preserving one's own reputation and

that of one's neighbor, and of not neglecnng them in any manner, the

ninth precept; and ofavoxchng a concupiscent disposition toward those

things that belong to our nmghbor, and of seeking instead satisfaction

and pleasure in those things that are ours and tend to the glo W of God,

the tenth precept.

_John 17:3.

S[lnsututes I, 1, 3. Digest I. 1, 10, 1; Matthew 7:12; Luke 6:31.]
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The practice of provincial polmcal justice is twofold. First, _11

individual symbiotes manifest and commumcate the duties of love

reciprocally among themselves, according to special means, person,

place, and other circumstances. Second, the provincials as a group and

as individual inhabitants of the province uphold and communicate the

duties of both tables of the Decalogue for the sake of the welfare of the

provincial association. The former are the prwate and special pracnce

among the provincials, and the latter are the public and general

practice.

These latter general duties are performed by the common 512

consent of the provincial symbiotes. They are (1) the executive func-

tions and occupations necessaD' and useful to the provincial association;

(2) the distribution ofpumshments and rewards by which discipline is

preserved in the province; (3) the provision for provincial securig';

(4) the mutual defense of the provincials against force and violence, the

avoidance of mconvemences, and the provision for support, help, and

counsel: (5) the collection and distribution of monies for pubhc needs

and uses of the province; (6) the support ofcommercaal actlviw; (7) the

use of the same language and money'; and (8) the care ofpubhc goods of

the province .... _'

VIII The admimstration of provincial right is the process by which .fl

the employment and practice of provincial right, both general

and special, is appropriately directed to the welfare of the province.

Whence this right relates entirely to good ordering and arranging, and

has in mind a structure of proper practice and dlsclpline. The adminis-

tration of this right involves two parts. One part pertains to the

members of the province, and the other to its head or president.

6[Here follows a long discussion of executive functions and occupations, after
which there is a brief restatement of the seven other general pubhc duties.
Especially noteworthy _sthe observauon that "'the female sex does not bar one
from office when the function is suitable to the sex?' Althusms acknowledges.
however, that the following writers disagree with him: Petrus Gregorms, De
repubhca,VII, 11; Lambert Daneau, Politicesdlristianae,VI, 3; MelchlorJumus,
Politicarumquaestwnum, I, quest. 13;Justus Lipslus, Pohticorumsit,edr,illsdoctrlnae,
II, 3;Jean Bodm, The Commonweale,VI, 5.

Also to be noted is his suggesnon that the best persons for high office m the
province are to be found among the middle class, "for these persons do not
aspire at_er what is allen, nor are they envious of the goods of others.']
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.f2 The members of the province are its orders and estates, as they

are called, or larger collegia.- The provincials have been distributed m

these orders and estates according to the class and diversity ofhfe they

have orgamzed in keeping with their profession, vocation, and activity.

Therefore, when ecclesiastical and civil funcnons of the province are

under conslderataon, each estate or order can center its attention upon

the operation of the provlncml right and business among men of its own

class, provided it does not usurp and exercise the ordinary jurisdiction.

In Germany the)" are called die Stende der Landschq[t.

.f3 The reason for these estates is that they are necessary and useful

to the province, asJethro, the father-in-law of Moses, declares. _ For no

one can be sufficient and equal to the task of administering such

varaous, &verse, and extenswe public business of a province unless in

part of the burden he avails hamself of skdled, wise, and brave persons

from each class of men .... Indeed, by th_s arrangement certain traces

of liberty are retamed by the provlncmls, for each and all see themselves

admatted to the administration of public matters. Whence love,

benevolence, and common concern are fostered among the provincials

when all know that a precise care as exercised for individuals and groups

in each class of hfe, and that their requests for the procurement of

necessary and useful things for social hfe, and for the avoidance of

inconvemence and harm, will be heard, and remedaes wall be sought,

even to the extent of aid against those who are more powerful or who

&sturb the pubhc peace.

._4 The provincial order or estate may be either sacred and ecclesa-

astical, or secular and civil. In Germany they are known as der Geistliche

_'[mqtoracollegia,as dlstmguashed from minoracollegta.See page 38.]

_Exodus 18:17-25. ]"Moses' father-m-law said to him, 'What you are doing as
not good. You and the people with you will wear yourselves out, for the thing xs
too heavy for you, you are not able to perform it alone. Listen now to my voice;
I wall gwe you counsel, and God be with you! . . . Choose able men from all
the people, such as fear God, men who are trustworthy and who hate a brlbe;
and place such men over the people as rulers of thousands, of hundreds, of
fiftms, and of tens. And let them judge the people at all times; every great matter
they shall bring to you, but any small matter they shall decide themselves, so it
will be easier for you, and they will bear the burden with you. If you do thas, and
God so commands you, then you will be able to endure, and all this people also
will go to their place m peace!'" R.S.V.] See also Deuteronomy 1:13-18;
I1 Chronicles 19; Numbers 11.
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und Weltliche Stand2 These orders, together with the provincial head, 55

represent the entire province. All weightier matters are guided by their

counsel, and the welfare of the commonwealth is entrusted to them.

They admonish the head of the province when he errs, correct the

abuse of his power, and punish his seducers and base flatterers.

A collegium of pious, learned, and most weigh_" men from 56

the collegia of provincial clergymen, elected and commissioned by

common consent, represents the sacred and ecclesiastical order. > En-

trusted to this collegmm is the examinanon and care of doctrine, of

public reverence and divine worship, of schools, ofecclesiasncal goods,

and of the poor. Indeed, the care of all ecclesiastical business and of the

holy life m the entire province ISentrusted to it in order that all the saints

may umte for a common ministry, and consntute one mystical body.

• . . Whence these ecclesiastical colleagues are called bishops, inspec-

tors, rectors, and leaders of provincial ecclesiastical matters ....

The care of religion and divine worship obligates these m- f7

spectors to inquire and discover whether the doctrine of God and of

our salvation is rightly and publicly taught in the ennre province and

the parts thereof, and whether God is truly, sincerely, freely; and

pubhcly worshipped according to his Word by everyone in the ennre

province. At opportune times, they are obligated to remove corrup-

tions, idolatries, superstitions, atheisms, heresies, and seeds of schism,

that nothing in any way detrimental to pure rehgmn may be under-

taken, and that the life of the church and the functions ofrehgmn may
be administered well.

Because the ecclesiastical order of the province cannot prop- 58

erly chscharge and fulfill this office entrusted to it throughout the

province without the aid and ministry of others, its first responsibihty is

therefore to &vide the province into districts and to require that each

district have a well-consututed presbytery.... A district is a umon of 59

many neighboring villages, towns, and cities of the same province for

"Also seeII Chromcles 19:5-11, where Jehoshaphat appointed some prefects for
civil matters and others for ecclesiastical matters.

,o [The ensuing discussion of the eccleslasncal order draws especially upon John
Calvin, Institutesof the Christ,an Religion, and "Draft Ecclesiastical Ordinances";
Franclscus Jumus, Commentarii and Eccles_astia;Wilhelm Zepper, De polmca
ecclestast_ca;Bene&ct Aretms, Problematadteologica,Jerome Zanchlus, De redemp-
tione; and Novel CXXIII. I
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510 the purpose of maintaining the pubhc expression of divine worship. It is

a communion separated from others m spiritual matters. The presbytery

is a collegium of pious and weighty men elected by the district. It is

entrusted by the district church with the care and administration of

ecclesiastical things and functions. It represents the district, and presides

over it in the communion of spiritual and temporal things necessary for

builchng up and conserving the church. It administers and provides

these things in the Lord without usurping lordship for the clergy .... _

J_;12 The presbytery, or ecclesiastical senate, contains two kinds of

men. The first are pastors or mimsters of the word to whose labors in

preaching and teaching are entrusted the rmmstry of reconciliation.

The second are presbyters and deacons to whom is assigned the admin-

istration of eccles_astlcal things--that is, the admimstration of things

other than the word and sacraments--for holding the saints together,

for the work of the ministry., and for bmlding up the body of Christ. In

other places, however, all those serving the church m general are called

.fl3 presbyters. Pastors and mlmsters of the Word are chiefly concerned

with those thmgs that pertain to bringing forth and sustaining faith m

Christ, that is, to administering the Word, prayers, and sacraments in

f14 the body of the faithful. Upon the presbyters rests especially the care of

those things that have been instituted for arousing repentance in the

brethren and for conserving dascxpline. Therefore, together with bish-

ops, who are properly called presbyters, they preside over the censorship

of morals. Their office is also to observe that numsters perform their

duties, and to disclose errors, schisms, scandals, and pubhc necessiues to

the ministers for the purpose of producing prayers and repentance.

_15 Deacons are superintendents who dispense alms on behalf of the

church, and carry out its responsibility to the poor. The}' especially

handle those things that pertain to charity, and bear the responsibility"

for ecclesiastical goods.

._16 Collectively, the ministers, presbyters, and deacons, or the

enure collegmm and presbytery, care for and manage the things that

pertain to the communion of the saints throughout the enure district.

These things are (1) the defense and promotion of the truth of the

H[Althusms says that the Apostle Paul called the presbytery a senate, that Christ
called it a church "because it represents the whole church," that the Jews m the
Old Testament named it a synagogue, and that m his own umes it was often
called a consistory.]
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heavenly doctrine; (2) the calling of ministers of the Word; (3) the

censorship of morals; (4) schools for children and youth; (5) the integ-

rity of rituals and ceremonies m the church of God; (6) structure and

good order; (7) the manner and time of holding meetings; (8) the

prayers, exhortations, and sacraments of the church; (9) the evidence of

reformation, as well as the punishment that brings about, cultivates, and

preserves holiness and peace; and (10) the diaconate and the admimstra-

tion of alms. Concerning these things of the church, the ministers,

presbyters and deacons come together, deliberate, and decide among

themselves in their own meeting. For the exercise and discharge of this

task, the presbytery receives from God the power of the keys by which

the kingdom of heaven opens and closes. . .

Three steps are to be considered m the elecuon of the minis- _18

ter; nomination, approval, and confirmation. The presbytery nora1- 519

hates a person to be a minister whom orthodox pastors of the church

have examined, both for sound and orthodox doctrine and for adequate

erudition in the sacred writings, and have judged fit and qualified for

teaching the people. Thelrjudgrnent is based on a twofold examination

that involves, first, questions and responses and, then, a pubhc discourse

by the candidate.

The approval of the mimster belongs to the membership of ._2o

the church. Before the candidate is approved, it invesugates and exam-

ines his life. "Let them first be investigated" according to the qualitaes

and gifts the Apostle Paul recommends for such a ministry, "and then let

them serve. ''t2 When these steps have been completed, the presbytery .f21

presents the candidate to the appointed magistrate. If the magistrate

rejects the candidate for just reasons, the presbytery proceeds with a new

elecuon. If he approves, a proclamation is made at pubhc worship on the

Lord's Day in which all are admomshed that, if they know anything

against the life or doctrine of the candidate, they disclose it within a

prescribed time to someone in the magistracy or presbytery. Those who

remain silent and do not contrachct this call to the ministry are under-

stood to be consenting to the things that come to pass. Ifa church by a

majority vote objects, the presbytery then proceeds to a new elecuon.
The confirmauon of the one who has been called, examined

in doctrine and life, and approved for the mimstry is carried out in the

l_-ITamothy 3:10; Tatus 1:5-9.
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following manner. On the Lord's Day the one who has been called is

brought before the entire church after public worship. The church

acknowledges his calling and ministry, and in its presence he is reminded

of the parts of his office. Then prayers are publicly offered for him by the

church. Confirmation in former times was concluded by the external

sign of the lmposmon of hands, and is so considered today" in certain

places. Calvin demonstrates that the primitive church elected its clerical

ministers, and brought those who were to be confirmed to the magis-

trate, who ordered the acts of the presbytery, to be established and made

firm by his own authority. _-_In some churches the minister thus con-

firmed afterwards takes an oath to the magistrate that he will faithfully

and diligently perform the office laid upon him.
The church of Geneva and other reformed churches observe

522 this form for the calhng of a minister. The same form ISto be followed in

calhng presbyters and deacons, except that they are not publicly brought

before the church, nor examined by ltY 4

52_3 In the censorship of morals and disclphne that pertains to the

presbyterial collegmm, individual presbyters inquire about the doctrine,

morals, and character of the Individual members of the church. All are

guardians or protectors of the laws of Christ to others and do everything

with a spirit of gentleness and charity that they judge to be proper for the

correction of individuals and the good of the entire church. By this means

the lives of individuals may" respond to the Christian profession, and

scandals may be prevented or removed. Thus the name of God is not

injuriously heard among others because of the wicked hves of Christians.

To the contrary, upon hearing our pious and upright conversation they"

524 Inay praise and glorify God. This ecclesiastical censorship and discipline

entrusted to the presbytery is called the power of the keys ....

The visitation of the parish and its churches relates to this

censorship. Persons commissioned by" the magistrate from the presby-

tery wsit individual churches of the province at fixed times and, holding

an mquir_; examine whether the pastor of the church employs any new

kind of teaching contrary to the orthodox doctrine, whether he teaches

in an edifying manner, whether he performs his office correctly, and

_Institutes qftbe Chrisuan Rehglon, IV, 3, 15; IV, 4, 12-14.

_aFor the formula of the oath, see John Calvin, "Draft Ecclesiastical
Ordinances""
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whether he lives an honest hfe. Upon returning from thexr visitation,

those so comrmssioned report to the magistrate everything that needs

correcnon and demands a remedy from him ....

The mimsters of the church preside alternately over this 527

collegium or presbytery for sacred prayers, good counsels, and salutary

admonitions, is Those who preside propose matters to the collegium,

request, collect, and announce decisions of their fellow ministers and

presbyterial colleagues, inquire and respond in the name of the colle-

glum, govern every action by its authority, and carry" out what is

decreed by common counsel, no less than occurs in secular collegia) _'

Whence those who so guide are called governors.

Decisions are reached in the deliberations of the presbytery _28

not by the judgments of the majority, but by thosejudbn'nents that agree
with the Word of God. Therefore, votes are not so much counted as

weighed and examined with the Word of God as a touchstone and
norm ....

It is evident from selected passages of scripture that the care .f31

and admmlstranon of eccleslasncal things and functions belong not to

the secular magistrate, hut to the collegium of these presbyters .... ::

To this administration even the magistrate is subject with respect to 532

warnings, censures, and other things necessary for the welfare of the

soul.i* Therefore, the guidance of the mmistermm, and obedience to

_t, are commended to each and every person. Sacred and secular duties

are distinct, and ought not to be confused. For each demands the
whole man.

Many districts of an extensive and populous cit3.; or of a 533

province, together with their presbyteries, consntute a diocese with its

ls"We beseech you, brethren, to respect those who labor among you and
preside over you m the Lord and admomsh you, and to esteem them veW highly
m love because of their work." I Thessalomans 5:12 f.

u'Calvin illustrates this by examples from the pnmmve church, lnstm_tesoflthc
Christian Rehgion, IV, 4, 2,

trActs 18:14-16; Deuteronomy 17:8-13: 21:5, 30:9;John 18:36; Epheslans 1;
5; I Corinthians 12; 15; II Chromcles 19:5-7: 26:7; Exodus 29.1, 44; 30:7;
Matthew 9:13; Micah 1; Jeremiah 1, Novel CXXIII. [Althusms several umes
includes this Roman law novel ("De dlversls capmbus eccleslasncls") m hstmgs
of scriptural passages.]

18II Samuel 12; 24; l Kings 13; 16; 21; 1I Kings 1; 20:1% 21; I1 Chronicles 16;
20"Ezekiel 3; Luke 10:16; I Thessalomans 5:12; Hebrews 13:17.
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assembly of many churches. The more serious controversies and ques-

uons concerning doctrine and church matters that cannot be decided

534 by a presbytery are referred to this assembly for decision. The one who

presides over a d_ocese is called a bishop or inspector. The other

ministers of the same diocese hold him responsible for the faithful

performance of has office. The inspector of more than one diocese is

535 called a co-bishop. Some of these dioceses are larger, some smaller,

depending upon the size of the province and the density of population.

The presiding officers and co-bishops of many dioceses constitute the

collegmm of the ecclesiastical order, as we have said, over which he who

presides is called an archbishop or general superintendent of the prov-

536 ince. An assembly from all districts of the province constitutes a provin-

cial synod.

537 The ecclesiastical order of the province will observe, investi-

gate, and examine all dioceses therein, and all districts of every diocese,

that they do their duty. This will be accomplished by means of orga-

razed visitations three, four, or more times each year, or as often as
538 needed. In these visitations the ecclesiastical order will institute an

mqmry and examination, first, concerning the doctrine and life of the

presbyters and, then, concerning anything else that may require correc-

tion. And it will request the aid of the magistrate, whose duty it will call

forth in these matters and who will have deputies for this purpose, that

remedies may be sought for those circumstances needing correction,

and that nothing may be lacking for the true worship of God nor remain

as an impediment thereto ....

540 THE SECULAROP-J)EROF THE PROVINCEis assigned, with the consent of

the provincial members, the responsibihty for the body, food, clothing,

and other things that pertain to this life. It observes whether there is any

need for remedy, aid, or amendment in political matters relating to the

second table of the Decalogue. It does this an order that advantages to

the province may be provided, and disadvantages to the provincial

members avoided. In Germany it is called der Weltliche Stand.

This secular and political order is twofold. It includes the

nobility (ordo nobilitatis) and the commons (ordo plebeius), the latter of

which embraces the inhabitants both of cities and of country villages.

Whence there are three secular estates: the nobility (status nobilitatis), the

burghers (status civitatum), and the agrarians (status agrariorum). In Ger-
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many they are called der Ritterstand, der Stattestand, und der Hausmans-

oder Baurenstand, Some provinces do not recogmze the third order of

agrarians. 1_Most Belgian provinces--Holland, Zeeland, West Fries-

land, North Brabant, and Groningen--have two estates or orders, the

nobility and the burghers. Nor do they recognize the ecclesiastical

order. But I would consider the diversity of affairs to require the

experience in their duties of agrarians, so that this order should be

recognized.

The order of the nobility is constituted principally for defense, _-4/

for repelhng and driving force and violence away from the province.

Whence in Germany it is called der Wehrstand .... The order of _45

burghers and agrarians is constituted principally for the adequate pro-

curement of those things necessary and useful to civil life m the

province. Whence in Germany It is called der Nehrstand .... And their 547

occupations are of three kinds. First are merchants and businessmen,

then farmers and herders, and finally craftsmen and mechanics ....

As the ecclesiastical order of the province will bring forth .f48

pious, learned, wise, and good men, so the polincal and secular order of

the nobility will be concerned to bring forth for the province strong,

rmlitant, and brave men who are ready with arms and counsel, and are

experienced in military matters. So also the order of burghers and

agrarians--the commons--will strive to produce and bring forth for
the fatherland merchants, farmers, and workmen who are skilled,

industrious and distinguished. By the service, labor, and industry of

these orders, self-sufficiency can be obtained In association and sym-
biosis ....

The prefect of these sacred and secular provincial orders is the _fSo

superior to whom is entrusted the admInistrataon of the province and of

provincial matters. He receives his trust from the realm under which the

province exists, and of which it is a member. He may be called a dynast,

eparch, satrap, governor, president, rector, or moderator of the province.

• . . Today in many places in Europe such prefects are called counts, and

are designated by the name of the province entrusted to them, or of the

principal fortress or metropolis of the province. Such are the counts of

Nassau, Friesland, Schwartzenberg, Hanover, Mansfield, Oldenburg,

1,[In this instance, and in several instances henceforth, Althusms uses the term
"order" when. according to the above disnnction, he intends the connotanon
of "estate."]
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and ma W others. In difficult matters involwng the ennre province,

namely, of war, peace, imposition of taxes, publication of general law and

decrees, and other such things, the prefect can do nothing without the

consent and agreement of the provincial orders ....

k5 t Whenever two or more provinces are entrusted to the adminis-

tranon of one person, he is usually called a duke, prince, marquis, or

landgrave .... Sometimes such an administration or prefecture is en-

trusted to a metropolis of the province. This asthe case with Nuremberg,

Strassburg, Antwerp, Danmg, Gromngen, Bremen, Ulm, Augsburg,

Aachen, k/ibeck, Frankfurt, and many other cities. Today any city that

has a distinct and separate rule and territory is said to be a province.

552 The reason for establishing this head is necessity and utility to

the province. For the public business of the various and dxffering orders

of the province cannot be administered and governed conveniently and

beneficially; let alone consistently and for any length of time, by many

persons, much less by all, because of discord, dissension, and difference

of opamons. Therefore, it is necessary that some director and governor
be established who can hold the others, both orders and individuals, to

their dunes. "Where there is no governor the people perishes. ''> And

the subjects are "'as sheep without a pastor. ''_1 Whence the Apostle Paul

says that the magistrate as ordained for the good and advantage of his

subjects .... 2e

_53 Even though these heads, prefects, and rectors of provinces

recognize the supreme magistrate of the realm as their superaor, fi'om

whom their administration and power are conceded, nevertheless they

have rights of sovereignty in thmr territory, and stand in the place of the

supreme prance. They prevail as much an their territory as does the

emperor or supreme magistrate m the realm, except for superiority, pre-

eminence, and certain other things specifically reserved to the supreme

magistrate who does the constituting. Such is the common judgment of

jurists2 _The head of the province therefore has the right of superiority

and regal privileges in has territory, but without prejudice to the

>Proverbs 11:14

-'_Numbers 27:17
22Romans 13:1-7.

2_Joachim Mynsmger, Centurme, cent. 6, obs. 99; Diego Covarruwas, Praai-
carumquaestionium,4, 1 f.; Marc Antony Peregrinus, Dejure.fisci, I, tit 3, num.
75 f.; Henry" P,osenthal, Defeudis, I, 5, 11 ft.; Ulrich Zasms, Responsorum, I,
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universal jurisdiction that the supreme prince has. This supreme and

universal jurisdiction is itself the form and substantial essence of the

sovereignty of the king, which the king by himself cannot abdicate.

The rights of universal superiority and pre-eminence are indeed to be L_4

reserved in such a concession to the one who grants the concession.

Thus the duke or head of a province differs in power and authority from

his constituter. 24For the constituter ISgreater than the one consntuted. 555

and has general power in all provinces and in the whole realm. The one
constituted, on the other hand, is less than the constltuter, and has

special power limited bv the constituter to the province. He holds his

position m the place of and by the favor of his constatuter, and if he

becomes consumed by his own power, he can be deprived of his

position by his constituter ....

The du b, of the provincial head is, first, to exercise diligent 556

watch and care over sacred and secular provincial affairs, and to provide

that they be lifted up and chrected to the glory of God and to the welfare

of the entire province and the members thereof.... His duty,, sec- 561

ondl_; is rightly to administer justice to mdivmdual persons, with the

power and the right of inflictmg penalties of hfe, body; goods, and

reputation, and of rewarding those who do good .... Hxs duD; thirdly; 56.3

Is to require concerning those things that need correction or support, to

understand the state of his province, and to hear the complaints of

orders and mdlvxdual subjects. When these things are known to him, he 564

announces a provincial convocation to the orders of the province, and

proposes to this convocation matters to be deliberated and reflected

upon that he considers to be of concern to the province. Especially does

he do this when assessments or taxes are to be imposed on subjects.

After these matters have been decided, rather unanimously or by 565

majority vote of the orders, he confirms the decisions, gives authority

and the force of binding law to them, commands their execunon, and
then dismisses the convocatmn ....

Each order of the province has one vote, although very fie- __66

quently there may be many delegates represennng each order and serving

cons. 1;Roland a Valle, Consiliorum. I, cons. 29, num. 26; Matthew Wesenbeck,
Consilia, cons. 4(1,num 44: cons. 27, num. 28; Andreas Gaff, De pacepubhca, I.
6, 19; Praaicarumobservatwnum, II, obs. 57, 7 f.

24Henry" Rosenthal adds that an emperor cannot consntute an equal to hxmself.
De.feudts, I, 5, 10.
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as agents thereof according to the mandate and commission of their

principals, to whom they must render an account of the things they have

done upon returmng home. Therefore, each order constitutes a member

order of the provincial collegium in which questions proposed by the
head are examined and decided. 2sIn deliberations each order examines a

proposed question separately in its own chamber, and its deputies agree

among themselves concerning their decision. When the allotted time has

expired and all orders of the province are assembled together in a

common chamber, they communicate with each other the decision they

567 have made. The head of the province, and his accompanying O_ClalS and

advisers m the provincial convocanon, should not impede or impinge

upon free decisions. They are not above the orders, and do not don'nnate

them in the convocation. After requesting and hearing the decisions of all

orders, the head adds his own also, and brings any dissenting orders into

harmony with the others, if this can be done. 2"

568 The power of deciding those things that have been proposed

by the head of the province is not in the control of any particular order,

or of orders individually, but of all orders together. This power belongs

to all orders collecuvely, not to individual orders, and m a collegium

that meets together as a whole, not in separate collegia of individual

orders. For this reason, one order without another cannot decide upon

those things that pertain to all as a whole, as we have already said

concerning decisions and decrees of colleagues and senators 27and as we

569 Wlll later discuss more fully. 2s But if one order does not come to the

announced convocatmn, It loses the right of deliberating and deciding

upon the proposed questions; and the things that are decided by those

present, and confirmed by the head of the province, are directed to be

carried out with reference to it, no less than if it were present and

57o consented to them. z" When, however, there are differing votes, opin-

esExamples m the provinces of Holland, Zeeland, and Fnesland are to be found m
Emmanuel Meteren, A GeneralHistoryof the Netherlands,XIV and XX; and Ubbo
Emmlus, De jure et agroGronmgae.SeealsoJoslas Slmler, De republicaHelvetiorum.
2_For a &scusslon of whether the head can obstruct a decree ffhe alone dissents,
see Chapter XXXII1.

2VChapters IV and V [on the collegium and the city].

28Chapter XXXIII [on councils of the realm].

ZVBodm says, however, that m matters of great weight and moment it _snot
enough for all to be called, but two-thirds must be present at the session, even if
not all agree. The Commonweale, III, 7.
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ions, and judgments of the colleagues or orders present, the decision

may be made according to the judgments of the more numerous or

larger part in the things that concern all orders together, but not in those

that concern them separately....3,

Today heads of provinces in German policy are of two kinds. ._88

Some are subject to the emperor or caesar immediately, others medi-

atel}: . . . The first kind of head is required to render an account of his .f91

administration directly to the emperor or supreme magistrate of the

empire. If under the appearance of duty, he is cruelly misusing his power

over subjects, or is practicing tyranny, the emperor can remove him and

deprive him of his concededjurlsdicnon? _The second kind of head is

required to render an account of his administration to his prince, by

whom he is judged and punished if he is treating his provincial subjects

tyrannically or cruelly. Wherefore, if the head of such a province does _92

not protect his subjects in time of need, or refuses to support them, they
can subnut themselves to another? 2

3o[Here follows a lengthy discussion of orders and estates, also called tribes, in
ancient Israel and Rome. Althusius draws especially upon the historian Carlo
Slgonro's De repubhcaHebraicomm and De antiquo.lure Italiae.]
3_For further lnformatlon, see Fernando Vfisquez, Illustrium controvers_amm,1,8,
17 f.;Joachlm Mynsmger, Centur,ae,cent. 5, obs. 8; Nicolas Boerlus, Decisiones,
dec. 304; Andreas Gaff, Practicarumobservatwnum, I, obs. 17

32[Althusius refers to the following jurists m support of thxs posmon: Jerome
Glgas, De crimme laesaemajestatzs,I, quest 56;Jacob Thotmngius, Consilia, cons.
13, num. 43 f.; Fehno Sandeo, Commentar_a (Decretals II, 26, 12); Tiberms
Declanus, Tractatuscriminalis, VII, 49, 27 f.; Matthew Wesenbeck, Consilia,
cons. 48, num 23; Andrea Alciati. Coramentari, (Code I, 2, 5); Joachim
Mynsmger, Centuriae, cent. 6, obs. 2; Alberico Gentih, De jure belh, I, 23;
Marianus Socmus, Consilia, cons. 39; Paul Castro, Commentana (Digest I, 1,5).]
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Political Sovereignty and
Ecclesiastical Communication

_1 _ "_ OW THAT WE HAVE discussed particular and minor

public associations, we turn to the universal _ and

major public assooation. In this association many cities and provinces

obligate themselves to hold, organize, use, and defend, through their

common energies and expenditures, the right of the realm (jus regni)2 in

.f2 the mutual communication of things and serwces. For without these

supports, and the right of communication, a pious and just life cannot

be established, fostered, and preserved in universal social life.

$3 Whence this mixed society, constituted partly from private,

natural, necessary, and voluntary societies, partly from public soclenes.

is called a universal association. It is a polity in the fullest sense, an

lmpermm, realm, commonwealth, and people united in one body by

the agreement of many symbiotic associanons and particular bodies,

and brought together under one right. For families, cities, and provinces

existed by nature prior to realms, and gave birth to them.

Many writers distinguish between a realm (regnum) and a com-

monwealth (respublica), relatmg the former to a monarchical king and the

latter to polyarchical opnmates. 3 But in my judgment this distraction is

_4 not a good one. For ownership of a realm belongs to the people, and

adrmnistration of it to the king. Thus Cicero, as cited by Augustine, says

"a commonwealth is the weal of the people, although it may be well and

_[universahs:mclus_ve of all other assoclauons within a given large area, and
recogmzmg no superior to itself; sovereign m its own territory..]

2[fundamental law of the realm.]

_[opnmates: the chief men of the realm, those who hold the more powerful
offices. In some realms optimates are not merely nobles, but also leading
burghers or their representanves.]

66
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justly ruled either by a king, by a few optlmates, or by the whole people. "4

Indeed, any pohty whatever, including a cltT, can be called a common-

wealth, such as the Athenian, Spartan, Hebrew, and Roman common-

wealths, of which many have not been without their kings ....
We will chscuss, first, the members of a realm and, then, its _5

right. The members of a realm, or of this universal symbiotic associa-

tion, are not, I say, Individual men, families, or collegia, as in a private or

a particular public association. Instead, members are many clnes, prov-

inces, and regions agreeing among themselves on a single body consu-

tuted by mutual umon and communlcauon. Individual persons from

these group members are called natives, inhabitants of the realm, and

sons and daughters of the realm. They are to be dlstmgmshed from

foreigners and strangers, who have no clam1 upon the right or the

realm. It can be said that mdlvldual cmzens, famlhes, and collegia are

not members of a realm just as boards, nails, and pegs are not considered

parts of a ship, nor rocks, beams, and cement parts of a house. On the

other hand, cities, urban communlt_es, and prownces are members of a

reahn, just as prow, stern, and keel are members of a ship, and roof, walls.

and floor are essenual parts of a house ....

The bond of this body and associauon 1s consensus, together :77

with trust extended and accepted among the members of the common-

wealth. The bond is, m other words, a tacit or expressed promise to

communicate things, mutual serwces, a_d, counsel and the same com-

mon laws (jura) to the extent that the utihty and necessity ofumversal

social life m a realm shall require. Even the reluctant are compelled to

comply with this communicanon. However, th_s does not prevent

separate prownces of the same realm from using d_fferent special laws.

Plato rightly said that this trust _s the foundauon of human soc_eF,

while lack of trust _s its plague, and that trust is the bond of concord

among the different members of a commonwealth. For the promise of

so many different men and orders has as its purpose that the &verse

actions of the individual parts be referred to the utility and commumon

of one commonwealth, and that inferiors be held together with superi-

ors by a certain fairness in the law (lus) ....

4Cicero, The Republic, III, 27; Augustine, The City of God, II, 21. A more
accurate reference m Cicero for this notauon 1_m I, 2_ of the same work. The
precise quotation used by Althusms, however, _s found m the Augustine
reference.]
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_9 The more populous the association, the safer and more fortu-

nate it is. Therefore the depopulation of a city and realm is understood

to be among the more severe punishments. It is useful and necessary to

have an abundance of citizens both in time of war and in time of peace.

In ume of war a large number can better restrain and hold out against

external force. A small number is more easily and quickly dimimshed

and ruined by a baneful misfortune .... In time of peace a large

number of people augments the public treasury by their taxes, tolls,

fines, business, commerce, and goods ....

._Io On the other hand, a commonwealth or region overflowing

with an excess of people is not free from disadvantages, and is exposed

to many corrupuons. For by such an excess of men all things are more

easily consumed and exhausted, a great scarcity of things develops, and

poverty occurs. Nor can so many be ruled easily and well. Nor can

concord, good order, and proper &sciphne be preserved as easily

among many persons. They overflow with sycophants, with wealth

and corruption, until wealth xspreferred among them to virtue, bribes

to justice, nmichty to courage, and evil to good. Just as iron by its nature

produces rust by which it is gradually corroded, and just as ripe frmt

produces worms by which xt xs gradually consumed, so also large,

populous, and mighty imperia s mamfest many corruptions by which

they are gradually worn down. Experience testifies that might leads to

over-confidence, over-confidence to folly, folly to contempt, con-

tempt to the weakening of authority, and so to the loss of impermm.

Might also leads to wealth, wealth to the pursuit of sensual pleasures,

and so to everything corrupt. When the might of a commonwealth

grows, fortitude and virtue dechne. Thus the Roman lmperium was m

its highest state of authority and &gnity under Augustus. Under

Tiberius, however, the pursmt of sensual pleasures began, and virtue

was stifled by lust. Under Caligula, Claudius, and Nero virtue was

utterly destroyed. For a while, first under Vespasian and then under

Trajan and Anthony Pros, virtue again came forth, and with it came

s[zmperium(pl. imperia):someumes empire, sometimes rule, and sometimes both
empire and rule. In the universal public association, it very often means empire,
as it does here. However, in smaller associations, both prwate and pubhc, the
word means merely rule. Throughout this translanon the word has usually been
rendered "tmperium" in order to convey Althusins" understanding of the
centrality and continuity of the principle of rule in all associanons.]
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imperial grandeur. However, soon afterwards under Domitian, who

followed Vespasian and Titus, and under Commodus, who followed

Trajan and Anthony Plus, vartue once more gave way, and with It the

imperial glory.

From these considerations one may conclude that a common- 511
wealth of medium size is best and steadiest. Such a commonwealth can

resist external force, and lS not dominated by the corrupnons I have

discussed. It also labors less under misguided affecnons, commonons,

avarice, and ambition. As it is forced to be suspicious of the might of its

neagbbors, so it also is forced to be more cautious. The Roman

commonwealth is an example. When it was ofmedmm saze, it was free

from many corruptions. When _t grew to a great size, however, with

greater might and a larger population, as m the rime of Marms, Sulla,

Pompey, andJuhus Caesar, it abounded with corruptions so much that

it was thrown into great calamanes. But the Venenan commonwealth,

because it remains ofmedmm size and vigorously resists wilful corrup-

nons by the seventy of its laws, has endured for the longest nine, as one

was also able to say of the city of Sparta.

SUCH ARE THE MEMBERSof the realm. Its right is the means by which £12

the members, m order to estabhsh good order and the supplying of

provisions throughout the territory of the realm, are associated and

bound to each other as one people xn one body and under one head. 6

This right of the realm (jus regni) is also called the right of sovereignty __13

(jus majestatis).7 It is, in other words, the right of a major state or power

as contrasted with the right that is attributed to a city or a province ....

What we call this right of the realm has as its purpose good _t5

order, proper discipline, and the supplying of provisions m the universal

association, Towards these purposes it directs the acnons of each and all

of its members, and prescribes appropriate dunes for them. Therefore,

the universal power of ruling (potestas imperandi universalis) is called that

"Then Samuel proclaimed the right of the realm (jus regni)among the people,
and wrote it m a certain book" I Samuel 10:25.

[In the eqmvalent chapter (VI) of the edition of 1603, Althusms hmlted the
right of sovereignty to the power ofadrmmstranon, which he placed under the
fundamental right or law of the realm, Here, of course, it is identified with this
right or law. Sovereignty henceforth pertains to the people and their constitu-
non, not merely to the chief admamstrator and h_sacnons.]
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which recognizes no ally, nor any superior or equal to itself. And this

supreme right of universal jurisdiction is the form and substantial

essence of sovereignty (majestas) or, as we have called it, of a major state.

When this right is taken away, sovereignty perishes ....

516 The people, or the associated members of the realm, have the

power (potestas) of establishing this right of the realm and of binding

themselves to it. So Vfisquez demonstrates from Bartolus and other

authorines, s And in this power of disposing, prescribing, ordaining,

administering, and constituting everything necessary and useful for the

umversal associanon is contained the bond, soul, and vital spirit of the

realm, and its autonomy, greatness, size, and authority. Without this

517 power no realm or universal symbiotic life can exist. Therefore, as long

as this right thrives in the realm and rules the pohtical body, so long does

the realm hve and prosper. But if this right is taken away, the entire

symbiotic life perishes, or becomes a band of robbers and a gang of evil

men, or disintegrates into many different realms or provmces.

518 This right of the realm, or right of sovereignty,; does not

belong to individual members, but to all members joined together and

to the entire associated body of the realm. For as universal association

can be constituted not by one member, but by all the members together,

so the right is said to be the property not of individual members, but of

the membersjointb: Therefore, "what is owed to the whole (universitas)

is not owed to Individuals, and what the whole owes individuals do not

owe. ''_ Whence it follows that the use and ownership of this right

belong neither to one person nor to individual members, but to the

members of the realm jointly. By their common consent, they are able

to establish and set in order matters pertaining to it. And what they have

once set In order is to be maintained and followed, unless something else

pleases the common will. u_ For as the whole body is related to the

Indiwdual citizens, and can rule, restrain, and direct each member, so

the people rules each citizen. _*

SFernando V_squez, lllusmum controverstarum,I, 47; Bartolus, Commentam
(Digest I, 1, 9; I, 4, 1; I, 1, 5; XII, 6, 64); Conrad Lancellot, Templum ommum
judicum, I, 2; Paul Castro, Commentana (Digest I, 1, 5).
'Digest III, 4, 7, 1.

u'See Francis Hotman, De antiquo jure regm Gall,a, I, 19 and 23; Fernando
V_squez, Illustrium controversJarum,I, 47.

_ However, V_squez wrongly rejects this comparison.
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This power of the realm (potestas regni), or of the associated f19

bo&es, is always one power and never many. just as one soul and not

many rules in the physical body. The administrators of this power can be

many, so that individuals can each take on a share of the function of

governing, but not the plenitude of power. And these Individuals are

not themselves in control of the supreme power. Instead they all jointly

acknowledge such a power in the consent and concord of the assocaated

boches. Whence jurists have declared the rights of sovereignty and of the

realm (jura majestatis et regni) to be in&visible, mcommumcable, and
interconnected, so that whoever holds one holds them all._2Otherwise

two superior entaties would be established in one _mpermm. But a

superior entity can have no equal or greater superior. And Impermm

and obedience cannot be mingled. These rights can, however, be

lawfully delegated, so that m their admimstration someone other than

their owner may perform the duties of a supreme magistrate.

Bodin disagrees with our judgment by which supreme power 520

is attributed to the realm or universal association. He says that the right

of sovereignty, which we have called the right of the realm, is a supreme

and perpetual power limited neither by law (lex) nor by nine. 1_ I

recognize neither of these two attributes of the right of soverelgnD', m

the sense BodIn intends them, as genuine. For this right of sovereignty is

not the supreme power; neither IS it perpetual or above lab: It is not _21

supreme because all human power acknowledges divine and natural law

(tex divina et naturalis) as superior. Note the argument of Romans 13: the

minister of God is for your good. If he ISthe minister of God, he can do

nothing contrary to the commandment gwen by his Lord.14 Indee& an

absolute and supreme power standing above all laws is called tyrannical.

Bartolus says, "great ISCaesar, but greater _sthe truth." _sAugustine says,

"when justice is taken away, what are reahns except great bands of

robbers? ''.6 On this point, however, not even Bodln disagrees xwth us.

_2P,,oland a Valle, Consdwmm, I, cons. 1, num. 138; Mart- Antony Natta,
Consiha, cons. 636 and 640; Charles Dumouhn, Consuetudmes Parlsienses,nt. 1,
art, 8 glos, 4, num. 16 f.; Diego Covarruwas, Pracucarumquaestlomum, 4.

_"The Commonweale, I, 8 Jacob Borniuus further develops his idea of sover-
eignty m De mqlestatepohtica, I.
l_See alsoDeuteronomy 17:18-20; Joshua 1.7 f., Psalm 119.

_ Commentaru (Digest IV, 4, 38).

I_The Ctty of God, IV, 4.
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For he does not release the power he ca[Is supreme from the imperium

of divine and natural law (jus divinum et naturale). 17

Our question, therefore, concerns civil law and right (civilis lex

et jus). Should he who is said to have supreme power subordinate his

imperium and high office to civil law as well? Bodin says no, and many

others agree with him. In the judgment of these men there is supreme

power above civil Lawand not linuted by it. This is a judgment I would

not hold. To liberate power from civil law is to release it to a certain

degree from the bonds of natural and divine law (lex naturalis et divina).

For there is no civil law, nor can there be any, m which something of

natural and divine immutable equity has not been rmxed. If it departs

entirely from the judgment of natural and divine law (jus naturale et

di_num), it is not to be called law (lex). It is enurely unworthy of this

name, and can obligate no one against natural and divine equity.

Therefore, ifa general civil law enacted by a prince is fair and just, who

can free him from the obligations of this very law? On the contrary, it

should be the judgment of the supreme legislator that whatever we wish

men to do to us, we should do those things to them. TMBut insofar as this

civil law departs in certain respects from natural equity, I will grant that

he who has supreme power, and does not recognize any superior except

God, together with natural equity and justice, is not bound by this law,

especially in applying punishment to himself. _

522 If law (lex), and freedom from law by a supreme power, are

accepted in this sense, I concede to the judgment of Bodin, Petrus

Gregorius, Cujas, Doneau, Duaren, and other jurists. But by no

means can this supreme power be attributed to a king or optimates, as

Bodin most ardently endeavors to defend. Rather it is to be attributed

rightfully only to the body of a universal association, namely, to a

commonwealth or realm, and as belonging to it. From this body, after

God, every legitimate power flows to those we call kings or opti-

mates. Therefore, the king, prince, and optimates recognize this

associated body as their superior, by which they are constituted,

17[Althuslus seems to make no distinction between lex divina et naturalisandjus
divinum et naturale.]
t_Matthew 7:12; Luke 6:31.

1"Jacob Bormtius, however, would indiscriminately subordinate the prince to
civil law to the extent that such law can be analogically accommodated to him.
De majestatepolitica, I, 10.
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removed, exiled, and deprived of authority.... .. . For however great is _23

the power that is conceded to another, it is always less than the power

of the one who makes the concession, and in it the pre-eminence and

superiority of the conceder is understood to be reserved. Whence it is

shown that the king does not have a supreme and perpetual power

above the law, and consequently neither are the rights of sovereignty

his own property, although he may have the admimstration and

exercise of them by concession from the associated body. And only so

far are the rights of sovereignty ceded and handed over to another that

they never become his own property.

Bodm defends the opposite position by distingmshing be- f24

tween the sovereignty of the realm and of the ruler.-"' But if sovereignty

is therefore twofold, of the realm and of the king, as Bodm says, I ask

which is greater and superior to the other? It cannot be denied that the

greater _s that which constitutes the other and is lrnmortal in _ts

foundation, and that this is the people. Nor can it be denied that the

lesser is that which appears as one person, and dies with him. The king

represents the people not the people the king, as we explain later. 2_And

greater is the power and strength of many than of one. Whence the

supreme monarch is required to give an account of his administration, is

not permitted for his own pleasure to alienate or dirmnish the provinces,

cities, or towns of his realm, and can even be deposed ....

We must now define this supreme power. We attribute _t by _25

right of sovereignty to the associated political body, which claims it for

itself alone. In our judgment, it is derived from the purpose and scope of

the universal association, namely, from the utility and necessity of

human social life. According to this position, therefore, the nature and

character ofimpermm and power will be that they regard and care for

the genuine utility and advantage of subjects. Vfisquez demonstrates this

when he says that there is no power for evil, but only for good, none

for doing harm or for ruling in the interest of pleasure or self-

aggrandizement, but only for considering and supporting the genuine

utility of subjects. _ Whence Augustine says that to rule is nothing other

than to serve the utility of others, as parents rule their children, and a

_-_'The Commonweale, I, 7 and 8.

21Chapters XVIII and XIX.
22111ustriumcontroversiamm,I, 26 and 45.
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527 man his wife. 23 . . . Umversal power as called pre-eminent, primary,

and supreme not because it is above law or absolute, but in respect to

parncular and special subordinate power that depends upon it, arises and

flows from it, returns in nme to at, and is furthermore bound to defimte

places. Such is the power that as gaven to universal administrators, and to

special heads of provinces as thmr depunes, delegates, administrators,

procurators, and mmisters. All have only the use and exercise of power

for the benefit of others, not the ownership of at.

528 THIS RIGHT OF THE REALM(jus regni) is twofold. It pertains both to the

welfare of the soul and to the care of the body. 1Leligaon, by recognizing

and worshiping God, seeks the welfare of the soul. The care of this life

seeks the welfare of the body. Prayers are to be poured forth "for kings

and all who are an high posmons, that under them we may lead a

peaceful and quaet hfe in all piety and respectfulness. ''-_4We are trained

"to renounce all impiety and worldly desires, and to live temperately,

justly, and paously m the present world. ''2s We should live temperately

toward ourselves, justly toward our neighbor, and piously toward God.

Piety is to be understood according to the first table of the Decalogue,

and justice according to the second. Polybius says that the desirable and

stable condmon of a commonwealth asone in which holy and blameless

life as laved an private, and justice and clemency flourish in pubhc. 2_

_29 Each part of this right of the realm about which we have

spoken consists of universal symbiotic communion 27and of its adminis-

tratmn. We w_ll first discuss this universal communion, 2. and later its

530 administration. > Umversal symbiotic communion as the process by
which the members of a realm or universal association communicate

everything necessary and useful to at, and remove and do away with

everything to the contrary. And therefore thas right of the realm

pertaining to symbiosis and commumon can be described as hving

lawfully, as nourishing life, and as sharing something m common.

> The City of God, XIX, 15. [XIX, 14 m the Modern Library echnon.]

-'4Timothy 2:2
2STltus 2:12.

"-"Histories,VI, 47.

2_[commumo: commumcanon; sharing.]

-_[The rest of this chapter and the whole of Chapters X-XVII.]

2_Chapter XVIII and following.
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Universal symbionc communion is both ecclesiastical and 5_31

secular. Corresponding to the former are rehglon and plea, which

pertam to the welfare and eternal hfe of the soul, the entire first table of

the Decalogue. Corresponding to the latter _s justice, which concerns

the use of the body and of this hfe, and the rendering to each his due, the

second table of the Decalogue. In the former, everything is to be

referred lmme&ately to the glory of God; in the latter, to the utlhty and

welfare of the people associated m one body. These are the two 532

foundanons of every good association. Whenever a turning away from

them has begun, the happiness of a realm or universal association is
dinumshed ....

Ecclesiastical commumon of the realm _' is the process by _f33

which those means that pertam to the pubhc organizing and conserving

of the kingdom of Christ (regnum Christi) are established, undertaken,

and communicated according to hls will throughout the territory of this

umversal association. This is done to the eternal glory of God and for

the welfare of the realm. Whence the eccleslamcal and sacerdotal right .f34

ofsovermguty of the realm is called the business of Jehovah. Wlthm the

boundaries of the realm, this right guides the enjoyment ofa pmus life

by which we acknowledge and worship God m the present world ....

This sacerdotal or ecclesiastical right is properly mstituted in 5_35

the territory of the realm when the same pubhc and uncorrupted

worship of God is estabhshed, practiced, and conserved according to

the will of God m the indlwdual cities and provinces or members of the

realm, and when the general care of it is expressed by the umversal

association. This care is expressed, first and foremost, by the pubhc 536

introducnon, estabhshment, and conservanon of rehgion and uncor-

rupted worship of God, as they are approved by sacred writings, m the

territory" of the realm, and m all the cities and provinces thereof. "Seek

first the kingdom of God. ''31 "For the fear of the Lord is the beginning

of understanding. ''32 All members, both m&vidually and collecuvely,

3,,[The rest of this chapter is devoted to ecclesiastical conimunion, and Chapte_
XXVII to secular communion. Eccleslasncal matters will be discussed again m
Chapter XXVIII. but thereto as an element ofadmniistrauon, not aspart of the
discussmn ofconimumon. Note aksothat Althusms uses "'communicanon" and
"communion" interchangeably.]
31Matthew 6:33.
32Psalm 111:10.
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are obligated to the profession of this religion and divine worship ....

537 The true and pure religion and worship of God are to be established not

by a majority of the citizens, nor by the weight or vote of men, but by

the Word of God alone, according to their agreement with faith.

.f38 Public schools provide for the conserving of true religion and

the passing of it on to hter generations, for informing the life and

customs of citizens, and for acquiring knowledge of the liberal arts.

Schoots are to be opened m the cities and provinces of the common-

wealth m order that professors and instructors of liberal arts may

publicly teach, that they may distribute prizes and honors for merit, and

that they may confer upon their scholars the insignia of the master, the

licentmte, and the doctor. In these schools the seeds of piety and wrtue

are adroitly poured into the youth from sacred writings and the more

human liberal arts, so that good citizens may go forth as pious, manly,

f39 just and temperate persons .... Moreover, these schools are the custo-

dians of the keys of science and doctrine, by which the resolution of all

doubt is sought and the way of salvanon is disclosed. Whatever the

quality of rulers and citizens the school produces, of such is the
commonwealth and church constituted ....

.f41 Also pertaining to the conservation of religion, of diwne

worship, and of the church IS their defense against all disturbers and

scorners. Whence arises the right and power of restoring the uncor-

rupted worship of God, of expelling from the territory those alien to

uncorrupted religion, and ofcompelhng the citizens and inhabitants of

the realm, by public ordinances and even by external force, to' worship

God .... On the other hand, the worshipers of the true God are to be

defended and protected in the realm, even if they are few in number and

there are many who profess another religion ....

.f42 Nevertheless, a schism should not be made, nor a separation

from the church be granted, merely because of some error, sacramental

reason, or other cause, provided the foundation of the true religion is

retained and other human oplmons merely added to it .... "Welcome

the man who is weak in faith" '33 The Apostle Paul recognized as

brothers those who came close to _dolatry, profaned the supper of the

Lord, and erred concerning the resurrection. 34"If you bite and devour

33P,.omans 14:t.

34Corinthians 8:9 f.; 11:20 ft., 15:12 ft.
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one another, watch out that you are not m turn consumed by one

another. ''3s Christ suffered disciples who were weak, sinful, crude,

inexperienced, and erratic. 3_The Gospel collects m its net not only

good fishes, but others also. 37 It further advises that tares not be rooted

out from good seeds. 3_"In a great house there are vessels of gold and of

clay, and some perform with honor and others with dishonor. ''3_ The

church is likened to a granary in which there are both gram and chaff, 4_j

to a banquet in which both good and evil feast together, 4_ to the ten

virgins, 42and to a sheepfold in which there are both sheep and goats. 43

Moderation should be observed, as Benedict Aretius says. The 543

problem is to be handled m one way for authors of schisms and those

who have openly separated themselves, and m another way for those

who have been misled by ajealous pmty and a certain simple ardor. It IS

indeed handled very badly when we demand a decision on all opinions

in even the most minute matters, and, unless this decision is subscribed

to in all particulars, we give way to thunderbolts, factions, sects, curses,

even to prisons and deaths. For no mode of thought has ever come forth

as so perfect that thejudgment of all learned men would subscribe to it.

Aretius concludes that if the principal arucles of faith are preserved,

nothing should stand in the way of disagreement on opinions m other
Christian matters. 44

To be sure, persons are not to be suffered who are openly and 544

publicly atheists, who take action agamst the magistrate, who promote

unnecessary wars, who support shameful acts in public, and who deny,

break, or call into doubt the articles necessary for salvatmn. It xs not _45

perrrutted that everyone should be free to enjoy h_s retiglon in total

opposition to the Christian faith. For as God is one, so there Is one

35Galatians 5:15.

36See Zachary Ursmus, l_spositzones, II, in line; Benedict Aretms, Problemata
theologica,I, loc. 9 and 58 f.
37Matthew 13:47.

3_[Matthew 13:29.]

3_II Timothy 2:20.
4°Matthew 3:12.

4_Matthew 22:1 ft.; Luke 14:16 ft.
42Matthew 25:1 f.

4_Matthew 25:32 f.

4_Problematatheologica,I, loc. 58.
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formula for rightly worshiping him, which he has set forth for us, and

outside of which it is not possible to please him. There is no commu-

nion of light with darkness, of Christ with Satan. And ifJehovah is your

God, why do you not follow ham? God wills that violators of orthodox

religion be severely punished. He makes the magistrate the defender of

his cause, and commends to him the protecnon and defense of the

pious .... For this kind of liberty fights with faith and renders it

uncertain. Many faiths, and many &verse churches, introduce idolatry

and impiety. Moreover, diversity destroys unity. "Whoever is not with

me is against me. ''4s To what extent a magistrate in good conscience can

tolerate men who stray from true rehglon in his realm will be dascussed
later. 4_

4sLuke 11:23.

*_Chapter XXVIII
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Secular Communication

X _ _10W THAT WE HAVE DISCUSSED the ecclesiastical fl

aspect of symbiotic communion in the universal

associanon, we turn to its secular counterpart. Secular and political

comrnumon in the universal realm is the process by which the necessary.

and convenient means for carrying on a common life ofjustIce together

are communicated among the members of the realm. This communion

is the practice of those things that relate to the use of this life or the public

affairs of the realm. Whence arises the secular right of sovereign W (jus

majestatis), and the employment of a king. This secular right of the realm

(jus regni), or right of sovereignty, guides the life ofjusnce organized In

universal symbiosis according to the second table of the Decalogue. Th:s

right trains us how to live justly in the present world, as the Apostle says, _

and so revolves the practice of the second table of the Decalogue.

This secular right of sovereignty is both general and special. 2 _f2

The general and secular right prescribes for members of the association

the method and form for living and acting justly m each and all affairs of

this symbiosis. Therefore, the various affairs of this universal association

are to be tested by and accommodated to this right.

We must here consider both the promulgation and the execu- .f3

tion of the general right (jus). 3Promulgation of this right is the process

_Titus 2:12.

2[General right of sovereignty is common to all umversal assoclanons; special
right of soverelgnW is proper to each one according to _ts own reqmrements
The former, which _s the common law (jus commune) as at pertains to the
umversal association, is discussed in Chapter X; the latter, which is the proper
law (jus proprium) of the same, is discussed m Chapters XI-XVII.]

3[law.]
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by which it is publicly announced and accepted as the rule and norm of

_4 all just actions in universal symbiosis .... This law and right (lex etjus)

is the rule of things to be done and to be omitted by members of the

realm individually and collectively, and is prescribed for the conserva-

tion of the life of justice and the universal association. It is called by

Seneca the bond that holds the commonwealth together, and a vital

spirit that the city breathes, which if withdrawn leaves the city as

nothing in itself except a burden and a prey. 4 This right is the guiding

light of civil hfe, the scale ofjusnce, the preserver of liberty, a bulwark

of pubhc peace and discipline, a refuge for the weak, a bridle for the

powerful, and a norm and straightener of lmperium. It can be called

the public command of the people, as well as the promise and assurance

by the people that they will perform what is permitted and avoid what

is not permitted. It is also the precept by which political life is

instituted and cultivated according to a prescribed manner m the

realm, and by which duties to the fellow citizen or neighbor are

performed and things forbidden are onutted. Whence in Psalms and

other places of sacred scripture we find many times the norton, "Do

good and abstain from evil. ''5 Hence the precepts of the Decalogue are

both affirmatwe and negatwe, a commanding and prohibiting, man-
dates and interdicts.

_5 Therefore, when we know the things that are to be vouchsafed

by us to our neighbor, it is easy to determine the things to be omitted

_6 and avoided. Those that are to be vouchsafed to our neighbor m this

cwil and social life--which rightly are owed to him and are his so that

he possesses them as h_s own--are, first, his natural life, including the

liberty and safety of his own body. The opposite of these are terror,

murder, injury, wounds, beatings, compulsion, slavery, fetters, and

coercion. Secondly, the neighbor possesses his reputation, good name,

honor, and chgnit3; which are called the "second self" of man. Opposed

to them are insult, ill repute, and contempt. And here I also include

chastity of body, the contrary of which is any kind of uncleanness and

fornication. Also pertaining to this category are the right of family, and

the right of citizenship that belongs to some. Thirdly, a man has external

4Clemency, I, 4. [Seneca, however, ascribes these attributes not to law as such,
but to the emperor as the soul and mtelhgence of the people.]
5Psalm 34:14; 37:27; Isaiah 1:16; I Peter 2:11 f.; Romans 7:18 ft.
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goods that he uses and enjoys, opposed to which are the corrupuon.

damage, and impairing of his goods in any form, as well as their

plundering or robbery, and any violation of their possession or aruficlal

impediment to their use.

The laws of the Decalogue prescribe the duties vouchsafed to .f7

our neighbor. By acting according to them, we may live an honorable

life, not injuring others, and rendering to each his due. _'Above all, we

vouchsafe and do to our neighbor what we wish to be done to

ourselves.; Thus we render to him honor, authori W, digulty, preemi-

nence, and, indeed, the right of family; nor do we, on the contrarj;

despise him or hold him in contempt, the fifth precept of the Deca-

logue. His life is to be defended and conserved, and his body may not be

injured, hurt, struck, or treated in any inhumane way whatever, nor

may the liber W and use of his body be diminished or taken away; the

sixth precept. His chasuty is to be left intact, free from fornlcauon, and

may not be taken away m any manner whatever, the seventh precept.

His goods and their possession, use, and ownership are to be conserved,

and they may not be injured, diminished, or taken away, the eighth

precept. His reputation and good name are to be protected, and they

may not be taken away, injured, or reduced by results, lies, or slander,

the ninth precept. And so one may not covet those things that belong to

another, either by deliberation or by passion, but everything our neigh-

bor possesses he is to use and enjoy free from the passion of our

concupiscence and perverse desire.

Other laws (leges) are prescribed for the inhabitants of the realm _8

both individually and collectively. By them the moral law (lex moralis) of

the Decalogue is explained, and adapted to the varyang circumstances of

place, time, persons, and thing present within the commonwealth. So

Moses, a_er the promulgauon of the Decalogue, added many laws by

which the Decalogue was explained and adapted to Jewish common-

wealth. _ Such laws, because of circumstances, can therefore differ in

certain respects from the moral law, either by adding something to it or

taking something away from it. '_But they ought not to be at all contrary.

_'[InstitutesI, 1, 3; Digest I, 1, 10, 1.]
7Matthew 22:39; 7:12; Leviticus 19; Luke 13:24.

Deuteronomy 6-8; Exodus 21-22.

9Digest I, 1, 6.
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to natural law (jus naturale), or to moral equity. 1, As men cannot hve

without mutual society, so no society can be secure or lasting without

laws (leges), as Plato says. 11Aristotle says no commonwealth can exist

where the laws do not exercise impermm. 12For what God is in the

world, the navigator in a ship, the driver in a chariot, the &rector in a

chorus, the commander in an army, so law (lex) is in the city. Without

law, neither house nor city nor commonwealth nor the world Itself can

endure. According to Papmian, "law is a common precept, a decree of

prudent men, a restraint against crimes committed voluntarily or in

ignorance, and a common obhgauon of the commonwealth."_3 Accord-

mg to Marcian, "law is the queen of all things human and &vine. It

should also be the watchman of both the good and the bad, the prince

and leader of them, and accordingly the measure of things just and

unjust, as well as of those living beings that are civil by nature. It is the

preceptress of what ought to be done, and the restrainer of what should

not be done, ''_4 "We are taught [ . . . ] by the authority and bidding of

laws," says Cicero, "to control our passions, to bridle our every lust, to

defend what is ours, and to keep our minds, eyes, and hands from

whatever belongs to another. ''Is "Through the law comes knowledge of

things to be done and to be omitted, ''.6 and in it is our wisdom, t7

_9 The power ofinterprenng and explaining law is the means by

which, in reference to those matters that are uncertain, clarification is

provided from the system of law and the nature of the problem. This is

done through the broad consideration of things, persons, time, place,

and other ctrcumstances. Thus the established rights (jura) TMare accom-

modated to men's power of comprehension.

_"Insututes I, 2, 11.
iLaws, III.

12politics,1292° 32.

_3Dlgest I, 3, 1.

14Digest I. 3, 2. [Marclan m turn attributes this quotation to the Stoic philoso-
pher Chryslppus.]

_5The Orator, I, 43. [The passage from Cicero more accurately states, "We are
taught not by unending debateslull ofcontroversies,but by the authorl W and bMding
of laws, etc." Itahcs are added to indicate the words ormtted without acknowl-
edgment by Althusms.]
l_'P,_omans3:20.

17Deuteronomy 4:20; Psalm 119:104.

1_[laws.]
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The execution of law (lex) pertains to the preserving of ._t0

external public discipline. It is the responsibility (jus) of distributing

what is merited, the responsibility and power ofpumshlng delinquents

and of rewarding doers of good. From another perspective It is the

administration of justice ....

The power of pumshing delinquents involves the fife, body, _ll

name, and goods of evildoers in proportion to the crime and its

circumstances .... It is publicly useful to the human association to

punish dehnquents. First, the delinquent is corrected by the punish-

ment imposed, and led to greater maturity. Secondly, the harm done to

the injured party" may be repaired by the penalty imposed, so that the

injured party need not become carried away In the vindication of the

injury. Whence penalties are called reins and whips for the wicked,

preservers and defenders of the upright. Thlrdi), a penalty is also

imposed as a warning to others, that they may be deterred from

transgressions by the fear of punishment such an example evokes.

Thereby social life is not thrown into disorder, and other persons are not

infected by crime. Fear of becoming dehnquent leads to the control of
Inordinate desire, which I have discussed elsewhere) _ For as bolts of

lightning strike to the hazard of a few and the fear of all, so punishments

scare more persons than those who are actually punished for evil. When

pumshment comes to one person, fear comes to others subject to

punishment for the same crime. Whence punishments are called reme-

dies by which the illnesses of a commonwealth are overcome and cured.

Fourthly, a penalty consisting m a fine, or pubhc appropriation of

goods, is turned to the use of the realm. For when through crime a

commonwealth is injured, it is fair that the penalty be applied to what

has suffered by evildomg. Whence the collection ofpenalues is relevant

to the conservation of peace, dxsciphne, and public tranqufllity In a

realm and commonwealth. For impunity in transgressing is a great

inducement to transgression, a mother of injury and insolence, a root of

impudence, a wet-nurse of sin, and a license that renders everything the

worse. Fifthly, the wrath of God is rmtigated by the expiatory act of

pumshment, and we obtain his benediction .... -"'

_ Dicaelog_caelibrl tres, I, 98.

2,)[At the conclttslon of Althuslm' somewhat parallel discussionm the Dicaeologicaof
the reasons for punishment, the reader xsreferred to Martin Bucer, De regnoChristi,II.
60, which is a chapter on the management and moderauon ofpumshment.]
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3112 Corresponding to this power of punishing is the right of

conferring rewards. For as punishment deters men from vices, so

rewarding them inspires, fosters, and conserves the love of virtue and

good works. And thus it is fair that "he who sows iniquity will reap

trouble "'2I On the other hand, it is not wrong that he who seeks virtue

and goodness receives reward and glory for his good works. -_2

5.1 XI SPECIAL AND SECULAR RIGHT of sovereignty indicates and

prescribes the particular means for meeting the needs and

wants of all symblotes of this association, for promoting advantages for

them, and for avoiding disadvantages. For as each member of the body

was created and constituted for its duty, and yet each and every member

has the same end, namely, the conservation of the whole body, so each

of us has been ordained to his proper and inchvidual role in life, but

nevertheless all of us to the glory of God and the welfare of our

5"2 neighbor. This special right should be equitable, good, useful, and

adapted to place, time, and persons. Whence it ts called civil law (jus

civile), 23and is said to be peculiar to each polity. 24

.f3 This special right is twofold. The first part is devoted to the

arrangement established for procuring the material necessities of

life. 2_ It informs the procedure for communicating advantages and

upholding responsibilities in those things that have been agreed upon

In the universal association for the supply of necessities and supports.

5.4 This part of the special right of the realm consists in (1) commercial

regulations, (2) a monetary system, (3) a common language, (4) public

duties In the realm, and (5) privileges and the conferring of titles of

nobility. 2_'

21Proverbs 22:8. Seealso II Thessalomans 1:6.

22Romans 2:7; 13:1-7; Proverbs 11:18, 21; Ezekiel 18:21-24; Hebrews 6:10;
Deuteronomy 28; Psalm 101.

23[the positive law of a commonwealth, which may vary,m part from common-
wealth to commonwealth, as dlsnngmshed from chvine law (jus divmum),
natural law (3us naturale),and the law of nations (jusgentlum), each of which is
general and binding upon all commonwealths.]

24Digest I, 1, 6.

2s[The second part pertains to the protection of the umversal association. The
first part is found m Chapters XI-XV; the second part in Chapters XVI-XVII.]

._6[The first, second, and third are chscussed m Chapter XI, the fourth in
Chapters XI-XIV, and the fifth m Chapter XV.]
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First, the right and responsibility for regulating public corn- fs
merce, contracts, and business on land and water belongs to the univer-
sal association. The free use and exercise of these functions in the

territory of the realm depends upon permission, prescription, and

current laws. It is called public trade .... Without commerce we __7

cannot live convemently m this social life. For there are many things we
need and without which no man can live with comfort. We can also be

underprivileged in many things that are for our good, even to the extent
of great inconvenience to us. Just as the human body cannot be healthy

without the mutual communication of offices performed by its mem-

bers, so the body of the commonwealth cannot be healthy without

commerce. The necessity and utihty of this hfe have therefore contrived

a plan and procedure for exchanging goods, so that you can give and
commumcate to another what he needs and of which he cannot be

deprived, any more than can you, without discomfort, and on the other

hand receive from him what isnecessary and useful to yourself. Indeed,

peace and concord are often acqmred through commercial pursmts.

"They asked for peace because their country was nourished from the
country of the king. ''27 . . .

The second right is of money, or the right of striking and f.13

engraving coins, which isestablished m materxal publicly selected by the

supreme magistrate with the approval of the people or realm .... For if 51_

there is no fixed valuation of gold, silver, and money among men and

neighboring peoples, commercial activity cannot be maintained. It
follows that an uncertain monetary system throws everything into

disorder, and makes intercourse and commerce with other peoples
difficult ....

The third right is the maintenance of a language, and of the 516

same idiom of it, in the territory. The use of speech is truly necessary for
men in social life, for without it no society can endure, nor can the

commumon of right ....

The fourth right is the power and responsibility for assxgnmg .¢17
and distributing duties that arise m the universal association. A duty isan _18

office imposed upon a ciuzen or inhabitant in a territory of the realm

that he bears for the benefit of the assocxatedbody by its agreement and

permission .... Such duties are of two types: real and personal. A _f20

27Acts12:20. SeealsoII Chromcles2 and 19.
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double necessity is imposed upon the citizen, namely, to contribute

things for the utility of the commonwealth, 28and to provide services for

rightly administering and conserving the commonwealth. 29 . . .

523 Real dunes are performed by the payment and collection of a

tax. They accompany the possession of things, and are levied with

reference to these thmgs in relation to their value. Thus the inhabitant,

after a declaranon and appraisal of his possessions, pays something from
them that is turned over to the use of the commonwealth .... 3,,

51 XlI THERE ARETWO TYPESof tax collections. One is ordinary and

52 the other extraordinary. 3_An ordinary collection is one that by

provision of law has a fixed regular payment recurring one or more

times each year. It is made from the goods that the possessor and

inhabitant holds in the territory of the magistrate who makes the

collection, and is devoted to the ordinary and everyday use and business

of the republic ....

_I XIII AN EXTRAOI_DINARYCOLLECTIONor contribution is one that

is declared and imposed because of the occurrence of a public

necessity at a time when the public treasury composed of funds from

ordinary collections is depleted. It is imposed principally upon persons,

but m view of the things they have in greater or lesser measure. It

prevails for a fixed time until the necessity for it has ceased ....

51 XIV PERSONAL PUBLIC DUTIES of the realm or universal association

are those performed m the administranon of its public affairs

by the labor and industry of remunerated persons for the common

welfare and utility of the associated bodies. The administrators of these

f2 affairs are called general officials of the pohty.... As real dunes bring

together and commumcate things and money for the conservation and

defense of the universal association, so personal services communicate

2s[real dunes: Chapters XI-XIII.]

.,9[personal dunes: Chapter XIV.]
3, [One of the conditions Althusms says should be observed m levying taxes as
that they be imposed upon "those things that can harm the poor people less,"
and upon "those less necessary, things that are not used for the everyday
necessmes of life."]

31]Chapters XII and XIII respecnvely.]
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assistance, help, counsel, industry, and labor by which the benefit and

utility of the association are promoted, necessines obtained, and all

inconveniences avoided. Whence the supreme necessity and utility of

these pubhc dunes of the realm become apparent. They are the bonds

and nerves by which so great a conjunction of diverse bodms is held

together and conserved, and without which it is at once dissolved and

ruined. Hence we observe the worth and excellence of these public
duties that accommodate even real duties to the uses of the umversal

association. Those who perform these duties are of two kinds. Some are 53
rmmsters of the realm or universal association, and others are ministers

of the supreme magistrate ....

XV THE GRANTING OF PI,LIVILEGES321Sthe exempnon for just and 51
commendable reason of an inhabitant of the realm from the

performance of some duty that other commonwealth citizens are

expected to perform and communicate. A community" (universitas) 52

cannot ordinarily grant immunity from taxes except in general council.

Such a privilege is either personal or real. A personal privilege revolves 5_3

only the person to whom it is granted, and does not extend beyond his

person and property to his servants,famit?; and so forth. A real privilege, 54

on the contrary, embraces heirs, children, wife, and other related

persons .... It is to be observed that in cases of great and extreme 513

necessity confronting the commonwealth all immunities and privileges

cease and are annulled. For the private and special benefit and good of

the citizen should not be preferred to the public utility and necessity of

the commonwealth .... Also pertaining to this right is the conferring 514

ofutles and privileges ofnobihty upon certain persons, such as the titles

of dukes, princes, counts, and barons. These persons can be deprived of

their privileges and rights and divested of their titles) 3

32[This is the fifth right revolved m the first part of the special and secular right
of sovereignt3:]

33[The authors Althusius has drawn most heawly upon m his &scusslon of the
five rights of the first part of the special and secular right ofsovermgnty are the
following: Petrus Gregorms, De republicaand Syntagma duris universx,Henry
Rosenthal, Defeu&s; Andreas Gaff, Praaicarumobservationum;Jean Bodin, 7/_e
Commonweal< Mark Antony Natta, Consilia; Joachim Mynsmger, Centuriae;
Jacques Cujas, Commentaril (Code) and Observauonum et emendationum: Eberar-
tus a Weyhe, De regnisubsidiis;Wilham Bud6, Commentarii (Digest and Code):
Andr6 Tiraqueau, De nobilitate.]
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51 XVI WE H^W THUS FAR SVOga_Nof the first part of special right of

sovereignty, namely, the right established to procure the mate-

rial necessities of life. We turn now to the second part, which pertains to

the protection of the universal association and symbiosis. By this right

everything necessary for avoiding or removing all difficulties, impedi-

ments, and obstacles to the universal association, and for avoiding any

troubles, dangers, evils, and injuries to any distressed or needy member

of the universal association, is offered with mutual feeling and concern

by each and all members thereof. This second and latter right, therefore,

is principally concerned with the arrangement established for protec-
tion and defense.

52 This right of protection consists in (1) aid and (2) counsel. Aid

is the assistance and prompt support provided by the communication of

things and services to a distressed and needy member of this universal
association. It consists, first, in defense and, then, in the care of goods

belonging to the universal association .... 3_

_4 Defense is threefold. It is the safeguarding of the associated

individual members when one of them--a province, city, village, or

town--suffers violence and injury, or requires the commonwealth's

support for its basic interests and needs. It is, furthermore, the guaranty

of free passage and pubhc security against those who disturb, plunder, or

restrict commercial acnvity in the territory of the associated body. It is,

517 finally, the conduct of war .... Just cause for waging war occurs when

all other remedies have first been exhausted and peace or justice cannot

otherwise be obtained. There are seven just causes for declaring and

waging war. The first cause is the recovery of things taken away through

violence by another people. The second cause is the defense against

violence inflicted by another, and the repulsion of it. The third cause is

the necessity for preserving liberty, privileges, rights, peace, and tran-

quiUity, and for defending true religion. The fourth cause occurs when

a foreagn people deny peaceful transit through its province without

good reason. The fifth cause occurs when subjects rise up against their

prince and lord, do not fulfill their pledged word, and are not willing to

obey him, although they have been admomshed many times. The sixth

reason is contumacy, which occurs when any prince, lord, or city has so

s4[Defense is chscussed m Chapter XVI, and the care of goods in Chapter XVII.
In addition, there Is a bnefsecnon at the end of the latter chapter devoted to
counsel.[
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contemptuously and repeatedly scorned the dectsions of courts that

justice cannot otherwise be administered and defended. The seventh

just cause of war occurs when agreements are not implemented by the

other party, when he does not keep his promises, and when tyranny is

practiced upon subjects .... 3s

XVII THE CARE Or GOODS of the commonwealth or associated 52

body is twofold. First, it is the diligent and faithful conserva-

tion of those things necessary and useful to the commonwealth. Sec-

ondly, it is their augmentation and extension. This conservation is

either of movable or immovable goods of the commonwealth. The care 53

and management of movable goods centers in the treasury and other

buildings. Monies are managed in the treasury; other goods, namely,

armaments, grain reserves, and documents and chronicles are provided

for in other buildings .... 3_The care and inspection of Immovable 514

goods belonging to the realm are committed to designated curators by

the will and agreement of the universal association .... Such goods are 515

navigable rivers of the realm, harbors, public roads, pubhc pastures, and
so forth ....

The augmentation and extension of the goods of the associ- 524

ated body is accomphshed through confederation or associanon with

others, or through other legitimate means and tides. In such a confeder- 525

ation other realms, provinces, cines, villages, or towns are received into

and associated with the commumon and society of the one body. By

their adrmssion, the body of the universal association is extended, and

made stronger and more secure. This cannot be done, however, without

the consent and authority of the body and its administrators .... Such _26

confederation with a foreign people or another body is either complete

or partial. A complete confederation is one in which a foreign realm, 527

province, or any other umversal association, together with its inhabi-

tants, are fully and integrally coopted and admitted into the right and

communion of the realm by a communicanng of its fundamental laws

3s[This &scussion of the just causes of war is supported by numerous references
to the Old Testament, especially to passages in Judges, I and II Samuel, and II
Kangs. Beyond these, three wrmngs are referred to more than once: Diego
Covarruvias, Regulaepeccatum, II, sect. 9; Peter Martyr, Commentarfi (I Samuel
30;Judges 11); Henry Bocer, De jure belh, I, 17.]

36[In the armory, the granary, and the archlves.]
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and right of sovereignty. To the extent that they coalesce and are umted

into one and the same body they become members of that one and same

530 body.... A partial confederation is one in which various realms or

provinces, while reserving their rights of sovereignty, solemnly obhgate

themselves one to the other by a treaty or covenant made preferably for

a fLxed period of time. Such a partial confederation is for the purpose of

conducting mutual defense against enemies, for extending trust and

cultivating peace and friendship among themselves, and for holding

common friends and enermes, with a sharing of expenses. A common-

wealth ought to be caunous in contracting and covenanting such

treaties that it not be carried along by them into unjust or disastrous

531 activities, nor destroyed by the downfall of a confederated ally. There-

fore, it ought to ponder the rmght of the confederating ally, his falthfull-

hess and constancy xn previous transactions, the similarity of his customs

to one's own, and the equity and honesty of the agreement among the
confederates ....

554 The universal association is also augmented by legitimate occa-

sions and tides other than by confederanon, as by testamentary succession

• . . by donations and gifts of others, by leginmate war, by purchase, and

by the marriage of the adrmnlstrators of the commonwealth ....
555 So much for the communicanon of aid. We turn now to the

communication of counsel, which is performed by the members of an

associated body in ecumemcal and general councils within the universal

556 associanon. These general ecumemcal councils of the realm or associ-

ated body are meetings of its assembled members m which the utihty

and advantage of the commonwealth are considered, as well as common

and special remedies for meeting common and particular evils, and

something is decided for the common welfare by the communication of

counsel. The difficult, grave, and arduous affairs of the realm or com-

monwealth are e.xamined and determined in these general councils and

assemblies of the entire universal association. These matters are the

affairs and situations of interest to the entire _mpermm, or polity, and its

members, such as those concerning the fundamental laws of the pohty,

the rights of sovereignty, the imposition of taxes and contributions, and

other things that require the common deliberation and consent of the

entire polity.

557 This council or assembly is therefore the epitome of the realm

or polity. All public affalrs of the realm are referred to it and, after
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examinanon and discussion by the members of the realm, decided by it.

The right of examining, deliberating, and coming to conclusions 558

belongs to individual members of the realm or commonwealth. The

right of deciding rests indeed in the judgments and votes of a majorit T
of the members ....

There are five reasons for these councils. First, it is eqmtable ._60

that what touches all ought to be acted upon by all. 3vAnd what requires

the faculties, strength, aid, and enthusiasm of all ought also to be done

with their common consent. When the people has not been excluded

from the handhng of public aff_urs, there is less ill-will should a poorly

launched project fail, and the people's benevolence and favor are

retained. Second, a project can be examined better by many persons,

and whatever is needed can more easily be supplied by many because

they know more and can be deceived less. Third, there are some affairs

that cannot be handled except by the people m such assemblies. Fourth,

those who have great rmght can be contained and corrected in office by

the fear of these assemblies in which the complaints of all are freely

heard. Fifth, by this means the liberty, reserved to the people flourishes,

and public admimstrators are compelled to render account of their

administration, and to recognize the people, or the universal associa-

tion, as their master by whom they have been constituted ....

37[Code V, 5% 5, 2.]
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The Ephors and Their Duties

E HAVE THUS FAR DISCUSSED the right ofcommu-mon in the universal association. We now turn

.ft our attention to the administration of this right. This is the activity by

which the rights (jura)I of universal symbiotic association are ordered,

properly admimstered, and dispensed by designated public ministers of

the realm for the welfare of its members, both individually and collec-

tively. Whence it is called the jus #__L_'q'r_Kbv 2 pertaining to the

provision for proper management, or thejus _t'O_g'rt.gbv 3 pertaining to
good ordering.

52 This administration is the bond by which the commonwealth

holds together, and its vital spirit by which the various and diverse
human functions of the assoclauon are directed, ordered, and referred to
the welfare of all. Whence it is evident that such administration does not

execute or perform these functions, but only establishes, orders, and

directs them, which it does by ruling, commanding, forbidding, and
impeding.

53 These public ministers of the realm are elected by the united

and associated bodies or members of the realm for the purpose of

properly and honestly attending to, administering, governing, and

conserving the body and rights of this universal association. They are

invested with the necessary power and authority, and are bound by oath

_4 of office to the realm. Whence they are called custodians, presiding

officers, defenders of the commonwealth, and prudent and diligent

_[law_.]
-'[the principle and practice of adnumstrauon.]
3[the principle and pracnce of ordering something well.]

92
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executors of right and law (jus et lex). Any such commumty (universitas)

can indeed consutute these admimstrators, as Losaeus proves. _

In the election and estabhshment of these public ministers, _5

some have the task of electors, others of elected ministers. Electors

assign, confer, and entrust to suitable mimsters, according to certain

laws and conditions, the care, government, and administration of the

rights (jura) s of the realm, and obligate these mimsters to the realm by
oath of office. Elected ministers undertake the care and adrmnistratlon _6

entrusted to them for the utility and welfare of the association, accord-

mg to the law by which the admanistration has been conferred. "He is a

minister of God to you for good? '6 They are therefore called rectors,

governors, directors, administrators, regents, pastors, leaders, deliverers,
and fathers, and are adorned with other honorific titles.

It _s evident that the power of adnunistermg the common- _7

wealth and its rights Is entrusted to the elected ministers and curators by

agreements made in the name of the whole people, or by the body of

the universal associauon. These mimsters are expected to do good and

not evil in their delegated administration of the commonwealth, and to

serve the utihty and welfare of the associated pohtical body by devoting

to it all their intelligence, zeal, labors, work, care, dihgence, indeed all

their wealth, goods, strength, and resources, and by not withholding

them for pursuit of their private advantage .... For the common- __8

wealth or realm does not exist for the king, but the king and every other

magistrate exist for the realm and polity. 7 By nature and circumstance

the people is prior to, more important than, and supermr to its gover-

nors, just as every constituting body is prior and superior to what is

constituted by it ....

The people first associated itselfm a certain body with definite _¢10

laws (leges), and established for itself the necessary and useful rights

(jura) of this association. Then, because the people itself cannot manage

the admimstrauon of these rights, _t entrusted their admm_strauon to

4De jure universitatum, I, 3.
[laws.]

6Romans 13:4.

7See Fernando V_quez, ltlustrium controvers,an#n, I, 1; I, 42; I, 44. [The
following discussion refers to V_squez and to Diego Covarruvias more than to
any other writers Three books by Covarruwas are employed: Pracucarum
quaestionium; Regulaepeccatum; and Variarumresolutionum.]
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ministers and rectors elected by it. In so doing, the people transferred to

them the authority and power necessary for the performance of this

assignment, equipped them with the sword for this purpose, and put

itself under their care and rule. "Because the plebs began to experience

difficulty in meeting together, and the people even more difficulty in so

great a crowd of men, necessity itself brought the care of the common-
511 wealth to the senate. ''_ Such administrators and curators therefore

represent the whole people, and their actions are considered to be

actions of the community.
For this reason, the citizens and inhabitants of the realm are

collecnvely but not individually, hke a ward or minor, and the consti-

tuted ministers are like a guardian in that they bear and represent the

512 person of the whole people. Just as a ward, although he is master of the

things he has yielded to a guardian for care and adminlstranon, cannot

act in any matter nor recur an ohliganon without the authority and

consent of the guardian, so the people, without the authority and

consent of its administrators and rectors, cannot admimster the rights of

the realm (jura regni), although it is the master, owner, and beneficiary

51_3 of them. What a guardian rightfully does regarding the things and

person of his wards, ministers of a commonwealth for the most part

perform for the umted inhabitants of the realm, together with their

goods and rights.

514 In relation to their ownership and deleganon of supreme right

the umted subjects and members of a realm are masters of these

mimsters and rectors; indeed, these administrators, guardians, and rec-

515 tors are servants and ministers to these very members of the realm. But

in relation to the entrusted admimstranon that has been approved by the

people--that is, outside this delegating of right-- the individual inhab-

Itants of a realm are themselves servants and subjects ofthmr administra-

tors and rectors. They serve them by performing and carrying through

with their entrusted responsibility, and In so doing extend to them thmr

services, abihnes, and obedience.

The administrators of these individual subjects are called lords,

guardians, and overseers, who are expected, however, to regard their

subjects not as slaves and bonded servants, but as brothers. 9 Before

_Dlgest I, 2, 2, 9.

'_SeeJohn 8:33, where the Jews pride themselves that they have never been slaves
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undertaking this administration, and after rehnquishing it, such rectors

and administrators are equal and similar to other private men. Indeed, as

the rights of sovereignty (jura majestatis) arise from the assoclated body,

so they adhere to it indivisibly and inseparably, nor can they be trans-

ferred to another. Kings certainly cannot make themselves equal to or

greater than the associated body....

The rector and administrator of this civil society and corn- 51g

monwealth cannot justly and without tyranny be constituted by any

other than the commonwealth itself. For "by natural law (jus naturale)

all men are equal ''1° and subject to thejurisdictlon of no one, unless they

subject themselves to another's m:perium by thmr own consent and

voluntary act, and transfer to another their rights, which no other

person can clama for himself without a just title received from their

owner.l_ In the beginning of the human race there were nmther impena

nor realms, nor were there rectors of them. Later, however, when

necessity demanded, they were estabhshed by the people itself. We see

examples of this in Incha and among the Ethiopians, as historians report.

For the people of Israel, however, there was m this matter a special

procedure. For God marvelously governed this people for about four

hundred years, just as if he himself were king. He led the people first

through Moses out of Egypt, then through Joshua. and afterwards

through a long senes of vigorous judges. Then, when the people 519

requested a king, he was Indignant and gave xt Saul, who was designated

and chosen immediately by himself through the service of a prophet.

When he afterwards rejected Saul because of his sons, he substituted

David m the same manner, and by his word established the descendants

of David m the control of the realm. These actions, however, were so

performed by him that the consent and approval of the people were not

excluded from the process of designating these kings and putting them

in control of the realm. Rather the matter was so handled that the kings

were considered to be chosen by the people as well, and to recmve

therefrom the right of kingship (jus regis).

of anyone. See alsoDeuteronomy 1:16, 17.20; I Kings 4:5, 9:22; I Chromcles
t3:1 f.; 28:2.

U'Dlgest L, 17, 32.

_ See I Peter 2:13, where the magistracy iscalled a human msntutlon that is to be
properly obeyed.
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520 This can be discovered in sacred history by anyone willing to

inspect it, and to study it with care. Indeed, it is evident that the

supremely good and great God has assigned to the political community

this necessity and power of electing and constituting. "You shall estab-

lish judges and moderators in all your gates that the Lord your God gave

you through your tribes, who shall judge the people with a righteous

judgment. ''12 "I will establish a king over me."*3 "So you shall establish a

king over you. ''4 This ordination of a political magistrate, however,

God ascribes in various places to himself. "Through me kings rule, and

framers of laws discern what is just. ''is "You shall be subject to your

lords, whether to the king as the one who is pre-eminent, or to leaders

who are sent by him for the punishment of evil-doers and the praise of

the upright. ''.6 "Let every person be subject to the governing powers.

For there is no power except from God, and those powers that eyast have

been ordained by God. Therefore anyone who opposes such powers
resists the ordination of God "'Iv From this it can be concluded that God

has formed in all peoples by the natural law itself the free power of

constituting princes, kings, and magistrates for themselves. This means

that in the measure in which any commonwealth that is divinely

instructed by the light of nature has civil power, it can transfer this

power to another or others who, under the titles of kings, princes,

consuls, or other magistrates, assume the direction of its common hfe.

_21 Nature has also expressed in other created things a certain

likeness and image of this political domination and government. Just as

the rmnd reveals and performs all its actions in one physical body by the

joining together and concord of its members, and unifies these mem-

bers under one spirit, so also one lmperium under the power of one

person or a united group directs and rules m the commonwealth for the

convenience of the members, declares laws, seeks the things necessary.

for human society, communicates concord and makes it firm, and

directs actions and friendships by suitable rules that either nature or

X-_Deuteronomy 16:18.

3Deuteronomy 17:14.

_4Deuteronomy 17:15. See also II Samuel 5:3; I Kangs 1:34, 40; 6; 12:1 f.
_sProverbs 8:15.

1_I Peter 2:13 f.

_TRomans 13:1 f.
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necessity recommends should be kept inviolate. When God _s Lord of

everything created the world, he prescribed for all creatures, even for

trees, springs, rwers, and other created things, princes appropriate to

their kind. Thus bees acknowledge and follow their queen, cranes have __22

a leader of their order, and the whale acknowledges his leader and

rector. Moreover, for angels God established a prince of angels, for birds
a bird, for beasts a beast, and for men a man. And even in man the soul

dominates in the body, and the mind in the appetite. It is also necessary.

that in any combination of elements one of them dominate. Therefore,

"to rule, to direct, to be subjected, to be ruled, to be governed are

agreeable to the natural, divine, and human law"....15

The power of administering the rights of the realm originates 525

in the election of these ministers and in their undertaking the office
entrusted to them/_ The admimstrators and rectors of the universal .f26

symbiosis and realm represent the body of the universal associataon, or

the whole people by whom they have been constituted. They bear its

person in those things they do in the name of the commonwealth or

realm. They are held to be less in authority and power than those by

whom they have been consntuted and from whom they recewed their

power. For however much the imperium and right that is conceded to

another, it is always less than the conceder has reserved to himself. It also __27

cannot be denied that the power and strength of the whole is always

greater than that of one man, or the body than that of a member thereof.

On the other hand, these administrators are rlghdy called superior m

authority and power to individual members of the realm. The sole ._28

power of administering and directing the body and rights of this

universal association according to just laws is transferred to these adrmn-

istrators and rectors by the members of this universal asSOClauon. Such ._29

governors by no means have the ownership of these rights, nor superi-

ority in them. These rights remain under the control of the pohucal

body of this assoclauon. Whence the customary formula in the decrees, 530

orders, and rescripts of the Emperor of the Germans is Uns und dem

heiligen Reich, 2°or In unser und des heiligen Reichs statt. 21Here in the word

is[Petrus Gregorius, De republica,VI, 1, 1. See page 25, footnote 32.]

_OSeeLupold of Bebenburg, De jure regmet imperiz,I, 6 and 16
2,_[ourselves and the holy realm.]

-,i[m our and the holy realm's behalf.]
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Uns is indicated the dormnion of protection and general 3urlsdication

that the rector has; in the words desReichsstartis expressed the dominion

.f31 of the community. The less the power of those who rule, the more
lasting and stable the imperaum is and remains. For power circum-

scribed by definite laws does not exalt itself to the ruin of subjects, is not

dissolute, and does not degenerate into tyranny.

.f32 An administration issaid to be just, legitimate, and salutary,that

seeks and obtains the prosperity and advantages of the members of the
realm, both individually and collectively, and that, on the other hand,

averts all evils and disadvantages to them, defends them against violence

and injuries, and undertakes allactions of its admimstrauon according to

540 laws.... This power of administering that these ministers and rectors

established by the universal association have is bound to the utility and
welfare of the subjects, and is circumscribed both by fixed hrmts, namely,

by the laws of the Decalogue and by the just opinion of the universal
association. Therefore, it is neither infinite nor absolute ....

_41 Administrators are not permitted to overstep these limits.
Those who exceed the boundaries of administration entrusted to them

cease being ministers of God and of the universal association, and

become private persons to whom obedience isnot owed in those things

.f42 m which they exceed the limits of their power .... These administra-
tors exceed the limits and boundaries of the power conceded to them,

first, when they command something to be done that is prohibited by

God in the first table of the Decalogue, or to be ormtted that is therein

commanded by God. They do so, secondly, when they prohibit some-

thing that cannot be omitted, or command something that cannot be
committed, without violating holy charity. The former commands and
prohibitions are called impious, the latter wicked. The limits of their

power are transgressed, thirdly, when in the admimstration entrusted to

them they seek their personal and private benefit rather than the
common utility and welfare of the universal association ....

_43 The reason for refusing obedience to these administrators, as

well as for denying absolute power to them, is their general and special
vocation in which as Christian men they promised otherwise to God in
baptism, which they are bound to fulfill. Moreover, administrators do

not themselves have such great power, for no one gave them the power
and jurisdiction to commit sin. Nor did the commonwealth, in consti-

tuting administrators for itself, deprive itself of the means of self-
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protection, and thus expose itself to the ptundermg of adrmnistrators.

Besides, whatever power the people did not have it could not transfer to

its administrators. Therefore, whatever power and right the admimstra-

tors did not receive from the people, they do not have, they cannot

exercise over the people, nor ought they to be able to do so. Finally, the

wackedness of administrators cannot abohsh or &mimsh the imperlum

and rmght of God, nor release the administrators from the same. For the

power and jurisdiction of God are infinite. He created heaven and earth,

and ISrightly lord and proprietor of them. All who inhabit the earth are 544

truly tenants, vassals, lessees, clients, and beneficiaries of his. "The earth

lS the Lord's and the fulness thereof, ''22 and is so by the right of creation

and conservanon. God is therefore called "King of kin_ and Lord of
lords." . . 23

We reqmre love and ability, in these administrators and direc- 54":

tors. We reqmre love toward the associanon that _scommitted to them

so that all its hardships may be hghter; and we require abllity of

governing and admimstering so that the commonwealth may not suffer

damage by the deficiency ofadmimstranve competence. An abundance

of good counselors, however, can serve as a supplement m meeting this

latter requirement.

ADMINISTRATOI_.S OF THIS UNIVERSAL ASSOCIATION are of two kinds: _48

the ephors and the supreme magistrate. 24Ephors are the representanves
of the commonwealth or umversal association to whom. by the con-

sent of the people associated m a polincal body, the supreme responsi-

bility has been entrusted for employing its power and right in

constituting the supreme magistrate and m assisting him with aid and

counsel m the acnvlties of the associated body. They also empl%, its

power and right in restraining and impeding his freedom in undertak-

ings that are wicked and ruinous to the commonwealth, m containing

him within the hmits of his office, and finally m fully provldtng and

caring for the commonwealth that it not suffer anything detrimental by

22Psalm 24:1.

23 [I Timothy 6:15].

24[The remainder of this chapter is devoted to the ephors, and the next two
chapters to the comnusslomng of the supreme magistrate by the ephors.
Following thereafter are eighteen chapters devoted to administration by the
supreme magistrate, and one concluding chapter on types of rule.]
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the supreme magistrate's prwate attachments, hatreds, deeds, negli-

gence, or inactivity. 2s

549 These ephors, by reason of their excellence and the office

entrusted to them, are called by others patricians, elders, princes,

estates, first citizens of the realm, officials of the realm, protectors of the

covenant entered into between the supreme magistrate and the people,

custodians and defenders of justice and law (jus) to which they subject

the supreme magistrate and compel Into to obey, censors of the supreme

magistrate, inspectors, counselors of the realm, censors of royal honor,

and brothers of the supreme magistrate.

55o From these things it is apparent that ephors, as the crmcal

supporters and upholders of the universal society or realm, are the

means by winch it is sustaaned and conserved during times of interreg-

num and peril, or when the magistrate is incapable of exercising

impermm, or when he abuses his power, as Botero says. 2_They do tins

in order that the commonwealth may not become exposed to dangers,

revolutions, tumults, seditions, and treacheries, or occupmd by ene-

551 rmes. For the ephors estabhsh the head of the political body, and subject

the king or supreme magistrate to law (lex) and justice. They establish

the law, or God, as lord and emperor when the king rejects and throws

offthe yoke and lmperium of law and of God, and ceasing as a rmnlster

of God, makes Inmself an instrument of the devil. These ephors,

together with the supreme magistrate, are said to carry the weight and

burden of the people7

_,s[The ephors are menuoned by Akhusms even m his major work on law,
whereto as assigned to them the responsibdity for taking legal action against
those who abuse public power, or against tyrants. Dicaeologica,III, 16, 6.]
26practical Igohtlcs, IV, 3. [Botero, however, does not consider ephors to be an
unmixed blessing, as he says m this chapter cited by Althusius. They are good
insofar as they provide stablhty and continuity in a realm during times of
emergency; they are bad insofar as they weaken the power of the kang and
prowde a force m being for potential muuny.]
--7[Althusms refers to the following bibhcal passage here and at several other
points in this discussion of the ephors" "And the Lord said to Moses, 'Gather for
me seventy men of the elders of Israel, whom you know to be the elders of the
people and oflqcers over them; and bring them to the meeung tent, and let them
take their stand there with you. And I will come down and talk _lth you there;
and I wdl take some of the spirit which is upon you and put It on them; and they
shall bear the burden of the people with you, that you may not bear _tyourself
alone.' ""Numbers 11:16 f. R.S.V.]
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In the Golden Bull of Emperor Charles IV the electors, who _52

are the general ephors of the German imperium and realm, are called

the bases and pillars of the German impermm, and a part of the body of

Caesar.... Other realms also recognize such ephors, and have been 553

more enduring and fortunate for that reason. Among them are the

Persian, Greek, korean, French, British, Damsh, and Polish imperia.

It is the nature of polities that they degenerate easily, nay, that _54

they are even transformed in nature and pass from one type to another,

unless custodians are appointed in them by whom their administrators

and kings are curbed and held within limits, and by whom the petu-

lance, license, insolence, luxury, and pride of kings are restrained.

Whence polities have often been freed from their greatest dangers and

disorders by these ephors and orders. For the ephors either abolish or __55

overcome the wicked actions or tyranny of the supreme magistrate.

They also compensate for his sloth by their own vigilance and diligence,

and fully provide and make sure that the commonwealth does not suffer

anything to its detriment by the actions of the king. Unless the ephors

have done all this, they themselves are held liable and are rightly said to

be betrayers of the commonwealth, especially when they secretly con-

spire or conmve in the wicked and impious actions of the king? s

The ephors, by the commumcation of their strength, abihties,

labors and counsels, make the king strong and wise, They defend him

against all perils and difficulties, and conserve the healthy, well-ordered,

and well-guarded condiuon of the commonwealth. If the prince en-

gages in dissensions and hostiliues against them, from whom can he

expect aid, counsel, and defense? And furthermore, how can an associa-

tion and polity exist in which private persons oppose themselves to

these orders, and reject their curators and defenders? For the people has _56

committed itself to these ephors for safety, and transferred all its actions

to them, so that what the ephors do is understood to be the acuon of the

entire people. The people does this because of utility and necessity. For

it would be most difficult, as Diego Covarruwas says,2" to require

individual votes of all ciuzens and parts of a commonwealth. For this

reason it is agreed that the multitude of the plebs so conducts its public

_ Emmanuel Meteren cites examples and arguments from the Belgian pohty. A
GeneralHistory qf the Netherlands, XIV.

29Practicarumquaestionum, 1, 4.
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transactions through its optimates that these transactions are accom-

plished safely and without tumults or seditions in the commonwealth.

The votes, therefore, of these optimates are determined according to

the same law by which the consensus of all citizens, which they

represent, is determined. And therefore it is rightly said that "inhabi-

tants are understood to decide what these persons decide to whom the

supreme responsibiht T of the pubhc weal has been entrusted, ''3" and that

what they do through them is regarded as if it had been done by them all

and to pertain to all. 3t

_57 For this reason, Covarruvias says that the seven princes of the

Germans, upon whom has been conferred the responsibihty for the

election of the emperor of the Chrlsuan world, jointly represent the

people itself and the Christian community that is governed by this

emperor. They employ" Its delegated power, and act in its place m this

election. Whence it happens, he says, that the election of the emperor

belongs to the seven electors as a collegium, not as indwiduals .... 32

_59 These ephors are elected and constituted by the consent of the

enure people. This consent is given by tribes, by centurlal or curial

dwisions, by' indwlduals, or by lot, accorchng to the nature and custom

of each realm. In other words, ephors are consntuted by the votes of the

entire people collected through the centuries, tribes, or collegia m

which the people has been distributed, or, as I say, through the votes and

&wslons of individuals, or by lot .... Sometimes even the prince,

supreme magistrate, or optimates have the power ofelecung an ephor,

or of substituting another in place of one who has ched. They do this

by the favor and concession of the people. 33 The nomination and

establishment of an ephor is correctly considered to be among the royal
functions when the admlmstration of this function has been conceded

to the prince by the people or universal assoc_auon.

(:60 Those persons should be elected ephors who have great might

and wealth, because it is m their interest that the commonwealth be

healthy, and they will act as custodians of the pubhc welfare with greater

love, concern, and care. A few should be elected from the many. For

3"Digest L, 1. 14.
3_Dlgest L, 1, 19, L, 17, 160.

32Varlammresolutionum,III, 1.4. Lupold of Bebenburg demonstrates the means
by which this is best done. See his De3ure regniet imperii, I, 6.

3_Moses consututed sevenW elders by the mandate of God. Numbers 11:24 f.
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nothing is more useful in avoiding civil wars and factions of seditious

men than to take away from the multitude the creation of magistrates

and princes, and to impart it to a very few:

These elected ephors pledge themselves to care for the utility 561

of the realm, commonwealth, or umversal association, and to perform

faithfully and diligently the functions of the office entrusted to them.

• . . The collegium ofephors proceeds with all things according to the ._62

regular procedure of office, and decides these things through majority

vote. And therefore the election of the magistrate pertains to it as a

collegium, not as individuals. The greater and more powerful part of the

people prevails in electing the king. By this means the collegium, not

individual members of the collegium, represents the universal associa-

tion or pohty. This collegmm has greater power and authority than the

supreme magistrate, as all the sounder political theorists, jurists, and

theologians teach.

THE DUTIES OF THESE EPHORS are principally contained under five 563

headings. The first dug' is that they consntute the general and supreme

magistrate. The second is that they contain him within the hmits and

bounds of his office, and serve as custodians, defenders, and vinchcators

of liberty" and other rights that the people has not transferred to the

supreme magistrate, but reserved to itself. The third is that in time of

interregnum, or of an incapacitated admimstratlon of the common-

wealth, the ephors become a trustee for the supreme magistrate and
undertake the administration of the commonwealth unnl another su-

preme magistrate is elected. The fourth is that they remove a tyrannical

supreme magistrate. The fifth is that they defend the supreme magistrate

and his rights. Each and all of these dunes are considered to be entrusted

to the ephors for execution, who are not able to fulfill their office

except by them,

The first duty of the ephors is to constitute the supreme 564

magistrate and rector of the universal association. For this task the

ephors have received public power and authority from the united

people of the universal assocmnon that they may elect such a rector and

administrator in its name. This matter is discussed more fully in the

next chapter.

The second duty of the ephors is that they contain the su- 565

preme magsstrate and general administrator that they have constituted
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within the prescribed and accepted limits of his universal admimstra-

tlon. They do this m order that the commonwealth or universal

association may not suffer anything detrimental, and that its rights and

even those of the king or supreme magistrate, are not violated or

diminished, but may always remain unharmed, well ordered, and well

protected. Peter Heige says that for this reason requests for the allevia-

tion of oppressions, and complamts concerning violation of the impe-

rial rights (jura imperii), are frequendy brought to the ephors. 34Nothing

is as apt for conserving the imperial right (jus imperii) 3sas constraint of

power brought about by others, by which such power is contained

within its boundaries. For great power cannot contain itself within
boundaries without some coercion and constraint entrusted to others.

__66 For this purpose the ephors have the power of helping the

general and supreme magistrate by counsel and aid, and of admonishing

and correcting hma when he violates the Decalogue of divine law, or the

sovereign rights and laws of the realm. Therefore, they have received the

right of the sword (jus gladii) for the sake of discharging this reqmred

responsibility....36

._68 Whence it is said to be the duty of the ephors to oppose unjust

decrees of the supreme magistrate, to mitigate them by their counsels,

and to impede them when they are contrary to the common welfare

and laws of the universal association. Without the ephors' approval, an

enactment or general decree of the supreme magistrate _snot valid. So

great is the authority and power of these ephors in the French realm that

the oflqcial letters of the king have no authority unless they are counter-

signed by the secretary of the realm, nor his rescripts unless they are

signed and sealed by the chancellor of the realm. Other matters con-

cerning the realm take effect only when the ephors or optimates of the

._69 realm have been consulted and approve. Whence _t _sevident that Jean

34Quaestionesjur_s,I, quest. 3, num. 1 f. and 73; I, quest. 4, num. 50.

35[the imperial right, law, and power; in a more general sense as applying to any
association, the right, responsibdit% and structure of rule.]

3, [Althusms refers to the following writers for support for this position: Junius
Brutus, DefenceofLiberty Aga:nst Tyrants,quest. 3; Francis Hotman, De antiquo
jure regni Gallici, I, 12 f.; Georg Obrecht, De bello,thes. 161; Zachary Ursmus,
Disposttiones,III, 44 and ult.; Lambert Daneau, Politiceschrzstianae,VI, 2 and 3;
Otto Cassman, Doctnnae et vitaepoliticae, 10; David Parry, Commentarius (R_o-
mans 13); Juan de Manana, The King and His Education, I, 8; Emmanuel
Meteren, A GeneralHistory of the Netherlands,XIV and XX.]
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Bodin gready errs in attributing absolute and all-encompassing power

to the king of France, and in hardly recognizing the optimatesY He

thinks that when optimates have power, the sovereignty and power of

the king are either destroyed or shared with colleagues. Peter Heige calls

attention to this error. 38Indeed, jurists state that a prince who harms his

subjects, and who does not maintain them inviolate, is not maintained

by his contract with them. 39

Even should the king or emperor concede kingly functions to

dukes and counts of the imperium, or to the vassals and optimates of the

realm, imperial superiority and pre-eminence are understood to be

reserved to him. Whence it is that such optimates can by no means be _70

considered colleagues of the king, or of equal power with him?" For

only special and restricted power and administration have been given to

these optimates. Indeed, the king or supreme magistrate has general

power, sovereignty, and pre-eminence over individual optimates, and

everything else depends upon his power and administration. However

great may be the imperium that is assigned to another, it is always less

than what the conceder has reserved to himself, as is the common

judgment of the jurists. The supreme ruler cannot constitute an equal to _7

himself, ql The whole has greater power than one man, and whatever

anyone has more than other men, he has received it from the whole.

Nor can the power of the king he said to be diminished because ephors

and optimates exercise some power, as the hand is not weaker because it

has been divided into fingers, but is more agile m action. So power is _72

more useful when deployed among a large number, and the affairs of the

commonwealth are more readily expedited when communicated

among many.

Moreover, these ephors as a whole are superior to the supreme 3_73

magistrate to the extent that, representang the people, they collectwely do

37[The Commonweale, 1, 8.]

3SQuestionesjuris, I, quest. 2, num. 22 f.

39Henry de Suge, Summa aurea (Decretals I, 33, 12); Nlcolaus Tudeschl,
Commentaria (Decretals II, t, 13); Vincent Cabot, Variarumjuris, II, 12.

4°[A distanctaon is lmphed by Althusius between the opumates as inferior
adnunistrators of the realm, and the same optimates as ephors of the realm. In
the one role, they are not "colleagues of the king, or of equal power with him";
m the other role, they are collecravely "censors of the supreme magistrate," and
superior m power to hlm,]
•,1Henry P,.osenthat, Defeudis, I, 5, 10.
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something in its name; individually and separately, however, they are

_74 inferiors of this magistrate. The supreme prince ISbound by oath to the
commonwealth as an officer of it, and ISless than the entire common-

wealth or realm itself. Julius Caesar bears witness that the ruhng arrange-

ments of the longs of France in has tame were such that the people when

rightly convoked had no less authority over the long than the long had

over the people. 42So the synod is superior to its bishop, the council to a

pope, the chapter to its agent, and the community (universitas) to its .syndic.

_f75 To these ephors, rather than to the supreme maglstrate, the supreme

power of the commonwealth has first been entrusted by the people.

Therefore, because the power was first conferred upon such ephors, it

could not afterwards be given by the people to any magsstrate ....

58_ We see in the power and authority conceded to these few

ephors for defending the rights of the people or universal association that

the people has not transferred these rights to the supreme magistrate, but
has reserved them to itself. For the umversal association entrusted to its

ephors the care and defense of these rights against all violators, disturbers,

and plunderers, even against the supreme magastrate hamself. The Dutch

Wars of Independence offer examples ofthas care and defense by ephors

.f84 durmg forty years of conflict against the King of Spain. Whence the

office of these ephors ts not only to judge whether the supreme magis-

trate has performed his responsibility or not, but also to resist and impede

the tyranny of a supreme magistrate who abuses the rights of sovereignty,

and violates or wishes to take away the authority (jus) of the body of the

commonwealth. So the theologians and jurlsts assert. 43"For we have no

427_teGalhc War, V and VII. [See especxally V, 11, VII, 14 and 15.}

4_Among the theologians are Zachary Ursmus, Exercitattonestheologicae,II, exer.
44; Lambert Daneau, Politwesdmmanae, VI, 3; III, 6; John Calvin, Institutes of
the Chrtman Religwn, IV,20, 24 f.; Peter Marwr Vermagh, Commentarit (Judges
3), I)avad Parry, Commentarius (Romans 13); Wllham Rose, Dejusta relpublicae
christianaeauctontate,2; Juan de Manana, The King and His Education, I, 7.

Among the jurists are Francis Hotman, De antaquojure regnt Galha, I, 2;
Francis Zoannet, De tripartmonedefensionis,III, num. 28 f. and 95 f.; Fernando
V_squez, lllustrmm controversiamm,I, preface, num. 102 f.; Edigio Boss1, De
principeet eluspnvdegi_s,num. 55 f.; Charles Dumoulin, ConsuetudinesPansienses,
tit. 1, art. 1, glos. 7, num 9: Tobias Paurme_ster, Dejurisd_ctlone,I, 21, 19 and 42;
Pans de Puteo, De syndicatu, 3, rub. "de excessibus regis"; Prospero Farmaccl,
De criminelae_aemqiestatis, quest. 112, num. 24: [Nicolas Barnaud], Dialogi in
Gallomm, dial. 2; [Theodore Beza], Concerning the Rights of Rulers; Junius
Brutus, Defenceof la'bertyAgainst Tyrants.
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fellowship with a tyrant, but only the greatest parting of ways. Nor is it

contrary to nature to depose [ . . . ] a man whom it is morally right to

destroy. ''_4The Digest says that he has not committed a crime who has

killed a tyrant .... _s Ephors resisung the tyranny of a supreme magls- _85

trate who misuses the rights of sovereignty, or endeavors to plunder or

deprwe a universal associataon of its authority, are not thereby said to

abandon the commumon of the realm and the rights thereof, but rather

to condemn their abuse and to avoid approval and communication of the

sins of the supreme magastrate ....

The third duty of these optimates is to constitute themselves _86

guardians, trustees, and adrmmstrators of the realm upon the supreme

magtstrate's captivity, death, madness, lmbecihty, minority, prodlgahty,

or other disorder and impediment rendering him incapable or harmful
in admimstration. 4' So Hotman demonstrates from historical materials

that m France trustees were appointed by the estates of the realm for

kings who were mad, underage, or in any other manner incapacitated

for governing the realm. _7 Many examples of this are mustered by

Frolssart. _s R.en_ Choppm says that today m France a regent is ap-

pointed by the king or estates of the realm for a widow and mother of

the royal ward, which regency is ended when the royal ward has attained

the age of fourteen. _ But m my judgment this arrangement, which

stems from the Salic law barring a female from the administration of the

realm, is unfortunate .... Such a trustee is assigned from the ephors

44Cicero, Duties, III, 6. [The words onutted by Althuslus are "if you can?' t

4SDlgest X1, 7, 35. [This passage from the Digest paraphrased by Althusms does
not actually mention a tyrant, but rather anyone who comes forward "to destroy
the fatherland."]

46Seeexamples m II Kings 10:5-7; 12; 15:5; I Kings 22:47

4-De antiquo.lureregm Gallia.
4_Chromcles, I, 107 and 171; I1, 58 and 60, III, 134; IV, 44. [Frolssart probably
did not himselfdwlde his four books into chapters. The many manuscripts from
which prmted ediuom were later made divided the books variously into
chapters, and even rearranged and abridged some materials. Consequently; it is
Impossible to obtain complete accuracy in chapter cltanon from the Chronicles
unless one knows precisely which of the numerous manuscripts and printed
edmons was used. Nevertheless, the point Althusms is making would seem to
find support from historical incidents reported m the following book and
chapter dwlslons of the English translauon by Thomas Johnes: I, 170 and 171;
II, 57 and 59; III, 135; IV, 45.]

4'_De dominlo regis,III, ut. 5.
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(1) when the king is unable to defend the realm, (2) when he is

negligent, (3) when he Is incorrigibly profligate, (4) when he is unable

to administer justice or maintain peace, (5) when he is out of his mind,

and (6) when he is unfit in any other manner whatever.

_87 It is part of this dut-y that m time of interregnum these same

ephors are the rectors and adnunistrators of the realm and universal

association. They have the right ofadrmnlstering and of acting in place

of the supreme rector and general magistrate until a new one shall have

been elected and constituted. So in German polity when a Caesar dies

and there is interregnum, the power of administering the imperium is

assigned to two of the seven imperial electors--namely, to the electors

of the Palatinate and of Saxony--who act m place of the emperor in

certain of his functions, as the Golden Bull of Emperor Charles IV

holds, s" In other polities these funcuons are entrusted for the most part

to all the ephors, or to the principal one among them ....

_88 The fourth duty of the optimates is to resist a supreme magis-

trate who abuses the rights of sovereignty, and to discharge and remove

him when he scorns and violates the rights and laws of the realm, and

pracuces tyranny. When, how, and with what considerauons this ought
to be done, we will discuss later. 5_

589 The fifth duty of the ephors consists m the defense of the

supreme magistrate and his rights against the ambiuons, conspiracies,

and plots of subjects, against the pride of nobles, the factions and

seditions of the mighty, against those who act improperly towards the

supreme magistrate's royal power, weakening or impeding it, depriving

him of it, or inflicting force and violence upon him ....

_9o This right that we have said the ephors have as ephors m the

admimstration of the whole realm differs greatly from the right they have

as dukes, princes, and counts m the admimstration of particular provinces

_9 ! and regions. The former is general, the latter special and restricted. It is to

be observed that the duty of the ephors Is to take care that the supreme

magistrate not degenerate by doing or omitting something contrary to his

office. So also the duty of the supreme magnstrate is to take care that none

of the ephors misuses his bruited imperium to the rum of his subjects or

s, [Tl-usedict or consntunon was issued m 1356. It fixed the method of holding
elections and coronanons in the Holy Roman Empire, and assigned duties and
privileges thereto to specified electors.]
s,Chapter XXXVIII.
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the realm. This mutual watchfulness, censure, and correction between

the king and the estates or ephors keeps the conditaon of the realm sound,

in good repair, and well protected, and frees the realm from all dangers,
evils and inconveniences ....

WILLIAMBARCLAYATTEMPTSTO DEPRIVEthe ephors and the realm of ._92

this right that we have said is appropriate to the ephors over against the

supreme magistrate, s2He considers this right to be entirely yielded and

transferred, nay, even alienated, by the people to the king. I will repeat his

arguments, and refute them m a few words, before I turn to a discussion

of types ofephors. The power of a guardian or trustee, he says, is greater

than that of a ward or minor. Therefore, the power of the king, who is the

trustee of a commonwealth, is greater than that of the ward or of the

ephors representing the people. Against this I reply according to the rule

that greater is the authority and power of the proprietor who constitutes a

trustee for his things and affairs than of the constituted trustee. Therefore,

greater is the authority and power of the ephors and the people who

consutute the king than of the constituted king. This is most true. Even if

against this rule a guardian or trustee has greater authority and power than

the ward or minor, this happens because of a defect in the volition and

judgment of the ward, who in this period of his life cannot have a proper

and adequate volition. However, as soon as he reaches a proper age, he

assumes and maintains this authority and power, just as any proprietor

maintains the direction of his own things.

Thus the guardian bears the person of the ward, and integrates

it in those actions of life pertaining to the administrauon of the ward's

person and things. In considering and exannning the nature of care,

guardianship, and any other adnnnistratlon for another, we are com-

pelled to acknowledge that these types of administration manifest a

certain service and ministry, which are exhibited and performed by

such administrators for wards needing their works, aid, and counsel.

Accordingly, such administrators are what they are by reason of the

wards, minors, and others whose affairs they administer; wards, minors,

and others are not what they are by reason of their admlmstrators.

Moreover, in searching out the source and cause of administra-

tion, we discover that they proceed from the commission of the propri-

s,.The Kingdom and the Regal Power, IV, 10; VI.
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etor. The person who comrmsslons or enjoins another wath the

oversight of his things resembles one who summons or approves; the

person who undertakes such adrmmstration resembles one who obeys,

serves, and performs his duty toward another. I ask precisely whose

authority and power is greater, the person who commissions and

enjoins, or the person who is commissioned and who ministers and
undertakes the adrninistrataon?

._93 Barclay, however, says that those who constitute others under

themselves are known to be greater and more powerful than the ones

constituted. So Potlphar in constituting Joseph, Nebuchadnezzar m

setting up Daniel, and Darms in estabhshing prefects under himself are

each rlghtty called greater m authority and power than those they

constituted. 53Doubtless, he continues, the people constitutes a king

above itself, not under itself. "I will consutute a king over me. ''s4 "We

will have a king over us. ''5s "But constitute a king over us. ''_' "You shall

s3[These examples from the Bible came originally from Junaus Brutus, whom
Barclay was attempting to refute along with George Buchanan, Jean Boucher,
"and other monarchomachs." The passage m Brutus Is the following: "Now
seeing that the people choose and establish their kings, it follows that the
whole body of the people is above the king: for it is a thing most ewdent, that
he who is established by another, is accounted under him who has estabhshed
him, and he who receives his authority from another, is less than he from
whom he derlves his power. Ponphar the Egyptian sets Joseph over all his
house; Nebuchadnezzar, Daniel over the province of Babylon, Darms the SLX
score governors over the kingdom. It is commonly said that masters establish
their servants, kings their officers. In hke manner also, the people estabhsh the
king as administrator of the commonwealth." DefenceofLiberty Against Tyrants,
quest. 3.

The nature of Barclay's refutauon of Brutus is to observe that "examples of
this sort do not sufficmndy suxt the conchislon .... For the examples plainly
demonstrate that you mean this conclusion about those who consntute others
under themselves, as Potiphar Joseph, Nebuchadnezzar Darnel, and Darms
prefects under himself. But your discussion before was about a king whom a
people set up, not indeed under itself, as Pharaoh or Potiphar set up Joseph, and
the others that you mention, but plainly above itself and prormsed that it would
obey him. Have you ever learned that it has been handed down to memory that
any nation set up a king under atself?" Thus the significance of the four bibhcal
passages that follow, which Barclay first produced and Althusius reproduced.
The Kingdom and the Regal Power, IV, 10.]
S4Deuteronomy 17:14.
5_tSamuel 8:19.

s_I Samuel 10:19.
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appoint a king over Israel. ''s7 Whence to be over (praeesse) and to be

subjected (subjici), Barclay says are opposites that cannot be attributed to

the same king at the same time in the same relataonship and with reference

to the same interpretation, which is the nature and true meaning of

opposites.

Barclay presses this argument vigorously. But he does so

wrongly. For the king is constituted over affairs that belong to another,

namely, over the affairs of the people and the umversal association, the

administration, direction, government, and care of which have been

granted to him. He certainly is not consntuted over the proprietary right

(jusproprietatis) in these affairs. An example is that of a guardian or trustee

who is constituted over the affairs of his ward or minor, or of a servant,

mimster, or overseer whom the proprietor constitutes over his affairs, and

who nevertheless does not for this reason have greater authority and

power than the proprietor who does the constituting. So the people or

universal assoclanon constitutes the king over its affairs as director,

governor, and trustee, but notwithstanding under itself. This is to say that

the people h_s committed to the king, under definite condiuons and

restrictions, power and authority" to rule at, and has retained to itself,

under defimte condiuons, power and authority over a degenerate kang.

This direction and administration of the king is not plenary, absolute, and _04

unrestricted to the detriment and ruin of subjects, but is hrmted and

circumscribed for their welfare by definite laws. When a king, rector, or

governor oversteps these laws, he can no longer be said to be constituted

over the affatrs of the people, nor can the subjects be said to be under

(subesse) him. The subjects individually are ordinarily under the king;

collectively they are above the king, who admimsters the affairs not of

individuals, but of the whole body. He who adimnxsters tyrannically does

not so much care for and direct as destroy. Therefore, the king xsover and

the king ISsubjected.

He is over individuals m order to admimster rightly, to which

extent he is the executor, preserver, and minister of law. Properly

speaking, therefore, law is thus over everyone. It is the superior above

all, and each and every man recogmzes it as the superior. The king who _95

governs the commonwealth according to law is over and superior to

the commonwealth so far as he governs by the rule of law (praescriptum

svI Kangs 19:16.
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legis) presiding as the superior. Therefore, if he governs against the rule

of law, he becomes pumshable by the law, and ceases to be superior. In

this unfortunate event, he begins to be under the executors of law.

Whence it happens that when he exercises tyranny, he is under the

united body. When he abuses his power, he ceases to be king and a

public person, and becomes a private person. If in any way he proceeds

and acts notoriously or wickedly, any one may resist him, as we have
said above, s8

596 Furthermore, Barclay says an equal cannot have lmperlum

over an equal. Therefore, a magistrate is not bound by the decrees of his

predecessors. Indeed, I say that God, the lag, of nature and of nations,

and the ephors of the realm are all greater than the king, and hold

imperium over him. In addition, the obhgation that the prince takes

upon himself at the nine of his mttianon binds him. And he cannot

be said to be equal who was not a prince when his predecessor was

lixang .... 5,,

598 It is not absurd or contrary to nature that a king as the greater is

subjected even to an inferior. For he who is greater or equal to another

can be subjected to the jurisdiction of the other. Lmgating parties can

thus submit themselves to the decision of inferiors, 6'' and inferiors can

judge in the case of superiors. 6_ So Caesar has the elector of the

Palatinate as judge in cases that others bring against him, as the Golden

Bull of Charles IV teaches. The king of France is under the judgment of

the Parliament of Paris, and the princes of the German imperium are

under the judgments of other princes, of counts, or even of their

ss[Thas right of resistance recewes further defimtion and hmatauon m Chapter
XXXVIII. l

s_[Althusius neglects to develop thas idea at thas point, but apparently had m
mind his belief that while rulers change and are mortal, the people is immortal.
In a s_milar veto, Juntos Brutus wrote that "The commonwealth never ches,
although kings be taken out of this hfe one after another: for as the cont,nual
running of the water gives the river a perpetual being, so the alternative rotanon
of birth and death renders the people Immortal." Defence of Liberty Against
Tyrants,quest. 3.]

6'_DigestII, 1, 14. ["It is accepted m our system ofjumce that if anyone submits
himself to the jurisdicuon of someone of inferior or equal rank, the latter can
administer justice for and against barn."]

6_Digest V, 8, 6. ["Indeed, _t_ssaid that the son of a family can be the arbiter in a
matter relanng to his father, and it seems proper to many that he can also be the
judge."]
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counselors. 62 Bartolus asserts that a king also can be subjected to

someone less than himself or to his equal. 63Therefore, these persons--

Caesar, king, and prince--are over (praeesse) m one relationship and are

under (subesse) m another, but not over and under m the same relation-

ship; they are, nevertheless, over and under at the same time and with

reference to the same interpretation. The king is over and rules m those __99

things for which he receives the power of ruling and governing, not in

those things that have been reserved to the power and judgment of the

ephors. He is over when he governs and administers lawfully, justly, and

piously; that is, he ceases to be the adrmmstrator when he does not care

what happens, but loses, squanders, and destroys, and ceases to be a

living lag; just as a pastor ceases to be a pastor who flays, divides, and

loses his sheep.

Barclay continues by developing his argument from example_.

Thus he says cardinals constitute a pope above them, priests a bishop
above them, and monks an abbot above them. Whence the former are

inferior in power and authorlt,y; and the latter are superior. The former

are devoid of the lmperium and power that the latter have. But I sav that _100

such persons--the pope, bishop, abbot, or anyone else--can be re-

moved for just reasons by those who constituted them, and can be

deprived of their power. For what if such a pope, bishop, or abbot

should become a hereuc, or m any manner become unfit or untrust-

worthy in office? Canomcal laws (jura canonica) pronounce such persons

to be restrained from the authority and administration of the office

entrusted to them. _4And often such persons have been deprived of their

office, as history bears witness and practical experience teaches. For j_101

who, to the detriment of the church and to the damage and loss of man's

salvation, would long endure such unfit men, herencs, schlsmatics,

sorcerers, incapacitated persons, those who live a shameful hfe and

provide not at all for the funcuons of their office, or those who do not

tend their sheep but flay them? If they lose their mind or develop

another chsorder of soul or body, so that henceforth they become

altogether unfit or incapacitated, will not the church be committed to

the government of other rmnisters? Or does the church so fall into their

62Matthew Stephani, Dejunsdictione, II, pt. 2, num. 3.
63Commentarii (Code III, 13).

64Conrad Lancellot, Templum omniumjudzcum, II.
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power, care, and protection that while they are living its government

never can be committed to another? Or m emergencies is the order,

authorit 3. and power of one man--of a pope, bishop, or abbot--

greater and stronger than that of the church, the cardinals, or the

monks? Or is the power of one greater than the power of many? No one

will maintain this. Or m these emergencies is the right of one pope,

bishop, or abbot greater, stronger, and in better condition than that of all

the cardinals and monks of the entire church? Nor will anyone affirm

this. For whatever the right, power, and authority such ecclesaastacal

overseers have, it is not their property, nor do they derive at from

themselves. Rather they have received it from the church, the colle-

gium of cardinals, and the chapter of monks. Those who die or lay aside

their office resign thas right, power, and authority into the hands of the

church, collegium, or chapter by which they were constituted. They

restore this right to its owners, so that these overseers are considered to

be nothing more than usufructuarles of it, and the collegia indeed to be

._Io2 its proprietors. Whence it is that the right of these overseers _s temporal.

On the other hand, the right of the collegia aspermanent and immortal

to the extent that these collegia, because of their constant successaon of

persons in place of those who depart, are considered to be immortal.

When we consider the office and admlmstrataon of kings, we
find that thear nature and constitution are not unhke those of ecclesi-

5103 astical overseers. The r:ght of a king consists an the faithful and

diligent care and administration of the commonwealth entrusted to

him by the people. For this reason the people transfers to him as much

authority and power as at judges necessary. By the communication,

sharing, and contribution of m&vidual persons from the people, the

king becomes rich and powerful. By their counsel he becomes wise.

By the aid of his subjects he excels in strength, wgor, and might. If the

people denies these to the king, he again becomes weak, poor, needy,

and a private person. The king holds, uses, and enjoys these rxches--

and this might, wisdom, and authority--as a usufructuary. When the

long dies, or is demed the regal throne by any legitimate means, these

rights of the king, as we have said, return to the people as to their

proprietor. The people then reassigns them as it thinks wase for the

._1o4 good of the commonwealth. Therefore, the right of the king as one

thing, and the right of the people is another. The former is temporal

and personal; the latter is permanent. The former is the lesser; the
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latter is the greater. The former is a precarmm given by contract to

the commissioned king, and undertaken by him; the latter is an

incommunicable property.

Moreover, Barclay says that as the husband who is constituted 510s

over his wife is her superior, so the king is superior to the common-

wealth and realm. But I say that the superiority and power the husband

has over his wife he derives from the marriage. And this is only for a

time and with a condition, namely, that it lasts as long as the marriage

endures, that is, as tong as the marriage is not dissolved by adultery,

desertion, or death. When the marriage is dissolved, every marital

power he exercises over his wife is ended. Of equal seriousness with

desertion is the intolerable cruelty of a husband that makes it impossible

to live with him. Because of incurable cruelty, and its hazard to life and

health, theologians concede a dissolution of marriage, and defend

divorce by the authority of sacred scripture. 65 Is there not equal reason

for conceding divorce between a king and a commonwealth because of

the intolerable and incurable tyranny of a king by which all honest

cohabltanon and association with him are destroyed? No bond is

considered to be stricter than that of matrimony, which is ordained by

divine authority to be indissoluble. However, for the previously men-

tioned causes it is dissolved. Cannot the bond between magistrate and

subjects likewise be dissolved for equally serious reasons?

All power is limited by definite boundaries and laws. No _106

power is absolute, infinite, unbridled, arbitrary, and lawless. Every

power is bound to laws, right, and equity. Likewise, every cwil power

that is constituted by legitimate means can be terminated and abolished.

Barclay is likewise wrong when he says that all functions of the

commonwealth are entrusted to the king. 66For the function of electing,

constitutang, and defending a king, the function ofreslsung tyranny, and

many other functions that I have listed in this chapter as entrusted to the

ephors cannot be committed to the king.

THus v^v. WE HAVESPOKEN of the ot_ice of the ephors, and we have

refuted the things that have been alleged against their power by Barclay.

We will now speak of the types of ephors. Ephors are permanent _107

6STheodore Beza, De divortiiset repudizs.[No other theologian is menuoned by
Althusius m this connection.]

66The Kingdom and the Regal Power,IV, 25.
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(rendered hereditary by the consent of the universal associauon), or

temporal. Permanent ephors have their responsibility so assigned to

them that they may even transfer it to their heirs. Temporary ephors, on

the other hand, perform this office for a prescribed time only, after

which they lay it aside ....

#108 Such ephors and estates, or orders of the realm, are also of two

kinds. Some are ecclesiastical, and others are secular. Ecclesiastical

ephors are those who have been constituted from among ecclesiastacal

#109 persons, and bear the responslblhty for ecclesiastical things. Secular

ephors are those who have the knowledge and care of public things.
These latter are, in turn, either nobles or commoners. Nobles are

chosen from the order of the nobility; commoners are selected from the

remaining persons of the villages, towns, and cities of the realm.

All these ephors and orders of the realm are distributed among

#11o two species. Some are general, and others special. General ephors are

those to whom _sentrusted the guardianship, care, and inspection of the

whole realm and of all its provinces. Such are imperial senators, coun-

selors, syndics, chancellors of the realm, and so forth.

Such general opumates and ephors m the Israeli realm were

the seventy elders. "And the Lord said to Moses, 'Gather for me seventy

men of the elders of Israel, whom you know to be the elders of the

people and officers over them; and bring them to the tent of meeting,

and let them take their stand there with you. And I will come down and

talk with you there; and I will take some of the spirit that is upon you

and put it upon them; and they shall bear the burden of the people with

you, that you may not bear it yourself alone.' -67

In the Roman imperium there first were in the democracy the

tribunes of the people who checked the consular power so that the

consuls might not abuse the imperlum, nor become accustomed to

excessive boldness or savagery. Later in the Roman monarchy the

general ephors were the senators of Rome, as Xenophon, Aristotle,
Plutarch, and others have testified. 6s

67Numbers 11:16 f. [tL.S.V.]

6s[Presumably the testimony of these writers refers to various periods of Roman
history, and not merely to the monarchical period. Or was Althusms simply
careless at thzs point in his historical attributions? He also mennons in this
connection the sixteenth-century historian Alexander ab Alexandro, Genialium
dierura, I, 3; IV, 6; V, 2; VI, 24.]
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In the German polity such general ephors are the electors, or

the seven men of the imperium, of which three are ecclesiastical and

four secular. The ecclesiastical are the archbishop of Mainz, who is also

the arch-chancellor of the imperium, the archbishop of Cologne, and

the archbishop of Treves. The secular ephors are the king of Bohemia,

the prince of the Rhenish Palatinate, the duke of Saxony, and the duke

of Brandenburg. The Palatinate elector, in accord with the Golden Bull

of Emperor Charles IV, is the judge from among them in cases instituted

against the emperor. Likewise, he and the Saxon prince are trustees and

vicars of the imperium in time of interregnum. The archbishop and

elector of Mainz, as the arch-chancellor of the German imperium, has

the right of calling together the electoral colleagues in thas collegmm of

electors, of proposing matters to them, and of soliciting their

judgments.

Philip Honorius and other historians agree that in the French

realm there are three orders; the ecclesiastical order, the nobility, and the

commons .... 69The general optlmates of France are the chancellor of

France, the French princes born with royal blood from their fathers, the

major courtmrs, who today are called equestrian counts, marshals,

admirals, the keeper of the seal, quaestors, and others accepted by the
Parisian senate .... 7o

Speclat ephors are those that undertake the guardianship and 5111

care of a province, region, or certain part of the realm. They recognize

the supreme magistrate or commonwealth as their immediate superior,

and are inscribed on the roles of the imperium. Such are dukes, princes,

margraves, counts, barons, castellans, nobles of the realm, imperial cities

(as they are called in Germany), and others that are named according to

the province entrusted to them. They recognize the commonwealth or

universal association, of which they are ephors, as their immediate

superior, as I have said. There may be some dukes, counts, nobles, and

citses that are mediately under the supreme magistrate of the common-

69Thesauripolitici, II, apos. 54.

7°[Here follow brief discussion of ephors in England, Poland, Belgium, and
ancient Sparta, and even briefer mention of them m Hungary, Sweden, Den-
mark, Spain, ancient Babylon, and ancient Philisua. The historical sources
acknowledged by Althusius are Sir Thomas Srmth, De republicaAnglorum, II;
Martin Cromerus, De republicaPolomci, II; Lodowco Gmcciardini, Oranium
Belgiidescnptio;Niels Krag, De republicaLacedaemoniorura;Darnel 3:3 f. and 27; 5;
6; Esther 1; 3; 4; I Samuel 5:8, 11; 6:4, 12.]
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wealth, but immediately under other princes, dukes, or counts as

intermediate magistrates who are themselves ephors, estates, or orders

of the commonwealth or realm. But these counts and cities that are

subject only mediately to the commonwealth are not estates or orders of
the realm. 71

#112 A special ephor has the same right and power in the province

entrusted to his care and protection that the supreme magistrate has in the

whole realm. He exercises in his territory those things that have been

reserved to the emperor under the sign of the imperial crown .... 72

._1I3 It is advisable that these general and special orders, and partic-

ularly the special ones among them, be bound together by definite

procedures and structures, that they depend one upon the other, and
that each need the aid and counsel of the other. Each order should also

be kept within its own boundaries so that it cannot injure another, and

should have definite remedies by which it can be protected against

wrongs from another. It should have these remedies so that the ambition

of the ecclesiastical order, the insolence of the nobility, and the license

of the commons may be restrained, and that injuries of one order to

another may be prevented. Whence there arises a certain interdepen-

dent and sober plan for governing the commonwealth--so greatly

praised by philosophers--that is the preserver of public tranquiUity and

the bond of human society....

5123 If to the contrary in a realm or umversal association there are

no ephors (who nevertheless m my judgment are most necessary for

properly constituting a commonwealth, for reasons I have stated at the

beginning of this chapter), then these duties that otherwise have been

entrusted to ephors are arranged for by the consent of the entire people,

proposed or obtained by tribes, by curial or centurial divisions, or

individually, so that no prescription or encroachment contrary to lib-

erty or to the right of the realm (jus regni) 73can be undertaken by the

5124 magistrate. And if there are encroachments for a season, they take

nothing away from the right of the people, but only add to the wrongs

of the king, asJumus Brutus learnedly explains. TMIf the people, circum-

71See Chapter VIII, and Matthew Stephani, Dejurisdictione, II, pt. 1, chap. 4.
7z[Does Althusius mean "have not been reserved to the emperor"?]
73[law of the realm.]

74Defenceof Liberty Against Tyrants,quest. 3.
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vented by fraud, or constrained by fear and force, has sold itself to be

reduced to slavery, it has a proper claim to complete restitution, as

Buchanan correctly asserts. 7s Indeed, if a people is conquered in war,

placed under a yoke, and received into the society of one common-

wealth by the victorious people, then it also uses the same right (jus) 76as

its conqueror. And if by chance the people has consented to wicked

conditions by the constraint of excessive fear, these are to be considered

invalid. 77But if these conditions are harsh and yet not repugnant to the

natural law (jus naturale), they are to be observed. TM

Moreover, by the negligence, perfidy, deceit, fraud, or betrayal

of ephors and optamates, or by their conspiracy or collusion wath a

prince, nothing is taken away from the right of a people, and nothing is

added to the hcense of a tyrant. For it _swicked and absurd to affirm that

ephors are able to transfer to a tyrant what they themselves have never

possessed, and that they can disperse and alienate these rights of the

associated body to the disadvantage of the universal association. They

would thereby set themselves in opposition to the fundamental laws of

the realm--to which the supreme nhagistrate swore allegiance--that

refuse spirit and soul into the commonwealth and that chstinguish and

separate the commonwealth from a band of robbers and evil men. Thus

they would act from the assumption that the right and ownership of the

commonwealth is under the control of the ephors rather than the

people. We have already spoken against and refuted this assumptaon.

7_The Rights of the Crown in Scotland. [See also the Roman law titles "De in
mtegrum restitmaombus--Concerning Complete tLestitutaon," and "Quod
metus causa gestum ent--Where an Act Was Performed Because of Fear."
Digest IV, 1 and 2.]
76[legal order.]

_The author [Theodore Beza} of Concerningthe Right of Rulers, quest. 6. For
examples of wicked condiuons, seeI Samuel 11:2; l Maccabees 1:55 [1:54?].

7sSee the example of the Gibeonites. Joshua 9:25-27.
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The Constituting of the

Supreme Magistrate

C
51 XIX "_ OMUCH VOP. THE EPHORS of the universal association.

k.J Weturnnow to its supreme magistrate. The supreme

magistrate is he who, having been constituted according to the laws

(leges) of the universal association for its welfare and utility, administers

.{2 its rights (jura) and commands compliance with them. Although the

rights of the universal association belong to the body of the universal

association, or to the members of the realm, by reason of ownership and

proprietorship, they also relate to its supreme magistrate to whom they

have been entrusted by the body of the commonwealth by reason of
administration and exercise ....

.f4 The magistrate is called supreme because he exercises not his

own power, but that of another, namely, the supreme power of the
realm of which he is the minister. Or he is so called in relation to

inferior and intermediate magistrates who are appointed by and depend

upon this supreme power, and for whom he prescribes general laws.

Whence he is said to have supereminence over all other superiors)

Moreover, he is called supreme m relation to individuals. But he is not

supreme in relation to his subjects collectively, nor to law, to which he is

himself subject ....

.{5 Three matters are henceforth to be considered; the constitut-

.{6 ing, the administration, and the types of the supreme magistrate. 2 The

constituting of the supreme magistrate is the process by which he

1So Joshua was constatuted supreme prefect by Pharaoh (Genesis 41:43 f.),
Daniel was called supreme among hts colleagues (Daniel 2:48; 5:29), and some
priests were saadto be supreme (Matthew 27:1, 6, 12, 20; Acts 7:1).

2[Chapters XIX-XX, XXI-XXXVIII, and XXXIX respectively.]

120
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assumes the imperium and administration of the realm conferred by the

body of the universal association, and by which the members of the

realm obligate themselves to obey him. Or it is the process by which the

people and the supreme magistrate enter into a covenant concerning
certain laws and conditions that set forth the form and manner of

impermm and subjection, and faithfully extend and accept oaths from
each other to this effect.

There is no doubt that this covenant, or contractual mandate 57

(contractum mandati) entered into with the supreme magistrate, obligates

both of the contracting parties, so much so that it is permitted to neither

magistrate nor subjects to revoke or dishonor it. However, m this

reciprocal contract between the supreme magistrate as the mandatory,

or promiser, and the universal association as the mandator, the obliga-

tion of the magistrate comes first, as is customary m a contractual

mandate. By it he binds himself to the body of the universal assooauon

to administer the realm or commonwealth according to laws prescribed

by God, right reason, and the body of the commonwealth. 3According

to the nature of a mandate, the obhgation of the people, or members of

the realm, follows. By it the people in turn binds itself in obedience and

compliance to the supreme magistrate who administers the common-

wealth according to the prescribed laws.

The supreme magistrate exercises as much authority (jus) as

has been explicitly conceded to him by the associated members or

bodies of the realm. And what has not been given to him must be

considered to have been left under the control of the people or universal
association. Such is the nature of the contractual mandate. The less the 58

power of those who rule, the more secure and stable the imperium

remains. For power is secure that places a control upon force, that rules

willing subjects, and that is circumscribed by laws, so that it does not

become haughty and engage in excesses to the ruin of the subjects, nor

degenerate into tyranny .... Absolute power, or what is called the 59

plemtude of power, cannot be given to the supreme magistrate. For 510

first, he who employs a plenitude of power breaks through the restraints

by which human society has been contained. Secondly, by absolute

power justice is destroyed, and when justice is taken away realms

3"Let him not turn aside from th_s precept" Deuteronomy 17:20. "To be
instituted for the utility of the realm)' II Samuel 23:3.
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become bands of robbers, as Augustine says. 4 Thirdly, such absolute

power regards not the utility and welfare of subjects, but private

pleasure. Power, however, is established for the utility of those who are

ruled, not of those who rule, and the utihty of the people or subjects

does not in the least require unlimited power. Adequate provision has

__II been made for them by laws. Finally, absolute power is wicked and

prohibited. For we cannot do what can only be done injuriously. Thus

even almighty God is said not to be able to do what is evil and contrary

to his nature. 5 The precepts of natural law (jus naturale) are to "hve

honorably, injure no one, and render to each his due. ''6 Law is also an

obhgatlon by which both prince and subjects are bound .... 7

5J4 The forms and limits of this mandate are the Decalogue, the

fundamental laws of the realm, and those conditions prescribed for the

supreme magistrate in his election and to which he swears allegiance
when elected.

J_I5 Wherefore Fernando V_squez and Lambert Daneau rightly

say, and refute those who disagree, that the people is prior in time and

more worthy by nature than its magistrate, and has constituted him. 8
And so no realm or commonwealth has ever been founded or insmuted

except by contract entered into one with the other, by covenants agreed

upon between subjects and their future prince, and by an established

mutual obligation that both should religiously observe. When this

obhgation is dishonored, the power of the prince loses its strength and is

_16 ended. Whence it follows that the people can exist without a magis-

trate, but a magistrate cannot exist without a people, and that the people

.fi7 creates the magistrate rather than the contrary. Therefore, kings are

constituted by the people for the sake of the people, and are its rmmsters

to whom the safety of the commonwealth has been entrusted. The

magistrate or prince is mortal and an individual person; the realm or

f18 community (universitas) is immortal. Upon the death of the king, the
right of the realm returns to the estates and orders of the realm.

4[The City of God, IV, 4.]

SFriedrich Pruckmann, De regalibus,3, 51; Aymon Cravetta, Consiliorum, I,
cons. 241.

6[Digest I, 1, 10, 1.]

7Digest I, 3, 1; Code I, 14, 4.

Slllustrium controversiarum,I, preface, num. 108; I, 1; Politiceschristianae,I, 4. See
Genesis 36, where the chle_ are listed last among the descendants of Esau.
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There are many precepts, examples, and rational evidences of

this constituting a supreme magistrate by such a covenant or contract

between the supreme magistrate and the ephors who represent the

ennre people of the associated bodies .... 9

THIS COVENANTOR CONSTITUTION by which the supreme magistrate is 523

constituted by the ephors with the consent of the associated bodies has

two parts. The first is the committing of the realm and its adrmnistration

to a governor; the second is the promising of obedience and comphance

by the people, s° The committing of the realm is the process by which 524

the ephors, in the name of the people or associated body, confer and

entrust the adrmnistration of the realm to the supreme magxstrate.ll This

is accomphshed by two actions, namely the election of the supreme

magistrate, and his inauguration or initiation ....

The election, which is called &pxa_pecr_a by the Greeks, is the 525

process by which the ephors or magnates of the realm choose and

designate, according to the laws and customs of the commonwealth, the

supreme magistrate of the associated bodies or realm, and--invoking the

name of God--offer and entrust to him, under fixed condiuons and

laws, the care and administration of the realm in accord with the

established order of piety and jusuce .... The estates or ephors of the _27

realm united together exercise this right of electing collectively, not

individually, unless certain ones among them hold this right by the
common consent of all.... In this elecuon conducted in the name of _29

the associated people as the mandator, certain laws and conditions

[Here follows an extended &scusslon of these precepts, examples, and rational
evidences. Although this &scussion adds nothing new to what has already been
said, it nevertheless illustrates Althusms' use of theology, history, and philosophy
respecuvely m support of h_spohucal theorms. Precepts are passages from the
Bible setting forth God's ordination ofrulershxp as arising from the people or as
being for the good of the people. (Deuteronomy 16:18; 17:14--20, R.omans
13:1, 5.) Examples are alluded to from the tustories of Israel, Sparta, Persia,
R.ome, Germany, France, England, Denmark, Sweden, Spare, Portugal, and
Belgmm. Rational evidences are, for the most part, the same arguments for
rutership that Althusius employed in Chapter I, which arguments draw heavily
upon Cicero and Petrus Gregorius.]

_o[Chapters XIX and XX respecuvely.]
_A community (universitas) can elect and constitute its own curators and
administrators. Digest III, 4, 6, 1; I, 2, 13 and 22; Nicolaus Losaeus, De jure
universitatum, I, 3.
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concerning subjection, and the form and manner of the future impe-

rium, are proposed to the prospective magistrate as the mandatory. If he

accepts these laws, and swears to the people to observe them, the election

is considered firm and settled. This agreement entered into between

magistrate and people is known as a mutuaUy binding obligation ....

._30 The conditions and laws of subjection, or the form, manner,

and limits of the entrusted lmperium, are customarily defined in certain

articles that are publicly read and proposed by one of the ephors to the

magistrate to be elected. Then this ephor asks whether the magistrate is

willing to abide by these articles in the administration of the realm, and

solemnly binds his assurances by a written oath ....

_33 But if no laws or condiuons have been expressed in the

election, and the people has subjected itself to such a magistrate without

them, then whatever things are holy, fair, andjust, and are contained in

the Decalogue, are considered to have been expressed, and the people is

considered in the elecuon to have subjected itself to the imperlum of

the magistrate according to them/2 Indeed, there is no instance in

which a people has conferred upon a prince the unrestrained licence to

bring about its own ruin. 13For a people when questioned could have

doubtlessly responded that it had granted no power to accomplish its
own ruin .... 14

_35 If the people or commonwealth has conferred all its right and

impermm upon the supreme magistrate, as it is said in the Digest, Is or

yields to him supreme power free from laws and without any reserva-

tion, exception, or condition, then the general wording is to be closely

interpreted according to the subject matter--to the extent that the

subject matter manifestly pernuts--so that whatever is the nature of

imperium or reign, such is to be the interpretation of this general

wording. The nature of magistracy and imperium is that they regard the

utility of subjects, not the benefit of the one who exercises the impe-

rium, and they administer the commonwealth according to right reason

T2SeeFrancls Hotman, Franco-gallia,6, 25; George Buchanan, The Rights of the
Crown in Scotland; Fernando V_squez, Illustrium controversiarum,I, 1; Junius
Brutus, Defenceof Liberty Against Tyrants,quest. 1-3.
)3Code I, 55, 4.

)4Albenco Gentih unreasonably dissents fi'om this position m De potestate regis
absoluta. I have responded to his arguments m Chapter XXXVIII.
_s1,4. 1.
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and justice. For, as Augustine says, whenjusnce 1s taken away, what are

realms other than large bands of robbers? TMAnd so absolute power and

the jurisdiction of sinning cannot be given to the supreme magistrate.

Therefore, even a concession made with the most general wording is to

be interpreted in support of the welfare and utility of the conceding

people. For the mind of the conceding people was surely that which

restricts and limits the general wording. Indeed, the people in consutut- _q36

ing a prince by no means intended to elect a tyrant to the ruin of itself,

or to lose the capacity to protect itself. For a prince can easily degener-

ate into a tyrant or do what is contrary to nature, so that the power of the

one may then be greater than the power of the whole. So even in a

general mandate or concession, things are not included that anyone

would not have conceded m a special mandate, especially those things

that tend toward the ruin of the conceder, the destruction of human

society, and the violation of divine law.

I add that no one can renounce the right of defense against

violence and injury. And the power ofcorrectang an errant king, which

the ephors have, has not been transferred to the king and cannot be so

transferred. Nor can the supreme right in a commonwealth be trans-

ferred, because it is by nature incommunicable, and remains with the

body of the universal association. Moreover, there is no power for evil _37

or for inflicting injury. There is only power for good and for giving

support, and thus for the utility and welfare of subjects. Therefore, the

power that the people has, not a power that the people does not have, Is

considered to be given by this general wording .... 17

The laws and conditions by which Charles V swore allegiance §39

when elected emperor are recorded by Jean Sleidan) s

16[The City 0f God, IV, 4.]

17See Friednch Pruckmann, De regalibus,3; Fernando Vfisquez, lllustnum con-
troverszarum,I, 2; I, 3; I, 15; I, 26; I, 43; Marius Salomomus, Deprincipatu, V. The
following writers unreasonably dissent: Alberico Gentili, De potestate regzs
absoluta;Jean Bodin, The Commonweale,I, 8; William Barclay, The Kingdom and
the Regal Power, III, 4; IV, 2.

isDe statu religioniset reipubhcae,I, ann. 1519. [This reproduction of material
from Sleidan is retained m this translation to provide an historical illustration of
what Althusius has in wand when he writes about fundamental laws of a realm.
This German illustration should be sufficient for the purpose, however, and it
therefore seems unnecessary to retain the comparable material that follows on
the fundamental laws of France, England, Spain, Sweden, Poland, and Brabant.]
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"1. He (Caesar) shall defend the Christian commonwealth, the

pope, and the Roman church, of which he shall be the protector.

2. He shall administer law O'us) fairly, and seek peace.

3. He shall not only confirm all the laws (leges) of the lmpe-

rium, and especially what they call the Golden Bull, but with the

counsel of the electors he shall also amplify these laws when there is
need to do so.

4. He shall convene a senate chosen from Germans m the

imperium, which will oversee the commonwealth.

5. He shall not m the least rescind or diminish the rights,

privileges, and dignities of princes and orders of the imperium.

6. He shall permit the electors, when there is need, to con-

vene among themselves and to deliberate concerning the common-

wealth; and he shall not place any impediment whatever before them,

nor shall he annoy them.

7. He shall abohsh leagues of the nobility and of the masses, or

societies entered into against princes, and prohibit them by law so that

they may not arise later.

8. He shall make no league or covenant with foreign nations

concerning things pertaining to the imperium, except with the consent
of the seven electors.

9. He shall neither sell nor pledge the propertaes of the

imperium nor impair them in any other manner; and as soon as he can

he shall recover those lands that have been occupied by other nations,

and those goods that have been removed from the imperium, but

without injury to those who by right or privilege depend upon them.

10. If he or any member of his family possesses something not

leginmately acqmred that belongs to the imperium, he shall restore it

when requested to do so by the seven electors.

11. He shall cultivate peace and friendship with neighboring

and other kings; and he shall not undertake any war on behalf of the

affairs of the imperium, either within or beyond the boundaries of the

imperaum, without the consent of all orders, and especially of the seven
electors.

12. He shall bring no foreign soldier into Germany except

with their consent; however, when he or the imperium is assaulted m

war, it is permitted to him to do so, as it would be to any defenders.
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13. He shall summon no assembly of the imperium, nor

demand any tax or tribute, except by the consent of the electors.

14. There shall be no assembly beyond the boundaries of the

imperium.

15. He shall not place foreigners in charge of pubhc affairs,

but Germans selected from the nobility; and all documents shall be

prepared either in Latin or the language of the people.
16. He shall summon no estate to a court of law outside the

boundaries of the imperium.

17. Because many things happen at Rome against the agree-

ments entered into with popes m former times, he shall arrange with

the pope that there be no injury to the imperial privileges and liberty.

18. He shall form a plan with the electors by which the

merchant monopohes so greatly damaging to Germany may be re-

strained, and he shall carry the plan through to its conclusion.

19. He shall impose no duty or tax upon imported goods

unless the electors consent, nor shall he lessen by letters of recommen-
dation the tax of electors who are near the Rhine.

20. If he has reason for action against any order, he shall

proceed by law, and he shall apply no force against those who place

themselves under the judgment of law; [... ]19

21. He shall confer upon no one the goods of the imperium

that have been accidentally vacated, but shall restore them to the public

patrimony.

22. If he acqmres a foreign province with the support of the

orders, he shall add it to the impermm; and if he recovers some public

property by his own strength and virtue, he shall restore it to the
commonwealth.

23. He shall raufy what the electors of the Palatinate and

Saxony have performed m their public capacity during the time of

interregnum.

24. He shall not scheme to make the dignity of the imperium

hereditary and proper to his family, but shall permit the free and

unimpaired power of election to the seven electors, according to the law

19[The unacknowledged--and perhaps inadvertent--omission from this law
and condition as found in Sleidan reads as follows: "and he shall punish no one
without a hearing, but proceed thereto by due process of law (jus)."]
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(lex) of Charles IV and the prescript of pontifical law (jus); and if

anything shall have been done to the contrary, it shall have no effect.

25. As soon as he shall be able, he shall come to Germany for

the inauguration." . . .

549 In the election of the supreme magistrate, the highest concern

must be had for the fundamental law of the realm (lex fundamentalis

regni). For under this law the universal association has been constituted

in the realm. This law serves as the foundation, so to speak, of the realm

and is sustained by the common consent and approval of the members of

the realm. By this law all the members of the realm have been brought

together under one head and united in one body. It is indeed called the

lodestone (columna) of the realm.

This fundamental law is nothing other than certain covenants

(pacta) by which many cities and provinces come together and agree to

establish and defend one and the same commonwealth by common
work, counsel, and aid. When common consent is withdrawn from

these covenants and stipulations, the commonwealth ceases to exist,

unless these laws are rejected and terminated by common consent, and

new ones established, without harm to the commonwealth or _mpair-

ment to its rights of sovereignty. Lambert Daneau sets forth an impor-

tant difference between these fundamental laws and the rights of

sovereignty.2°A commonwealth or realm can be consntuted and con-

tinue to endure, he says, without these fundamental laws. But without

rights of sovereignty no commonwealth can be established or, if already

estabhshed, conserved and passed on to posterity....

57o The election of the supreme magistrate is in accord with either

of two types. One is entirely free, and the other is restricted to persons

of a certain origin from whom the choice is to be made. For rulers are to

be elected either from all persons or from men of a certain kind, namely,

from the nobility or from a certain family.

571 The entirely free elecnon is one that rests upon the free choice

572 of the ephors who do the electing. 2_ In this unrestricted election, it is

_)Polit,ceschristianae,III, 6.

2*You will fred examples of this m Petrus Gregorms, De republica,VII, 15;
Vincent Cabot, Variarurajuris, I, 8 and 10; I Samuel 8; 16; II Samuel 5:3 f.;
Judges 11:10 ft.; I Chronicles 29:22-24. The kings of Poland and Denmark are
so elected, so far as I have been able to gather from l'ustorical writing.
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allowed to change the earlier polity, or to annul it and to establish

another and new one. For the people, or body of the associated

communities, retains for itself the free power to establish and change the

commonwealth. The people is not obligated to anyone concerning the

succession and continuation ofimperium and adrmmstration, but upon

the death of the last supreme magistrate as adrmmstrator of the com-

monwealth, it regains its authority (jus) undiminished, which it can

transfer to any other person whatever according to its own preference. -_-_

However, an atheist, an impious or wicked man, or one who is a 573

stranger to true and orthodox religion should not be elected. Nor

should a man from an ignoble or servile station in life. Nor should a

bastard, for reasons provided by Petrus Gregorms. _ Nor should one

who is given to drunkenness, or inclined to vices and crimes. Nor

should one who is unappreciative toward a good predecessor. But

concerning the elect_on of a woman, see my earlier comments 24as well

as those later in this chapter.

There should be a regard for pleW and virtue m the etecuon to

this indispensable office, however much at other times some men have

been elected because of wealth, as histortcal examples testify, 2s others

because of force and might, others by plots and stratagems, others by

promises made and broken, and still others by lot. Such elections,

however, are not without the consent of the people, and they are nghdy

permitted when neither regard for piety and virtue, nor counsel con-

cerning them, can be exercised.

The restricted election is one that has been limited by the _74

agreement of the people and realm, or umversal association, to persons

of a certain origm. By established law, the right to be elected has been

obtained for these persons, and It cannot later be withdrawn or trans-

ferred to another against their will, without injury and violation of

trust. And so in this election a change in the polity once estabhshed and _Ts

accepted by the people is not perrmtted to the ephors or to the people.

:2Vincent Cabot musters examples of this. Variarurnjuris,1,10. But he ism error
when he says that ffno arrangement has been prescribed, then the king has free
disposition concerning the realm, a statement that he himself contradlcts at
another place. I, 14.

:3De republica,VII, 8.

24[Chapter VII, foomote 6.]

Z_Petrus Gregorlus records them. De republica,VII, 13--19.
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The reason is that the people has obligated itself to certain persons, to

whom it promised to continue the administration of this polity, and

gave its word to them, which it is not later permitted to break• And this

obligation passes over into the fundamental law of the commonwealth.

The right of succession even attaches itself to the descendants of the first

supreme magistrate while still m the loins of their parents, so far as they

are not incapable of ruling because of defect or other disabilities.

Therefore, they ought not to be rejected and excluded from amperium.

• . . This restricted election, which leads political theorists to refer to a

successive realm, is preferred by many to the free election. 26For by this

procedure every occasion is cut offfor facnons and conspiracies, which

the ambition to exercise domination often excites, and many perils are

averted that would ordinarily happen in a time of interregnum. The

occurrence of much confusion and disturbance that accompames an

interregnum is also avoided, and lmperium is continued without inter-

ruption. When, however, the persons become extinct to whom this
election is lirmted, then this restricted election becomes a free one.

The restricted election, by which they call a realm hereditary

or successive, is either of two kinds. It may be limited to a certain nation

and the nobles thereof, or to the heirs of the deceased supreme magis-

._76 trate. In an elecnon restricted to a certain nation, it is permitted to elect

a supreme magistrate only from those having their origin within the

realm. So among the Jews it was not permitted by the fundamental law

of the realm to establish a king unless he came from an Israehte family.

For this reason the female Athahah, a foreign-born queen, was cast

down from the imperium, z7So it is established in a fundamental law of

the German imperium that no one who Is not from the German nation

may be elected emperor and caesar.

._77 An elecnon restricted to the heirs of the deceased magistrate is

in turn limited either to any heirs whatever, even foreign ones, or else to

his family and blood relatives .... An election of the first kind, namely,

one that is limited to testamentary heirs, even foreigners, is servile and

__78 pernicious .... An election of the other kind, namely, one that is

restricted to the family and offspring, is also twofold. It is either limited

26JeanBodm, The Comraonweale,VI, 4; Petrus Gregorms, De republica,VII, 4 f.
and 15; Eberartus a Weyhe andJustus Lipsms [no references provaded].
27II Kangs 11.
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to persons of both masculine and feminine sex, or to mascuhne heirs

only. In the former, living masculine agnates of the deceased exclude

females who are even closer in degree of relationship. But if no such

males are living, females related by blood to the deceased are admitted.

Vincent Cabot disagrees, zs He considers it to be general in all realms in

which females are able to succeed to the supreme magistracy that

women who are descendant from the deceased in a straight line are to be

preferred to men related In a lateral hne, which he confirms by the

opimon of Spaniards. But the previous judgment is approved by Jean

Bodin, 2_and more nearly agrees with Mosaic law. 3° It also has greater

regard for the commonwealth because it keeps the government thereof

in the family of the deceased, and does not transfer this government to

another family. 31Such is the example of the Jewish polity, which ISthe
best of all .... 32

In the election restricted to male heirs of the same family and $80

clan, which excludes females as ineligible, the closest living males of the

same family as that of the deceased are elected to the admlnistranon of

the realm. So according to the fundamental law of the Jewish polity, $81

kings from the family of David were elected continuously until the fall

of Jerusalem under Nebuchadnezzar .... In this election according to 583

hereditary succession carried out in keeping with the fundamental laws

of the realm, the first-born (primogenitus) from a legitimate matrimony

is preferred, and the others are excluded. However, the first-born

should make provision for his brothers that they may be able to maintain

themselves decently....

This first-born is to be elected even if he is deaf, mute, of a 585

different religion, or in any other manner awkward for ruhng .... For

once such a law ofprimogemture has been established, the people has

obligated itself to the supreme magistrate and to his descendants, and

has even elected his descendants who are still in the loins of the parent.

This promise once made cannot be withdrawn without a wolauon of

28Variatumjuris, I, 15.
-'2V[The Commonweale, IV, 1.]
2_)Numbers 27.

3_[Althusius apparently fears that the marriage of a female supreme magistrate,
or of a female m the hne of succession to the supreme magistracy, may introduce
a foreign influence and royal house into the realm.]

32Deuteronomy 17. [See especially verse 15.]
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_87 trust and justice .... Wherefore, if a prince of a different religion is

called to administer the realm, then the orders will undertake to instruct

hma in the true and orthodox religion. If this cannot be done, they will

require him to grant the exercise of pure religaon to the rernainmg

members of the realm, as we see done in the German, Polish, French,

English, and Swiss polities ....

_90 Election by the people is not excluded, however, in these

hereditary realms .... The reason is that the person elected receives the

realm not from his dead father, but from the universal association. This

practice is customarily even more useful and favorable to the magistrate

than it is pleasing to the people and worthy of respect to outsiders. For
because of it obedience can much tess be denied to him. Whence I

consider it best that even m this case the people and members of the

realm shall have reserved to themselves the election, so that they shall be

permitted to choose the one from the many children of the deceased

magistrate, or from his entire family, that they have judged best fitted for
the admimstrataon of the realm ....

.f92 THE INAUGURATION OF THE MAGISTRATE, which is also called a coro-

nation, is the process by which he who has been elected by the

magnates, after he has executed an oath that he will administer the realm

according to the prescribed laws, is publicly confirmed and proclaimed

magistrate m the presence of the people and with the mvocauon of the

name of God. Thus he is inducted and put into possession of the realm,

with the granting and handing over to him of the insignia and custom-

ary symbols by which the administration of the realm is represented.

And, with the favorable and joyful acclamation of the people, he is

_'93 greeted as supreme magistrate. The maugnrauon, therefore, is a renewal

of the preceding election, and a solemn confirmataon for stabilizing the

authority of the magistrate and for making his person known to each

and all. The inauguration, to be sure, does not add anything to the

newly elected supreme magistrate ....

5;98 These supreme magistrates bear and represent the person of

the entire realm, of all subjects thereof, and of God fi'om whom all

power derives. They bear, as it were, the form of divine might, majesty,

glory, imperium, clemency, providence, care, protection, and govern-

ment. For this reason they use in their titles, "We by the grace of God,"

51Ol and other similar formulas .... Such an elected and inaugurated su-
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preme magistrate does not need the approval and confirmauon of the

pope .... 33

THE PROMISEOF OBEDIENCEand compliance that follows the .fl

election and inauguration is the event in which the members

of the realm--or the people through its ephors, and the ephors in its

name--promise their trust, obedience, compliance, and whatever else

may be necessary for the administration of the realm. This promise,

which pertains to things that do not conflict with the law of God and

the right of the realm, is made to the magistrate who recewes the
entrusted administration of the commonwealth, and is about to under-

take his office and to rule the commonwealth piously and justly . . .

The oath that the magistrate first swears to the subjects, and _;5

the subjects then offer to the magistrate, _sproperly called a homage

(homagium) from 61xoaJ, which means "at the same tame" (simuI), and

eta/toy, which means "sacred" (sacrum), so that, as it were, what is

common, or a common oath, should be sacred. Those subjects who

have upheld this oath are called faithful.

Because of this trust, compliance, service, aid, and counsel that .f6

the people promises and furmshes to its supreme magistrate, he is said to

have innumerable eyes and ears, large arms, and swift feet. as if the

whole people lent hxm its eyes, ears, strength, and faculties for the use of

the commonwealth. Whence the magistrate is called might-y, strong,

rich, wise, and aware of many things, and is said to represent the entare

people ....
Such service and aid consist above all in works of occupational _7

skill and in works of allegiance. Works of occupational skill consist m

material services extended and performed for the welfare and utiti W of

the realm and magistrate according to the funcuon, trade, and office

that each is able to perform .... Works of allegiance consist m obedi- _to

ence and reverence. Obedience is the comphance that is shown to the .tit

just commands of the magistrate, and is required even if he should be an

impious or wacked man. For the life of the magistrate does not take

away his office, and whoever disparages the magistrate scorns God ....

However, obedience is not to be extended to impious commands of the .f12

magistrate. For obedience to God is more important than obedience to

33Lupold of Bebenburg, Dejure regnlet impeni, l, 8.
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._13 men .... 34Reverence is that honor, veneration, and adoration that the

subject with fear and trembhng owes to the magistrate because of the

lofty position to which the magistrate is elevated by God, and because of

the many and great benefits that God dispenses to us through the hand

of the magistrate. Whence the deeds of the whole realm are attributed

wisely and happily to the virtue and administrataon of the prince, and

we honor no one in preference to him ....

J_19 If the people does not manifest obedience, and fails to fulfill

the service and obligations promised m the election and inauguration--

in the constituting--of the supreme magistrate, then he is the punisher,

even by arms and war, of this perfidy and violation of trust, indeed, of

.f20 this contumacy, rebellion, and sedition. 3_But if the supreme magistrate

does not keep his pledged word, and fails to admimster the realm

according to his promise, then the realm, or the ephors and the leading

men in its name, is the punisher of this violation and broken trust. It is

then conceded to the people to change and annul the earlier form of its

._2 1 polity and commonwealth, and to constitute a new one. 36 In both cases,

because a proper condition of the agreement and compact is not fulfilled,

the contract is dissolved by right itself. In the first case, the prince will no

longer treat such rebels and perfidious persons as his subjects, and is no

longer required to perform toward them what he has promised. In the

other case, likewise, the people, or members of the realm, _ not

recognize such a perfidious, perjurous, and compact-breaking person as

their mag_trate, but treat him as a private person and a tyrant to whom it

is no longer required to extend obedience and other duties it promised.

The magistrate loses the right to exact themjusdy. And it can and ought

to remove him from office. Thus Bartolus says that a legitimate magistrate

is a living law, and if he is condemned by law he is condemned by his own

voice. 37But a tyrant IS anything but a living law....

34Acts 5.

3_Andreas Gail says that it is permitted to a lord to take and hold the goods of
subjects until the subjects are brought back into the obedience that they owe.
Practicarumobservationum,I, obs. 17.

36How this is to be done is discussed in Chapter XXXVIII below, where I have
explained how, when, and by what persons a supreme magistrate who has
become a tyrant against the original covenant and compact may be resisted.
37De tyrannia.
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Political Prudence
in the Administration
of the Commonwealth

XXI
HE CONSTITUTING OF THE SUPREME MAGISTRATE

has 5I

_]L thus far been discussed. We turn now to his adminis-

tration, which is conducted according to the agreement by which it was

bestowed. In keeping with the agreement, this administration pertains

not to individuals, but to the members of the realm collectively....

The administration of the commonwealth or realm, which is granted by- 52

the people and conducted by the magistrate, is the wise, diligent, and

just care, management, oversight, and defense of the rights of sover-

eignty (jura majestatis), that is, of the affairs and goods of the realm and

its subjects, in accord with their nature and condition. It is directed to

the glory of God and to the welfare of the realm and its subjects ....

The order, rule, and norm of this administration should first 55

be understood, and then its types. 1The order and rule of this adminis- 56

tration consist in political prudence, in which no administration of a

magistrate ought to be lacking .... This political prudence is, accord- 58

ing to the authority ofJustus hpsius, 2 the understanding and choice of

[The order, rule, and norm ofadrmmstering here mean the entire teaching on
pohtical prudence (Chapters XXI-XXVII). Later, polmcal prudence will be
divided into its members (pohucal understanding and polmcal choice) and its
kinds (proper prudence and borrowed prudence). Polmcal understanding m
turn _11 be divided into doctrine and pracuce. Doctrine still again will be
divided into the rule of hying and administering, the nature of the people, and
the nature of rule or imperium. It is important, therefore, that the order, rule.
and norm of administering (or political prudence m general) not be confused
with the rule of hving and adrmnistering (one of the subdivisions of polincal
prudence), which will be discussed very soon.

The types ofadrmnistration refer to the eccleslasncal admlmstratmn (Chapter
XXVIII) and secular admmistrataon (Chapters XXIX-XXXVII).]

2[Potiticommsive civihs doarinae.]
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those things that pubhcly and privately are to be done or to be omitted

in the administration of a commonwealth. Understanding is to be

hkened to the eye, and choice to the hand. I accept the word "pru-

dence" m the broad sense, as does Cicero. 3

Seneca describes this political prudence when he says that it

orders the present, provides for the future, and remembers the past. 4 King

Dawd exerctsed this prudence in his government and administration.

"God chose his servant David . . . who tended the peoples oflsrael with

a sound mind, and graded them with a prudent hand "'s "The people is

without judgment and prudence; would that they were sensitive to the

past, understood the present, and provided for the new or the future. ''6

"Wisdom resides in venerable things, and prudence in what has stood the

test of time. ''7 "The governor will consider the events of past years in his
own and other commonwealths, what was done well and what was done

badly, what in those events was laudable and what was reprehensible; and

m judging individual persons, he will consider how they hved in those

periods of their lives already completed. The affairs of the present gain

prudence from past affairs ''_when memory, discretion, and judgment are

exercised. "Foresight regards future affairs by considering the outcome of

past events.[ . . . ] For when a ship is still safely in port, at should be

equipped with necessary things before it ts sent out to sea. ''9
_9 "Most miserable 1s that commonwealth, therefore, in which

its governor is imprudent or agnorant in the art of governing, in which

he learns for the first time from his own experience those things that

were necessary from the beginning. ''1_ "An uninformed king destroys

has people, and a city shall be mhabited through the intelligence of

3Duties, I, 4. [Cicero relates prudence to wisdom, and understands them both to
seek the essential truth of any given matter.]

4 [The Four Vlrtues.]
SPsalm 78:70, 72.

6Petrus Gregorms, De republica,X, 4, 5. [Gregorius presents this passage as a
statement by Moses in Deuteronomy 32. Atthusius retains the reference to
Deuteronomy 32, but does not mention Moses.]

7Job 12:12. [This Bibhcal reference is also to be found in Gregorius, De
republica,X, 4, 5.]

8Gregorms, De republica,X, 4, 5. [Gregorius then proceeds with brief com-
ments on memory and discretion, but does not mention judgment.]
9Ibid., X, 4, 6. [There are slight variations in wording in this quotation and
others here employed from Gregorius.]

l°[Gregorius, De republica,X, 3, 3.]
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rulers."51 A wise king is called a pillar of the people. _-"For what the eye is

in the body, and the sun in the heavens, so is the magistrate m the

commonwealth. He ought to be attennve to everything, and to keep

many things secret. "Certain rulers are to be found who are not m the

least evil, and who would like to rule well and to benefit their subjects,

but do not know how. Indeed, even when they wish to do so and make

the attempt, they instead inflict injury upon themselves and others as

they pursue their intennon. Thus the proverb is true, that a sword

should not be given to a child. 'u3 Nor should a wild and stubborn horse

be given to one who is not skilled in ruhng him. But no aroma1 is more

capricmus than man, and none reqmres greater art to handle. J4For this

reason God requires men for the admimstratmn of a commonwealth

who excel in the pracnce and experience of things .... _s

There is a twofold chvmon, as I have said, u' in this pohucal 51o

prudence: one into its members, and the other into its kinds._TThe

members of this prudence are two in number: namely, political under-

standing (intellectus) and chmce (deleaus) of things to be done and to be

omitted in the administration of the commonwealth. _sBy polincal under-

standing a magistrate sees, recogmzes, knows, and comprehends the things

that he is to do or to omit by reason of his o_ce .... A complete pohncal _vi1

understanding is composed of doctrine (d0ar/na) and pracnce (usus).1"

They are therefore considered to be the parts of a perfect knowledge. >

Doctrine of things salutary and necessary for administration is 512

supphed by the knowledge that comes through reachng and listening.

!_Ecclesmsncus 10:3.

1-_Wisdom6:26.

_3[Gregorius, De republica,X, 3, 3.]

14]This same comparison of man with an ammal, although not m the same
words, is found in Gregorms, zbzd.,X, 3, 4.]

15Exodus 18:21; Deuteronomy 1:13--15; Numbers 11:16.

16[Actually he has not said this before. But he has spoken earlier m this chapter
of the division m the next sentence, namely, the disnncnon he has borrowed
from Lipsius between polincal understanding and polmcal chmce.]

17[Chapters XXI-XXVI and XXVII respectively.]
_8[Political understanding is discussed in Chapters XXI-XXV and the first part
of XXVI, and political choice m the latter part ofXXVI.]

19[Doctrine is discussed in Chapters XXI-XXV, and pracnce m the first part of
xxvL]
a)Whence practice (experience) begot me, and memory brought me forth; the
Greeks call me sophia, and you sapientia.
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But he is rightly to be praised who is productive and useful to the

commonwealth, not he who merely knows many thmgs. The origin of

intemperance is the wish to know more than enough, as Seneca

declares. As we incline towards intemperance m all things, so in hterary

matters. And in so doing we learn not of life, but of learmng. "The

reading of many things is a weariness of the flesh. ''2j The best way to

learn is to listen to a teacher m person. It is to be sought in the

experience and practice of the learned through conversation with

distinguished men among them; with theologians, jurists, philosophers,

historians, generals, soldiers, and others. A prince can learn more in a

brief time m colloquies around a table with these men--while wander-

ing about and consulnng them--than he would be able to gather in a

513 longer perxod of time in schools .... The means of learning from the

voice of the dead, or from silent instructors, as provided principally by

the reading of histories. For by them it ts possible without peril or

expense to observe others, to look upon their journeys, calarmties,

perils, wars, customs, virtues, vices, governments, life and death, joy

and sadness, fortune and adversity, the beginning, rmddle, and end of

Imperia, as well as the causes, effects, foundations, assessories, conflicts,
514 and relations of all events .... But in this matter Cicero advises that

"two errors are to be avotded. One is that we must not consider the

unknown as known, and thus accept it without adequate investigation.

[ . . . ] The other is that we ought not to devote excessive study and

great paros to obscure and difficult matters that are not necessary. ''22

515 Three things are properly and unavoidably to be learned and

known by the supreme magistrate in the administration of the com-

monwealth. The sinews and bond of imperium and commonwealth

depend upon them. First is the rule of hying and administering; the

second is the nature of the people; and the third is the nature of rule

(regnum). 23We will consider each of these in order. 24

2_Ecclesiastes 12:12.

22Duties, I, 6. [The unacknowledged omission from this quotation reads, "and he
who wishes to avoid this error,as all should, will apply both ume and &hgence to
the weiglung ofevadence." Althuslus also makes other manor changes In wording.]

23[The word regnum, which is conslstendy rendered as "realm" In this transla-
tmn unless otherwise noted, conveys in this instance much more the meamng of
"rule" For regnum is here used lnterchangeably with imperium, and will be
dropped by Althusius in favor ofimperium when he turns to a discussion of the
nature of rule or lmpermm in Chapters XXIV-XXV.]
24[Chapters XXI-XXII, XXIII, and XXIV-XXV respectively.]
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THE RULE OF LIVING, OBEYING, AND ADMINISTERING is the will of God .f16

alone, which is the way ofhfe, and the law of things to be done and to be

omitted. It is necessary that the magistrate rule, appoint, and examine all
the business of his admimstration with this law as a touchstone and

measure, unless he wishes to rule the ship of state as an unreliable vessel

at sea, and to wander about and move at random. Thus the adrmmstra-

tion and government of a commonwealth is nothing other than the

execution of law. Therefore, this law alone prescribes not only the order 5t 7

of administering for the magistrate, but also the rule of hving for all

subjects ....

This rule, which is solely God's will for men mamfested in his _/8

law, xs called law in the general sense that it is a precept for doing those

things that pertain to living a pious, holy, just, and suitable life. That is to

say, it pertains to the duties that are to be performed toward God and

one's neighbor, and to the love of God and one's neighbor .... It is

evident from these things that laws or rights in human society are as

fences, walls, guards, or boundaries of our life, guiding us along the

appointed way for achiewng wisdom, happiness, and peace m human

society. When laws are taken away, human society, winch we call

symbiotic, is changed into a brutal life ....
This law, as we have said, is twofold. It is either common or 519

proper. 25Common law (lex communis) has been naturally implanted by
God in all men. "Whatever can be known about God has been

manifested to men, because God has made it manifest to them. ''26 As to

knowledge (notitia) and inclination (inclinatio), God discloses and

prescribes the reason and means for worshipping him and loving one's

neighbor, and urges us to them. "For there was reason derived from the

nature of the umverse," Cicero says, "urging men to do right and

recalling them from wrong-doing, and this reason did not first become

law at the time it was written down, but at its origin. ''27 It is commonly

called the moral law (lex moralis).

By the knowledge imprinted within us by God, winch is _20

called conscience, man knows and understands taw (jus) 2_ and the

2s[There is another treatment of common law and proper law m Althusms'
Dicaeologica,I, 13 and 14.]
26Romans 1:19.

27Laws, II, 4.

2s[In this discussion of common and proper law Althusms usually employs jus
mterchangeably with lex. Consequently, both Latin words _ be translated as
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means to be employed or avoided for maintaining obedience to law. By

this innate inclination, or secret impulse of nature, man is urged to

perform what he understands to be just, and to avoid what he knows to

be wicked. "When gentiles who do not have the law do by nature what

the law requires, they are a law unto themselves, even though not

having the law, because they show forth service to a law written on their

hearts. Their conscience bears witness to it, and their thoughts alter-

nately accuse and even excuse them. ''29 Other wimesses of scripture also

make clear that conscience duly excuses a man when he acts uprighdy,
and disturbs and accuses him when he deserves condemnation for

acting wickedly....3o In this common law (jus commune) is set forth for

all men nothing other than the general theory and practice of love, both

for God and for one's neighbor. 31

521 There are different degrees of this knowledge and inclination.

For law is not inscribed equally on the hearts of all. The knowledge of it

is communicated more abundantly to some and more sparingly to

others, according to the will and judgment of God. Whence it is that

the knowledge of this law may be greater m some than in others. Nor

does God urge and excite all persons to obedience of this law in the

same manner and to an equal degree. Some men exert themselves more

strongly, others less so, in their desire for it. 32

.f22 Christ set forth two headings of this common law. 33The first

heading pertains to the performance of our duty immediately to God,

.f23 and the second to what is owed to our neighbor. In the former are the

mandates and precepts that guide the pious and religious life of ac-

knowledging and worshipping God. These are in the first table of the

Decalogue, where they instruct and inform man about God and the

_q24 public and private worship of him .... In the latter table are those

"law" except where noted. The reader should also observe that Althusms here
employs common law (/'uscommune)in a different sense from that of Chapter IV
where it refers to the fundamental law ofa parlacular association.]
_tkomans 2:14 f.

3°I Corinthians 1:12; 4:4; 5:1 f.; 11:14; Acts 23:1; Psalm 26:1-3; I Timothy
1:19; Proverbs 28:1; Romans 2:15; 9; Ecclesiastes 7:22.

31See Benedict Aretius, Problemata theologica,"De cogmtaone Dei naturali;'
loc. 1.

32See1komam 7:15--13; Psalm 10:4; 36:2; Romans 1:24, 28; I Timothy 4:2;
Jeremiah 31.
33Matthew 22:34-40.
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mandates and precepts that concern the just, and more civil and

political, life. Man is reformed by them that he may render and

communicate things, services, counsel, and right O'us) to his symbiotic

neighbor, and may discharge toward him everything that ought to be

rendered for alleviating his need and for living comfortably. Properly

speaking, however, they are not called mandates and precepts, as the

previous ones are, but rather judgments, statutes, and witnesses. They
are contained in the second table of the Decalogue.

Affirmative precepts of the Decalogue are about duties to be

performed that are owed to God and one's neighbor. Negative precepts

are about prohibited things that are to be omitted or avoided.

The first precept of the first table is about truly cherishing and ._25

choosing God through the knowledge of him handed down in his

word, and through unity with him accompanied by a disposition of

trust, love, and fear. Forbidden by this precept are ignorance of God and

of the divane will, atheism, errors concerning God, and enmity or

contempt towards God.

The second precept is about maintaining in spirit and in truth

a genuine worship of God through prayers and the use of the means of

grace. In this precept a false or feigned worship of God is forbidden,

whether through images, idolatry, hypocrisy, human traditions, magic,

or anything else.

The third precept is about rendering glory to God in all things

through the proper use of the names of God, oaths of allegiance to him,

respect for what has been created by the Word of God, and intercessory

prayers. Negatively this precept is about not taking away from the glory

of God by perjury, blasphemy, cursing, abuse of the creation, supersti-

tion, a dissolute life, and so forth.

The fourth precept is about sanctifying the sabbath m holy

services through hearing, reading, and meditating upon the Word of

God, and through use of the sacraments. Negatively, it is about not

violating the sabbath through occupational employment, marketing,

physical labors, games, jokes, frohcs, feasts, or the mere form of piety.

Whatever is in conflict with these precepts of the first table is .f26

called impious. And for that reason these precepts are always, absolutely,

and without distinction binding upon all, to such a degree that the

second table of the Decalogue ought to yield precedence to the first

table as to a superior law. Therefore, ifa precept of God and a mandate
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of the magistrate should come together in the same affair and be

contrary to each other, then God is to be obeyed rather than the

magistrate. And in like manner private utility ought to give way to

public utility and the common welfare. Whence it is that these precepts
of the first table can never be set aside or relaxed, and not even God

himself is able to reject them.

_27 The precepts of the second table are those that contain

duties to be performed toward our neighbor. These are either proper

or common. Proper duues are comprehended by the fifth precept,

which is about those things that inferiors are expected to perform

towards superiors, and vice versa. The dignity, honor, authority, and

eminence of superiors are to be upheld through respect, obedience,

compliance, subjection, and necessary aid. These are owed to more

distinguished persons because of the gifts, talents, or services they

bring to public or private office in the commonwealth, or because of

their origins. And when a man fulfills these duties, he is at the same

time upholding reason and order in the social life. Negatively, this

precept is about not despising, scorning, or depreciating our neigh-

bor by word or deed. It is also about not destroying order among the

various stations m human society, and not introducing confusion
into them.

Common duties, which are to be performed toward every-

one, are treated in the remaining precepts. Of these the s_xth reqmres

the defense, protection, and conservation of one's own life and that of

the neighbor. The conservation of one's own life comes first, and

consists in defense, conservation, and propagation of oneself.... 34

Conservation of the neighbor's life is his protection through friend-

ship and other duties of charity, such as provision for food, clothes,

and anything else he needs for sustentation. Negatively, this precept

prohibits enmity, injury to the human body, assault, mutilation,

blows, murder, terror, privation of natural liberty, 35and any other
inhuman treatment.

The seventh precept concerns the conservation of the chastity

of one's own mind and body, and that of one's neighbor, through

34[Bypropagation ofoneselfAlthusms means "the leginmate union of man and
wife, and the honorable procreation and education of children."]

351have spoken more extensively about this in my Dicaeologicaelibri tres [I, 25].
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sobriety, good manners, modesty, discretion, and any other appropriate

means. Negatively, it pertains to the avoidance in word or deed of
fornication, debauchery, lewdness, and wantonness.

The eighth precept concerns the defense and conservation of

one's own goods and those of one's neighbor, and their proper employ-
ment in commerce, contracts, and one's vocation. Negatively, it forbids

the disturbance, embezzlement, injury, seizure, or impairment of an-

other's goods, or the misuse of one's own. It condemns deceit m
commerce and trade, theft, falsehood, inlury, any injustice that can be

perpetrated by omitting or including something in contracts, and an
idle and disordered life.

The ninth precept concerns the defense and conservation of

the good name and reputation of oneself and one's neighbor through

honest testimony, just report, and good deeds. Negatively, it prohibits

hostility, perverse suggestions, insults of any kind, defamations, and
slander, either by spoken or written words or by an act or gesture.

The tenth precept concerns concupiscence, and exerts influ-

ence on each of the other precepts of the second table. "We are taught

[ . . . ] by the authority and bidding of laws to control our passions, to
bridle our every lust, to defend what is ours, and to keep our minds,

eyes, and hands from whatever belongs to another. ''3_

Not only the fifth precept of the second table, but also the

sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, and tenth precepts concern the pohtical

society and the magistracy of the commonwealth, both as to persons

and as to the goods of the subjects. Whatever is in conflict with these 528

precepts of the second table is called unjust. What is commanded or

prohibited by them ought to be done or omitted by each person in
keeping with his pubhc or private vocation and out of love for has

neighbor. God sometimes relaxes the fifth, sixth, and eighth precepts,

and out of his great wisdom sets aside the things that ought to be done

according to them. Thus he ordered Abraham to kill and sacrifice his

son contrary to the sixth precept of the Decalogue. And Ehud, by
special command of God, killed Eglon, and Jehu killed Joram. Thus he

permitted to the Jewish people polygamy, divorce, marriage with the

surviving widow of a deceased brother, and many other things that had

36Cicero, TheOrator,I,43. ["not by unenchngdebatesfullof controversies,but"
is the unacknowledgedormssion.]
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been specifically prohibited in the second table. But has power of

dispensation has not been given to men ....

3f29 The Decalogue has been prescribed for all people to the extent

that it agrees with and explains the common law of nature for all peoples.

It has also been renewed and confirmed by Christ our king. Jerome

Zanchius says that this is the common judgment of theologians .... 37

_30 Proper law (lex propria) is the law that is drawn up and

established by the magistrate on the basis of common law (lex communis)

and according to the nature, utility, condition, and other special cir-

cumstances of his country. It indicates the peculiar way, means, and

manner by which this natural equity among men can be upheld,

observed, and cultivated in any given commonwealth. Therefore,

proper law (jus pmoprium) is nothing other than the practice of this

common natural law (jus naturale) as adapted to a partacular polity. It

indicates how individual citizens of a given commonwealth are able to

seek and attain this natural equity. Whence it is called the servant and

handmaiden of common law (jus commune), and a teacher leading us to
the observance of common law.

531 Proper law is established for two principal reasons, as Zanchius

says. 3sThe first reason is that not all men have sufficient natural capacity

that they are able to draw from these general principles of common law

the particular conclusions and laws suitable to the nature and condition

of an actiwty and its circumstances. The second reason is that natural

law is not so completely written on the hearts of men that it is

sufficiently efficacious in restraining men from evil and impelling them

to good. This is because it merely teaches, inclines, and accuses men. It

is therefore necessary that there be a proper law by which men who are

led neither by the love of virtue nor by the hatred of vice may be

restrained by the fear of punishment that this law assigns to transgres-

sions of common law. In this sense, it is said that "law is set forth not for

the just, but the unjust. ''39

._32 There are two parts of this law. The first is its agreement with

common law, and the second is its difference, as Francis Junius ob-

37Deredemptione,I, 10, 1 [actually thesis 1 of the second secuon ("De legibus
humanis") of Chapter 10].

3s[De redemptione,I, 11, 1.]

39I Timothy 1:9.
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serves *° and the jurists teach? _ For if this law were to teach nothing
other than what common law does, it would not constitute a new

specie. If it set forth something entarely contrary to common law, it
would be evil in that it would make mutable an otherwise immutable

common law. It _s truly necessary, therefore, that it not enurely depart

from common law, that it not be generally contrary to _t, and that it not

completely combine with it and thus be identacal with it.

Its agreement (convenientia) with common law is in those

matters common to each law, namely, in the starting pomt from which

analogical deductions are made, in the subject under consideration, and

in the purpose. The starting point is the right and certain reason upon

which both laws rely, and by which each decides what is just and

declares it. The subject under consideration is the joint business and

action to which both laws relate themselves and give directions. The

purpose of each isjustice and piety, or sanctity, and the same equity and

common good in human society.

Its difference (discrepantia) from common law arises from the

fact that, in accommodation to particular and special circumstances, it

departs somewhat from common law, adding or subtracting something

from it. Proper law differs for two reasons, each of which provides a

necesslty for adding or subtracting sometbmg from common law. And

so mutability, or the possibility and necessity of just changes, is intro-

duced. One reason is that, because of a better understanding by the

legislator of order and utility, a law that for a long time was looked upon

as lUStis changed. The other Is the nature and condition of an activity so

far as persons, things, circumstances, place, or ume are concerned.

Since the nature and condition of these circumstances may be diverse,

inconstant, and changeable, it is not possible for proper law to acknowl-

edge one and the same disposition of common law for everything and in

everything, as Junius and Zanchius, together with the jurists, say.

Therefore, this law is rightly said to be mutable or subject to 533

change with respect to circumstances and its consequent difference

from common law. But it is altogether immutable with respect to its

agreement with common law. So the jurists assert, together with Junius,

Zanchms, Martyr, and Bucer. Thus common or moral law concludes

_'De politicaeMosts observatione.

41In commentaries on the D_gest I, 1, 6.
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from its principles that evildoers ought to be punished, but proposes

nothing concerning the punishment. Proper law determines specific-

ally that adulterers, murderers, and the like are to be punished by death,

unless the pumshment should be rmtigated because of further circum-
stances. Various punishments, for example, exist in the Mosaic law for

these crimes. Common law requires that God be worshipped. Proper

law determines that this is to be done each seventh day. Therefore,

common law commands in general. Proper law makes these commands

specific, and accommodates them to the expermnce and utility of the
commonwealth and the circumstances of each activity. For this reason,

the moral precepts of the Decalogue, having no certain, special, and
fixed punishment attached to them, are general. The forensic and

polincal law then makes specific determinations, which it relates to the

circumstances of any act.

._34 This proper law is one thing among the Jews, another among

the Romans, another among the Germans today, and still another
among other peoples. However, almost all European polities use the

Roman Law (jus Romanum), which is described in the Digest, Code,
Novels, and Institutes.

_3s Jewish proper law is twofold. It is in part ceremonial, and in

part forensic or judicial. The ceremonial law, because of its emphasis,

was directed to the observance and support of the first table of the
Decalogue through certain political and ecclesiastical actions and

_37 things; or it was devoted to piety and divine worship .... The forensic

law was the means by which the Jews were informed and instructed to

observe and obey both tables, or the common law, for the cultivation of

human society among them in their polity, according to the circum-

540 stances of things, persons, place, and time.... It should be observed
that often one and the same law of the Jews could be said in varying

respects to be moral (or common), ceremonial, and forensic, and to this

extent mixed. What is moral in such a law is perpetual; what is judicial

can be changed by the change of circumstances; and what is ceremonial

is considered to have passed away....

§41 At this point we encounter the controversy over what we
maintain to be the political doctrine of the Decalogue. In the judgment

of others the Decalogue should instead be considered theological. 42

4:[Foranother chscussionby Althusiusofthe respectiveusesofthe Decaloguem
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Some persons consider that we thus sin against the law of homogeneity.

Whence there is a deep silence among them about the role of the

Decalogue in politics. But this is wrong in myjudgrnent. For the subject

matter of the Decalogue is indeed political insofar as it directs symbiotic

life and prescribes what ought to be done therein. For the Decalogue

teaches the pious and just life; piety toward God and justice toward

symbiotes. If symbiosis is deprived of these quahues, it should not be

called so much a pohtical and human society as a beastly congregation of

vice-ridden men. Therefore, each and every precept of the Decalogue

is political and symbiotic. The contemplative and practical life in every

respect is embraced and completed in them, although the first and last

precepts have the sole purpose of building up the souls of men and are

merely speculative. If you would deprive political and symbiotic life of

this rule and this light to our feet, as it is called, 43you would destroy its

vital spirit. Furthermore, you would take away the bond of human

society and, as it were, the rudder and helm of this ship. It would then

altogether perish, or be transformed into a stupid, beastly, and inhuman

life. Therefore, the subject matter of the Decalogue is indeed natural,

essential, and proper to politacs.
If the external and civil life of words, deeds and works is

accompanied by true faith--together with holiness of thought and

desire, and with a right purpose, namely, the glory of God--then it

becomes theological. So therefore, when the works of the Decalogue

are performed by the Christian to the glory of God because of true

faith, they are pleasing to God. But if, to the contrary, they are

performed by an infidel or heathen, to whom the Apostle Paul indeed

ascribes a natural knowledge of and inclination towards the Deca-

logue, 44these works are not able to please God. But in political life even

an infidel may be called just, innocent, and upright because of them.

Jurists and moralists also handle the concerns of both tables of the

Decalogue, but in a manner fitting and proper to each art and profession, so

that neither is confused with the purely theological or political. As the

general doctrine of the Decalogue is therefore essential, homogeneous,

politics and theology, seethe preface to the third edition. Actually, the discussion
of the Decalogue here is somewhat out of place and should have come earher.
For the Decalogue is not proper law, Jewish or otherwise, but common law.]
43psalm 119:105.

"Romam 1; 2.
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and necessary in politics, so the specml and particular doctrine of the

Decalogue accommodated to mdividual and separate disciplines is proper

to jurisprudence. And theology rightly claims for itself the pious and

salutary doctrine of the Decalogue, which ought to be a teacher leading to

Christ, so far as the Decalogue pertains to life eternal ....

§3 XXlI FROM THESE THINGS 45 it follows that the magistrate is obli-

gated in the administration of the commonwealth to the

proper law of Moses so far as moral equity or common law are expressed

therein. This is to say, he is required to conform to everything therein

that is in harmony with common law. But he is by no means required to

conform m those things in which the proper law of Moses, in order to

be accommodated to the polity of the Jews, differs from common law.

_'4 For if the magistrate should establish as absolutely necessary

these proper Jewish laws, which by their nature are either changeable or

obsolete, he would destroy Christian liberty, which has been given for

edification to him and to others, and would entangle hmaselfand others

in the yoke of slavery. Thereby he would make a necessity of something

free, and impede consciences by a grievous and dangerous snare. He

would obtrude mortal laws, which were promulgated in former times

only for the Jewish people and are by their nature subject to change for a

variety of reasons, as if they were immortal. And unless proper laws are

changed with the changing circumstances because of which they

broadly exist, they become wicked and attain neither to the eqmty of

the second table of the Decalogue nor the piety of the first. Thus they

cease to contain the common foundation of right reason. Accordingly,

the magistrate who makes the proper law of Moses compulsory in his

commonwealth sins grievously. For those particular circumstances and

considerations because of which the Jewish proper law was promulgated

should bear no weight in his commonwealth ....

51 XXIII THus FAlLWE HAVESPOKENabout the law, rule, and norm of

living and administering. We turn now to the nature and

attitude of the people and the associated body, the knowledge of which

45[Althusius returns here (Chapter XXII) to the matters he was discussing prior
to his rinsing of the controversy over the theological and political uses of the
Decalogue.]
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is indeed necessary to the magistrate in the highest administration of the

realm. Here I mean by the people the common multitude and crowd,

and by the associated body the members of the realm united in one

body.

The character, customs, nature, attitude, and wewpomt of the

people are to be sought and learned from the nature and location of a

region, and from the age, condition, circumstances, and education of

the people therein. 46 One learns about the nature of men from the 52

location of the region. He does this by considering whether the regaon
is situated in the east, north, west, south, or wherever in relauon to the

rising and setung of the sun, and whether it is flat, mountainous, windy,

or calm. Oriental peoples are by nature more humane and polite than _3

others. Peoples located midway between north and south, because they 54

enjoy a mean between coldness and hotness, are gifted in strength both

of mind and body. And for that reason they are to be ruled with

moderate freedom. Such are Romans, Greeks, Poles, Hungarians,

Frenchmen, and others. Northern peoples are by nature spirited, cou- 55

rageous, and sincere, but not astute or diligent. They are truly straight-

forward, guileless, corpulent, sluggish, faithful and constant, cheerful,

addicted to drink, and uncultivated. The Transylvanians, certain Poles,

the Danes, Swedes, and others are considered to be of this sort. They are

to be held more loosely by the reins of government, for they dehght in

greater liberty and indulgence. Southern peoples, to the contrary, are 56

clever, ingenious, unreliable, inconstant, addicted to love-making, and

melancholy. Such are the Saracens and other Arabs, the Egypuans,

Ethiopians, Persians, Gedroslans, Indians, and many others.

Those who live in open and windy regions are turbulent, 57

restless, and unsteady. Those liwng in calm places, to the contrary, are

peaceful and steady. Mountainous peoples are hardy, robust, and austere. 58

They are more cheerful, and seek enjoyment m liberty and licence.

Inhabitants ofvaUeys, on the other hand, are faint of heart, gentle, and 59

effeminate. Those who live in barren places are skillful, industrious, 5_0

46SeeJean Bodin, The Commonweale, V, 1;and Methodfor the Easy Comprehension
of History, 5; Justus Lipsius, Politicorurasive dvilis doctrinae,IV, 5; Hippolytus a
Colhbus, Pn'nceps,8; Theodore Zwmger, Theatrum vitae humanae,vol. XXI, hb.
1; Alexander ab Alexandro, Genialium dierum, IV, 13; Petrus Gregorms, De
republica,IV, 4; X, 3 and 6; Giovanni Botero, PracticalPolitics, II, 3 f.; Sclplo
Ammirato, Dissertationes,IV, disc. 7.
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diligent, and strict, and they consider that the stubborn and cruel life of

511 man should be held together by close bonds. The inhabitants of fertile

regions, to the contrary, are leisurely and addicted to pleasure. Those

who live in seaports or river towns, because of contacts and conversa-

tion with a wide variety of men are astute, addicted to money, and full of

cunning ....

514 Then, as the customs of regions often express diverse interests

and discernments, so persons born in these regions hold diverse patterns

in their customs. Accordingly, they are unable to come together at the

same time without some antipathy toward each other, which when

once aroused tends to stir up seditaon, subversion, and damage to the life
of the commonwealth ....

_15 The magistrate should know the nature and attitude of his

own people, of neighboring peoples, and of people in general. The

nature, condition, and attitude of his own people, or the people subject

to him, ought to be perceived, explored, and learned by him in order

that he may know in what things and by what means he may lead,

motivate, offend, and rule his people, and what sort of laws and manner

516 of governing are consequently most appropriate .... It is necessary

that he know the nature, character, and propensities of neighboring

peoples because treaties, commercial arrangements, wars, and other

transactions often develop with them, or because he has need of their

517 services in social life .... Bad neighbors are inflicted by God upon

some realm or other in order to reprimand and correct its vices, or to

519 constrain it w_thin its duties .... It is important that the magistrate

understand the nature, character, tendencies, and propensity of people

in general, especially what are the common attitudes exercised by

subjects everywhere toward the superior who rules them. He will be

able to learn this by no better means than by being a subject for a while

in a foreign realm. For from this experience he can reflect upon what he

liked or disliked under another prince, and how you as the one who

520 obeys would like or dislike a ruler to act toward you .... Then it is

advisable that the magistrate accommodate himself for a time to the

customs and character of the people that he may learn what things are

fitting and appropriate to them, and may propose suitable laws. In this

way he will rule for a longer time and with less effort .... 47

4T[Here follows an extended discussion first of thirteen characteristics of people
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xxrv SUCH IS THE NATURE and temperament of the people toward 51

its magistrate. We turn now to the attitude of the universal

association or the associated body toward the magistrate arising from the

nature ofimperinm, and from the exercise and administration of it ....

This attitude is twofold. One aspect of it is intrinsic, natural, and

constant; and the other is acquired, extrinsic, and changeable. By reason

of the natural and constant attitude, imperium is exposed to misfortune,

hostility, and modification. I say that it is naturally subject to misfortune 52

because it wavers and is unstable when unexpected events occur, and

because it quickly falls prostrate and totally collapses when any part of it

is taken away ....

Imperium is said to be exposed to hostility because it is by its 53

nature hateful to subjects for two reasons. These are the habits of the

rulers and the temperaments of the subjects, that is, the faults of both

rulers and subjects. It is rendered hateful by the habits of rulers because 54

power and imperium, when accompanied by the rulers' lack of self-

restraint, make them more readily and decidedly reclined to sin. For this

reason rulers tend to be unbridled, obstinate, and prideful persons who

consider it no less shameful to be bent than to be broken, as Seneca

says. 4s They are often extravagant and immoderate men, injurers of

others, and tyrants who overthrow law (jus) under the guise of uphold-

ing law. They love informers, defend mischief-makers, and drive honest

men away. Because they live in fear, they case to converse with others,

and are suspmious of everyone. They become greedy, harsh, rigid,

thoughtless, and negligent in their duties .... 49Imperium is exposed to 56

hostility also by the habits and temperament--or the faults--of sub-

jects. This is because imperium finds it naturally difficult to provide for

the people, which is a many-headed monster that cannot be sausfied

even with a good magistrate ....

in general, then of eighteen characteristics of courners, and finally of the
chsunction between friends and flatterers. Th_s presentation refers to a number
of works, but especially to the following: Sciplo Arnmlrato, Dissertationes;
Gregory Rachter, Axiornata politica;Petrus Gregorlus, De republica;Francesco
Patrizi, De regno.]

48Benefits, VI, 3.

,9 [Althusius observes that there are three stages in the fortunes of such magis-
t-rates. The first is one of security arising from successful ventures. The second ts
one of pride arising from security, in whmh they admare themselves and trust in
their own powers. And in the third they sink into ruin and destruction.]
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58 Imperium is subject to modification in respect either of its

quality or quantity. The reason of quality is that when an imperium is

very new, established by vote, force, or law, the harmony among its

members suffers from mutual dissensions, enmities, and decepuons.

The royal scepter must be accommodated to these conditions, and the

reins of imperium thereby relaxed or tightened, as Lipsius says.... so

514 Imperium is subject to modification by reason of quanuty when it is

very small and is allied with no others, or when it has dispersed its

resources. Its proper potential ought to be known to the magistrate;

how much ordinary and extraordinary revenue can be raised, how,

when, and from whom; how many troops he has available, and how

long he can maintain them; and what allies may be obtained. On the

other hand, the more extensive the imperium, the more persons must
be admitted to the direction of the commonwealth. Thus the need

becomes greater for prudence, order, and public and private justice in

ruling the commonwealth that it not fall increasingly into ruin ....

51s The acquired and extrinsic attitude toward imperium is one

._17 either of benevolence or reverence .... $t This benevolence, as defined

by Lipsius, s2 is the manifest love and respect of subjects for their

magistrate and his position .... The magistrate obtains this benevo-

lence from subjects by his own gentleness, kindness, indulgence, and
._18 desire to serve the commonwealth well. Gentleness consists in courte-

ous and humane words and deeds by which he calls forth the duties of

subjects with affability and encouragement, but without impairing the

dignity of the magnstrate. Tempering severity with leniency, he exercises

a just, restrained, and quiet imperium over his subjects, who are able to

endure neither complete servitude nor complete liberty, and are to be

won over to the magistrate not as slaves but as subjects. Thereby a

moderate subjection and a moderate liberty may prevail, and hence

peace and security, s3 The advantages of this gentleness are great. For a

clement prince enjoys more obedient subjects, as we have said. Clem-

ency also confirms his position and influence, and strengthens impe-

S°Politicomm sive civilisdoctrinae,IV, 6.

s_See Giovanni Botero, PracticalPolitics,I, 8-11.

s2Politicorumsirecivilisdoarinae, IV, 8.

S3For examples of this humane amtude, see Artaxerxes (Nehemiah 2:4-9),
David, who called his subjects brothers (I Chronicles 28:2), Augustus, Anthony
Pius, and others.
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rium. Indeed, he rules without difficulty those whose will to obey has

been freely obtained. There is nothing that more impels men to obey

than the confirmed equity of an imperium; and there is nothing that

makes the magistrate more beloved and pleasing to others than clem-

ency. For numerous punishments are no less scandalous to a prince than 519

many funerals are to a doctor....

Kindness is hberality exercised with judgment. "Nothing" as 526

Cicero says, "is more appropriate to human nature than kindness, ''s4

which generates friendship and affection .... Kindness is not exercised 527

with judgment when it is extended without distinction toward those who

are undeserving and unworthy. Rather it should be extended to associates

in war, partners in time of trouble, those who serve the commonwealth

extensively and well, or those who are capable of doing so ....

Indulgence is the means by which the magistrate, without _31

corrupting morals, makes provision for the alleviation and pleasure of

his subjects. He makes provision for their alleviation m the necessities of

life so that the multitude is not oppressed by the price of food, and is not

in distress because of the want of other things that are indispensable. "A

good prince should attend to his subjects and citizens as if they were his

own children "'s5 He makes provision for thexr pleasure by games and

other honorable pubhc diversions and amusements that, without de-

bauchery or excess, subdue and allay the harsh passions of subjects, and

distract them from harmful meddling with imperium ....
The desire to serve the commonwealth well is the characteris- _32

tic by which the magistrate undertakes his imperium and admimstration

for the common utility of the realm and the advantage of its citizens. He

conducts his administration on behalf of the associated body, and

renders to each his due, with rewards for the good and punishments for

the wicked .... The magistrate gives evidence of this desu'e to serve

well by a twofold course of action. He gives evidence of it, first, when 533

he shows by his deeds that he is not the proprietor of the goods and

rights of the realm and its subjects, but their faithful steward and

defender constituted by the general mandate of the associated body,

and that as he became magistrate by the grace of the universal associa-

tion so he continues to be dependent upon it. He gives evidence of this 534

_[Duties, I, 14.]

ssPhny [Phny the Younger, Panegyricon Trajan].
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desire, secondly, when he shows that his government and administration

are directed to the glory of God and the welfare and benefit of subjects

and citizens. By these two actions, a good, pious, and faithful magistrate

is known. He is loved by his subjects because he first loves them ....

kI XXV THIS COMPLETESthe discussion of benevolence, the first aspect

of the acquired and extrinsic attitude toward imperium. We

turn now to the second aspect of an acquired authority, which is

reverence. A reverent attitude toward the magistrate derives from impe-

rium and a favorable opinion about the magistrate's exercise of authority.

Giovanni Botero, however, distingmshes between reverence and author-

ity. s6 Respect for authority, Llpsius says, is a reverent opinion of the

supreme magistrate and his position that has been received and impressed

on the minds of subjects and aliens by the magastrate's administration of

__3 the realn-i.... 57This respect for authority is composed of the admira-

tion and fear that arise from the ruler's form ofimperium, his greatness,

and his moral qualities. The form of imperium ought to be austere,

constant, and well managed if respect for authority is to be obtained ....

3115 The greatness of the ruling magistrate, who doubtless has sufficient

resources available for conserving what he has and securing others, should

be a means for obtaining firm respect for authority that is both straight-

J[16 forward and befitting a king. ss This greatness is conferred by wealth,

3[24 arms, counsel, treaties, and the success of his ventures .... Through his

life and moral qualities, too, the magistrate may acquire respect for his

authority, as Lipsius says. s9This may be accomplished through inward and

56[Botero's point, which is not explamed by Althusius, is that reverence (reveren-
tia) resades m the people, but the means of producing reverence, namely
authority (auctoritas),resides in the magistrate. Henceforth Althusms will follow
Botero and speak not of reverence but of authority, by which he will mean,
however, not what Botero means by auctoritas,but something much closer to
reverentia,namely, respect for authority. Therefore, in this chapter the word has
been translated as "respect for authority," except where Botero's or some other
specml use would seem to be intended.

Botero's point _smade in one of the supplements of PracticalPolitics,that is, in
Book I of"The Authority of the Prince?" George A. Moore, Botero's translator,
entitles this supplement "The Reputation of the Prince."]
s7[Politicorumsite civilisdoctrinae,VI, 8.]

5SNebuchadnezzar excelled in this greatness. Darnel 5:19 f.
sgPoliticorumsite dvilis doctrinae,IV, 9.
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outward strengths, especially those that are contrary to the weaknesses

toward which rulers are most easily impelled because of their ruling

power: hcence, flatterers, and other irritations. The inward strengths 525

consist of piety, foresight, courage, fidelity, modesty, temperance, self-

restraint, and self-confidence .... v_

XXVI SO MUCH FOR DOCTRINE and knowledge of those things 51

that are necessary to the magistrate in the administration of

the commonwealth. We have called this doctrine the first part of

political understanding. We turn now to the other part, namely, to

its practice. This is the experience of things known through one's

own attempts and examples. "My mind has discovered and digested

many things.. ''61 . . .

Practice and experience can teach the magistrate about things _3

to be done and to be ormtted by which the position of the common-

wealth and its security are conserved. 62He learns that he should not

confide too much in a friend or relatives; that he should attempt to meet

every evil and problem at the beginning so that evil does not have time

to increase and gather strength; that m the greatest extremities and perils

he should withdraw for a season, for with time everything changes; that,

on the other hand, he should not directly oppose the strength of the

multitude, but accommodate his saris to the wind as a skillful sailor does,

and permit for a tame what he cannot prevent; that he should not

neglect small disorders that are likely in tame to become greater; that he

should not handle at the same time many grave and arduous enterprises

that cannot be expedited at the same time; that he should undertake no

new enterprises in the first year of his magistracy and lmperlum,

especially unexpected ones; that he should not commit himself to

chance and misfortune, but prepare himself for each particular time and

60[Outward strengths are discussed, oddly enough, as the second part of mod-
esty, and include digmty, urbamty, and facility m speech, and discipline and
refinement m body. After discussing these reward and outward strengths that
produce respect for authority, Althusms then turns to contempt for authority,
which is the result of corrupt forms of the maglstrate's imperium, the failure of
his ventures, and unfortunate moral qualities.]
6_Ecclesiastes 1:13.

62[The following discussmn of the thmgs that pracnce teaches is an unacknowl-
edged restatement and abridgment of Glovanm Botero, PracticalPolitics,II, 6.]
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occasion; 63that he should prefer the old to the new, peace and tranquil-

lity to war, the certain to the uncertain, the safe to the perilous; that he

should apply no force where it is not proper, especially that he should

cause no injury to the church; that he should not engage in continuous

wars with neighboring countries, nor with subjects, who would

thereby become ever more provoked with him and alienated from him;

that he should never be militarily unprepared, since an unarmed peace

may be precarious and brief; that he should seize the opportunities

offered in any enterprise, and not neglect them; and that he should not

54 trust anyone he has injured. Experience of this kind is reqmred in a

magistrate. 64

5s WE TUV,N NOW TO CHOICE, the other member of political prudence.

This is the right judgment by which the magistrate discerns and

separates the upright, useful, and good from the dishonorable, use-

less, illicit, and harmful, and apdy accommodates the former to the

56 business at hand .... This choice or judgment should be tempered

by a certain distrust and concealment. It should be tempered by

distrust so that the magistrate may be slow m giving his confidence

and approval, may beheve nothing easily, and may be on his guard in

58 all matters .... Concealment pertains to those things we know and

learn. It is a reticence practiced in the present place and time by

which we hide our feelings and cover our thoughts. And for this

reason it is called a distinguished art that eludes the arts of others as if

they were not even perceived, as Sclpro Ammirato points out with

many examples .... 65

51 XX'VII HAVING COMPLETEDthe members of prudence, we turn now

to the kinds of prudence. Civil prudence has two kinds. One is

52 proper to the magistrate, and the other is borrowed or alien .... Proper

prudence is what a magistrate has himself been furnished with. But it is

an exceedingly rare thing, even though it is more necessary than wealth

63"A wise man sees evil and flees from it." Proverbs 2 [12:267]

64This experience was present in Moses, Joshua, David, Samuel, and
Jehoshaphat, and others. For they dad not come to the princlpate until after they
had been involved in many adversines.
65Dissertationes,I, disc. 4.
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and greatness .... An alien or borrowed prudence is what is sought 3[3
and obtained from counselors, attendants, and friends .... 66

Counselors are faithful persons skilled in respect to men and 56

affairs who supply helpful advice, and who, just as skillful sailors in

stormy seas, help to guide the ship. However, they are without power,

imperium and jurisdiction. Three things should be considered regard-

ing these counselors: their qualifications, their selection, and their

counsel. The qualification of a good counselor is that he should be a 3[7

friend to the magistrate and imperium who is wise in the customs and

sentiments of the subjects of the realm, and well acquainted with pubhc

affairs .... A good counselor's requisites are prudence, a liberal mind, a 59

sound disposition and fidehty towards the commonwealth, and a capac-

ity for silence ....

In the selection of a counselor, the magistrate should not act in 3[27

haste, but only after a careful investigation of the prospect's habits,

temperament, doctrine, strengths, age, and whatever qualities I have

said to be required in a counselor. He should examine all of these

matters, and hear accusations and denunciations, but treat them with

judgment and discretion .... After the worth and ability of the coun- 3[30
selor have been determined, he is selected with a commendation and a

warning. The commendation is in anticipation of the rewards he ought

to expect if he performs his office well, and the warning in anticipation

of punishment if he discharges it badly....

The third thing we have said ought to be considered in a 540
counselor is the form of the deliberation or consultation, the manner of

consulting. In this activity the subject matter, the inquiry, the weighing 541
of what has been said, and the conclusion belong to the one who

consults. Only the opportunity to speak pertains to the counselor or the

one giving counsel.

The prince or magistrate ought to communicate with his 542

council and counselors in all private and public matters .... The most 543

difficult matters, however--those of great moment that concern the

whole realm, or one or more leaders or estates of the realm--he should

handle and communicate not only with his own council and counsel-

_[The discussion of counselors that follows refers most often to Innocent
Gentillet, Against NicholasMachiavell;Gregory Rachter, Axtomata Politfca;Petrus
Gregorins, De republicaand Syntagma juris universe.]
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ors, but also with the counselors of the realm, namely, with the great

men and ephors of the whole realm. He should do this in general and
universal assemblies and councils of the realm. Such matters are the

welfare of subjects, the exercise of divine worship, the aboliuon of

idolatry, the establishment of laws, the making of war or peace, and the

collection of extraordinary taxes ....



XXVIII

Ecclesiastical Administration

HISCOMPLETESthe discussion of political prudence as a rule 311and norm employed in the admimswation of the common-

wealth and entrusted imperium. We turn now to the types of administration.

There are two types: one is universal, and the other particuhr) The former is

public administration, and the latter private. In the former the supreme

magistrate is concerned with the whole body of the commonwealth, and

in the latter with the members and parts of it.

Universal administration is the process by which the public .f2

functions and goods in the entire territory of the realm, common-

wealth, and universal association are handled, directed, and diligently

managed for the utility and welfare of the total commonwealth. 2This

universal administrauon is twofold. One aspect of it pertains to public

functions, and the other to public things. 3 The administration of the _3

pubhc functions of the realm is either ecclesiastical or secular. 4John

Piscator says that what is just is known from the second table, and

ruling m fear of God is understood according to the first, s Both are of

1[Chapters XXVIII-XXXVI, together with the first and larger part of
XXXVII, and the latter part of XXXVII respecnvely.]

2,,For if anyone does not take responsibility for his own, and especially those of
his household, he has denied the faith, and is worse than an infidel." I Timothy
5:8. '%Vhoever presides, let him preside with care." Romans 12:2.

3[Chapters XXVIII-XXXVI and the first part ofXXXVII respecnvely.]

4[Chapters X_XVIII and XXIX-XXXVI respectively. In this translanon, how-
ever, Chapter XXXVII will also be presented as a part of"Secular Admimstra-
tion," largely because its chscussion of the admimstranon of things, both pubhc
and private, is almost entirely civil or secular m nature.]

sCommentarii (II Samuel 23:3).
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concern to the magistrate, as can be demonstrated by examples of

pious kings, namely, of David, Solomon, and others who followed
them. 6

54 Ecclesiastical functions are the means whereby the kingdom of

God (regnum Dei) is introduced, promoted, cared for, and conserved in

the commonwealth or pohucal realm) Ecclesiastical admimstration is

the process by which these ecclesiastical functions are administered

_s according to what is prescribed in the Word of God. This ecclesiastical

admanistration by the supreme magistrate consists in his inspection,
defense, care, and direction of ecclesiastical matters. But the execution

and administration of ecclesiastical offices belong to the clergy (personae
ecclesiasticae).... There is therefore a twofold administration of ecclesi-

astical matters. One part pertains to the magistrate, and the other to the

clergy. Each directs and obeys the other, and each helps the other m the

distract administrauon entrusted to it, according to the example of

Moses and Aaron. The administration of the supreme magistrate directs

the clergy as long as he enjoins them to perform the parts of their office

according to the Word of God, and orders and arranges for other things

that are necessary for establishing, conserving, and transimtting to

posterity the true worship of God. 8 On the other hand, the supreme

magistrate is subject to the administration and power of the clergy with

respect to censures, admonitions, and whatever concerns eternal life

_6 and salvation. 9 In the administration of ecclesiastical matters the magis-

trate does nothing without the counsel and consent of the clergy based
on the Word of God.

_7 This admimstranon is imposed upon the magistrate by the

mandate of God, as we have said, and is supported by examples of pious

men and by arguments from reason .... So Moses began has magis-

tracy with thas administration, which he later confirmed by a paschal

6] Chronicles 23 ft.; I Kings 4 ft.; II Chronicles 2:12; 14; 15; 17; 19; 23; 30 f.;
34 f.; II Kings 12; 18; 22.

7We have identified the ecclesiastical functaom m Chapter VIII above.

SWe will discuss the magistrate's role more specifically and extensively in this
chapter. In his performance ofthls role the clergy and all others are expected to
obey the magistrate. Romam 13.

9So teach the examples of David (II Samuel 12; 24), Hezekiah (II Kings 20:19),
Asa (II Chronicles 16), Jehoshaphat (II Chromcles 20), Jeroboam (I Kings 13),
Jehu (I Kings 16), Ahab (I Kings 21), Ahaziah (II Kings 1), and Manasseh (II
Kings 21). See alsoJeremaah 1:10; Ezekiel 3:2 ft.; and Hebrews 13:17.
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lamb) ° Gideon began his with the erection of an altar. 11David brought

the ark of the covenant to Jerusalem at the beginning of his reign. 12

Joash restored the house of the Lord at the beginning of his administra-

tion, 13as did Hezekiah and Josiah) 4 And every supreme magistrate

should admonish his subjects to the worship of God .... 15

The arguments from reason over and beyond the mandate of 58

God and the examples given are weighty and significant. For a sound

worship and fear of God in the commonwealth is the cause, origin,

and fountain of private and public happiness. On the other hand, the

contempt of God, and the neglect of divine worship, are the causes of

all evil and misfortune. Moreover, the Chrisuan religion not only

subordinates the bodies and goods of pious subjects to the magistrate,

but even lays their souls and consciences under obligation to him, and

shapes them to obedience. It nourishes peace and concord, disap-

proves all scandals, and makes men pious and just. For this reason,

even though the Chrisuans m the early church suffered the gravest

persecutions, they nevertheless did not forsake or oppose their magis-

trate, but are known to have devoted themselves constantly to peace.

That the profession and practice of orthodox religion are the cause of

all public and private happiness is evident from the fact that piety

holds the promise of benediction that supporters of it will receive m

this life and the next .... Furthermore, the advantages that derive to 59

the entire commonwealth from these subjects who are worshipers of

God--and, on the other hand, the evils and perils into which the

commonwealth is precipitated by the ungodly--ought to lead the

magistrate to a love and zeal for ecclesiastical admimstration. Even an

evil commonwealth is supported and sustained by the pious. The

reason is that because of their presence it suffers less from the just

wrath of God, and thus avoids punishments that it deserves ....

1°Exodus 12.

nJudges 6.

1211Samuel 6. See alsoSolomon (I Kings 2 f.; 6 f.; II Chromcles I), and Asa
(I Kings 15:12-15).
13IIChromcles 24.

1411Chronicles 29; II Kangs 22.

15See the following examples: Deuteronomy 32; Joshua 23 f.; I Chronicles 29;
I Kings 8; II Chronicles 14; 20; 30; 34; I Samuel 12:14 ft.; Ezra 3:1 ft.;
Nehemiah 3; Psalms 22; 122; 132; Leviticus 8; 10:16 f.; Numbers 4:15 ft.
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.¢10 Consequently, the magistrate before anything else, and immediately

from the beginning of his administration, should plant and nourish

the Christian religion as the foundation of his lmperium. If he does

this, all the virtues will flourish among his subjects, and he will be

prospered in his actions ....

_13 This ecclesiastical administration is performed chiefly through

two duties. The first is the introduction of orthodox religious doctrine

and practice in the realm. The other is the conservation, defense, and

._14 transmission to posterity of this doctrine and practice. The former duty

is employed in seeing that God is rightly known and worshiped, and the

latter that the true understanding or comprehension of God thrives

throughout the realm, and the right worship of God is maintained freely

and pubhcly by each and all in the whole realm, without any fear or

peril. By these two duties of the magistrate, the kingdom of God is

raised up and preserved among men in this political society.

515 By a religious covenant (pactum religiosum) the magistrate,

together with the members of the realm commonly and solemnly

consenting in councils of the realm, promise to God the performance of

this twofold duty. They agree assiduously to perform this service by

which God may be constantly and truly known and worshiped by each

and all in the entire realm. And in this agreement they recognize their

realm to be under God, and they promise to him fidelity and obedience

as subjects and vassals. "For the earth and the fullness thereof are

God's. ''16 "He is the Lord of lords, and the King of kings? '17 He is the

proprietary lord of all creatures, and concedes their administration to

him whom he wills. But he does not thereby lose his own authority

(jus), as we have said concerning the ephors.

Examples of this religious covenant are readily to be found.

"You have made a promise to Jehovah this day that he will be your God,

that you will walk in his ways, that you Hill observe his statutes, his

precepts, and his judgments, and will give heed to his voice.Jehovah has

made a promise to you this day that you will be a special people to him,

as he said to you, provided you observe all his precepts, and that he

lift you up above all peoples that he has made, with praise, renown, and

glory, and that you Hill be a holy people to Jehovah your God, as he has

16Psalm 24:1.

17[I Timothy 6:15.]
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spoken. ''18 At the present time, as well, kings are bound by agreements

to care for the approved religion, and to remove unapproved rehgion. 19

This rehgsous covenant may be confirmed by the oath of the __16

promisers--the people and supreme magsstrate--m which they swear

that they will devote themselves to those things that pertain to the

conservataon of the church and the kingdom of God. 2°The debtors in this _I 7

rehgaous covenant are those who make the promise, or the supreme

magistrate of the realm and its ephors together with the enttre people. The

creditor is God to whom the promise is made. The debtorsjoindy obhgate

themselves by indicating that they intend to render to God the things that

are his, namely, the cultivauon of the true knowledge and paous worship

of him in the realm according to the Word of God, not according to the

pleasure or mandate of men .... The supreme magistrate of the realm _18

and the ephors representing the people are the debtors in such a manner

that the fialfdlment of their promise can be entirely and continuously

demanded of both magistrate and ephors as nc each were the principal

obtigant. -_ For God does not wilt that the church, or the responsibility for

acknowledging and worshiping him, be committed to one person alone,

but to the entire people represented by its ministers, ephors, and supreme

magistrate. These administrators represent the people as if they corpo-

rately sustain the church as one person, and yet as if anyone from among

them were obligated for the entare responsibility....22

God makes a prormse to the magistrate and people xn this f19

religious covenant concerning those who perform these thmgs, as well

as a threat to those who neglect or violate this compact (fedus). He

promises to those who perform them that he will be to them a

benevolent God and a mercaful protector. He threatens those who

disobey and vaolate this compact that he will be a just and severe exactor

of punishments ....

isDeuteronomy 26:17-19.

1_See the impeIial German consututions of 1555 [when Ferdinand I was elected
emperor], and Chapter XIX above [which presents the laws and condmons
under which Charles V was elected emperor in 1519].

2°For this reason many kings wished to be priests and pontiffs, as Petrus
Gregorius says. De republica,VIII, 2, 6--9. Such were Melchizedek (Genesis 14),
Samuel (I Samuel 3 ft.) and Eli before Samuel (I Samuel 2).
21Code VIII, 39, 3.

22Digest XLVI, 1, 22.
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God is the vindicator of this covenant when it is wolated by

the magistrate or by the ephors representing the people. One debtor is

held responsible for the fault of the other, and shares his sins if he does

not hold the violator of this covenant to his duty, and resist and

impede him so far as he is able. "He will cast Israel down because of

the sins of Jeroboam. "23 For this reason the ephors are expected to

remind a deviating magistrate of his duty, and to resist him. Therefore,

if the ephors do not do this, but by remaining silent, defaulting,

dissembhng, permitting, or submitting they do not obstruct the

violation of this covenant by the supreme magistrate, they are deserv-

edly punished by God for this fault and surrender, as many examples
indicate .... 24

523 William Barclay disagrees with the things we have said about

this covenant and compact. 25 He asserts that such a compact was

employed among the Jews in a time of interregnum and m a democratic

state of affairs, and accepts it only in this sense. But he gready errs m this.

For the texts prove most conclusively that such a compact also occurred

among prince and people under the monarchy. 26And they demonstrate

that the nature and purpose of this compact is such that it Is useful and

necessary in any type of commonwealth.

Concerning this compact entered into by the king and people

with God, Barclay furthermore adds that he thinks any party whatever can

individually uphold it by not allowing itself to be led away from true

231 Kings 14:16. See also Jumus Brutus, Defence of Liberty Against Tyrants,
quest. 2.

24[Althusms here quotes or refers to the following Blbhcal material: I Samuel
12:17, 25; 13:14; Ezekiel 7:23 ft.; Deuteronomy 28:45 ft.; 29:12 ft.; II Kings
25:9; 17; II Chronicles 21:14; 24:20, 23; 15; I Kings 11:33; Judges 2:20;
I Samuel 15:26; II Samuel 21:1 ft.; 24:2 ft.;Jeremiah 15:4 ft.; 17:20 ft.; I Kings
16:2 ft.; II Chronicles 21:13 f.; 34:23 f.; I Kings 14:16; II Kings 17:34-41 ; Psalm
82; II Kings 25:9; 17; Isalah 60:12; Psalm 73:27; 2:10 f.; 94:15, 20; I Kings
12:23 ft.; Ezra 6:12; Joshua 24:11, 20;Judges 6:6. For profane examples he calls
attennon to Petrus Gregorius, De republica,VII1, 2; XIII, 10; Lambert Daneau,
Politiceschristianae,III; Jumus Brutus, Defenceof Liberty Against Tyrants,quest. 1
and 2; Melcbaor Juntos, Politicarumquaestionum, I, quest. 6. He also notes that
"the entire Florennne realm was overthrown because of the wolation and

rupture of this covenant, and the idolatry and sins of the inhabitants."]

_-_The Kingdom and the Regal Power, IV, 6.
26I Chronicles 11:3-5; II Samuel 5:3; I Samuel 10:17 if.; II Chromcles 23:3;
II Kings 11:17; 14:21; and other ewdences that we have mentaoned above.
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religion. And this the people can do. 27He says this compact in itself grants

no right and imperium, neither to the people over the king, nor to the

king over the people. It merely makes both debtors to God alone. Barclay

says something important here, and omits something else. 2_For no one

can doubt that such a compact or covenant consntutes a right and

obligation both to God and between the promising debtors, namely,

between the people and the king. What is at stake m this obligation is not

only the public practice of orthodox religion and the honest worship of

God, but also the second table of the Decalogue, of the correct and honest

administration of justice. This is to say, both tables are mvolvedY

I concede to Barclay that in a case in which two debtors jointly .f24

promise to do something, if one fulfills what is prormsed, the other is

released from it. Therefore, when either the long or the people has been

afflicted with punishment by God because of their crime and transgres-

sion against the agreed compact, the other shall be released from it. But

this rule--in which one debtor who fulfLlls an obligation releases the

other debtor--permits an exception m the case in which a debtor

fulfills not the enure obligation, but only his own part of it. Here one of

the debtors who suffers the penalties of God cannot thereby &scharge

the entire obligation ....

LET US NOW FOLLOWTHROUGH with the two duties of ecclesiasucal 525

administration that we have mentioned. The first dut), which is the

introduction of the doctrine and practice of orthodox rehgion in the

realm, consists of the establishment of a sacred ministry and of schools.

A sacred n_mstry is the public responsibihty entrusted to chosen __26

ministers for teaching the true knowledge of God and for conducting

sincere worship of him. It is called by the Apostle Paul the ministry of

reconciliation, the preaching of reconciliation, the ambassadorship of

Christ, and the adnnnistration of the Word. 3°

27The Kingdom and the Regal Power, IV, 8.

2SMany tesumonies exist concerning the compact of the people and king
entered into with God: II Kings 11:17; 23:1-4; II Samuel 3:20; II Chronicles
15:12-15; 23:16. A formula for this compact together with a subscribing hst of
contractors _sg_ven in Nehemiah 10.

_Thls is evident from Deuteronomy 17:16 ft.;Joshua 1:8; I Samuel 12:15 fT.:
Exodus 19 f.; 28-30.

3°II Corinthians 5:18-20; Acts 6:4.
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527 In constituting this ministry, the first office of the supreme

magistrate is to set forth by public edicts a system of penalties concerning

the true acknowledgment and worship of God according to sacred

scripture, and to promulgate, at whatever time seems best to him, penal

decrees for violators of these edicts throughout the entire realm and the

._28 provinces thereof, according to the example of pious kings. Secondly,the
magastrate should legally validate orthodox canons of faith, or what are

called the solemn confession and formula of true religion. These canons

pertain to church doctrine and admimstration, that is,to the performance

of ecclesiastical ceremomes and offices according to the norm of sacred

.f29 writings .... The third responsibility that falls to the magistrate is to

constitute regular ecclesiastical jurisdictions, presbyteries, synods, and

consistories, and to legislate through them concerning the call, examina-

tion, and ordination of bishops and pastors, and their direction,
530 judgment, and removal from office.... The fourth function of the

magistrate is to provide that the individual ephors and provincial heads of
the realm undertake the local responsibility for this ministry in their

provinces. In each district of his province, the provincial head should

constitute a presbytery by the election and consent of the church, and

confirm it by his own authority. This presbytery is a senate drawn from

the ministers of the church and fi'om other pious, holy, upright, and

prudent men elected by the people to guide the church, to conserve it,

.f31 and to build it up in Christ. 31The fifth office of the magistrate is to see
that the ministers of the church are legitamately--inwardly and out-

wardly--called, elected, and confirmed, and that those so called put

forth, teach, and exp_n the doctrine of the law and the gospel. They

should do this sincerely, truly, and fully from the Word of God, both in

public and in private, in an orderly fashion, and in a manner that can be

understood by the common people. In connection with this fifth office,

he shallalso provide that the rmnisters rightly administer and dispense the

sacraments or tokens of faith; that in their presbytery they offer prayers,
good counsel, and admonitions; that they direct its actions by proposing

issues to be discussed, by gathering opinions on these issues, and by

carrying through with matters of special importance; and that they,

together with other presbyters, rightly exercise church discipline, and do

anything else that has been assigned to the collegium of presbyters.

3_Concerning the presbytery,see Chapter VIII above.
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From these things it as apparent that the supreme magistrate _f32

has a responsibility to judge concerning the knowledge, discernment,

direcnon, definition, and promulgation of the doctrine of faith, that he

exercises this responsibility on the basis of sacred scripture, and that he

commands bishops in keeping with these scriptures. So Constantine

undertook to judge the Arian controversy. Whence it as evident that

clergymen have been subjected to the power of kings, except an those

matters that are proper to them. These matters are the preaching of the

Word and the administration of the sacraments, an which they are

subject to God and the church. But to the extent that they are cinzens

they are subject, together with their families and goods, to the civil

power .... 32

The establishment of schools Is the means by whach public .f33

schools and laboratories ofpiet-y and the liberal arts are set up and made

accessible in all provinces by the authority and command of the su-

preme magistrate of the realm. For the school as the laboratory of good

and pious citizens, and the seedbed of honorable arts and customs.

Indeed, at is the armory of the church and commonwealth. Arms of

every kind are produced in it not only for defending the true and sincere

worship of God against heretics, but also for defending and conserving
the welfare and soundness of the commonwealth. A school is indeed the

only means by which the pure and uncorrupted knowledge and wor-

ship of God is conserved and transmitted to posteraty. For study opens

the eyes of the mind, and informs and sharpens the judgment ....

On the one hand, private, village, town, ordinary, and corn- 535

mon schools are to be established and made available. And, on the other

hand, so are public academies in which prazes for the learned and for
those fitted for the direcnon of church and commonwealth are deter-

mined and conferred. Each ephor establishes schools of the first kind in

the province entrusted to ham. The supreme magistrate institutes

schools of the second kind, namely academies, and confirms them by

his own authority....

THE OTHER DUTY of the supreme magistrate in ecclesiastical adminis- _-37

tration consists of the conservation and defense of the church, of public

321_omans 13; Matthew 17:27; Acts 26; Novel LXXXIII (pref.): LXXXVI, 1;
CXXIII, 20 f.; Marsihus of Padua, The Defender of the Peace.II, 4.
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worship, and of schools .... This responsibility encompasses two parts.

The first is the conservation of the church, of divine worship, and of

schools. The other is their defense against enemies, persecutors, and
disturbers.

_38 The conservation of religion and divine worship is the process

by which the purity of heavenly doctrine and the orthodox consensus

are maintained and transmitted to posterity. This is to be attended to by

_39 the magistrate by two means. First, he will announce and hold ecclesias-

tical assemblies and visitations in every province of the realm, and if

necessary in the realm itself. They are composed of faithful and pious

ministers of the church of the realm. Through these assemblies and

visitations the pastors and governors of the church are held to their duty,

and any controversies concerning religion and defects m church man-

agement are recognized, corrected, and removed. Secondly, he will

distribute suitable rewards to pious worshipers of God ....

543 In these assemblies the clergy ought to examine and discern

from the Word of God whether doctrine is sound and life corresponds

to it, whether divine worship is uncorrupted and the sacraments rightly

administered, whether ecclesiastical discipline prospers, whether

schools are well constituted, whether church properties are correctly

managed, whether false teachers and corrupters are dealt with, whether

false doctrmes circulate, whether the diaconate to the poor is rtghtly

handled, and whether there ts anything in the house of God that the

magistrate should make his responsibility. These assemblies shall also

provide that useful books on orthodox religion are produced, printed,

published, and sold in the realm, and likewise that distmgutshed and
excellent men useful to the church and commonwealth are attracted to

the realm or province. The decrees of these assemblies are ordered by

the supreme magistrate to be made effective in the enttre realm and in

the provinces thereof.

_44 Corresponding to these assembhes are visttations of the

churches. Some of these visitations are special and domestic. They are

conducted by the minister of the local church joined by the senior

presbyter in the area. Others are general. These are conducted in church

assemblies by an inspector 33of the church joined by a local political

33[In Chapter VIII Atthusius identified the inspector as one who presided over a
diocese, or a bishop.]
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official. Some general visitations are conducted in provincial synods by

several designated inspectors and some pohtical counselors of the mag-

istrate. In these visitations the examination, inquiry, invesugation, and 545

explorauon of doctrine and life occur. Doctrine _sexamined according
to the arucles of faith and the catechism, and life according to the

established precepts of the Decalogue. An inqmry also occurs m these

visitations concerning the state of the church and schools, the manage-

ment of church properties, and the life and doctrine of the mimsters of

the church and of those for whom the ministers are responsible. The

visitation also investigates the maintenance of church mimsters and their

families and the training of their children, lest the rmmsters be in want

or constraaned because of family privauon to practice such a way ofhfe

that their ecclesiastical vocation is upset, impeded, or disrespected, or

lest after their death their wives, children, and families are driven

unavoidably to charity and live in humiliation. 34 Furthermore, the _46

magistrate shall provide not only that these ecclesiastical ministers

conducting the visitation perform their office well, but also that, if

necessary, political ministers help them in it. For this reason, he shall

order that ecclesiasucal and political ministers extend mutual serwces to

each other, and confer and commumcate aid and counsel, as Moses and

Aaron did. 3-_But the magistrate should not permit political rmnisters to

impede or disrupt ecclesiasucal rmnisters ....

Then the magistrate shall decree and promulgate laws concern- _48

ing the preaching of sound doctrine; the right administration of the

sacraments; the arrangement for adiaphorous matters according to deco-

rum and good order; the announcement and convocation ofcatechencal

UExamples of these pious vlsltanons can be seen in I Samuel 7:3; II Kings 2:4, 6,
I gangs 15:11; II Chronicles 31:4; 34:3, 8; 19:4-@ Acts 14:21; 15:36, 41; 18:23;
and in many other places referred to by Wilhelm Zepper, Depolitica ecclesiastica,
III, 11,

3SExodus 12:1; Levmcus 9:1; 11:1; 13:1; 15"1; Numbers 2:1; 4:1: 19:1; 20:23;
26:1; II Chmmcles 17:7-9. Ecclesiasncal rmnisters were employed by David
(II Samuel 7:2; II Chronicles 29:25); Jehoash (II Kings 12:1 f., 10), and Josiah
(II Chmmcles 34:15, 20). For examples of aid provided and Farmshed by the
magtstrate m ecclesiasucal affaars, seeJoshua 5:2; 6:6; 8:30, 35; II Samuel 6:10:
I Chromcles 23 ft.; I gangs 5:6-8; II Chromctes 15:8; 17; 24; 34 f.: Exodus 5:1;
Numbers 1:17; 14 f.; 27:2; 32:2. See the examples of Dawd (II Samuel 7.2:
II Chronicles 29:25), Solomon (II Chronicles 29:15; I Kings 8:1), Jehoash
(II Chromcles 34:5, 20), Zerubbabel (Ezra 3:2), and Hezekiah (I1
Chmnicles 29).
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classes, schools, and synods; the punishment or dismissal ofrmschievous

or useless ministers of the church; discipline of the church; the calling of

pastors; the diaconate to the poor; the management of church properties;

and weddings and funerals. And if there are other things necessary for

ecclesiastical administration that he decrees by his regulations, he should

prescribe each and every one of them according to the sure reason and

order of the Word of God. But the political magistrate should be very

careful in this activity not to apply his own hands to these matters, but

cormmt and entrust them to the clergy. He should concern himself only

that the external acuons of men conform to laws. And all men, even

clergymen, are to comply obe&endy with these laws.

549 The distributaon of suitable rewards accomplishes much by

engendering a love and zeal for religion in the people. When the pious

worshipers of God are held in good repute, esteem, and honor, they are

advanced to public offices and responsibilitaes for which they are equal

and fitted. By this means the piety of the other life recewes and enjoys
the benediction and benefits of this life ....

We now turn to the defense and protection of orthodox

religion and &vine worship, of which there are two headings. The first

is the reformation of the church, and the other is the removal and

550 abolmon of any Impediments. There is no doubt that the correction and

reformauon of the church from all error, heresy, idolatry, schism, and

corruption pertains to the magistrate .... 36

$51 The adrmmstrator ought to establish and permit only one

_52 religion in his realm, and that the true one. He shall expel all atheists, and

all impious and profane men who are obstinate and incurable. There is no

doubt, however, that a magistrate can adnut impious and profane men in

whom there is hope of correction to sound and pure worship, or to those

external means by which God wills to brmg men to the true religion. 37

But he should by no means permit atheism, epicureanism, libertinism--

that xs,manifest impiety and profanity--in the realm.

_53 I also consMer that a pious magistrate can in good conscience

permit Jews to live in his dominion and territory, and to dwell and

36This is evident from the example of other pious kings. II Chromcles 17; 22;
31: 34; It Kings 18; 22 f.; Exodus 32; Joshua 22 See Socrates Scholasticus,
EcclesiasticalHistory, V, 10.

37See the examples ofJoslah, Jehoshaphat, and Hezekiah.
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engage in business with the faithful. 3aBut I do not think that magastrates

should permit Jews to have synagogues. However, the theologians Peter

Martyr and Jerome Zanchius conclude that even this can be done if the

Jews are content to read the Bible and offer prayers in them, and not to

blaspheme Christ or the church. 39 Their reason is that Christ and the _s4

apostles are known to have gone into synagogues and to have conferred

with the Jews. In the civil life of Jews with inhabitants, the most

prudent and pious consider that the following precautions ought to be

observed: (1) that the faithful not enter into wedlock with Jews, and (2)

that they not share in their religion or their rites, cultivate too close

friendship with them, or live familiarly with them. The Jews should

have separate quarters, as is the case m Frankfurt, and bear insignia or

marks by which they are easily recognized by all ....

The theologians determine how far it is permitted to have _ss

private contact with infidels, atheists, impious men, or persons of

different religions by distinguishing between the learned, the faithful,

and uneducated, and the weak, and the purposes for which the contacts
are to be held? °

The same can be said about papists born in the territory of the 3_56

magistrate or having homes there. The magistrate can in good con-

science permit them to live within the boundaries of the realm if the

pious do not partake of their superstitions, live familiarly with them, or

contract marriages with them. Furthermore, the magistrate ought not

to permit them temples for the practice of their idolatrous worship.

Distinctions should be made concerning heretics in a well-

constituted imperium. For there are some heresies that tear up the
foundation of faith, such as Arianism and the like. But there are others

that, although they err in certain articles of faith, do not overthrow the
foundation, such as the Novatian and similar heresies. Heretics of the _s7

first sort should be severely attended to by the magistrate with exile,

38I maintain this by the example of theJus Civilis (Code I, 9); Peter Martyr,
Commentarii (Judges 1:36); Jerome Zanchms, De redemptione,I, 19, 5; George
Sohn, Commentarius (Psalm 59); Lambert Daneau, Politiceschristianae, IV, 2;
Socrates Scholasticus, EcclesiasticalHistory, III, 25; V, 2.

39[The pertinent references to Martyr and Zanchius are found in the preceding
footnote.]

4°See Peter Martyr, Commentarii (Judges 1:36). I have also discussed this in my
Civilis Conversationis_'bri Duo.
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prison, or the sword. This is in order that they cannot have fellowship or

intercourse with the faithful, impart their disease to others, or infect,

ruin, or corrupt them. The magistrate should command men by public

interdicts to abstain from fellowship with them.
Heretics of the second sort are to be excommunicated if,

having been convicted of heresies and admonished by the church, they

558 nevertheless persist in them. But those who uphold some error or

doctrine that has not yet been condemned as manifest heresy are not for
this reason to be driven from the church, nor the sacred services to be

559 prohibited to them or social intercourse forbidden with them. 41The

magistrate can even order by published edicts that the orthodox are not

to ridicule or heap abuse upon those whose error does not reach to the

foundations of doctrine, and that instead of publicly judging them the

orthodox are rather to cultivate friendship among them until the matter

is legitimately discussed and decided in a flee synod ....

563 A magistrate in whose realm the true worship of God does not

thrive should take care that he not claim imperium over faith and

religion of men, which exist only in the soul and conscience. God alone

has imperium in this area. To him alone the secrets and intimate recesses

of the heart are known. And he administers his kingdom, which is not

of this world, through his ministers of the Word. For this reason, faith is

said to be a gift of God, not of Caesar. It is not subject to the will, nor

can it be coerced. If in religion the soul has once been destroyed,

nothing henceforth remains, as Lactantius says. We are not able to

command religion because no one is required to believe against his will.

Faith must be persuaded, not commanded, and taught, not ordered.

Christ said to his disciples who were willing to destroy the Samaritans,

"Are you ignorant of whose spirit you are sons? ''42 The emperor

Constantine said that to inflict bodily punishments upon men whose

minds have been captured is senseless and stupid to the extreme. 43

564 Those who err in religion are therefore to be ruled not by

external force or by corporal arms, but by the sword of the spirit, that is,

41See the example of the Apostle Paul who did not turn away from the
Corinthian church, corrupted as it was by many errors. I Corinthians 15. Nor
did Christ reject his disciples even though they were revolved in great errors,
but he was panent with them and trained them to know better.
42Luke 9:55.

43Eusebms, The L/J_of Constantine, I, 38.
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by the Word and spiritual arms through which God is able to lead them

to himself. They are to be entrusted to ministers of the Word of God for

care and instruction. 44 If they cannot be persuaded by the Word of God,

how much less can they be coerced by the threats or punishments of the

magistrate to think or believe what he or some other person believes.

Therefore, the magistrate should leave this matter to God, attribute to

him the things that are his--who alone impels, leads, and changes

hearts--and reserve to himself what God has given him, namely,

imperium over bodies. He is forbidden m his administration to impose a

penalty over the thoughts of men. Heretics, so far as they are delinquent

in external actions, are to be punished just as any other subjects, even

the otherwise pious. But if the magistrate invades the imperium of God, ._65

exceeds the limits of his jurisdiction, and arrogates to himselfimperium

over the consciences of men, he shall not do this evil with impunity. For

because of this action, seditions and tumults, which persecution is want

to cause, will arise in hts realm. Thus, in the time of the Maccabees long

wars and tumults arose because of persecutions. When the Scribes and

Pharisees persecuted the doctrine of Christ, disorders were produced

that had not existed before. When Paul was teaching at Ephesus,

Demetrius stirred up sedition because of the persecution of Paul.

Similarly, the Jews who persecuted Paul in the temple surred up

tumults. Today in France, Belgium, Hungary, Poland, and other realms

persecution causes disorders, tumults, and seditions. But where there

are no persecutions, there everything is peaceful, even though there are

different religions. Consequently, we rightly say that the persecution of

Christians has always been the cause of the greatest evils.

Whoever therefore wishes to have a peaceful realm should

abstam from persecutions. He should not, however, permit the practice

of a wicked religion lest what occurred to Solomon may happen to

him. 4s But if he cannot prohibit it without hazard to the common-

wealth, he xs to suffer xt to exast in order that he not bring ruin to the

commonwealth. 46 So the emperor Constans, son of Constantine the

"The arms of our soldiers are not of the flesh, but are made e_cacious by
heaven for the overthrow of the ramparts" II Corinthians 10:4. "The servant of
God ought to be gentle toward all, fitted for teacbang, and patient toward evil
persons." II Timothy 2:24.

4sI Fangs 11:4 ft.

_Jean Bodin, The Comraonweale, IIl, 7.
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Great, permitted the religion and collegia of the Arians not for their
benefit, but for the commonwealth's. And Theodosius tolerated this

sect against his will.
Franz Burckhard therefore errs, 47and the Jesuits with him,

who think that the magistrate is not able to tolerate diverse religaons.

For it is not asked whether two or more religions may be possible,

which we deny with them. Nor is it asked whether the magistrate isable

to embrace two or more religions, which we deny. Nor is it asked

whether the magistrate has the power of deciding against the Word of

__66 God about religion, which is denied. But it is asked, when certain cities

or estates in a realm embrace different opinions in theft creeds--for the

defense of which each alleges the Word of God--whether the magis-
trate who embraces the opinion of one party may persecute the remain-

ing dissenters by force of arms and the sword. We may say in this case

that the magistrate who is not able, without peril to the common-

wealth, to change or overcome the discrepancy in religion and creed

ought to tolerate the dissenters for the sake of public peace and tranquil-

lity, blinking his eyes and permitting them to exercise unapproved
religion, lest the entire realm, and with it the household of the church,

be overthrown. He shall therefore tolerate the practice of diverse

religions as a skilled navigator bears with diverse and conflicting winds

and clashing waves. Just as amidst these winds and waves the navigator

brings his ship safely into the harbor, so the magistrate directs the
commonwealth in a manner that keeps it free from ruin for the welfare
of the church.

567 The second heading under the defense and protection of the

church is the removal and abolition of all obstacles and impediments by

which the welfare, development, and advancement of churches and

§68 schools are hindered .... The magistrate shall therefore publish inter-

dicts that prohibit the importation or sale of heretical books in the
569 province. He shall not permit heretics or atheists to be admitted to

oflqce in the church or schools, nor shall he tolerate conventicles and

._72 collegia for wicked rehgion to be secretly held .... The magistrate
shall take care that in all matters in which he is able he does not fail to

furnish whatever may be necessary for the true acknowledgment and
reverence of God ....

47[De autonomia.]
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Secular Administration

XXIX _A/ E HAVE COMPLETED our discussion of the ecclesi- _'1

VV astical administration of the magistrate, and turn
now to secular or civil admimstration. Secular administration is the

process by which the magistrate righdy and faithfiaUy attends to the civil

functions of the second table of the Decalogue. These pertain to the

establishment and conservation of good order, proper discipline, and

self-sufficiency in the commonwealth, and to the extension of the

advantages and aids of this life and the avoidance of disadvantages ....

In this administration of justice the magistrate should always .f2

and regularly observe that moderation is exercised, and that the right of

each member of the commonwealth is conserved, neither diminished

nor increased to the detriment of another. The imperium of the king

ought not to be so enlarged that the liberty of the people is suppressed.

Nor should the orders and estates be so amplified that they treat the king

with contempt and violate the populace. Nor should popular license be

permitted to the extent that it reduces respect for the king or upsets the
affairs of the commonwealth.

The responsibility of the magistrate in this civil administration _3

of the functions of the realm is twofold. It pertains, first, to the general

right (jus genemle), and concerns the management of the necessary

means for conserving justice, peace, tranquiUity, and discipline in the

commonwealth. It pertains, secondly, to the special right (./'usspeciale),

and concerns the management of the means necessary for procuring

advantages for the social life. 1 General right, in turn, revolves (1) the

l[General right is discussed in Chapters XXIX-XXXI and special right in
Chapters XXXII-XXXVI. The latter refers to provisions for commerce, a

175
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enactment and execution of useful laws, and the administration of

justice, or 1,01xoO_o'_ and 81,Ka_of)oo'_, 2 and (2) the endeavor to

preserve concord .... 3

54 The enactment of law is the process by which the magistrate,

with the consent of the optimates and estates of his imperium and

realm, legislates what is fair, useful, and necessary to the common-

wealth. 4 The magistrate shall especially see that the customs, tempera-

ment, and ancient rights of the nation are respected, and that new laws
are accommodated to them. Moderation is thus to be exercised in

writing new laws and edicts, and the wishes of those who must maintain

these laws--that is, of the optimates and counselors of the realm--are

to be ascertained. In the time of the monarchy, the Roman emperors

enacted laws with the counsel of the senate, and in the time of the

democracy laws were enacted through the classes and centurial divi-

sions, a proposed law having been made public for seventeen days. So

today general laws are produced in councils. It would be a sign of

indiscretion and foolish arrogance for one man or a few to presume so

much upon themselves that they considered themselves to be able to

produce laws sufficiendy suitable to a nation without its consent and the

united judgments and counsels of many persons, s

55 The magistrate should enact law that is equitable and useful.

Equity makes law efficacious, august, and inviolable. Utility calls forth

and retains an appreciation and respect for law ....

_9 The magistrate shall interpret the fimdamental laws of the realm

in keeping with the counsel of the ephors, and shall not abolish, annul, or

reject something in them except with the expressed judgment, will, and

command of the ephors. Much less shall he change, overthrow, or abolish

laws concerning the legitimate worship of God once it has been intro-

monetary system, an official language, special duties and privileges, public
security, councils of the realm, and military matters.]

-"[the making of law and the administration of justice.]

3[Chapters XXIX-XXX and XXXI respectively.]

qn Psalm 108:9 Judah is called a legislator because of the power entrusted to it
ofmakang and administering laws for the realm. [The Tremellius-Junius transla-
tion of the Old Testament from the Hebrew into Latin (Frankfurt on the Main,
1579) renders the last line of Psalm 108:9 (108:8 in the R.S.V.) as "Judah is my
legislator."]

SSee Innocent GentiUet, Against Nicholas Machiavell, III, theor. 22; Junius
Brutus, De_nce ofl..iberty Against Tyrants,quest. 1 and 3.
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duced into the realm. Rather shall he strengthen true religion and its

pracuce, not according to the mandates of men, but the Word of God.

Finally, he shall uphold and defend the fundamental laws of the realm by

force and arms, if necessary, even if he shall thereby be pitted with one

part of the realm against another, albeit a majority....

Law should be accurately and precisely executed. For law 514

without execution is like a bell without a clapper. It would be as if the

magistrate were mute or dead. And commonwealths thrive only so long

as good laws, which are the soul of a commonwealth, are respected in

them. The magistrate has been constituted for the sake of executing law,

and m this sense he is a living law ....

There are two species of the execution of law: the admamstra- 515

non of justice, and censorship. 6The administration ofjustice consists in

rendering to each his due according to corrective or distribunve justice.

Corrective justice presupposes equality or arithmetic proportion. Dis-

tribuuve justice, on the other hand, observes geometric proportion in

its assignment of punishments and rewards .... 7 The magistrate shall 518

apply punishments to evildoers who offend against the first or second

table of the Decalogue m order that others who w_tness them may

become apprehensive and be deterred fi-om evildoing by the fear of

punishment. Thus the desire and courage to sin are lessened in others.

• . . He shall distribute rewards to the upright who properly deserve 519

them in order that the love and desire for virtue may be stimulated,

nourished, and retained among others. When honors and rewards are

granted to the unworthy, renown _snot esteemed and dies, and there is

no stimulus to virtue. But reward is the food, nourishment, and incen-

tive of virtue. The desire to do good and to receive renown is implanted

by nature in man, for the sake of which he will attempt the most

demanding things. And rivalry in virtue is nourished by the example of

honor to another, so that rewards accomplish much more than

punishments ....

The administration of justice is twofold. One part of it takes 529

place between the magistrate and the subjects. The other occurs

between one subject and another. The first part holds that the people

6[Althusius devotes the rest of Chapter XXIX to the admimstration ofjusnce,
and the whole of Chapter XXX to censorship.]

7[Aristotle, Ethics, 1130630--1132b20.]
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should give to the magistrate what they owe him, and on the other

hand, that the magistrate should render to the people what he owes
them. The subjects owe everything to the magistrate that is necessary

for the administration of justice, for the defense of the subjects against

violence and injury, for the removal ofperits and disadvantages to the

fatherland, and for the promotion of its benefits. The second part

contains those things that pertain to the guardianship of subjects. By

removing abuse, circumventing deceit, and punishing evildoers, con-

._30 flicts are resolved. The magistrate himself ought to judge conflicts and

controversies between his subjects, and to appoint other pious and

honest men asjudges. As far ashe is able, he should become acquainted
in his own person with these conflicts, and judge them according to the

._39 properly acknowledged processes of law.... Other judges should be

appointed by the supreme magistrate for less important cases in the

administration of justice, and should be given the power and jurisdic-

tion necessary for the fulfillment of their responsibilities ....

549 It is useful to make court proceedings public because greater

respect is thereby produced for their decisions, and those persons who
are in similar situations become apprehensive when instructed by such

examples and learn from them not to stir up controversy. Judges also are

afraid to render corrupt decisions as long as they know public censure

._56 may be brought to bear .... The power of appeahng freely to the

superior magistrate from these intermediary and inferior judges ought

to be granted persons who consider themselves to have been unfairly

5s7 treated in a judgment against their right. The supreme magistrate
should therefore establish a supreme tribunal and consistory for appel-

late cases. Cases that are said to be wrongly decided are accepted,

examined, and ruled upon in this appellate tribunal by a number of

judges from the various estates and orders of the realm. From this

tribunal there is no power of appeal. This superior tribunal is said to

belong not so much to the supreme magistrate as to the enure realm.
For in it the king and ephors, or estates and orders of the entire realm,

deliver judgments in the name of the realm, or learned and pious men

judge in their name ....

._1 XXX CENSOR.SHIP IS THE INQUISITION into and chastisement of

those morals and luxuries that are not prevented or punished

by laws, but which corrupt the souls of subjects or squander their goods
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unproductively, s Therefore, censorship corrects the things that are not #2

yet worthy of legal punishment, but when neglected or treated with

disdain furnish the cause of many and great evils ....

Among us today the censorship and inquisition of morals is _4

customarily entrusted to the sacred collegium, or the presbytery. Who-

ever does not obey it is forbidden by it to attend sacred services, so that

he becomes ashamed by this disgrace and exclusion? If he is contemp-
tuous of this exclusion and excommunication, he is accused of the

contemptuous offense by an officer of the court before the magistrate,

by whom he is deservedly punished. 1° Among the Jews it would seem

that the right of censorship, even over kings, was entrusted to the

prophets, as becomes apparent from the example of Samuel, n as well as

of Isaiah, Jeremiah, and others .... 12The Romans are also observed to

have had censors of their morals. The Spartans had their ephors as

censors of kings. And to these ephors, optimates, and leaders of the

orders of the realm was given the right and power of censorship over the

supreme magistrate himself.

The form and practice of censorship consist of inquisition and

stigmatization. Inquisition occurs with respect to vices that do not _5
come into the courts because of the lack of an accuser or denouncer,

and yet offend the eyes of good and pious citizens. For the sake of

example, these vices receive a most serious rebuke and notation, even

though recourse is not had to legal punishment. Such vices are bad

morals and luxuries. I understand bad morals to include depraved _6

actions, lewdness, wantonness, drunkenness, brawls, errors, schisms,

heresies, perjury, and anything else that probity and modesty condemn

s[Althuslus draws heavily from the Bible in this discussion of censorship, and
then most often these contemporary writings: Jean Bochn, The Commonweale;
Petrus Gregorius, De Republica;Justus Llpsius, Politicorumsive avihs doarinae;
Phihp Camerarius, Meditatzoneshistoricae;Wilhelm Zepper, De polit,ca ecclesias-
tica; and Benechct Aretius, Problematatheologica.]
91Corinthians 5.

_°Matthew 18.

111Samuel 12-14.

*_Jeremiah 1:10; 20; I gangs 17:1; II gangs 3:13. With a sharp censure Jeroboam
was rebuked by a prophet (I gangs 13), Asa by Hanani (I! Chromcles 16), and
David by Nathan (II Samuel 12). So Jeremiah reprimanded the people and the
king (Jeremiah 17:20), Elijah rebuked Ahab (I gangs 18), and John the Baptist
rebuked Herod (Matthew 14), and Elisha rebuked the king oflsrael (II Kings 3).
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in every age and sex by which subjects are pauperized by the rmsuse of

._15 their goods or depraved and corrupted by vices .... Luxury, on the

authority of Lipsius, appears in respect to four things, namely, money,

housing, food, and clothes ....

§24 The stigsnatization of censorship is the public declaration of

shame and disgrace, possibly with some kind of fine, administered by
the censor because of a less than decent life ....

§28 Chastisement and reproach by our censors, that is, by the

presbyters, consist in suspension from the use of the sacraments, and

prohibition and excommunication from the fellowship of the pious.

• . . These are the steps to be observed by censors; first admonition,

then corrective action or fines, and lastly, if these are disregarded,

excommunication. Such ecclesiastical discipline is rightly called the

teacher of virtue, the custodian of faith, the walls and bulwark of piety,
and the bond and sinew of the church ....

_29 Where there is no such censorship, the life of the prince, if it is

moral and pious, can be put forth and established in its place. For Pliny

rightly said that the life of the prince is the censure of citizens, which
when constant directs and transforms us. 13

It is also important that not everything be corrected at once,

but gradually. For as Cicero says, none of us can be changed quickly.

Nor can one's life be altered or his character transformed suddenly.

Some evils the prince can remove more easily if he is patient with them•

Shame changes some men for the better, necessity others, and satiation

still others. For the souls of some men journey into evil, but do not
remain there .... 14

_I XXXI So MUCH FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE and for

censorship. We turn now to the endeavor to conserve concord

and tranquiUity in public life. Concord and tranquillity consist in

consensus, peace, and good will among subjects and between subjects

and their magistrate, without mutual deceits or hatreds, for the purpose

§2 of preserving the public entity. 15They are absolutely necessary in a

13[Phny the Younger], Panegyricon Trajan.

_4As Lipsius teaches from Seneca and others. See also Petrus Gregorius, De
republica,IV, 12; Lambert Daneau, Politiceschristianae,VI, 4.
_SSeeNovel IV; Digest I, 18, 13.
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commonwealth. For nothing is better for a commonwealth than umty,

and nothing worse than divasiveness. Therefore, concord is rightly

called the unconquerable bulwark of the commonwealth ....

The care of this concord is entrusted to the magistrate. He 53
should conserve it by removing all causes of factions and sedinons, and

by entering into alliances with neighboring countries. For a city or

commonwealth is like the physical body. Civil disturbances are its

sicknesses, and the king or magistrate is its doctor. His first responsibility

is to preserve it in good health, and his second is to restore it to good

health if it has been weakened by illnesses. Consequently, the magastrate

is called the custodian of the common society.

In every conflict between persons, in every faction and sedi- 54
tion, there are always two different parties. One defends the laws and

rights of the commonwealth against those who act unjustly. The other 55

resorts to force without adequate reason. When a faction or sedition ts

confirmed by an oath, it is called a conjuration; when organized around

a covenant, it is called a conspiracy.

A faction is a conspiracy or union of a few or of many in 56

dissension with other citizens. If the people divides into more than two 57
factions--into three, four, or five factions--friendship alliances will
combine them into two; or else one united with another will subdue

and overcome the others. Factions have their origin in the private and 58

public hatreds of different families, or in ambinon, arguments, discord,

animosities, jealousies, and sinister suspicions. In former times such

factions existed between the Guelphs and the Ghibellines, the Samari-

tans and the Jews, and the Israelites and the Judeans ....
The magistrate overcomes factions when he destroys the seeds 510

that cause them--hatred, ambition, arguments, jealousies, strife--and

reconciles the parties. He does this when he takes precautions that one

party does not act abusively toward another, nor provoke it with words;

when he does not permit intermediate magistrates and rulers to nourish

hatreds and factions among themselves; when he anticipates and heads
off byjust means the envy that arises from virtue and renown; and when

he defends good men from the calumny and injury of the envious. For a

small spark when neglected has often started a great fire. Secondly, he

should abolish the names and insignia of factions. Thirdly, he should not

permit secret deliberations and meetings ....
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._11 Sedition is the dissention of a united group against the magis-

trate, or the sudden and violent uprising against the magistrate ....
_13 There are various causes of sedition. The first is excessive and unusual

taxation by which the magistrate impoverishes his subjects, especially

515 when imposed for unnecessary expenses .... The second cause of
sedition is the fear of those who have done harm and are afraid of

_16 punishment .... The third cause is excessive indulgence and laxity, or

the distress and indigence of the poor, as well as excessive riches. Great

riches produce luxury, sloth, a desire for political changes, and disor-

ders. Poverty causes the same desire for pohtical changes, a large

number of crimes, and many disgraceful things .... 16

52s The remedies by which sedition may be overcome are either

._26 general or special. Petrus Gregorius sets forth three general remedies. 17

First is precaution, prevention, and foresight that seditions do not occur.

The second is appropriate corrective measures when they do arise. The

third is penalties and exemplary punishment of seditious persons ....

_70 There are two special remedies for overcoming sedition. The first is

negotiation and compromise, and the second is civil war ....
_7s The removal of factions and seditions is the first means of

conserving concord. The other, as I have said, is alliances. An alliance

with neighboring countries is entered into for the sake of peace,

tranquiUity, and concord, or of aid against enemies ....

_-1 XXXII THIS CONCLUDES THE DISCUSSION of the secular adminis-

tration of the general right, that is, of the office of the

magistrate m adrmmstering the means for conserving justice, peace,

concord, and discipline among the subjects and inhabitants. We turn

now to the admimstration of the special right, that is, to the administra-

tion of the means for procuring advantages to the social life, or for

avoiding disadvantages to it. The administration of these special rights

involves the care and direction of(l) commercial activity, (2) money, (3)

16[Althusms presents seven more causes of sedition: unfairness in the admims-
tration of justice, ambition for office, conflict of religion, the admission of
foreigners with dafferent customs to the social hfe, factions among the people,
idleness that comes from excessive abundance, and certain persons who would
overthrow lmperlum m the name ofhberty.]

_TDerepublica,XXXIII, 9. [The extensive discussion of these general reasons is
drawn largely from Gregorius, and Is omitted in this translation except for the
initial lisnng ofthem.]
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language, (4) duties and privileges, (5) pubhc security, (6) councils of

the realm, and (7) arms and war .... is

XXXIII A UNWaP,SWLCOUNCIL is a meeting of each and all members _1

and estates of the realm called for the purpose of deliberating

and making decisions about the condition and welfare of the common

universal association, of averting troubles to it, and of attending to and

improving its advantages. This council is called a universal meeting, a

senate of the imperium or realm, an assembly of the realm, an epitome

of the realm, ein Reichstag, ein gemeine Reichsversamlung.

The requisites of a legitimate council are (1) a purpose or 52

matter to be acted upon in the council, (2) personnel, (3) a time and

place, and (4) an order and form for holding the council. The purposes 53

for which an assembly is held are those that concern the entire realm or

associated body, one or more estates, or the subjects of the realm. Some

of these purposes are grave and difficult. They relate to religion and

divine worship, war, establishing peace and public tranquillity, taxes and

collections, money, the ordering of political and ecclesiastical affairs,

commerce, safe conduct and transit privileges, the supreme court of the

realm, tyranny, public goods, and other rights of the realm. Some

purposes are principally private in nature, such as the right of discussion,

the possession of a caste, public violence, disagreements between

estates, privileges, and the like.

The persons who hold an assembly and come together in 3[4

council are twofold, namely, the supreme adrmnistrator or magistrate of

the realm, and all the representatives of the realm. The supreme magis- _s

trate presides over universal councils. Whence he has the right of

directing and governing the whole proceeding: the right of calling a

universal and ecumenical assembly, the right of proposing the things

that are to be transacted, the right ofgathermg the members' opinions,

the right of promulgating those things that have been decided by the

assembly, and the right of adjourning it. The supreme magistrate, either

is [The first five are discussed m Chapter XXXII, the sixth in Chapter XXXIII,
and the seventh in Chapters XXXIV-XXXVI. All seven have already been set
forth in Chapters X-XVII on "Secular Communicataon." The present discus-
sion of the last two contains new material that is of some importance in
understanding the structure of Althuslus' political thought, and is therefore
partly included in this translation.]
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in his own person or through others, carries out all those things in
which the direction of the council consists.

_6 The right of calling an assembly and convoking the estates and

orders is carried out by letters of announcement and summons sent to
_7 the individual estates of the realm. In these letters are contained the

purpose of the assembly, and the time and place of it. Thereby those
who are called can study the purpose and come instructed and in-

formed, as well as know when and where they are to come.

_g The proposition is the public declaration delivered vocally in

the presence of all the orders that defines the purpose for which the

_9 assembly has been called together. The rogation is the collecting of the

.¢10 judgments of the deliberating and consulting estates. The promulgation

of the things decided in the assembly is the reading aloud in the presence
of all the orders of decisions confirmed by signed and sealed documents,

and then their publication throughout the entire realm.

511 The representatives of the realm called to the assembly are

partly consultants, deliberants, andjudges, partly petitioners, complain-
ers, and defenders of their own interests in the matter at hand. The

persons who consult and render opinions are all the members of the

realm, or the estates and orders organized in their various collegia, or

legates who have a mandate from these estates to perform this function.

._12 It isbest that the collegia of the orders be of an uneven number in order

that disagreement can be resolved between differing opinions of the

orders by a majority vote, and that something definite can thereby be
established. Or if the number is even, it is necessary that the supreme

magistrate be granted a vote. By this means controversy isovercome and
_13 a definite decision ismade. It is advisable that there be both ecclesiastical

and secular persons in each collegium of the orders or estates, that each

collegium have its own chamber, and that all the collegia combined

514 have one common chamber. Those persons who have been called to the
council and do not come lose their vote for this occasion. Those who

are present reach their conclusions in their individual collegia either by
unanimous consensus or by a majority of those voting.

_ls All the members of the realm are also expected to be petition-

ers and to make complaints. For it is permitted to all to complain freely

in that estate in which they abide. And anyone who wishes to denounce

things that need correcuon in the commonwealth is to be pauendy

heard. Thus the superior is informed about the state of the common-
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wealth and realm by such denunciations, and can discuss with the

assembled orders the means by which the wants of the commonwealth

can be relieved, its perils and disadvantages averted and removed, its

advantages increased, and common support and aid made available.

Those who defend their own interests are to be heard so that an injustice 516

may not be committed against innocent persons.

The place of the assembly is determined at the discretion of __ly

the person who calls it. Those who are called should be able to come to
it conveniently and safely,and to find adequate lodging there. Or else it

should be held where a remedy can best be found for some troubled part

or estate of the commonwealth. Whence the place is to be decided

according to discretion and the usual practice. The time of holding the

assembly is also discretionary and according to custom.

The general order and form of holding this assembly is that, _18

after prayers have been said, an address is made concerning the matter to
be decided, or else both sides of the issue are set forth, argued, and

considered. The voting is first within the orders meeting separately in

their collegia, and then in a combined public session of the collegia.

Opinions are asked for, listened to, compared, pondered, and examined.

When all or a majority agree, a common judgment is established by

which even a minority with another opinion is bound .... The opm- .f20

ion of the combined orders and estates prevails over the opinion of the

presiding officer or the supreme magistrate. For greater is the authority

and power in the many than in the one who has been constituted by the
many and is less than they are. Many are also better able than one to see,

understand, and judge. One is more likely than many to err and to be

deceived, or to be carried away by feelings to make decisions that are

not suitable. What is sought by many is more easily achieved, and what

is decided by the authority of many is carried out and defended with

greater concord, respect, and fidelity. Then too, if the opinxon of the

supreme magistrate, when contrary to the opinion of the orders and
estates individually and collectively, were alone to be promulgated as the

opinion of the universal council, then this council would be made
useless....

From all these things it is apparent that the use of assemblies _f29

was introduced because of the most just and necessary reasons. For the

welfare of the people and the excellence of counsel depend upon alarge
number of prudent men, as Solomon says. Then it isan aspect of liberty .f3o
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that an enterprise should be administered with the counsel and author-

ity of those who bear the danger of it, and supply the capabihties,

support, goods, and spirit for it. Furthermore, the voices of individuals

are less heeded than those of an entire province. Indeed, the voice of the

realm is heeded most clearly, and its request is sufficiently powerful that

the prince, even if he wishes, cannot fail to listen to it. Also, there are

some public matters that cannot reasonably be handled by individuals.

Rather they can best be investigated, deliberated, and settled by the

whole to whom the matters at hand are better known than they would

be to one or certain few. Moreover, the prince or the supreme magis-

trate retains the favor of his subjects by the use of assemblies because the

sub3ects thereby see themselves as not excluded from the care and

administration of the commonwealth, and they do not suspect evil

counsel to be the cause when an activity perchance does not go well.

But if none of the subjects is admitted to the counsels of the prince in

diflqcult matters, the subjects would consider themselves to be despised,

and would develop a hatred against the prince. Finally, those who have

great influence with the king and hold major positions in the realm are

held to their responsibihties by the fear of a council in which the

demands of cities and others are heard. Whence the spirit of liberty is

retained through this right of holding assemblies, and a remedy is

thereby found for the machinations of the mighty, the flatterers, the

unjust, and the greedy. Francis Hotman presents many examples of
this .... 19

51 XXXIV THE CARE OF ^RMS is the process by which the supreme

magistrate keeps his forces always prepared and ready so that

if an unexpected emergency should arise, or a hostile force should

suddenly attack, he can defend the commonwealth and realm from
harm and destruction.

52 The care and handling of arms is twofold. One function of it is

exercised in time of peace, and the other in time of war. 2°The care and

handling of arms in time of peace is the program by which the citizens

_gDe antiquo jure regni Gallici, I, 14. [The remainder of Chapter XXXIII xs
devoted to long discussions of universal councils in ancient Israel, Greece, and
Rome, and in contemporary Germany, France, England, Belgium and the
Netherlands, Poland, and the free city of Venice.]

20[Chapters XXXIV and XXXV-XXXVI respectively.]
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are trained in the arts of war at a time when there is no war, or by which

the science of waging war is demonstrated to subjects and they are given

practice in military exercises ....

XXXV WE TURN NOW tO the care and handling of arms m time of 51

war. War is a hostile action legitimately undertaken and

administered by the magistrate for the sake of preserving or seeking

peace, and for deterring injury or defending the commonwealth

against its enemies by force and arms .... 2_War is therefore a general 52

state of strife, and a proceeding in which two conflicting peoples who

submit to no common magistrate settle their controversy by force and
arms. 22

The conduct of war contains two parts, namely, the undertak- 53

ing and the waging of war. 23The undertaking of war is the process by 54

which the just principles and foundations of war are laid out and

examined. Such are the just cause of war and the necessary preparation

for war. A just cause of war is considered to be one that depends upon ._5

both right and the authority of the supreme magistrate. The causes of

war that rely upon right are (1) defense of liberty and of one's rights, and

repulsion of a launched attack, (2) defense of the pure religion, (3) re-

covery of properties unjustly seized, (4) denial of justice, and (5) con-

spiracy with an enemy, and rebellion .... 24But these causes can easily

be reduced to two, the first of which is defense and the other vindica-

uon. The former repulses and the latter vindicates injury launched

against God, the commonwealth, its subjects, or the church. I under- 56

stand defense to be either of your own nation or of another ....

Vindication is a legmmate cause for war when a judgment and recovery

of what has been seized has not yet taken place ....

.,iSo George Obrecht defines it. [De bello.]

22So Lambert Daneau says. [Politiceschristianae.]

23]Chapters XXXV and XXXVI respectively.]

24Seewhat I have said m Chapter XI [XVI m the 1614 ediuon, XIII m the 1603
edition]. Also see the foUowmg writers: Lambert Daneau, Pohticeschrimanae,
VI, 3; Justus Lipsms, Politicorumswe civilisdoctrinae,V, 4; Diego Covarruvias,
Regulaepeccatum, II, sect. 10; Henry Bocer, Dejure beUi,I, 5; Petrus Gregorius,
De republica,XI, 1 and 2; Elias Reusner, Stratagematographia,I, 10; Peter Martyr
Vermagh, The Common Places, IV, 16-18 and Commentarii (Judges 11). For
examples ofjust wars seeGenesis 14; I Kings 30; I Chronicles 10; Nehenuah 4;
I Samuel 11; and throughout the books of Kings and Chronicles.
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57 The authority of the supreme magistrate in undertaking war,

and the agreement of the orders of the realm, are so necessary for the

waging of war that without them a war is said to be unjustly and

58 unlawfially undertaken. This authority to undertake war ought not to

be employed by the magistrate unless all other remedies have failed, and

there is no other way to repel an attack upon his subjects, to avoid and

vindicate injustice to them, or to obtain peace and tranquilhty in the
realm ....

59 There are two cases in which even an inferior magistrate

without consulting his superior can undertake war. The first is when he

is assaulted unjusdy by another force and defends himself and his

subjects against violent invasion. The second is when the superior

magistrate does not do his duty, or exercises tyranny over his subjects? 5

51o But before undertaking war a magistrate should first check his

own judgment and reasoning, and offer prayers to God to arouse and

direct the spirit and mind of his subjects and himself to the well-being,

utility, and necessity of the church and community, and to avoid all

rashness and injustice ....

517 The necessary preparation for war IS the procurement of all

that is required for the prosecution of war, together with a declaration of

518 war. Things and persons are required for prosecution of the war.

Necessary things for war are money, arms, supplies, and the removal of

527 goods by which the enemy can be benefited .... The persons neces-

sary for war are officers and soldiers ....

51 XXXVI THE WAGING OF WAR is the execution by military actions of

that which has been legitimately undertaken. It can be called

52 the conduct or administration of war. Military or warlike actions are

those that are used to break the forces and strength of the enemy and to

attain victory. These are the establishment of military discipline, and the

inflicting of wartime losses upon the enemy and the avoidance of the

L_ same to oneself. Military discipline is the training of the soldier to a

hardy and brave life, as established by the leader of the war .... The

._26 other action of war is the inflicting of losses by soldiers. These losses

result from the pillaging of enemy lands, the siege of places and towns

belonging to the enemy, combat, fire and demolition of villages and

2sSee Chapters XVIII and XXXVIII.
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fortified places, deaths, captivities, and other similar war-inflicted disas-

ters, miseries, and injuries ....

XXXVlI THiS COMPLETESOUR DXSCUSS1ONof the civil administra- 51

tion of the public functions of the realm. We turn now to

the civil administration of public and private things of the realm. The
civil administration of public things--of which the ownership and

usufruct belong to the people--is the process by which the supreme

magistrate, serving as curator, guardian, and father, prudently em-

ploys and distributes these things in the service of the commonwealth

according as the need and utility of the realm require. He receives 52

these things from the people, which remains their owner. Only the

management of them has been granted to him by the general mandate

of the people or realm ....

The necessity of disbursing public things of the realm or 510
associated body is twofold. One is the maintenance of the magnstrate.

The other is the administration of pubhc functions reqmring outlays

and expenses. Maintenance of the magistrate suitable to Ins person, 511

office, digmty, and splendor requires expenses for food, fine and distin-

guished clothes, and for employment of servants and attendants ....

The administration of things of the realm is the other reason for making .¢23

outlays. For expenses are required m the administration of the functions
of the realm and m paying salaries and supends for food, housing, and

clothing of mimsters, overseers, officers, princes, and others who are

necessary to maintain the government of the commonwealth ....

Although the rule is that the magistrate cannot alienate the 547

goods of the realm by any manner or means, or dispose of them in his

will, nevertheless when public necessity and utility require he should be
able to alienate them for any of three principal reasons. The first occurs 548
when he has children. For then he can make one of them his heir, and

give the remaining children other goods for their possession, but

without the latter holding the right of royal power or the right of

succession .... The second reason for the alienanon of things is war or 549
ransom for himself, or other causes such as dowries in the event of

matrimony. The third reason _sthe necessary defense of the common- 550

wealth for which only the sale of property will avail.... For no other ._sl

reasons, however, can the magistrate alienate the goods of the common-
wealth, especially the cities, towns, and other places of the realm, which
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he can least of all remove from his imperium and jurisdiction. Nor can

he grant to any of them privileges freeing them from obedience ....

._98 Next is the care of the goods of private men that is entrusted to

the magistrate with respect to their protection and defense against

__99 violence and injury. Private goods are of three sorts. The first are life and

physical safety. The second are honor and reputation. And the third are

outward goods ....
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Tyranny and Its Remedies

THE OF UPRIGHT admimstration J_l

NATURE JUST AND

should be sufficiently clear from the things that we

have said. We will now throw light on the opposite of these things,

which is tyranny, and will add to this the remedies of tyranny by which

the commonwealth is liberated and preserved from so much evil. 1

Tyranny is the contrary of just and upright administration. By it the

foundations and bonds of universal association are obstinately, persis-

tently, and insanely destroyed and overthrown by the supreme magis-

trate against his pledged word and declared oath .... A tyrant is 3;3

therefore one who, violating both word and oath, begins to shake the

foundations and unloosen the bonds of the associated body of the

commonwealth. A tyrant may be either a monarch or a polyarch that

through avarice, pride, or perfidy cruelly overthrows and destroys the

most important goods of the commonwealth, such as its peace, virtue,

order, law, and nobility.... 2

When a ruler has failed only in some part of his office or 3;4

government, however, he is not imrnediately to be called a tyrant.

Regarding such a person one must consider that even the best at some

time or other are weak in the performance of their offices, and are not

for this reason to be thought of and treated as tyrants, provided the
foundataons and bonds of the umversal association remain safe and

unharmed, and are not shaken, assaulted, or upset by vices or faults of

[This chapter on tyranny was not part of the 1603 edition. On the other hand,
Althusius' Dicaeologica(1617) contains a chapter (I, 113) entided "The Abuse of
Public Power" that is in part a discussion of tyranny and its punishment.]

2Thus Jacob Mlddendorf describes it. Quaestionespoliticae, 16.

191
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princes. Nor is one to be treated as a tyrant who, having already started

on the road to tyranny, nevertheless does not obstinately and insanely

persist on it. 3For the wicked life of a magistrate does not invalidate his

royal authority, just as a marriage is not dissolved by every misdeed

comrmtted by one mate against another--unless it is the misdeed of

adultery, because this is direcdy contrary to the nature of marriage. So

not every misdeed of a magistrate deprives him of his scepter, but only

that in which he, having accepted and then neglected the just rule of

administration, acts contrary to the fundamentals and essence of human

association, and destroys civil and social life .... 4

55 This tyranny, or tyrannical admimstration of a common-

wealth, is twofold. One type of it is concerned with the overthrow and
destruction of the fundamental laws of the realm. The other consists in

the administration of functions and things of the associated body in a

56 manner that is contrary to piety and justice. The first type of tyranny has

two species. One specie occurs when the supreme magistrate violates,

changes, or overthrows the fundamental laws of the realm, especially

those that concern true religion. Such a tyrant was Athaliah. s Such also

was Philip, king of Spain, who established an administration in Belgium

by force and arms against the fundamental laws and hereditary ways of
57 the commonwealth .... The other occurs when he does not maintain

faith with the associated body, despises his oath, and breaks up the

orders and estates, or impedes them in the performance of their offices.

58 . . . The second type of tyranny is either general or special. General

tyranny stands opposed to the universal association in all things, as when

the supreme magistrate like an enemy plunders, perverts, and upsets the

59 church and commonwealth. Likewise, general tyranny occurs when the

supreme magistrate exercises absolute power, or the plenitude of power,

in his administration, and violates the bonds and shatters the restraints

510 by which human society has been maintained .... Special tyranny

stands opposed to certain parts and aspects ofjust administration. This is

3See the arguments ofll Samuel 11; 24; I Kings ll;John Calvin, Institutes of the
Christian Religion, IV, 20, 24 ft.; Francis Zoannet, De tripartitionedefensioms,III,
num. 1-3; Jerome Gigas, De criminelaesaemajestatis,I, quest. 56, 10.

4See Peter R.ibadeneira, Religion and the Virtues of the Prince, II, 9; Petrus
Gregorius, De republica,IX, 12; Wilham Rose, Dejusta reipublicaechristianae
auctoritate,1, 6.

SlI Kings 11:2; II Chronicles 23.
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to say, it is contrary to the just administranon of the functions of the

associated body, of its goods, or of the right of private persons .... 6

Having become acquainted with the nature of tyranny, we are 528

now to look for the remedy by which it may be opportunely removed.

Th_s consists in resistance to and deposition of the tyrant, which remedy

has been entrusted to the opnmates alone) This resistance is the process 529

by which the ephors impede the tyranny of the supreme magistrate by

word and deed. And when he is incurable, or the rights (jura)8 of the

associated body cannot otherwise be kept sound, well protected, and In

good condition, or the commonwealth free from evil, they depose him
and cast him out of their midst ....

In order that the ephors may rightly exercise this right of 546

resistance to a tyrant, it is necessary that they pay attention to the

following matters: (1) what optimates or ephors can resist a tyrant and

are responsible for doing so, (2) when, (3) in what manner, and (4) how

long and how far?

Concerning the first matter, the optamates of the realm 9both 547

coUectavely and indivlduaUy can and should resist tyranny to the best of

their ability. For since they have the right of creating the magistrate by

the consent and command of the people, they also receive the power of

judging and deposing him .... 10Subjects and citizens who love their 548

country and resist a tyrant, and want the commonwealth and its rights

6[The just administranon of these public funcuons, pubhc goods, and private
rights has been described by Althusius in Chapters XXVIII-XXXVII on
ecclesrasncal and secular admmiswation. Because special tyranny is simply the
abuse of one or more of these three administratave areas, Althusius' detailed
chscusslon of it is here omitted. One point only should be noted, namely, that
Althusius does not consider a tyrant without tide (tyrannus absquetitulo) to be a
tyrant at all, but only a private citizen who is an enemy of the realm. The reason
is that such a person never nghtfiaUy became its supreme maglstrate. Only a
tyrant by practice (tyrannus exercitio)xsa true tyrant.]

7As we have sanl m Chapter XVIII above.

8_ws.]
9[Le., those optimates or ephors who have a responsibility for the whole realm
as distingmshed from special optimates and ephors whose responsibihty is
hrmted to that part or territory of the realm assigned to them.]

1°Zachary Ursmus, Dispositiones, II, 44 and ult.; [Theodore Beza], Concerning
the Rights ofRulers; Petrus Gregorms, De republica,XXVI, 5-7;Juan de Mariana,
The King and His Educauon, I. 6 f.; Francis Zoannet, De tripartitionedefensionis,
III, num. 28; Lambert Daneau, Politiceschristianae,VI; Otto Cassman, Doctn'nae
et vitaepoliticae, 10; Code X, 53, 2; Institutes I, 25, 6; Digest L, 4, 11, 3.
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to be safe and sound, should join themselves to a resisting ephor or

J_49 optimate. Those who refuse to help the resisting ephor with their

strength, money, and counsel are considered enemies and deserters.

Therefore, each and all ought to move quickly against a tyrant as against

a common fire, and eagerly carry water, scale the walls, and confine the

flame so that the ennre commonwealth does not burn. Above all they

ought to do this when a tyrant is engaged in the actual act of tyranny. I1

550 Special ephors are obligated to defend only that part of the

_51 realm whose care and safety have been entrusted to them. But they

certainly ought not to abandon the subjects and region over which they

preside, unless they first have attempted all legitimate courses of action,

and have given them up as hopeless ....

5s3 What is to be done collectively by the estates or ephors of the

realm is not permitted to one of them when the others do not consent.

That is to say, one of the ephors may not take imperium away from the

magistrate, declare him to be a private person, kill him, resist him

beyond the boundaries of this ephor's own territory or of the region

assigned to this ephor, or persecute him. For what concerns the whole

cannot be exercised by individuals separately and by themselves when

the rest or the largest part of them disagree. However, it shall be

permitted one part of the realm, or individual ephors or estates of the

realm, to withdraw from subjection to the tyranny of their magistrate
and to defend themselves ....

_s5 It should be observed, nevertheless, that even one ephor is

required to drive from the entire realm the tyranny of an enemy and

someone without title (tyrannus absque titulo) who wishes to force

himself into the position of a legitimate magistrate when he is not one.

A single ephor is expected to defend the associated body of which he is a

member against force and injury.... So Holland, Zeeland, Frisia,

Gelderland, and other confederates defended the remaining estates and

orders of the Belgium prownces against the force and tyranny of Spain.

But those writers are wrong who assign to the Roman pontiff the

power of deposing kings and emperors.12

nJunius Brutus, Defenceof Liberty Against Tyrants,quest. 3.
12See Petrus Gregorius, De republica,XXVI, 5-7; Marsihus of Padua, The
Defenderof the Peace;Lupold of Bebenberg, De jure regni et imperil. [Gregorius
affirms, while Marsdius and Lupold deny, a papal power of deposing rulers.]
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We turn now to the second matter, or when a tyrannical S56

magistrate may be resisted. This involves three aspects: when tyranny

proper--which pertains to a tyrant by pracnce (tyrannus exercito)--is to

be publicly acknowledged, when it Is to be considered firmly en-

trenched, and what to do when other remedies are to no avail .... To _57

make such tyranny pubhcly acknowledged and recognized it is neces-

sary that the optimates of the realm call a council and assemble a general

meeting of all orders of the people, and that they therein undertake to

examine and judge the activities and deeds of the tyrant. If there are no

ephors, then public defenders and deliverers should be consututed ad

hoc by the people itself .... Tyranny is said to be firmly entrenched 558

when the magistrate, having been admonished often by the optimates

without effect or correction in the performance of his office, still does

not cease from tyranny but instead persists in it, so that he can do

anything at all with impunity. Remedies other than deposiuon for _59

curbing and coercing tyranny should first be attempted time and again

until they prove to be without effect, in order that the remedy not

become more dangerous than the malady itself. For not only should the

permissible be explored, but also the expedient. On the other hand, .f60

when there is danger in delay, when evil increases and gathers strength,

one may resist immediately and confront the tyrant courageously m

order that through delay the malady not become more difficult or even

impossible to cure.

Third, the manner of resisting one who has entered upon _f6l

tyranny is by defensive, not offensive means, namely; by acuon within

the boundaries of the territory" assigned to the resisting ephor. The .f62

tyrant is to be resisted, I say, by words and deeds: by words when he by

words only violates the worship of God and assaults the rights and

foundations of the commonwealth: by force and arms when by mihtary

might and outward force he exercises tyranny, or has so progressed in _t

that without armed force such tyranny cannot be restrained, confined,

or driven out. In the latter event, it is permitted to enlist an army from

among the inhabitants, confederates, friends, and others, just as against

an enemy of the fatherland and realm .... 13

13SeeValerms Maxamus, MemorableDeeds and Sayings, VI, 3; Nlccol6 Machia-
velh, Discourses,II, 20; Justus Lipsms, Polmcorum sive cwil,s doctrinae,V, 9 f.;
Henrik Rantzau, Commentarius bellicus,1, 11.
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563 Fourth, he is to be reststed so long as tyranny endures, and so

far as he assails or acts contrary to the declared covenant. He should be

resisted until the commonwealth is restored to its original conditaon.

And to this end the optimates can remove such a person from office,

deprive him of his entrusted administration, and, if they cannot defend

themselves against force by any other means, even kill him, and substi-

tute another in his place.

_64 If an oppressed commonwealth, however, should solemnly

consent to a change in its laws, and he who was a tyrant without tide

should receive the title, there should no longer be resistance to th:s

legmmate magistrate .... _4

_65 What, then, is to be decided about private subjects from

among the people? For the posiuon we have thus far taken about the

ephors applies only to public persons. It plainly does not apply to private

persons when the magistrate is a tyrant by pracnce because they do not

have the use and right of the sword (usus et jus gladi O, nor may they

__67 employ this right .... This is to be understood, however, m such a

manner that these private persons are not forced to be servants of

Wranny, or to do anything that is contrary to God. Under these

circumstances they should flee to another place so that they avoid

obedience not by resisting, but by fleeing._5 Nevertheless, when mani-

fest force is applied by the magistrate to private persons, then m case of

the need to defend their lives resistance is permitted to them. For in this

case private persons are armed against the magistrate who lays violent

hands upon them by the natural law _us naturale) and the arrangements

constituting kings.

Accordingly, such private persons may do nothing by their

private authority against their supreme magistrate, but rather shall await

the command of one of the optimates before they come forth with

_68 support and arms to correct a tyrant by practice. But when a tyrant

14[Note the unannounced switches m the discussion from a tyrant by practice to
a tyrant without title, and then back to a tyrant by practice in the next
paragraph.]
_SSeeMatthew 23; II Chronicles 2:13 f. So David fleeing from the tyranny of
Saul is known to have withdrawn into the mountains. And Christ fled into

Egypt because of Herod's tyranny. Petrus Gregorius, De republica,XXVI, 6 f.;
John Calvin, Institutes qfthe Christian Religion, IV, 20, 23; Francis Zoannet, De
tripartitione defensionis, III, 114 ft.; Juntos Brutus, Defence of Liberty Against
Tyrants, quest. 3.
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without tide invades the realm, each and every optimate and private

person who loves his fatherland can and should resist, even by his private

authority without awaiting the command of another ....

It is not to be thought that by attributing such power to the _71

ephors the right and power of the supreme magistrate is thereby

diminished. Rather it is augmented and confirmed by the ephors'

power. The reason is that he who might otherwise be undone by his

own fault and negligence is upheld by a strength not his own and

thereby delivered from ruin. For it pertains to the power and duty of _72

ephors to see that the imperium and admm_stratlon of the supreme

magistrate is established according to justice and the norm of laws, and

that he does not depart from what is called true and legitimate adminis-

tration. Were he to do so his administration would be nothing other

than a plundering, or the conspiracy of a band of robbers and evil men) 6

Even God is not thought to be less powerful because he is intrinsically

unable to sin. Nor do we think someone is less healthy because he is

attended by medical doctors who dissuade him from intemperance,

forbid him from eating harmful foods, and even purge his body from

time to time when it needs cleansing. Whom should we consider to be

his true friends: these medical doctors who care for his health, or those

flatterers who obtrude everything harmful and unhealthy upon him?

One of the estates, 17or one part of the realm, can abandon the 3[76

remaining body to whach it belonged and choose for itself a separate

ruler or a new form of commonwealth when the public and manifest

welfare of this entire part altogether requires it, or when fundamental

laws of the country are not observed by the magistrate but are obsti-

nately and outrageously violated, or when the true worship and dis-

closed command of God clearly require and demand that this be done.

And then this part of the realm can defend by force and arms its new

form and status against the other parts of the realm from which it

withdrew. Thus the Israelites broke loose from the house and impermm

of David and founded their own realm .... 18Thus also subjects can

withdraw their support from a magistrate who does not defend them

16Augustine, The City of God, IV, 4.
17[opumates.This word has generally been rendered as "opnmates'" m this
translation, but "estates" would seem to be closer to Althusius' meaning m this
particular instance.]

lSl Kings 12.
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when he should, and can jusdy have recourse to another prince 19and

submit themselves to him. 2° Or if a magistrate refuses to administer

justice, they can resist him and refuse to pay taxes. 21

§77 ALBEP,ICO GENTILI HAS RECENTLY disapproved of this position con-

cerning the power of the ephors against a tyrannical magistrate, 22 as

William Barclay 23and Giovanni Beccaria 24also do. But they have been

persuaded by the most trivial reasons, indeed I would even say no

reasons. It should also be noted that Henning Arnisaeus has a different

viewpoint from mine concerning the marks of tyranny. 2s The chief

reason that Gentili employs is this. The paternal right and imperium are

not to be taken away from a father, much less is force to be inflicted

upon him. And therefore not upon the prince either. But I say that there

are cases in which this is permitted, 2bespecially when some precept of

_78 the first table of the Decalogue requires it. For the precepts of the

second table are inferior to the precepts of the first table, as examples

indicate. 27And as Christ says, "whoever loves father or mother more

than me is not worthy of me. ''28 The prince is called by analogy the

father of his country because he ought to embrace his subjects with

equal affection. However, analogy proves nothing but only illustrates, as

the logicians teach. Whence an argument entered upon from analogy is

said to be defective. Whoever is a father is such by nature. A magistrate is

19Alberico Gentili, De jure beUi,I, 23.
_Tiberius Decianus, Tractatuscriminalis,VII, 49, 29.

2_Lucas de Penna, Super tres hbros codicis(Code I, 10); Andrea Alclatl, Com-
mentana (Code I, 2, 5); Tiberius Deoanus, Tractatuscriminalis,VII, 49, 27 f.

_-_-De absoluta regispotestate.

2_The Kingdom and the Regal Power,III, 6. [The lengthy answers Althusius gives
later m this chapter to Barclay's arguments against ephors will be omitted in this
translauon because they duplicate extensive mater,al already included m chapter
XVIII.]

24Refutatio cujusdamlibellisine autore,cui titulusest l)ejure magistratuumin subditos.
[The anonymous book Beccaria attempted to refute was actually by Theodore
Beza, and is referred to elsewhere in this translatlon.]

_-S[Dejure majestatis. Althusius neither elaborates upon nor responds to
Arnisaeus' viewpoint.]

26SeeDigest XI, 7, 35; Exodus 23.

-_7Luke 9:3, 24 f., 59 ft.: I Kings 21:10 ft.; Mark 9:42 ft.; Matthew 5:18, 29; 9:13;
10:37; 13:5, 11; Acts 5:29; I Samuel 19:17 f.; Hosea 6:6.
-'_Matthew 10:37.
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not a father by nature, but only by election and inauguration. A father

supports his children. A prince does not support his subjects, but is

supported by them. And he collects treasures not for his subjects, but for
himself.

And we do not say that a tyranmcal prince is imme&ately to be

killed, but that resistance is to be made against his force and injury. In one

instance only can he justly be killed, namely, when his tyranny has been

publicly acknowledged and is incurable: when he madly scorns all laws,

brings about the ruin and destruction of the realm, overthrows cwil

society among men so far as he is able, and rages violently: and when

there are no other remedies available. When a mad and foolish parent

cannot manage his own responsibilities properly, his son can be assigned

as trustee. _ And a parent who abuses his paternal power can be rightfully

deprived of it.3° Whence Andreas Gai131and Fernando V_squez 32assert

the same thing about an intermediate magastrate who abuses his jurisdic-

tion. Subjects abandoned by their prince who does not defend them

when he should can have recourse to another prince .... 33

The Jesuit Beccaria proceeds further and demes that there are 3;I12

any orders or optimates. 34 1 think we have sufficiently refuted this

opimon already by rational arguments and by sacred and profane

examples .... 3s But the philosopher and theologian Bartholomaeus _f123

Keckermann acknowledges optimates and ephors, or estates, only in the

more imperfect principality, and does not recognize them in the more

perfect and distinguished principality. 3_ But in my judgment this is

wrong because of previously stated reasons and examples of the best

polities, especially oftheJewish polity consmuted as it was by God. For

we should not fashion a Platonic commonwealth and pohty, or the

ZgDigest XXVII, 10, 1 £.

3°Code VIII, 51; Digest I, 6, 2; Institutes I, 8.
31Practicarumobservationum,I, obs. 17.

32Illustrium controversiarum,I, 8.

33Alberico Gentili, De jure beUi, I, 23: Tiberius Declanus, Tractatuscriminahs,
VII, 49, 28 f.; Lucas de Penna, Super tres libroscodtas (Code I, |0, 1).

34[Refutatio cujusdam libelli sine autore, cui titulus est De jure magistratuum in
subdieos.]

3SChapter XVIII above. [Althusius' restatement here of some of the arguments
contained in that chapter are ormtted from this translation.]
36[Systema disciplinaepoliticae.]
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Utopia that Sir Thomas More invents, 37but only a commonwealth as in

this ocean of human affairs can be adapted to the weakness of our
nature.

Furthermore, who permitted the fullest power of ruling,

which is called absolute, to be conceded to the king in such a more

perfect state? We have said that absolute power is tyrannical. 3s It would

follow from this that no power would be left to the associated political

body, and that the power of doing and managing those things that we

have attributed to the ephors would be taken away from it. But if we

nevertheless declare that power has been left to the associated body, then

it is necessary that we also grant to it the exercise and capability of

acting. Why gave authority (jus) to someone to whom the use of it is

denied? Clearly, whoever wishes law to be superior to the king, and the

king to be subjected to law, or as we have plainly said, whoever

considers justice and God himself to be the supreme lord, must also

grant to the associated body those things that we have attributed to the

ephors ....

37Utopia

3SWe have support from Diego Covarruvias, Variarumresolutionum, III, 6, 8;
Arms PineUus, De rescindendavenditione, I, 2, 25 f.; Fnedrich Pruckmann, De
regalibus,3.
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Types of Supreme Magistrate

E HAVECOMPLETEDour discussion of the consti- fltuting of the supreme magistrate, and of his

administration and office. We turn now to the types of supreme magis-

trate. One is monarchic, and the other is polyarchic .... The nature of _6

monarchy is that the command and power of one person administers the

commonwealth. This power, which does not depend upon the will of

another, is the supreme power in the strict sense. By it one person has the

right of ruling the rest both corporately and individually. Other rulers,

who under him grade the particular parts of the commonwealth as-

signed to them, depend upon him and are, as it were, his officials

through whom he as the monarch carries out his mandates.
There are some who maintain that the monarch can decide _7

about weightier matters, such as war, peace, and other arduous business,

without consulting the counselors, ephors, and optimates of the realm. 1

Others deny this, and are of the opinion that the optimates are to be

consulted in such matters, without whose consent nothing pertaining to

these activities is to be decided, established, and promulgated? I prefer

this latter opinion, as is evident from the things I have said above .... 3

But, you may ask, how can a government be called a monarchy _8

when the power of the monarch Is not absolute and free, when it is

understood to be confined within certain prescribed limits and to be

1William Barclay, The Kingdom and the Regal Power,IIl, 4.

2Fernando V,isquez, Itlustrmm controversiarum,1, 23; Friedr_ch Pruckmann, De
regalibus,4, 7; 18, 64; 33, 20; Digest XXVIII, 4, 3; Code I, 2, 5; I, 14, 8; IV, 13,
5; VI, 37, 10.

3Chapters XVIII, XXVII, and XXXII.
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able to do nothing against the laws and the will ofephors and universal

councils of the realm? Obviously liberty, as the jurists say, is to be

defined as the natural faculty by which each person is permitted to do

what he wishes unless something ts prohibited by force or law. Even the

emperor acknowledges himself to be bound by laws. 4 For this reason

our authority depends upon the authority of law. And indeed it is better

for lmperium to submit its dominion to laws. Thus, for an emperor to

be unable and forbidden to do wicked and prohibited things does not

take away from his power or his liberty, but defines the ends and deeds in

which his true power and liberty consist. For it is not the property of

impermm that it is able to rule in any manner whatever, nor Is It the

property of power that it can do anything whatever, but only what

agrees with nature and right reason. So God is not able to lie, as the

Apostle Paul said, 5 nor can he make two different things, such as hght

and darkness, exast at the same time in the same place. He is not for this

reason tess omnipotent. Nor is the long said to be impotent because he

cannot ascend into the heavens, touch the sloes with his hand, move

mountains, or empty the ocean. Therefore, the supreme power of the

monarch will consist in what is circumscribed byjusuce, laws, and right

reason (jus, leges, et rectaratio), not in unrestrained and unbridled action

against nature and reason? It is therefore appropriate to reason and

nature that the covenants and laws of the realm to which the king has

sworn be upheld, and that the consent of counselors and optamates be
obtained in ardous matters ....

_9 The types of commonwealth are to be deterrmned by the

more pre-eminent, prevalent, and predonunate part, just as in the

constitutions and temperaments of man. For although those who are

either sanguine or phlegmatic or choleric or melancholy can be lacking

in none of the four temperaments (humores) without risk of life, it

nevertheless happens that each man is characterized by one of these

temperaments more than by the others. Whence from the predominat-

Code I, 14, 4.

[Does Althusms have Hebrews 6:18, which as non-Pauhne, in mind?]
_See Fernando V_isquez, lllustrium controversiarum,I, 15; I, 26, 22; I, 45; Diego
Covarruvias, Variarum resolutionum, III, 6, 8; Arius Pmellus, De rescindenda
vendiuone, I, 2, 25 f.; Bartolus, Commentarii (Digest IV, 4, 38), where he says
"Great is Caesar, but greater is reason and truth"; Frledrich Pruckmann, De
regalibus,3.
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ing and more powerful temperament a man is called sanguine, phleg-

matic, choleric, or melancholy. 7 In a stmilar way the commonwealth

can also be compared to the human body so far as the types of its
administration are concerned. For what administration of a common- 510

wealth can exist or endure that lacks either intermediate magistrates or

estates or counselors or a definite head? Moreover, the estates, as I have

said, represent the aristocratic element, the councils the democratic,

and the head--whether it be one person or many in the place of one--

the monarchic. This is similar to the human body in which the head has

the likeness of the ruling king, the heart with its five external senses has

the likeness of the estates, and the remaimng members of the body

together have the likeness of the entire people or populace. These

intermediate magistrates frequently depend immediately upon the peo-

ple when it predominates, m which case the people prescribes the

principles of their administration, and constitutes and dismisses them.

In this event the government is called a democracy. Sometimes they are _11

dependent immediately upon one person who predominates. Whence

it is called a monarchy. At other times they are dependent upon one,

two, three, or four who predominate, and for this reason the govern-

ment is called an aristocracy....

If you further ask what is the democratic element in monarchy 513

and aristocracy, I respond that in both it is the assemblies of the realm in

whach the people has reserved to itself the right to vote (jus suffragii).

On the other hand, if you ask what is the aristocratic element in _14

democracy and monarchy, I respond that it is the estates of the realm and

the intermediate magistrates. Monarchy is represented in aristocracy

and democracy by the concord and consensus of those who rule in

which many voices are accounted as one voice and will. Without this

common will aristocracy and democracy cannot endure; they immedi-

ately disappear and are transformed into other types of administration.

Since these things are so, as we affirm, every type of commonwealth is 3_15

mixed, just as the constitution of man, as we have said, is combined

from four temperaments. For what is monarchic in a commonwealth

conserves and restrains in office what is aristocratic and democratic; and

7[This isan allusion to an old physiology in which four fluids (huraores)--blood,
phlegm, choler (yellow bile), and melancholy (black bile) --were understood to
enter the body and determine by their rehtive proportions therein the health
and thsposltion (humor, pl. humores)of the person.]
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what is aristocratic and democratic checks and restrains in orifice what is

monarchic. This arrangement is best, and is more likely to endure.

_16 Remedies are thus brought forth for various faults and vices to which

single types of commonwealths in themselves are subject. This happens

no less than m the human body where a choleric disposition is mitigated

by a phlegmatic one, and a sanguine disposition is restrained by a

melancholy one. Thus one bodily disposition may be the preservation

of another, and vices arising from excess and from deficiency may

correct each other. It is evident that a polity is to be judged best that

combines the qualities of kingship, aristocracy, and democracy.

Vincent Cabot, however, asserts that a state is called mixed

when the king has one kind of supreme power, the senate another, and

the people still another. 8 Indeed, he calls it mixed when they have the

same power, but not over the same things, as when the people has

responsibility over the citizens and the senate over aliens. It will also be a

mixed state, he says, if the king, senate, and people have the same power

over the same things. Likewise it is mixed when the laws are made by the

decision of the king, senate, and people; when the king, senate, and

people rule at the same time; or when the senate or people alone can do

nothing without the king. But I do not approve of these mixtures. Nor

does use and practice admit them, except so far as the people in electing

a king or supreme magistrate have reserved certain power to themselves.

_I 8 . . .9For it is the nature of the rights of sovereignty that whoever has one

of them is considered to have the others necessarily, for he cannot have

the use of one of them unless the others are also granted to him. For

they are connected and unitary. It is therefore necessary that their

exercise belong to one and not to many at the same time, except that the

many by mutual consent and concord can act as if they were one in the

administration of these rights. For one realm cannot have two kings, as

one earth cannot have two suns. And two supreme powers or imperia
cannot exist at the same time ....

_23 Bartholomaeus Keckermann has a somewhat different view

from mine on the mixed constitution and order of the common-

s Variarumjuris, II, 4.

9See Chapter XIX above for the mixture that I have considered to be the best.
This kind is thought to have existed in the Spartan commonwealth. See Niels
Krag, De republicaLacedaemoniorum,4; Caspar Contarim, De republicaVenetorum,
I; Laelius Zecchus, De pr/na'pe, I, 4; Hermann Kirchner, Respublica, disp. 3, 7.
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wealth. 1° He does not rightly understand what he calls my opinion of

the mixed state. For it is evident from the preceding things and from my

entire political teaching that there is no type of magistrate that is

immune from mixture. I do not recognize in this political association

any pure and simple state. Because of the weakness of human nature

such a state could not endure for long or be well suited for social life.

Therefore, as water without some mixture of earth would be tasteless

and devoid of nourishment, so such simple and imaginary states as the

Platonic and Utopian polities would be useless for soch_l life. Nor has

my opinion ever been different: what is the optimum, and what is the

measure of everything else, ought to be the beginning of the discussion.

I have attempted to advance from the things that are more general and

better known, by which everything that follows receives illumination,

to less well known particulars, and finally to the most special matters of

all, which so depend upon the things that have gone before that without

them they cannot be understood. For the law of method requires this

procedure ....

Monarchy is thought by many persons to be better and more _3o

useful than the other kinds of magistrate.11 The reasons they give are

principally the following: (1) Authority in one man is more conspicu-

ous, and at the same time engenders more respect and love, than in a

multitude. (2) Monarchy is more agreeable to nature in that one

creature always dominates and rules the others of its kind, just as one

soul rules the body, and one God the world. (3) This government is

more readily adapted both for acquiring advice and for carrying it out

without divulging secrets. (4) This state is not as readily subject by its

nature to change and confusion. Whence history indicates that repub-

lics have not endured as long as monarchies. (5) Monarchy is older, for it

dates from the beginning of the human race. 12(6) God used this form in

the government of his people. 13 (7) One man can better and more

easily turn the rudder on a boat than can many. (8) Monarchy follows

l°Systema disciplinaepoliticae, II, 4.
n Petrus Gregorius, De republica,V, 3 f.; Jean Bodin, The Commonweale, VI, 4;
MelchiorJunius, Politicaruraquaestionum, I, quest. 4;Jacob Simanca, De republica,
III, 2 f.; Sir Thomas More, Utopia, I, 2; Justus Lipsms, Politicorumsive civilis
doctrinae,II, 2; Aristotle, Politics, 131@ 39-1313 _17.

12Genesis, 11 f.

13Numbers 11; 16; Exodus 18; 24;Joshua 1; Deuteronomy 17.
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the example of wise peoples. (9) There are many disadvantages of other

forms of commonwealth, and to the extent that they possess real

advantages they have the likeness of a monarchy, or else approach closely

to it. For no one, as Christ testifies, can serve two masters, much less

_31 many masters. Nor can anyone easily satisfy the judgment and will of

many. Nevertheless, this monarchical form of the commonwealth is

greatly infested by plots and snares that are very often planned and

carried out by subjects against their monarch. TM

_32 A polyarchic supreme magistrate is one in which those who

are furnished by the subjects with equal or the same supreme impe-

rium rule and adminsster the rights of sovereignty. That is to say, the

succession of administration is communicated among a number of

54s persons .... This polyarchic magistracy can be either aristocratic or

§46 democratic. It is aristocratic when to a few noble or wealthy opti-

mates, or to certain others, are given jointly and indivisibly the

supreme imperium over the remaining subjects both individually and

_47 corporately, as well as the use of the rights of sovereignty. The nature

of aristocracy requires that the power and right of ruling belong

jointly, indivisibly, and continuously to a number of partners equally,

and that this form of government be protected by special laws agaanst

monarchy and democracy....

_s7 The state or magistrate is democratic when certain persons

elected alternately and successively from the people for definite periods of

time rule all the others both individually and corporately in the name of

the associated body of the realm, or of all the inhabitants thereof. Thus

they exercise the rights of sovereignty and supreme power according to

the votes of the entire people gathered by centurial divisions, by tribes, or

_61 by curia .... The nature of democracy requires that there be liberty and

equality of honors, which consist in these things: that the citizens

alternately rule and obey, that there be equal rights for all, and that there

be an alternation of private and public life so that all rule in particular

_62 matters and individuals obey in all matters .... It is also necessary that

democracy by its nature enjoy special and pre-eminent arrangements by

which it is protected against monarchy and aristocracy....

14Aristode, Politics, 1310_ 39-1313' 17; Melchior Jumus, Politicaruraquaes-
tionum, I, quest. 4; Philip Beroald, De optirnostatu;Francesco Patrizi, De regn0,I,
tit. 3;Jean Bochn, The Commonweale, II, 2; Vincent CasteUani, De 0ffw/oregis,I,
1; Matthew Scholasticus, De veto et christianoprincipe, I, 5.
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And these are the things about political art (ars)_sthat I have 583

thought ought to be discussed. I cannot be persuaded to treat separately,
as other political scientists do, the causes that lead to the destruction of

the association or the overthrow of the commonwealth. For as a straight

line shows up a crooked one, and virtue casts light on vice, so also an

association rightly and legitimately constituted is an indicator of vice,

corruption, and evil. Nevertheless, I do not judge it to be ahen to

political art that vices contrary to each type of association be explained

and subjoined as inferences thereto, and that precepts are illustrated by

them, as I have done in appropriate places. But to propose precepts

about the vices, defects, and faults of assooation, or about symbiotic
evil, is altogether alien to that political art we profess. Were this not so,

political art would be twofold, one part pertaining to symbiotic good

and the other to symbiotic evil. And these two parts would have two

ends each contrary to each other. The logicians and methodists discuss

this matter more fully.

Nor can I here approve the opinion ofBartholomaeus Keck- 584

ermann _6and Philip Hoenonius, 17who think that in politics the types
of supreme magistrate are first to be taught, then the mixed state

constituted from the three types that we have discussed, and only then

the provinces and cities. This conflicts with the law of method. For it

cannot be denied that provinces are constituted from villages and cities,

and commonwealths and realms from provinces. Therefore, just as the

cause by its nature precedes the effect and is more perceptible, and just as

the simple or primary precedes in order what has been composed or

derived from it, so also villages, cities, and provinces precede realms and
are prior to them. For this is the order and progression of nature, that the

conjugal relationship, or the domestic association of man and wife, is

called the beginning and foundation of human society. From it are then

produced the associations of various blood relations and in-laws. From

them in turn come the sodalities and collegia, out of the union of which

arises the composite body that we call avillage, town, or city. And these

symbiotic associations as the first to develop can subsist by themselves

even without a province or realm. However, as long as they are not

,5[science.]
16[Systemadisciplinaepoliticae.]
1_[Disputationumpoliticarum.]
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united in the associated and symbiotic umversal body of a province,

commonwealth, or realm, they are deprived of many of the advantages
and necessary supports of life. It isnecessary, therefore, that the doctrine

of the symbiotic life of families, kinship associations, collegia, cities, and

provinces precede the doctrine of the realm or universal symbiotic

association that arises from the former associations and is composed of

them. In practice, however, all these associations are to be joined

together for the common welfare of the symbiotes both individually

and corporately. For the public association cannot exist without the

private and domestic association. Both are necessary and useful in order

that we may live advantageously....

58s I do not think that special doctrine is necessary for the particu-
lar political state, although other modern writers disagree. For although

political art is general, it always and everywhere agrees with and can be

accommodated to every particular and special place, time, and people.

This isso even though various and separate realms often use laws of their

own differing from those of others in some matters. What else are the

dukedom, principate, lordship, dynasty, county, landgraviate, mark, and

the like, or what else can they be, except provinces, members, orders,
and estates of the realm to which they belong? Even if they sometimes

use laws that are peculiar to them and differ legitimately from those of

the rest of the realm, they are still provinces of the realm. TM

_86 Nor have I wanted to define the political types so far as their
establishment, increase, extension, and conservation are concerned.

The same principles apply to the establishment, increase, extension, and

conservation of polities. For the commonwealth is conserved and

extended by the same arts by which it is consututed, as our definition of

politics sufficiently explains. 19

_SAswe havesaid abovein Chapter VIII.
19Chapter I.
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Jurisprudentia Romana

Juris Romani Libri duo: Ad Leges Methodi tLameae conforman: Et Tabul_
iUustrati. Basle: Waldkirch's, 1586.

[Two volumes on Roman law: Corresponding to the laws of the
ILamean method: Illustrated by a table.]

Jurisprudentia Romana, vel potius, Juris Romani ars; Duobus Libris com-
prehensa, et ad Leges Methodi Rameae conformata, Studio Johannis
Althusn. Editio altera, aucta et correcta. Herborn: From the press of
Christophorus Corvinus, 1588.

[RomanJurisprudence,or the art of Roman Law; comprehended m two
volumes, and corresponding to the laws of the R.amean method. By
Johannes Althusius. Second echtion, augmented and corrected.]

Jurisprudentiae Romanae Libri Duo. Ad Leges Methodi Rameae conformati;
Et Tabulis illustrati. Echno altera, aucta et correcta. Accessit Cynosura
ReidinianaJuris Civilis: Qu_ Tum prima tonus Juris Principia, Titulorum
propria; generaliora, notabfliora, necessariora: turn frequentiora rariora,
obstletiora, perpetuis numeris monstrantur. Basle: From the press of Con-
lad Valdldrch, 1589.

[Two volumeson RomanJurisprudence.Corresponding to the laws of the
Ramean method; and illustrated by tables. Second edition, aug-
mented and corrected. Reidanus' Guide to Civil Law has been added:

in which the first principles of the whole law, the parucular, the more
general, more remarkable, and more necessary points of the heachngs:
then the more frequent, more rare, and more obsolete points are
shown m continuous numbers.]

Jurisprudentiae Romanae methodicedigestae Ia'bri Duo. Editio altera correcta et
epitome ac brevi anacephaheos_ Dicaeologlcae aucta. Herborn: From the
press of Christophorus Corvinus, 1592.
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[Two volumes on Roman Jurisprudence methodically set forth. Second
editaon, corrected and augmented by an extract and a short summary
of the main points of a Theory of Justice.]

_JurisprudentiaeRomanae methodice digestael.a'briDuo. Editio tertia correcta et
epitome ac brevi anacephalaeosi Dicaeologicae aucta. Accesslt Cynosura
ReidinianaJuris Civilis: qua rum prima Juris Principla, Timlorum propria,
generaliora, notabiliora, necessariora: tum frequentiora, rariora, obsoleti-
ora, perpetuis numeris monstrantur. Herborn in Nassovia: At the press of
Christophorus Corvinus, 1599.

[Two volumes on Roman Jurisprudence, methodicallyset forth. Third
editaon, corrected and augmented by an extract and short summary
of the main points of a Theory of Justice. ILeidanus' Guide to Civil
Law has been added: in which the first principles of law, the particu-
lar, the more general, more remarkable, and more necessary points of
the headings; the more frequent, more rare,and more obsolete points
are shown in continuous numbers.]

Jurisprudentiae Romanae methodice digestae IJbri Duo. Editio quarta, correcta
et epitome ac brevi anacephalaeosi Dicaeologicae aucta. Herborn: From
the press of Christophorus Corvinus, 1607.

[Two volumes on Roman Jurisprudence, methodically set forth. Fourth
edition, corrected and agumented by an extract and a short summary
of the main points of a Theory of Justice.]

Editio quinta, correcta et epitome ac brevi anacephalaeosi Dicaeo-
logicae aucta. Herborn: From the press of the heirs of Christophorus
Corvinus, 1623.

[Fifth ediuon, corrected and augmented by an extract and a short
summary of the mvan points of a Theory of Justice.]

Civilis Conversationis Libri Duo

Civilis conversationis Libri Duo: Methodic_ digesti et exemplis sacris et

profanis passim iUustrati. Editi _ Philippo Althusio. Hanau in Hesse: From
the press of Guilielmus Antonius, 1601.

[Two volumeson civil intercourse:Methodically set forth and illustrated
throughout by sacred and profane examples. Edited by Philippus
Althusms.]

Civilis conversationis Libri Duo recogniti, et aucti. Methodic_ digesta et

exemplis sacris et profanis passim iUustrati. Echti _ Philippo Althusio. Hanau
in Hesse: From the press of the heirs of Guilielmus Antonius, 1611.

[Two volumeson civil intercourse,revised and augmented. Methodically
set forth and illustrated throughout by sacred and profane examples.
Edited by Philippus Althusius.]
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Ethicus Althusianus, Hoc est Libri Duo De Conversatione Civili, Methodic_

chgesta exemplisque tam sacris quam profams locupleussma_ illustrau
Philippo Althusio. Amsterdam: From the press of Johannes Janssonius,
1650.

]Althusian Ethics, or Two volumes on civil intercourse,methodicaUy set
forth and copiously illustrated by sacred as well as profane examples
by Philippus Althusms.]

Politica

Latin Editions

Politica Methodice digesta et exemplis sacris et profanis illustrata: Cui in fine
adjuncta est Orauo panegyrica de utilitate, necessitate et antaquitate scho-
larum. Herborn in Nassovia: From the press of Chnstophorus Corvinus,
1603.

[Politicsmethodicallysetforth and illustratedbysacredandprofaneexamples:
At the end is added the Panegyric on the utility, necessity and
antiquity of the schools.]

Politica Methodi_ digesta atque exemplis sacriset profanis illustrata;Editio nova
prlore auctior, et cum Indice amplisstmo. Cmm fine adjuncta est, Orauo
panegyrica De necessitate et antiquitate scholarum. Arnhe_m: From the
press of Johannes Janssonius, 1610.

[Politicsmethodicallysetforth and illustratedby sacredandprofaneexamples,
new edition, with more additaonal material than m the earher ones,
and with a very voluminous index. At the end ts added the Panegyric
on the necessity and antiquity of the schools.]

Politica Methodicd digesta atque exemplis sacriset profanis illustrata; Cm in free
adjuncta est Oratio panegyrica, De necessitate et antiquitate scholarum.
Groningen: From the press of Johannes Radaeus, 1610.

[Politicsmethodicallysetforth and illustratedbysacredandprofaneexamples.
At the end is added the Panegyric on the necessity and antiquity of
the schools.]

Politica Methodicd digesta atque exeraplis sacriset profanis illustrata; Cui in fine
adjuncta est Oratio panegyrica, De necessitate, utihtate et antiquitate
scholarum. Editio tertia, duabus pnoribus multo auctior. Herborn in
Nassovia: (Corvinus), 1614.

[Politicsmethodicallysetforth and illustratedby sacredandprofaneexamples;
at the end is added the Panegyric on the necessity, utility and
antaquity of the schools. Third edition, with far more addiuonal
material than in the two former ones.]

Politica Methodice digestaatque exemplis sacriset profanis illustrata; Editio tertia
priore auctior, et cum Indice amplissimo. Cm in fine adjuncta est Oratio
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panegyrica, De necessitate et antiquitate scholarum. Arnheim: From the
press of Johannes Jansonnius, 1617.

[Politicsmethodicallysetforth and illustratedby sacredandprofaneexamples.
Tbard edition, with more additional material than the earlier ones,
and with a very voluminous index. At the end isadded the Panegyric
on the necessity and antiqmty of the schools.]

Politica Methodici digesta atque exemplis sacriset profanis illustrata; Cui in fine
adjuncta est Oratio panegyrica. De necessitate, utilitate et antlquitate
scholarum. Editio quarta. Herborn: From the press of Corvinus, with the
costs paid by Johannes Georgius Muderspacb_lus and Georgius Corvinus,
1625.

[Politicsmetho&callysetforth and illustratedby sacredandprofaneexamples.
At the end is added the Panegyric on the necessity, utihty and
anuquity of the schools. Fourth edition.]

Editio quinta. Herborn in Nassovaa, 1654.

[Fifth edition.]

Politica Methodice digesta of Johannes Althusius (Althaus). Reprinted [with
minor abridgements] from the Third Edition of 1614. Augmented by the
Preface of the First Edition of t603 and by 21 hitherto Unpublished Letters
of the Author. With an Introduction by Carl Joachim Friedr:ch. Harvard
Political Classics, Vol. 2. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1932.

[Politicsmethodicallysetforth, by Johannes Althusius.]

Politica Methodicd digestaatque exemplis sacriset profanis illustrata; Cui in fine
adjuncta est Oratio panegyrica, De necessitate, utilitate et antiquitate
scholarum. Editio tertia, duabus prioribus multo auctior. 2nd reprint of the
3rd echtion printed in Herborn in 1614. Aalen: Scienna Publisher, 1981.

[Politicsmethodicallysetforth and illustratedby sacredandprofaneexamples.
At the end Is added the Panegyric on the necessity and antiqmty of
the schools. Third edition, with far more additional material than in

the two earlier ones.]

English Translations

The Politics of Johannes Althusius. An abridged translation of the Third
Edmon (1614) of Politica Methodice digesta atque exemplis sacris et profanis

illustrata. And incluchng the Preface to the First and Third Editions.
Translated, with an introduction by Frederick S. Carney. Preface by CarlJ.
Friedrich. Beacon Series in the Sociology of Politics and Religion. Boston:
Beacon Press, 1964; London: Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1965.
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German Translations

Grundbegriffe der Politik. Selections from the 1603 editon of Politica methodice
digesta.Edited by Erik Wolf. Deutsches tLechtsdenken, no. 8. Frankfurt am
Main: Vittorio Klostermann, 1943.

[Includes the preface to the 1603 editaon of Politicaas well as extracts
from Chapters I, II, IV, V, IX, and XVIII.]

2nd Edition. Edited by Erik Wolf. Deutsches tLechtsdenken, no. 3.
Frankfurt am Main: Vittorio Klostermann, 1948.

In Quellenbuch zur Geschichte der deutschen Rechtswissenschaft. Edited
by Erik Wolf. Frankfurt am Main: Vittorio Klostermann, 1950.

"Politik als Eimgung der natiirhchen Lebensgemeinschaften." In Die
Politische Wissenschafi, edited by CarlJoachlm Friedmch. Orbis Acadermcus
Sec. I, Vol. 8. Freiburg and Mumch: Karl Alber, 1961. [Selections following
the partial translation by Erik Wolf (see his 1st edition, Grundbegnffe der
Politik, above).]

Dicaeologica

Dicaeologicae Libri Tres, Totum et universum Jus, quo utamur, methodicb
complectentes: Cum parallelis hujus et Judaici Juris, tabulisque insertis,
atque Indice triplici; uno, auctorum; altero, capitum singulorum; et tertio,
rerum et verborum locupletasslmo et accuratissimo. Opus tam theoriae
quhn praxeos aliarumqu_ Facultatum studiosis utilissimum. Herborn m
Nassovia: From the press ofChristophorus Corvmus, 1617.

[Three volumesofa Theory ofJustice, embracing in a methodical fashion
the whole and universal law that we make use of: With parallel
references from Roman and Jewish law, with inserted tables and three
indexes, listing, respectively, authors, the various chapters, and very
copiously and precisely things and words. A work very useful in
theory and pracuce for scholars of subjects other than law.]

Cum gratia et privilegia Caesans Majestatis. On sale at the press of
Christophorus Corvinus, 1618.

[With the gratitude and priwleges of His Imperial Majesty.]

Editio secunda prmn correctior. On sale m Frankfurt at the press of
the Heirs ofChristophorus Corvinus, 1649.

[Second editaon, more accurate than the former one.]

Reprint of the edition printed in Frankfurt am Main in 1649.
Aalen: Scmntia Publisher, 1967.
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Documentary Collections Edited by Atthusius

Recessund accordbuch/ Das ist/Zusamen verfassung aller ordnung/decreten
/ resolution/recessen/accorden und vertr_igen/So zwischen weilandt den
wolgebornen Graffen und Herren/ Herrn Edzardten und Herrn Johan
16bhchen andenckens/ Herrn und Graffen zu Ostfriesslandt/ etc. Und

jetzigem regierendem Graffen und Herrn/Herrn Enno Graffen ufi Herrn
zu Ostfrmsslandt Herrn zu Esens/ Stedessdorff und Wittmundt / etc.

unserm gnedigen Herrn/ Und den dreyen Stenden/ als Ritterschaft/
Stetten ufi Haussmansstande/ ufi m specie der Stadt Embden/der Graf-
schafft Otstfriesslandt/ zu underschiedhchen zelten uffgencht und pub-
liciret worden. Printed m Emden by Helvicus KaUenbach, official printer,
1612.

[Book of ordinancesand contracts/that is/a compilation of all regula-
tions, decrees, resolutions, ordinances, contracts and treaties/ be-
tween the former high-born counts and masters/master Edzardten
and in master Johan's memory, master and count at East Fnsia. And
between the presently ruling Count and master, Master Enno, Count
and master at East Frls_aand Esens, Stedessdorffand W_ttmundt, etc.

our gracious Lord and three orders/that isthe kmghthood, cities and
cmzens, especially of the city ofEmden/of the county of East Frisia/,
which have been at various times enacted and published.]

Printed in Emden by Joachim Mennen, official printer, 1656.

Statuta Und Ordnungen/Emes Erbaren Ikaths der Stadt Embden/Wornach
sich die Partheyen so wohl/alss die Verordnete Commissarii, Secretarii,
Notarii, Procuratores, Stadtdiener/ und jedermenniglich/ in Gerlchts-
und Rechtssachen/wie auch ihren respective Amptern und Diensten etc.
hinfiihro verhalten sollen. Printed in Emden by Helwich KaUenbach,
official printer, 1625.

[Statutes and regulations/of an honourable coumeUor of the city of
Emden / according to wbach the partaes as weU as the delegated
commissioners, the secretaries, notaries, procurators, city servants
and everyone in matters of court and law and in the various offices
and services should behave henceforth.]
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